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Abstract 
The inevitable need to develop new delivery practices in last-mile delivery arises from 
the enormously growing business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce and the associated 
challenges for logistics service providers. Autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs) will 
potentially revolutionise last-mile delivery with regard to efficiency, sustainability and 
customer orientation. However, if not widely accepted by end-consumers, the 
introduction of ADVs as a delivery option can be a substantial waste of resources.  
At present, the research on consumers’ receptivity of innovations in last-mile delivery, 
such as ADVs, is limited. This study is the first that investigates user acceptance of ADVs 
in Germany by utilising a theoretically extended and modified version of the Unified 
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) in the specific context of last-
mile delivery. Quantitative data was collected through an online survey approach (n = 
501) and structural equation modelling was undertaken.  
The results indicate that overall trust in technology is the strongest predictor of 
behavioural intention (i.e., user acceptance), followed by price sensitivity, performance 
expectancy, innovativeness, hedonic motivation, social influence and overall perceived 
risk; whereas no effect could be found for effort expectancy and facilitating conditions. 
Additionally, street performance and parcel drop-off performance significantly influence 
overall trust in technology. The same is true for the effect of perceived performance risk 
during parcel drop-off and perceived safety risk when driving autonomously on overall 
perceived risk. Moreover, it has been found that overall trust in technology negatively 
influences overall perceived risk. Collectively, the Autonomous Delivery Vehicle 
Acceptance Model was able to explain 80 percent of the variance in behavioural intention 
to use ADVs. 
These findings have not only important theoretical contributions but also managerial 
implications in the areas of technology acceptance and last-mile delivery innovations, 
which will support the long-term success of ADVs as a last-mile delivery option in 
Germany.   
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
In the following subchapters, the PhD thesis entitled “User Acceptance of Autonomous 
Delivery Vehicles – An Empirical Study in Germany –” will be introduced. First, the 
research background and the significance of the investigated topic is presented, followed 
by a clear presentation of the research question and the underlying research objectives. 
Finally, the research process as well as the outline of this thesis is presented.  
 
1.1 Background and Significance   
Over the last decade, last-mile delivery, also referred to as “home delivery”, has received 
a great deal of attention, which can mainly be traced back to the enormous growth of the 
business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce (i.e., electronic commerce) (e.g., Weltevreden, 
2008; Visser et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a; Vakulenko et al., 2019). In 
the case of Germany, the total B2C e-commerce turnover accounted for 53.3 billion euros1 
in 2018, which is more than triple as much as in 2009 (Handelsverband Deutschland, 
2019).  
Despite the fact that e-commerce is still one of the smallest distribution channels when it 
comes to private purchases in Germany (around 10.1 percent in 2018), it is, nevertheless, 
the one growing fastest. In the last five years the German B2C e-commerce grew on 
average almost 11 percent every year2 (Handelsverband Deutschland, 2019). This 
positive trend will further continue in the years to come. It is forecasted that the B2C e-
commerce will approximately grow by 8.5 percent and will account for 57.8 billion euros 
in 2019 (see Figure 1.1) (Handelsverband Deutschland, 2019). 
 
 
 
                                                          
1 Including tangible and digital products; excluding physical services. 
2 Own calculation based on the values provided by Handelsverband Deutschland (2019).  
  (11.3 + 12 + 10.8 + 10.5 + 9.1) ÷ 5 = 10.74 percent.  
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In this regard, the increasing popularity of online shopping directly impacts the number 
of parcels that need to be delivered to customer’s homes (Weltevreden, 2008; Visser et 
al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a; Vakulenko et al., 2019). Whilst in 2009 
only 805 million3 parcels were delivered to private homes in Germany, the number 
dramatically increased to 1,830 million4 parcels in 2018 (BIEK, 2019). This is an increase 
of approximately 227 percent.5 Following the positive trend of private online purchases, 
a further increase of parcel shipments for the upcoming years is forecasted. In 2019, the 
number of B2C parcel shipments will likely reach 1,980 million6 and by 2023, the number 
of parcels shipped to private homes in Germany will likely have already exceed 2,000 
million parcels (BIEK, 2019).  
Consequently, the increasing number of shipments leads to an increase of delivery 
vehicles (e.g., vans or light trucks) in residential areas (Weltevreden, 2008; Liu et al., 
2019a), which imposes a variety of negative externalities (i.e., social costs). These 
                                                          
3 Own calculation based on the values provided by BIEK (2019); 2.23 billion shipments in 2009 (total cep  
  volume); 80.5 percent parcel segment (2.23 ÷ 100 × 80.5) = 1.79 billion parcels; 45 percent B2C segment  
  (1.79 ÷ 100 × 45) = 0.805 billion = 805 million B2C parcels.  
4 Own calculation based on the values provided by BIEK (2019); 3.52 billion shipments in 2018 (total cep  
  volume); 83.9 percent parcel segment (3.52 ÷ 100 × 83.9) = 2.95 billion parcels; 62 percent B2C segment  
  (2.95 ÷ 100 × 62) = 1.83 billion = 1,830 million B2C parcels.   
5 Own calculation: 1,830 ÷ (805 ÷ 100) = 227.3 percent 
6 Own calculation based on the values provided by BIEK (2019); 3.68 billion shipments in 2019 (total;  
  forecast); 83.9 percent parcel segment (2018) (3.68 ÷ 100 × 83.9) = 3.09 billion parcels; 64 percent B2C  
  segment (forecast 2019) (3.09 ÷ 100 × 64) = 1.98 billion = 1,980 million B2C parcels.  
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Figure 1.1: B2C E-Commerce Development in Germany adopted from Handelsverband Deutschland (2019) 
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include, but are not limited to, road congestion effects and increasing noise as well as air 
emissions (Weltevreden, 2008; Mangiaracina et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019a). Since these 
negative externalities have not only a major impact on the life quality and the economic 
competitiveness of urban areas but also on the overall traffic safety (Savelsbergh and van 
Woensel, 2016), governments react with traffic restrictions (e.g., low emission zones, 
road closures), which in turn negatively impacts the freight delivery activities (Dablanc 
and Montenon, 2015; Schönberg et al., 2018). Alongside the governmental restrictions, 
logistics service providers are also faced with increasing customer demands for service 
quality. For instance, customers are looking for faster delivery options (same-day, same-
hour delivery), more flexible delivery options, as well as cheaper and environmentally 
friendlier delivery options (Florio et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2018; Vakulenko et al., 
2019). As such, the last-mile delivery process, which is already the most cost-intensive 
part of the transportation process (Melo and Macharis, 2011; Brown and Guiffrida, 2014; 
Albright, 2017), will ultimately include increasing operational costs.  
The e-commerce revolution as well as the more demanding customers have turned the 
traditional last-mile delivery on its head and conventional delivery practices do not seem 
suitable to cope with this fast-changing environment efficiently. Therefore, the necessity 
of adjusting and developing new delivery practices arises (Joerss et al., 2016; Marsden et 
al., 2018; Florio et al., 2018; Vakulenko et al., 2019). Meeting the need for change, 
especially autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs), which are defined as electric and self-
driving ground vehicles (see subchapter 2.2), are believed to have the potential to 
revolutionise the market of last-mile delivery (Marsden et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2018) 
and will likely compete with the traditional home delivery practices by 2025 (Joerss et 
al., 2016).  
ADVs are a disruptive technological innovation in logistics (Deutsche Post DHL, 2018a) 
that will make the overall last-mile transportation process more efficient (e.g., decreasing 
transportation costs), more sustainable (e.g., CO2 local emission free), and more 
customer-focused (e.g., more flexible and convenient) (Joerss et al., 2016; Marsden et al., 
2018; Deutsche Post DHL, 2018a; Schröder et al., 2018). Therefore, ADVs are believed 
to be a good compromise between efficiency, sustainability and customer convenience. 
However, as with other technological developments the feasibility should always be 
balanced against the customer perceptions as well as their behavioural responses (Collier 
and Kimes, 2012). In other words, even though ADVs might be technically able to 
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contribute to last-mile efficiency, the successful implementation of ADVs cannot be 
realised unless end-customers accept the innovative service concept for home delivery. 
Marsden et al. (2018) support this view by stating that user acceptance of ADVs is one 
of the main aspects that need to be further investigated to be able to introduce ADVs in a 
successful manner. The other way around, if not widely accepted, the development and 
introduction of ADVs as an alternative delivery option can be a substantial waste of 
resources. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the customer perspective in this 
regard.  
As such, this study answers the call from Deutsche Post DHL, which is the major logistics 
service provider globally, to enhance the understanding of the end-consumers regarding 
logistical services (Deutsche Post DHL, 2018a, 2018b). According to Wang et al. (2018a) 
this is increasingly important especially due to the rising power of end-consumers to 
dictate how the delivery of their goods should be organised within the last-mile (Wang et 
al., 2018a). Moreover, because a misunderstanding of ADVs will very likely influence 
user acceptance as much as an accurate conception, it is important to assess user 
acceptance early in the developing process to be able to identify and overcome obstacles 
as well as to evaluate different alternatives (Kollmann, 1998; Fraedrich et al., 2016). 
Overall, this study provides fruitful insights into the consumer’s decision-making when 
deciding on the options of last-mile delivery.  
At present, ADVs are still in its developmental stage and research on its acceptance is 
very limited. Only few studies have investigated the acceptance of ADVs for home 
delivery  (Rohleder, 2016; Eurobarometer, 2017; Joerss et al., 2016; Prümm et al., 2017; 
Braun and Buckstegen, 2017; Marsden et al., 2018). However, these studies are rather 
descriptive in nature, as they primarily investigate acceptance dichotomously (answer: 
yes/no) and little emphasis is placed on the behavioural components involved. As stated 
before, last-mile delivery is an end-customer-oriented service, which includes a strong 
behavioural element (Collins, 2015); therefore, it is imperative to identify the factors that 
determine the acceptance of ADVs as a delivery option to be able to design, develop and 
promote ADVs as an accepted alternative to its conventional delivery option (i.e., van 
delivery).    
From a practical point of view, the findings of this study are mainly relevant for two 
stakeholder groups. The first are developers and designers (e.g., automobile industry, 
universities, and start-up companies) who currently develop and test ADVs. These 
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stakeholders can benefit from the findings, since they are able to incorporate the aspects 
that are considered important for the actual customer in the development process (e.g., 
usefulness, fun aspects, etc.). As such, ADVs can be developed with the customer in 
mind. Second, logistics service providers or other last-mile delivery service providers 
(e.g., start-up companies), who will likely adopt ADVs for last-mile delivery due to its 
promise of a 40 percent cut of costs (Joerss et al., 2016; Deutsche Post DHL, 2018a), can 
also benefit from the findings of this study. For instance, they can use the findings to 
develop customer-tailored market introduction strategies (e.g., developing a customer 
tailored pricing strategy).  
In summary, this research is an important step towards the understanding of users’ 
acceptance of ADVs as an innovative last-mile delivery option. As such, this study will 
not only enrich the academic literature in the fields of technology acceptance and logistics 
innovations but also will provide guidance for businesses including logistics service 
providers and vehicle developers on how to develop and promote ADVs in a successful 
manner.  
 
1.2 Research Question and Objectives 
The overall purpose of this research is to identify the key factors that drive the uptake of 
ADVs as a delivery option in the German last-mile delivery market. However, this 
research does not claim to be fully representative of the entire German population (see 
subchapter 4.4.2.3 for more details). Rather, it tries to give first insights into the 
acceptance of Germans regarding ADVs for last-mile delivery. Within this thesis, the 
following research question will be answered by fulfilling the research objectives listed 
on the following page.  
 
Research Question: 
What are the factors that affect user acceptance of autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs) 
in last-mile delivery in Germany? 
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Research Objectives:  
(1) Determining the factors that positively or negatively influence user acceptance of 
ADVs in last-mile delivery.  
(2) Developing a theoretical framework that describes the relationships between the 
factors and user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery. 
(3) Empirically test the validity of the theoretical framework in Germany. 
 
1.3 Research Process  
The research process consists of seven major steps, which were carried out to conduct 
this research study (see Figure 1.2). The first step included a general review of relevant 
literature in the context of last-mile delivery to get a detailed overview of the market, its 
drivers as well as its development. Here, it was found that especially ADVs have the 
potential to revolutionise last-mile delivery in a way that is more efficient, sustainable 
and customer-focused and have also the potential to compete against traditional home 
delivery practices. This was the foundation and starting point for investigating users’ 
acceptance of ADVs and built the scope of this research project.  
In a second step, ADVs as well as user acceptance were defined precisely. Next, the 
models and theories regularly used to investigate user acceptance of new technologies 
were reviewed. This was followed by a review of existing literature on the acceptance of 
ADVs. As a result, the research gap (i.e., limited research on user acceptance of ADVs) 
was identified and the research question as well as its underlying objectives could be 
developed. 
Since only a limited number of studies could be identified that explicitly investigated the 
acceptance of ADVs, this study turned, in a third step, to a broader literature review. In 
doing so, two distinct but overlapping research areas were identified (i.e., self-service 
technologies and autonomous vehicles) based on the characteristics of ADVs (i.e., driving 
autonomously and dropping off parcels with technology – human interaction). Drawing 
on the research question, these two areas were systematically reviewed to identify the 
main factors influencing user acceptance of self-service technologies (SSTs) and 
autonomous vehicles (AVs). As a result, perceived risk, trust in technology, and 
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innovativeness were identified to be of special importance in both evaluated research 
areas.  
In the fourth step, based on previous literature, the selection, justification, and 
modification of the underlying research model (i.e., UTAUT2) was performed. This 
resulted in the final theoretical research framework, which was utilised in this study to 
investigate user acceptance of ADVs. Based on this theoretical framework, the 
hypotheses were developed. Up to this point, the research was purely theoretical, and the 
literature was used deductively.  
In a fifth step, the research design to test the hypotheses empirically in a partial 
representative manner for the German population was developed and applied. This step 
included several important steps: (1) research strategy: survey; (2) data collection 
method: self-administrated online questionnaire; (3) pre-testing and translation of the 
questionnaire; (4) sampling: non-probability quota sampling; and (5) data analysis: 
structural equation modelling. At the end of this step, the final data collection took place.  
In a sixth step, the data was analysed using structural equation modelling (SEM). In doing 
so, a two-step approach was conducted starting with the evaluation of the measurement 
model and proceeding with the structural model. This yielded to the fact that 12 out of 14 
hypotheses could be supported by the gathered data in this research study. Next, the 
theoretical research framework was modified by dropping the insignificant constructs and 
re-estimated. As a result, the Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model (ADV-
AM) was developed. Alongside the data analysis procedures, this step also included the 
discussion of the research findings in regard to the research question and previous 
literature.  
In the final stage of this research the conclusions could be drawn. This included the 
outline of the theoretical contributions, the managerial implications, as well as the 
presentation of the research limitations and the proposal for further research. Figure 1.2 
on the following page graphically illustrates the research process of this thesis.  
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Figure 1.2: Process of Research Project 
 
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
Within this section, the outline of the thesis will be briefly described. Overall, this thesis 
consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 includes the background and significance of this 
thesis, the research question and objectives, as well as the research process.  
Chapter 2 includes the definition of ADVs and user acceptance as well as the review of 
eight models and theories dominantly used to explain technology acceptance in various 
fields. In addition, it encompasses previous research studies in the field of user acceptance 
of ADVs and the identification of overlapping research fields. Moreover, this chapter 
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comprises two systematic literature reviews (area of SSTs and AVs) as well as the 
analysis of the literature found. Additionally, the theoretical findings will be consolidated 
and discussed. Finally, the selection and justification of the underlying research model 
(i.e., UTAUT2) is presented and the originality of the research, including the research 
gaps, are outlined.  
Chapter 3 comprises the theoretical research framework development. This includes the 
presentation of the theoretical research framework and its various constructs. 
Furthermore, the framework modifications and extensions are presented and discussed, 
followed by the presentation of the summary of the research hypotheses and construct 
definitions. Finally, the theoretical research framework and the operationalisation of its 
constructs is shown.  
Chapter 4 encompasses the underlying research methodology. This includes the research 
philosophy, the research approach, as well as the research design applied, which in turn 
includes the research strategy, the data collection method, the sampling strategy, as well 
as the data analysis techniques applied. Within this chapter, each methodological choice 
will be presented with a clear reasoning. 
Chapter 5 comprises the descriptive data analysis, including the data screening 
procedures and the descriptive statistics (i.e., data normality, demographic characteristics 
and profiles, as well as the measures of central tendency and variability). Moreover, the 
answers to the open question in the questionnaire are presented and discussed. 
Chapter 6 includes the structural equation modelling analysis. Starting with the 
presentation of the goodness-of-fit indices, followed by the evaluation of the 
measurement model analysis (model fit, inspection and modification procedures, 
construct validity) and the structural model analysis (structural model fit, hypotheses 
testing). Chapter 6 also includes the re-estimation of the theoretically developed research 
framework, which in turn includes the measurement model analysis as well as the 
structural model analysis. As such, the final “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance 
Model” could be developed.  
Chapter 7 summarises and discusses the findings of the descriptive analysis of chapter 5 
as well as the findings of the structural equation modelling analysis of chapter 6 in regard 
to the research question and previous research that has been presented in chapter 2 as well 
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as the hypotheses presented in chapter 3. This includes the discussion of the verified 
Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model (ADV-AM) and its underlying 
relationships. Moreover, the insignificant paths of the theoretically developed research 
framework are discussed. Furthermore, the applicability of UTAUT2 in the context of 
ADVs for last-mile delivery will be discussed.  
Chapter 8 comprises an overall summary of the research study and its findings. Also, it 
includes the presentation of the theoretical contributions and managerial implications. 
Finally, this chapter also presents the limitations of this research study and shows 
potential research areas that can be further investigated in future research.   
 
1.5 Conclusion  
Within this chapter, the underlying PhD thesis was introduced. It was outlined that the 
current last-mile delivery practices are not believed to be able to cope with the 
enormously growing e-commerce, the increasing governmental restrictions as well as the 
rising customer demands efficiently. In this context, ADVs are stated to be more efficient, 
sustainable, as well as customer-focused. Despite its potential, little research exists on the 
user acceptance of ADVs. This gap will be filled by answering the research question and 
fulfilling the research objectives of this thesis. Finally, this chapter presented the research 
process and showed the outline of the thesis.  
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2 Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
In the following, the concept of autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs) will be defined 
and presented. Next, the term “user acceptance” will be reviewed and defined for this 
research project. As a result, an operational definition will be presented. Afterwards, a 
review of the eight models and theories previously utilised to explain technology 
acceptance in various fields will be presented. This includes general assumptions 
underlying the models and theories, empirical evidence, as well as model and theory 
limitations. In addition, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) and its extension (UTAUT2), which incorporates all eight models and theories 
into one unified model, will be presented. This is followed by a brief summary of all 
discussed models and theories. 
Furthermore, previous research related to this research project will be presented. This 
includes not only the research conducted in the area of user acceptance of autonomous 
delivery vehicles (ADVs) but also in the areas of user acceptance of self-service 
technologies (SSTs) as well as user acceptance of autonomous vehicles (AVs) in general 
(e.g., autonomous cars). Following the analysis of the previous literature, a consolidation 
and discussion of the theoretical findings will take place. Next, the selection and 
justification of the research model utilised in this study will be outlined. Finally, this 
chapter will close with the originality of the research and the major research gaps 
identified that will be filled within this research.  
 
2.2 Definition and Classification of Autonomous Delivery Vehicles 
In this thesis, autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs) are defined as electric and self-
driving ground vehicles that drive on sidewalks and streets with approximately 5 – 10 
km/h. They are equipped with various cameras, sensors, and GPS (global positioning 
system) for navigating, security, and safety reasons (Lee et al., 2016; Marsden et al., 
2018). This enables ADVs to manage all driving tasks by themselves without human 
intervention. In other words, they are “capable of navigating in a road network, detecting 
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obstacles in the surroundings, and running safely without human intervention” (Piao et 
al., 2016, p. 2169). 
Considering the characteristics of ADVs, the main mean behind those vehicles is the 
service delivery. In other words, ADVs are designed to deliver parcels and other smaller 
goods like groceries to the doorstep (Marsden et al., 2018). Since this service delivery is 
based on a human – technology interaction through an online interface (i.e., mobile app), 
ADVs are considered to be a self-service technology (SSTs) in the context of last-mile 
delivery.  
ADVs will only start their delivery journey when the recipient has set the date and 
timeslot in which he/she wants to receive the ordered goods (e.g., groceries). Once the 
ADV arrives at the delivery destination, the recipient receives a message through the 
mobile app to collect the orders. To authorise and to open the locker of the vehicle the 
recipient must connect their smartphone via Bluetooth to the vehicle. Additionally, help 
and support can be utilised via the mobile app or, depending on the type of ADVs, directly 
through the interface of the vehicle. Once the delivery is completed, the vehicle continues 
its delivery journey or returns to the urban hub, depending on the type of ADV (Lee et 
al., 2016; Marsden et al., 2018).  
In general, two types of ADVs can be differentiated (Joerss et al., 2016): first, small 
ADVs (i.e., parcel delivery robots) that have only one locker in which they can carry 
goods; and second, larger ADVs that are equipped with several lockers (see Figure 2.1).  
 
                                            
Figure 2.1: Small ADV (a) (Starship Technology, 2017) and Large ADV (b) (Hochschule Heilbronn, 2019)   
         
a b 
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Both types of vehicles try to fill a certain niche in the market of last-mile delivery. On the 
one hand, small ADVs are considered to fill the niche for instant delivery in urban areas 
with a high density. This is the case because they can only carry one parcel at a time as 
well as travel only a restricted distance (i.e., 5 – 30 minutes) from their base station (i.e., 
urban hub) due to battery limitations. On the other hand, larger ADVs can carry more 
than one parcel and therefore are generally considered as an alternative to today’s last-
mile delivery practices. These are not only suitable for high density urban areas and 
average density areas but also for certain parts of rural areas with a generally low average 
density (Joerss et al., 2016). See Figure 2.2 for an overview of potential operation sites.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Operation Sites of Small and Large ADVs adopted from Joerss et al. (2016) 
 
Compared to conventional last-mile delivery services, the use of ADVs offers several 
benefits, mainly to three stakeholder groups. From the logistics service providers 
perspective, ADVs are able to operate more cost efficiently due to the substitution of 
labour as well as the elimination of the inefficiency caused due to failed and re-deliveries 
(Joerss et al., 2016; Jennings and Figliozzi, 2019). From the customer perspective, ADVs 
make the overall delivery process more flexible and convenient. This is the case because 
the recipient decides the time and place where the delivery takes place; therefore, ADVs 
are more customer-focused (Marsden et al., 2018). As such, ADVs avoid the need to wait 
at home for deliveries, which directly reduces unnecessary opportunity costs (i.e., waiting 
time) because they can engage in other activities rather than waiting. Finally, from a 
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societal perspective, ADVs minimise the negative externalities (e.g., local air pollutions) 
due to the use of electric power instead of fuel energy (Joerss et al., 2016; Marsden et al., 
2018).  
At present, there are already several organisations and institutions working on the 
development of small ADVs for last-mile delivery. Amongst others, these are Starship 
Technology (co-founder of Skype) (Starship Technology, 2017), Dispatch (MIT and 
Pennsylvania University) (Dispatch, 2019), and Marble (Marble, 2019). However, only a 
few organisations and institutions have developed larger ADVs with several lockers: for 
instance, the ADV developed by Nuro (Nuro, 2016), which is an American robotics firm, 
or the ADV developed by Heilbronn University of Applied Sciences. Nuro’s delivery 
vehicle has four large lockers (two on each side), whereas the vehicle from Heilbronn 
University of Applied Sciences has sixteen lockers (eight on each side; see Figure 2.1b), 
which makes the delivery process even more efficient. To date, the ADV developed by 
Heilbronn University of Applied Sciences is the first large autonomous vehicle, to the 
best of my knowledge, that has been tested for several logistical purposes (e.g., parcel 
delivery and reverse logistics) in a real urban environment at the event area of the federal 
gardening show in Heilbronn (Germany) in 2019.   
 
2.3 Definition of User Acceptance 
The term “acceptance” is used in everyday life. It is used not only when new product 
innovations failed or city misplanning took place but also when political announcements 
were withdrawn or television shows were dropped (Lucke, 1995; Kollmann, 1998). 
Eventually, it became a buzzword in society as well as in academia. Due to this general 
use in society and the interdisciplinary use in academia, a heterogeneous variety of 
definitions has occurred over the last decades (Nabih et al., 1997; Adell, 2010; Adell et 
al., 2017). This led to the fact that the term “acceptance” is often used as synonymous or 
intermingled with constructs like adoption, diffusion, or tolerance (Nabih et al., 1997; 
Williams et al., 2009). However, this unfortunate mixture makes it even harder to define 
what acceptance actually is and led not only to theoretical confusion but also to 
misinterpretations in the acceptance research (Nabih et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2009). 
Therefore, within this thesis it is imperative to provide a clear operational definition of 
user acceptance.  
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As already stated, there are various acceptance definitions discussed in the literature, for 
instance, attitudinal and behavioural acceptance (Kollmann, 1998; Kollmann, 2000) or 
social and practical acceptance (Nielsen, 1993). According to Adell (2010), who 
investigated the occurrence of acceptance definitions, acceptance definitions can be 
classified into five categories: (1) use of the word accept; (2) satisfying needs and 
requirements (i.e., usefulness of the system); (3) sum of all attitudes; (4) willingness to 
use; and (5) actual use. Viewing the acceptance categories in this way, they might to some 
extent be seen as a continuous process (Adell, 2009, 2010). Starting from assessing the 
usefulness of a system towards the actual use of a system. The latter categories include 
the earlier ones (see Figure 2.3). However, this continuous view cannot include category 
1, where acceptance is defined only with the word “accept” (Adell et al., 2017; Adell, 
2010). Moreover, these classifications of acceptance definitions suggest that acceptance 
is a multifaceted concept, and due to the selection of only one category, the scope of the 
definition is limited (Rahman et al., 2018).  
 
 
Figure 2.3: Definition Categories of Acceptance adopted from Adell (2009, p. 28) 
 
Working on user acceptance of ADVs makes it crucial to understand the user-centred 
view, since the user decides to use or not use ADVs as a delivery alternative. Acceptance 
lies on the individual decision of a person; therefore, it is based on individual attitudes, 
experiences, expectations, and subjective evaluations of the system as well as the effects 
of using it (Schade and Baum, 2007). A misunderstanding of ADVs will very likely 
influence user acceptance as much as an accurate conception. Even though it is not 
possible to assess the use of a system that is still in the development stage, as it is the case 
with ADVs, it is desirable to predict user acceptance of ADVs as early as possible in the 
development process to be able to identify and overcome obstacles as well as evaluate 
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different alternatives (Kollmann, 1998; Adell, 2009). However, it needs to be borne in 
mind that predicting user acceptance at this stage of technological development and 
introduction does not necessarily mean that potential users use the system when available. 
Within this thesis, the following definition, adopted from Adell (2010), is proposed for 
the context of user acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery:  
User acceptance is defined as the degree to which an individual intends to use ADVs 
as a delivery option, when available, and incorporates it into his/her everyday life.  
This definition focuses on the intention rather than the actual behavioural use; therefore, 
it can be utilised early in the development process of new technologies, which is necessary 
in this study. Nevertheless, it also shows that intention may lead to actual use behaviour 
in the future. Furthermore, this definition incorporates the user-centred view of 
acceptance. Finally, it implies that there are various degrees of user acceptance, and 
therefore it is not limited to acceptance or rejection; rather it has a more continuous nature 
(Adell, 2010; Adell et al., 2017).  
 
2.4 Theories and Models of Technology Acceptance  
After precisely defining ADVs as well as the term “user acceptance” for this research 
study, the following subchapters will present a variety of theories and models used to 
predict, explain, understand, as well as assess user acceptance of technological 
innovations. In doing so, it will focus on three major disciplines that have contributed to 
the development of technology acceptance, adoption, and usage theories: social 
psychology and sociology, which focuses mainly on the process of how user acceptance 
evokes; and information systems, which mainly focuses on the constructs that contribute 
to user acceptance on an individual level.  
On one hand, for instance, social psychology contributed the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975). Yet, it was extended to the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1985). On the other hand, information systems contributed the 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1985; Davis et al., 1989), which used the 
TRA as a foundation, and yet has a couple of extensions like the TAM2 (Venkatesh and 
Davis, 2000) and TAM3 (Venkatesh, 2000) as well as the most recent theory regarding 
user acceptance of technology, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
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(UTAUT 1-2) (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2012), which is an aggregation 
of various theories and models from different disciplines. Moreover, UTAUT not only 
focuses on the aforementioned theories but also on theories regarding the adoption of 
technology, like Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) (Rogers, 1983, 2003), or user centric 
theories, like the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) (Bandura, 1977), the Motivational Model 
(MM) (Deci and Ryan, 1985), and the Model of PC Utilization (Thompson et al., 1991). 
Even though, most theories were applied to consumer contexts, Venkatesh et al. (2012) 
have developed the UTAUT2 explicitly for investigating technology acceptance in a 
consumer context.  
To obtain an overview as well as a more in-depth understanding of all models and theories 
unified in the UTAUT/UTAUT2, they will be presented in the following by stating their 
core assumptions as well as empirical justification. Moreover, if discussed in the 
literature, their major limitations will also be presented. At the end of this chapter, a brief 
summary of the presented theories and models is outlined.  
 
2.4.1 Theory of Reasoned Action 
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) developed by Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) 
originates from the field of social psychology. The theory development can be traced back 
to the period between 1918 – 1970, when researchers tried to explain the impact of 
attitudes on individuals’ behaviour (Al-Qeisi and Al-Abdallah, 2013). However, the 
contributions of the influence of attitude on behaviour were rather inconsistent. On one 
hand, it was argued that attitude had either a direct or indirect effect on behaviour; on the 
other hand, it was believed to be a unidimensional or multidimensional construct (Ajzen 
and Fishbein, 1980). By developing the TRA, Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 4) aimed at 
overcoming this problem by introducing the construct behavioural intentions (BI) and 
thereby developing a theory that “could explain virtually any human behaviour”.  
One of its core assumptions is that “human beings are usually quite rational and make 
systematic use of the information available to them” rather than being controlled by 
unconscious motives (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 5). Thus, people consider the 
implications of any actual behaviour in advance to their engagement (Ajzen and Fishbein, 
1980). 
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The theory defines relationships between salient beliefs, attitudes, norms, intentions, and 
behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). According to the theory, the main premise is that 
actual behaviour (i.e., in the case of technology acceptance research: use or rejection of 
the technology) is directly determined by the intentions rather than attitudes to perform 
that behaviour. However, Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) bear in mind that this 
correspondence is not always believed to be perfect; they argue that when “barring 
unforeseen events, a person will usually act in accordance with his or her intention” 
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 5). Therefore, intention can be seen as the individual’s 
measure of the strength of his or her intention to perform a particular behaviour (Davis et 
al., 1989).  
Since the theory does not only want to predict but also explain human behaviour, it is 
posited that behavioural intention itself is a function of two constructs: attitude toward 
the behaviour, which is of personal nature, and subjective norm, which reflects the social 
influences (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Attitude toward the behaviour is defined as an 
“individual’s positive or negative evaluation of performing the behavio[u]r” in question 
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 6). In more detail, one’s attitude “is determined by beliefs 
about the consequences of the behaviour and the affective evaluation of these 
consequences” (Dillon and Morris, 1996, p. 12). Here, “[b]eliefs are defined as the 
individual’s subjective probability that performing a given behavio[u]r will result in a 
given consequence” (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975, p. 29). Affective evaluation is an implicit 
evaluative response to the consequence; thus, the attitude construct is stated to be general 
in nature and not fixed to any given belief set (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975). External stimuli 
influence the attitude construct through adjustments in the person’s belief structure 
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Subjective norm is defined as a person’s perception of the 
social pressure from important referent others to perform the behaviour (Ajzen and 
Fishbein, 1980). Thus, it is “determined by an individual’s normative beliefs and 
motivation to comply with perceived norms” (Dillon and Morris, 1996, p. 12).  
Both attitude and subjective norms are believed to be important determinants of 
behavioural intention. However, the attitudinal considerations may in some cases be more 
important than the normative ones in forming intention, or the other way around (Ajzen 
and Fishbein, 1980). Thus, the determinants are relatively independent to each other. 
Furthermore, the relative weights of both determinants maybe different from person to 
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person. To sum it up, Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) generally believe that the use of attitude 
and subjective norm are sufficient to determine actual behaviour (see Figure 2.4).  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Theory of Reasoned Action adopted from Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 8) 
 
Since its development, the TRA has been used extensively in various fields to explain 
one’s individual behaviour (Davis, 1985). Not only was it successful in situations like 
voting in an election (Bowman and Fishbein, 1978), predicting the consumption of 
alcohol (Schlegel et al., 1992), and watching electronic sports (Xiao, 2019), but also did 
it provide accurate results in the field of technological usage (Taylor and Todd, 1995b). 
Sheppard et al. (1988) conducted a meta-analysis and analysed 87 studies that utilised the 
TRA to test the utility of the proposed constructs. As a result, they were able to support 
the model. A more recent meta-analysis by van den Putte (1991) supports these findings. 
Overall, it can be stated that the theory of reasoned action “was exceptionally robust and 
offered strong predictive utility, even when used to investigate situations and activities 
falling outside the original boundary conditions of the theory” (Dillon and Morris, 1996, 
p. 13). 
Despite the wide use of the theory in behavioural and acceptance studies, it also has 
certain limitations that should be addressed. The greatest limitation is that the theory is 
restricted to correspondence (Ajzen, 1985). In this regard, Sheppard et al. (1988) state 
that in order for the theory to predict a specific behaviour, attitudes and intentions must 
agree not only on action, target, context, and period but also on specificity. Thus, the 
theory assumes that the behaviour is completely under volitional control and therefore 
applies only to behaviours that are thought out in advance of the action, consciously. 
Consequently, impulsive and irrational decisions as well as habitual actions, or any other 
behaviour that is not consciously considered is not captured within this theory (Bentler 
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and Speckart, 1979). Furthermore, the TRA has also been criticised in terms of its 
comprehensiveness (Hale et al., 2002). According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) variables 
that are not explicitly specified in the theory are external variables that can influence 
behavioural intention only through attitudes or subjective norms. However, detractors 
have argued that attitude and subjective norm are not sufficient to predict behavioural 
intention directly or behaviour indirectly, and other constructs like affect might improve 
the model’s explanatory power (Hale et al., 2002). 
 
2.4.2 Theory of Planned Behaviour 
Considering the critique and major limitation of the TRA – that the theory is only 
applicable when the behaviour is totally under volitional control – Ajzen (1985) proposed 
the theory of planned behaviour (TPB). The TPB is an extension of the TRA and was 
specifically developed for situations where the behaviour is not totally under volitional 
control (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). In fact, the only difference between these two theories – the 
TRA and the TPB – is the incorporation of perceived behavioural control (PBC) (see 
Figure 2.5) within the more general model of beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and behaviours, 
which has received a great deal of attention in theories and models related to social 
cognition (Armitage and Conner, 2001).  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Theory of Planned Behaviour adopted from Ajzen (1991, p. 182)  
 
Perceived behavioural control “is determined by the availability of skills, resources, and 
opportunities, as well as the perceived importance of those skills, resources, and 
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opportunities to achieve outcomes” (Dillon and Morris, 1996, p. 16). It is a function of 
control beliefs as well as the power perceived (Hale et al., 2002). In this regard, it is 
believed to be most compatible with Bandura’s (1977) concept of self-efficacy (Ajzen, 
1991). This construct is concerned with the “judgement of how well one can execute 
courses of action required to deal with prospective situations” (Bandura, 1982, p. 122). 
Although Ajzen (1991) postulates that PBC and self-efficacy are synonyms, there are 
several authors who plead in favour for a distinction between these two constructs 
(Armitage and Conner, 2001; Dillon and Morris, 1996). For instance, Bandura (1992) has 
argued that self-efficacy focuses more on the cognitive perceptions of control, which is 
based on internal control factors, whilst perceived behavioural control also mirrors more 
general external facets.  
In addition to the existing relationships of the TRA (subjective norms, attitudes → 
intention → behaviour), Ajzen (1991) proposes that PBC does not only determine 
behavioural intention but also behaviour directly. As stated in the TRA, if a person has 
control over the behaviour or action, intentions are believed to be efficient to predict 
behaviour. However, in situations where behavioural intentions account only for a limited 
variance in behaviour, it is stated that perceived behavioural control should be 
independently predictive of behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). Therefore, it is postulated that both 
intentions as well as PBC are important in predicting behaviour. However, it is also 
argued that depending on the prevalence of certain conditions one construct may be more 
important than the other (Ajzen, 1991). 
Similar to the TRA, the TPB has also been applied extensively in many different fields. 
It has not only been used to examine weight loss (Schifter and Ajzen, 1985) and to 
examine information systems (Taylor and Todd, 1995b; Mathieson, 1991) but also as a 
foundation to investigate the acceptance of autonomous vehicles (Angelis et al., 2017; 
Chen and Yan, 2018) or self-service technologies (Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del 
Bosque, 2010; Al-Ajam and Md Nor, 2015; Yeap et al., 2016). According to the meta-
analysis conducted by Armitage and Conner (2001), the main premises of the theory 
could be verified. However, they also found that PBC only contributed on average two 
percent to the variance in behaviour. This small explanatory power can be explained by 
the fact that PBC is not a predictor for every behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005). If the 
behaviour is under volitional control, the intention itself is enough to predict a specific 
behaviour accurately. However, if the behaviour is not completely under volitional 
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control, then the construct can increase the explanatory power of the model (Madden et 
al., 1992). This is believed to be the reason why the explanatory power is fluctuating in 
certain investigations (Notani, 1998). 
Even though Ajzen tried to improve the TRA with PBC to overcome the main criticism 
of volitional control, authors have found additional limitations to their theory. First, the 
theory has been criticised for incorporating only one aggregated variable (i.e., PBC) to 
answer all non-controllable elements of the behaviour (Taylor and Todd, 1995a). 
However, through the aggregation it is not possible to identify individual factors that 
specifically determine behaviour. Second, and just like the criticism on the TRA, the TPB 
has also been criticised in regard to its comprehensiveness, and it is believed that other 
constructs like habit might also predict intentions and behaviour (Eagly and Chaiken, 
2011; Hale et al., 2002). Third, the theory has been criticised in regard to its positive 
relationship between PBC and BI. However, it is only reasonable for positively valanced 
behaviours and not for negatively valanced behaviours (Hale et al., 2002; Eagly and 
Chaiken, 2011). In other words, when a person is positively disposed towards a certain 
behaviour and perceives that he/she has control over it, it might cause a change of 
intentions. However, even though a person perceives that he/she has control over a certain 
behaviour, he/she might still not change his/her intention if he/she is negatively disposed 
towards that behaviour (Hale et al., 2002). 
 
2.4.3 Technology Acceptance Model (1-3) 
Despite the aforementioned general theories that were developed to explain “virtually any 
human behavio[u]r“ (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 4), Davis (1985) proposed the 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The TAM, which is based on the TRA, was 
specifically developed for the prediction of the acceptance of computer information 
systems (Venkatesh et al., 2007). The model incorporates accumulated findings from over 
a decade of information systems research (Davis et al., 1989).  
The goal of the TAM was to predict and explain user acceptance for a range of computer 
technologies before users had experience with such systems (Dillon and Morris, 1996), 
whilst at the same time offering a parsimonious and theoretically justified model (Davis 
et al., 1989). Thus, the model is helpful for researchers and practitioners simultaneously 
by identifying why a particular system might not be accepted and pursue appropriate 
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corrective steps. One of the key purposes of the TAM is, therefore, to provide a 
foundation of the impact of external factors (Davis et al., 1989). Thus, the attempt was to 
identify a few fundamental factors, which were identified in previous research, that deal 
with the cognitive as well as affective factors of computer acceptance. In this context, the 
TRA was only used as a theoretical foundation for the relationships among those variables 
(Davis et al., 1989). 
The main constructs in TAM are perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use 
(PEOU) (Davis, 1985). Davis (1985) postulates that these two constructs are sufficient to 
determine technology acceptance. On one hand, PEOU “represents the extent to which a 
person believes that using a technology will be free of physical and mental effort” (Davis, 
1985, p. 26). He found support for this construct in a meta-analysis by Tornatzky and 
Klein (1982). They investigated the relationship between an innovations’ characteristics 
and its adoption and found that complexity was a consistent contributor in technology 
adoption. On the other hand, PU is defined as “the degree to which an individual believes 
that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance” (Davis, 1985, 
p. 26). Support for this construct was found in an exploratory study by Schultz and Slevin 
(1975). Furthermore, PEOU is postulated to determine PU since the easier a technology 
is to use (i.e., perceived ease of use), the more useful (i.e., perceived usefulness) it can be 
(Davis, 1985). Overall, both determine attitude (A), which directly determines the actual 
usage (Davis, 1985). In contrast to the TRA, Davis (1985) did not include subjective norm 
into the TAM because of the fact that Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) acknowledge that it is 
the least understood part of the TRA. 
In a later development of the TAM by Davis et al. (1989), it is suggested that an individual 
can perceive a system as useful without forming any attitude toward using it (see Figure 
2.6). This is based on the idea that people in an organisational setting will form intentions 
towards specific behaviours if they believe that this behaviour increases their 
performance, no matter what positive or negative feelings they may create. This 
relationship is driven extrinsically. For instance, people with higher performance usually 
receive rewards like pay increases or promotions (Vroom, 1995). This led to the 
incorporation of behavioural intention (BI) into the TAM, as originally proposed in the 
TRA by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980). In line with the TRA, TAM assumes that the effect 
of external variables are completely mediated by the beliefs PEOU and PU (Davis et al., 
1989).   
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Figure 2.6: Technology Acceptance Model adopted from Davis et al. (1989, p. 985) 
 
Applying the slightly changed model, Davis et al. (1989), found empirical evidence for 
the direct influence of PU and PEOU on BI and as a matter of fact excluded the attitude 
(A) construct from their model because attitude was only able to partially mediate the 
effects of PU and PEOU on BI. Even though this contradicts to the TRA structure, this 
decision finds support by previous research that provides theoretical justification and 
empirical evidence of a direct relationship between beliefs and BI (Bagozzi and Phillips, 
1982). Davis et al. (1989) argue that the decision of using an information system is largely 
cognitive driven. In fact, if the affective facet is not activated completely, attitude, which 
is based on cognitive and affective facets, will not be able to capture the impact of 
performance considerations in one’s intention (Davis et al., 1989). This led to the final 
development of the TAM (Davis and Venkatesh, 1996) (see Figure 2.7).   
 
 
Figure 2.7: Final Technology Acceptance Model adopted from Davis and Venkatesh (1996, p. 20) 
 
To date, the TAM and its adaptations have been used extensively as a theoretical 
foundation of many empirical studies (Shang and Wu, 2017; Hussein, 2017). Not only 
was the paper by Davis et al. (1989) hugely cited (The Social Science Citation Index 
(2016) indicates 6,800 citations), but the TAM has also been most often used when 
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investigating information systems (29 percent of all studies) (Williams et al., 2009). 
Overall, TAM has been stated to be highly robust and reliable (Mathieson, 1991; Adams 
et al., 1992). In fact, in a comparison of a variety of models, TAM was superior compared 
to the more general theories like the TRA (Mathieson, 1991). This is in line with 
Venkatesh et al. (2007), who stated that TAM is generally speaking more suitable to 
predict intentions than the TRA.  
With the introduction of additional technological innovations and new research areas, the 
areas where the TAM was applied expanded over the last decades. Although most studies 
that have applied the TAM focused on the analysis of information technology (Legris et 
al., 2003), in more recent studies the TAM has also been used as a basis for a variety of 
other fields. For instance, TAM has been applied to investigate the user acceptance of 
autonomous cars (Choi and Ji, 2015; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; 
Rahman et al., 2018) or the acceptance of self-service technologies (Hota and Mishra, 
2018; Kaushik and Kumar, 2018; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018). For 
an additional overview of research fields in which TAM has been applied, see the review 
by Marangunić and Granić (2015). However, it is worth mentioning that most studies 
used model extensions to predict acceptance adequately. 
Despite the extensive use of the model, it is not without shortcomings (Benbasat and 
Barki, 2007; Yousafzai et al., 2007; Legris et al., 2003). Typically, the criticism of the 
TAM can be divided into three main categories: (1) the variables within the model; (2) 
the theoretical foundation underlying the TAM; and (3) the methodology applied.  
(1) The variables within the model. One of the most significant aspects is the criticism 
on their main constructs (i.e., PEOU and PU). Even though Benbasat and Barki (2007) 
do not doubt the original intention of Davis (1985) – that he wanted to study the 
influence of system characteristics – little effort has been drawn on the meaning and 
the antecedents behind that. In this regard, Benbasat and Barki (2007) argue that it is 
of little additional value to repeatedly show that some beliefs (i.e., PU and PEOU) are 
influential without understanding how to influence those. Thus, the constructs are 
treated mainly as “black boxes” and very few researchers have investigated those 
(Benbasat and Barki, 2007). In addition to this, TAM has also been criticised in regard 
to its comprehensiveness. In more detail, it has been stated that TAM has a 
deterministic approach that does not consider users’ individual characteristics 
(Agarwal and Prasad, 1998). 
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(2) The theoretical foundation underlying the TAM. Bagozzi (2007) criticised the poor 
theoretical relationships that were drawn among the constructs used in TAM. He 
especially doubts the relationship between behavioural intention and behaviour. He 
stated that behaviour should be a more fundamental goal in TAM research. Thus, 
behavioural intention is believed to not be representative enough in studying actual 
behaviour because the time between the formation of behavioural intention and 
behaviour is considered full of uncertainties, which could influence one’s decision to 
adopt and use a technology. Although the relationship between behavioural intention 
and behaviour has been proven in many studies, Bagozzi (2007) argues that one’s 
intention could be subjected to reflection and evaluation, which could lead to 
reformulation of their intentions and finally to a different action.  
(3) The methodology. Furthermore, not only the model itself but also the chosen 
methodology for applying it has been criticised (Legris et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003). 
Most of the studies used student samples (Legris et al., 2003). On one hand, this is 
believed to be the case because the data needed is easy to collect; however, on the 
other hand, the results are not generalisable to a broader population. Furthermore, 
Legris et al. (2003) and Yousafzai et al. (2007) argue that students have different 
motives and motivations, including obtaining grades and rewards. In this context, 
using employees as samples instead of students involves the disadvantage that the 
systems are not believed to be generally voluntarily used, which is seen as one of the 
main requirements for applying the TAM adequately. Furthermore, TAM studies have 
been criticised for the fact that they use self-reported data to measure the system usage 
instead of real actual usage data. Some researchers argue that self-reported data is 
subjectively driven and is thus unreliable for the measurement of actual usage 
behaviour (Legris et al., 2003; Yousafzai et al., 2007). In addition, using self-reported 
measures includes the risk of common method bias (Podsakoff et al., 2003), meaning 
that people will answer in a way that they believe the social norm would answer. 
Nevertheless, many studies have used self-reported usage data (Lee et al., 2003).  
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Extensions of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM 2 and TAM 3): 
Taking into consideration the criticism of Benbasat and Barki (2007) that PU and PEOU 
are seen as “black boxes”, Venkatesh and Davis (2000) proposed an extension of the 
original TAM – the TAM2 (see Figure 2.8).  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Technology Acceptance Model 2 adopted from Venkatesh and Davis (2000, p. 188) 
 
Here, they identified theoretical constructs that could be used to describe the usefulness 
of a system in detail. These are social influence processes (subjective norm, image, and 
voluntariness) as well as cognitive instrumental processes (result demonstrability, job 
relevance, and output quality) (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). As such, Venkatesh and 
Davis (2000) were able to provide more detail into the question what makes a system 
useful in a mandatory as well as a voluntary setting. However, for the construct 
“subjective norm”, an effect on usefulness was only found in a mandatory setting, not in 
a voluntary one.  
Following the extension of TAM to the TAM2, Venkatesh (2000) introduced the TAM3, 
which tries to explain perceived ease of use in more detail (see Figure 2.9).  
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Figure 2.9: Technology Acceptance Model 3 adopted from Venkatesh (2000, p. 357) 
 
Here, they identified two groups of antecedents: anchors and adjustments. Anchors are 
stated as general beliefs about information systems and computers, whereas, adjustments 
are based on direct experiences with the technology. Within both groups, Venkatesh 
(2000) proposed determinants, which have been identified in previous research (Davis et 
al., 1992; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996). The proposed model was proven in three different 
organisations with 246 participants. Measurements were taken over a three-month period. 
The results indicated strong support for the proposed variables used to explain PEOU 
(Venkatesh, 2000). However, despite its comprehensiveness, neither TAM2 nor TAM3 
attracted much attention in the academic literature, which has been found in the extensive 
literature search in this thesis. Rather some construct (e.g., perceived enjoyment) were 
studied as direct determinants of behavioural intention instead of PEOU as proposed by 
TAM3 (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b). 
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2.4.4 Combined TAM 
Considering the fact that the TAM and other models used to predict technology 
acceptance were merely used in situations where participants already had some 
experience with the technology, Taylor and Todd (1995b) proposed the combined TAM 
(C-TAM-TPB) to measure whether current acceptance models are suitable to measure 
acceptance of experienced and inexperienced users. In doing so, they incorporated the 
beliefs proposed by TAM – perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use – into the 
general model of TPB (Taylor and Todd, 1995b). Thus, not only attitude and perceived 
usefulness but also subjective norm, which was not incorporated in the final version of 
TAM but has been found to have a significant influence in IT usage adoption (Mathieson, 
1991; Thompson et al., 1991), and perceived behavioural control are factors of 
behavioural intention (Taylor and Todd, 1995b) (see Figure 2.10). 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Combined TAM adopted from Taylor and Todd (1995b, p. 562)  
 
They could prove that the model is suitable for both user groups; however, the variance 
of experienced users was not only higher in attitude (21 percent vs. 17 percent) but also 
in behavioural intentions (60 percent versus 43 percent). Within both groups, all proposed 
determinants where significant except attitude. Experience is considered to be a 
moderator within the model. Perceived usefulness, perceived behavioural control, and 
attitude were all more salient when the amount of experience increased. However, 
subjective norm decreased with increasing experience (Taylor and Todd, 1995b). Overall, 
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the augmented version of the TAM can be applied to investigate usage behaviour also in 
situations where users did not have any prior experience with the system, suggesting that 
technology acceptance models can be used diagnostically prior to implementation. 
However, compared to the original TAM or the original TPB, the model combination 
proposed by Taylor and Todd (1995b) did not find much attention in the academic 
literature and has been applied rarely to investigate technology acceptance. For instance, 
Chen and Chen (2009) utilised the combined TAM to investigate user acceptance of 
automotive telematics.  
Despite the general ability to prove the model powerful, Taylor and Todd (1995b) 
critically reviewed their own study and found some limitations. First, the study included 
only student samples. Thus, the operation of perceived behavioural control and subjective 
norm might be different in mandatory contexts, like the workplace. Second, other factors 
that might correlate with experience as a moderator like gender were not included in this 
study. Thus, for future studies this might be worth considering. Third, the model was only 
tested within a specific information system program context. Therefore, the results might 
not be generalisable to other technology contexts (Taylor and Todd, 1995b).  
 
2.4.5 Diffusion of Innovation Theory 
Diffusion is postulated as the process “by which an innovation is communicated through 
certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 1983, p. 5). 
An “innovation is an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual or 
other unit of adoption” (Rogers, 1983, p. 11). Thus, it is not necessary for a product or 
service to be new in general. It is enough that this product/service is new to a person or 
context.   
Within the context of technology acceptance research, it is stated that the diffusion of 
innovation theory (DOI) is the most principal theoretical perspective (Dillon and Morris, 
1996). The DOI has been applied both on the individual level (Rogers, 1983) and on the 
organisational level (Zaltman et al., 1973) of analysis. Overall, the DOI provides 
information on the process that every technological innovation moves through from the 
stage of invention until extensive use or rejection (Rogers, 1983). Since the theory was 
not specifically developed for the context of technology acceptance, the model can be 
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applied within a range of areas. In fact, this paradigm can be used to understand the 
process of diffusion and social change by any discipline (Rogers, 1983). Furthermore, the 
theory consists of numerous facets that facilitate or hinder technology implementation 
and adoption (Fichman, 1992), including the innovation-decision process, characteristics 
of the innovation, as well as the innovators’ characteristics. 
Innovation-decision process: 
The innovation-decision process constitutes the stages through which an individual or any 
other unit of decision-making has to pass (see Figure 2.11 on the following page). This 
includes (1) knowledge; (2) persuasion; (3) decision; (4) implementation; and (5) 
confirmation (Rogers, 1983).  
(1) “Knowledge occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) is exposed 
to the innovation’s existence and gains some understanding of how it functions. 
(2) Persuasion occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) forms a 
favo[u]rable attitude toward the innovation. 
(3) Decision occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) engages in 
activities that lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation. 
(4) Implementation occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) puts 
an innovation into use. 
(5) Confirmation occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) seeks 
reinforcement of an innovation-decision already made, but he or she may reverse 
this previous decision if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovation.” 
(Rogers, 1983, p. 164).  
Although it is called an innovation decision process, the steps can sometimes not be 
clearly differentiated because they blend into each other. Rogers (1983), therefore, states 
that a clear distinction between the stages proposed should not be expected. Furthermore, 
the length of the steps might be different from person to person. He postulates that the 
differences in the length of adoption are partly related to the characteristics of the 
innovator as well as the innovation itself.  
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Figure 2.11: Innovation Diffusion Process adopted from Rogers (1983, p. 165)  
 
Perceived characteristics of the innovation: 
In previous diffusion research, the focus was on the “user” and not on the innovation itself 
(Rogers, 1983). Thus, innovations were equally treated from the perspective of their 
analysis. Rogers pointed out this oversimplification and stated its incorrectness. He 
developed a standard classification scheme of perceived characteristics of an innovation 
but emphasised the importance that the measures are not universal and should be 
developed within each study rather than using existing scales from previous research 
(Rogers, 1983).  
The Diffusion Theory (DOI) posits five characteristics of innovations that might affect 
their diffusion (Rogers, 1983):  
(1) Relative advantage is defined as being superior to already existing 
products/services.  
(2) Compatibility comprises the consistency with social norms, past experiences, and 
current needs of its users.  
(3) Complexity encompasses the degree of the ease of use regarding a certain 
innovation. 
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(4) Triability describes the degree to which an innovation can be experienced before 
the final commitment to use it. 
(5) Observability comprises the degree to which the outputs of an innovation is clear 
to see.   
However, Rogers (1983) states that the use of each characteristic on its own is insufficient 
to predict innovation adoption. Nevertheless, diffusion studies have proven that 
innovations that afford advantages, include low complexity, are compatible with existing 
practices and beliefs, can be tested before adopting (i.e., triability), as well as the 
observability of the advantage of the innovation will generally be more quickly diffused 
than an innovation that is described by the opposite characteristics (Rogers, 1983). Thus, 
the combination of those five characteristics is important in predicting innovation 
adoption.  
Types of Innovators:  
The diffusion of innovation theory suggest that the characteristics of the adopters are also 
relevant (Rogers, 1983). Here, Rogers (1983) divides those adopters regarding the time 
when they adopt a technology or innovation into five categories: 
(1) Innovators – Venturesome (2.5 percent): One of this consumer’s salient attributes is 
venturesomeness. They are not only eager to try and experience new ideas but also 
have the financial resources to absorb potential losses and the abilities to apply 
complex technological knowledge.  
(2) Early Adopters – Respectable (13.5 percent): They are believed to be more integrated 
into the social system than innovators. They are considered as being the opinion 
leader whom potential adopters ask for advice and information regarding the 
innovation. Overall, they are also serving as a role model within the social system. 
This is the reason why change agents use this type of adopter to speed up the diffusion 
process.  
(3) Early Majority – Deliberate (34 percent): People who are considered to be part of 
the cluster of the early majority adopt new innovations before the average member 
of the system. Even though they communicate with their peers on a regular basis, 
they seldomly hold leadership positions. Nevertheless, the bridging position of the 
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early majority between the early and the late adopters makes them an important link 
in the innovation diffusion network.  
(4) Late Majority – Sceptical (34 percent): In contrast to the early majority, the late 
majority adopts innovations after the average adopter in the social system. Here, the 
adoption is driven by either economic necessity or peer pressure. Overall, 
uncertainties need to be removed completely before people belonging in this group 
feel safe enough to adopt the innovation.  
(5) Laggards – Traditional (16 percent): People who belong in this group are the last to 
adopt an innovation within the social system. Decisions are taken based on past 
behaviour. Interactions usually take place only between “traditionals” like 
themselves. They generally have little financial resources available and thus cannot 
afford the failure of an innovation. When they finally adopt an innovation, innovators 
might already try the superior version of the innovation.  
By targeting only opinion leaders, marketers believe that other adopters will 
automatically follow. However, research has indicated that innovators (2.5 percent) are 
usually more likely to be abnormal social deviants and adopt innovations not based on 
any rational choice (Sheth, 1981). Thus, for technology adoption the other innovation 
types are also relevant.  
Considering the empirical power, it has been shown in many studies that DOI is a well-
researched tool to predict user adoption. For instance, Wang et al. (2018a) and Yuen et 
al. (2018) applied the DOI as a theoretical foundation to the context of last-mile delivery 
and investigated the user acceptance of parcel lockers, and Kapoor et al. (2015) 
investigated user acceptance of online ticketing. Overall, Tornatzky and Klein (1982) 
found in their meta-analysis that three out of the five characteristics of innovation 
diffusion play a major role when it comes to innovation adoption: compatibility, relative 
advantage, and complexity. Whilst they found proof that the first two (i.e., compatibility 
and relative advantage) are positively related to innovation adoption, the latter (i.e., 
complexity) is negatively related at marginally significant levels. No significant proof, 
however, was found for triability and observability. Similar results were found in a more 
recent meta-analysis by Weigel et al. (2014).  
Despite its wide spread use, the DOI also has shortcomings, which will be presented in 
the following. First, authors have criticised the conceptualisations of the constructs. The 
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construct “relative advantage” is not clearly defined. For instance, an innovation could be 
advantageous because of its low complexity or low price (Tornatzky and Klein, 1982). 
Second, some research posits that the DOI is at best a descriptive tool and less strong in 
its explanatory power (Clarke, 2009). Third, DOI has been criticised for its innovation 
demand perspective rather than focusing on innovation supply (Attewell, 1992). The 
demand perspective assumes that adoption will occur at a rate governed by the diffusion 
of knowledge about the innovation and the time needed for the adopters to capture the 
benefits. Innovation suppliers, however, can influence this because they often launch 
marketing as well as educational initiatives on specific types of businesses (Attewell, 
1992). Additionally, Attewell (1992) points out that for complex innovations, sometimes 
adoption does not occur even if much information and knowledge is diffused. Finally, 
Dillon and Morris (1996, p. 10) state that even though the DOI provides information on 
the diffusion of an innovation over time, it “provides little explicit treatment of user 
acceptance.” However, the characteristics of an innovation (e.g., the perceived 
compatibility, etc.) may drive his/her adoption decision. Thus, researchers interested in 
user acceptance of technology most notably focus on the theoretical work derived from 
information systems, social psychology, and sociology.  
 
2.4.6 Social Cognitive Theory  
Over the years, many theories and models have been developed that aim to explain the 
developmental changes that people go through over their lifetimes. These theories differ 
not only in the conceptions of human nature they adopt but also in what they deem to be 
the basic causes and mechanisms of human motivation and behaviour (Wood and 
Bandura, 1989). The social cognitive theory (SCT) belongs to the most powerful theories 
to explain human behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The theory has its roots in the social 
learning theory (SLT), which was developed by Miller and Dollard (1941). They were 
the first to introduce the principle of learning through models. Since then, subsets of 
models that are based on SLT, with emphasis on cognitive variables, postulate that human 
cognition is a mediator between stimulus and response. Although a variety of versions of 
SLTs exists, all share three basic tenets (Al-Qeisi and Al-Abdallah, 2013): 
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Tenet (1): Reward and punishment (response consequences) influence an individual’s 
behaviour. 
Tenet (2): Observational learning, which describes the process in which humans can learn 
by observing others and through participating in behaviour. 
Tenet (3): Humans are likely to model observed behaviour that they identify with 
themselves or are attached to emotionally.  
Several authors have contributed to the SLT, but Bandura (1986) has led the effort in 
developing the cognitive SLT. To avoid misinterpretations and to differentiate his theory 
from traditional SLTs, he named his theory “social cognitive theory” (SCT). Within this 
theory, behaviour is defined as a triadic, dynamic, reciprocal, and bidirectional interaction 
of cognitive and other personal factors including demographics and personality, the 
external environment, and the behaviour (see Figure 2.12) (Al-Mamary et al., 2016; 
Compeau and Higgins, 1999; Wood and Bandura, 1989). Due to “the bidirectionality of 
influence, people are both products and producers of their environment” (Wood and 
Bandura, 1989, p. 362). This is contrary to the TPB, TAM, and DOI amongst others, 
which all assume that there are only unidirectional relationships within their theories and 
models (see Figure 2.12). 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Social Cognitive Theory adopted from Wood and Bandura (1989, p. 362) 
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Observational learning is governed by four key aspects: 
(1) Attention is a process in which people “selectively observe in the profusion of 
modelling influences and what information they extract from ongoing modelled 
activities” (Wood and Bandura, 1989, p. 362). 
(2) Retention “involves an active process of transforming and restructuring 
information about events in the form of rules and conceptions” (Wood and 
Bandura, 1989, p. 362). 
(3) Reproduction “is achieved through a conception-matching process, in which 
people’s centrally guided patterns of behavior are enacted and the adequacy of 
their actions is compared against their conceptual model” (Wood and Bandura, 
1989, p. 362) 
(4) Motivation: Learners are more likely to conduct specific behaviour if they know 
that the outcome will be positive (Wood and Bandura, 1989).  
Overall, the SCT is considered a model for predicting, understanding, and altering human 
behaviour. Human behaviour is guided by two sets of expectations, which are believed to 
be the major cognitive forces within the theory: outcome expectancies and self-efficacy 
(Compeau and Higgins, 1999). If people believe that a certain behaviour is related to a 
certain favourable outcome, they are more likely to pursue that behaviour. The second set 
of expectations – self-efficacy – is one’s perceived ability to perform a particular 
behaviour. Bandura (1977, p. 193) states that self-efficacy, in addition to outcome 
expectations, must be considered, since “individuals can believe that a particular course 
of action will produce certain outcomes, but if they entertain serious doubts about whether 
they can perform the necessary activities, such information does not influence their 
behavio[u]r.”   
Similar to other models and theories that aim to predict human behaviour (i.e., TRA or 
TPB), the SCT is general and broad in nature; therefore, it has been applied to various 
research fields and proven powerful. These include, but are not limited to, understanding 
human behaviour in career choices (Lent and Brown, 1994), coaching athletics (Connolly, 
2017), organisational behaviour (Bandura, 1988) as well as health promotions (Bandura, 
1998). In addition, it has also been applied to areas of behaviour in classrooms including 
achievement and learning (Schunk, 1989).  In information systems research Compeau and 
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Higgins (1999) applied an extended version of SCT to the research field of computer 
utilisation.    
Despite the wide application in many different research fields and its general validity, it 
has also been criticised. First, it has been criticised for its definition of self-efficacy. 
Eastman and Marzillier (1984) believe that there is a fundamental ambiguity in the 
definition, as Bandura attempts to define self-efficacy expectations independently of 
outcome expectations. Second, it has been criticised for its proposed interplay of 
constructs. Due to the triadic, dynamic, as well as reciprocal interaction, it is not clear to 
which extent each of these factors influence behaviour and whether one is more influential 
than another. Third, and general in nature, the SCT has been found to be very difficult to 
apply (Al-Mamary et al., 2016).  
 
2.4.7 Motivational Model 
“Motivation concerns energy, direction, persistence and equifinality – all aspects of 
activation and intention” (Ryan and Deci, 2000, p. 69). Over the years, motivation 
researchers have identified two main categories of motivated behaviour. They distinguish 
between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (Deci and Ryan, 1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000; 
Davis et al., 1992). On the one hand, “extrinsic motivation refers to the performance of 
an activity because it is perceived to be instrumental in achieving valued outcomes that 
are distinct from the activity itself, such as improved job performance, pay or promotions” 
(Davis et al., 1992, p. 1112). On the other hand, intrinsic motivation “refers to the 
performance of an activity for no apparent reinforcement other than the process of 
performing the activity per se” (Davis et al., 1992, p. 1112). Within the body of 
psychology research, a significant number of studies has supported general motivation 
theory in explaining behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Here, many theories and models, 
based on general motivation theory, have been developed for a specific context. A review 
of the underlying tenets of these theories can be found in Vallerand (1997).  
In the field of motivation theories, the self-determination theory (SDT) by Deci and Ryan 
(1985) has received a considerable amount of attention. Their theory investigates peoples’ 
“inherent growth tendencies and innate psychological needs that are the basis for their 
self-motivation and personality integration, as well as for the conditions that foster those 
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positive processes” (Ryan and Deci, 2000, p. 68). What is more, the SDT also investigates 
social environments that are counteractive towards these tendencies (Ryan and Deci, 
2000). The overall theory of self-determination is presented as a continuum (see Figure 
2.13).  
Besides the two general categories usually considered in motivation research, the SDT 
encompasses three types of motivation: extrinsic, intrinsic, and amotivation. Deci and 
Ryan (1985) claim that amotivation (left side of the model) needs to be taken into account 
to understand human behaviour. Amotivation is defined as “the state of lacking the 
intention to act” (Ryan and Deci, 2000, p. 72). To the right of amotivation, five 
classifications of motivated behaviour are considered. Even though many motivational 
researchers have treated motivation as a unitary concept, those five identified 
classifications are considered as being distinct types of motivation. On the far right of the 
continuum, intrinsic motivation is placed, which covers the actions that are done because 
of their inherent satisfaction. Extrinsic motivation covers the continuum between 
amotivation and intrinsic motivation and has four distinct characteristics of regulation 
that are being ordered along a self-determination continuum: external regulation, 
introjected regulation, identified regulation, and integrated regulation (see Figure 2.13) 
(Ryan and Deci, 2000).    
 
 
Figure 2.13: Motivational Model adopted from Ryan and Deci (2000, p. 72)  
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Taking into consideration the SDT from Deci and Ryan (1985), Vallerand (1997) further 
developed the SDT to the Hierarchical Model of Motivation (see Figure 2.14). Besides 
the fact, that this model explains motivation along the same SDT continuum, it postulates 
that motivation operates on three distinct levels: the global level, the contextual level, as 
well as the situational level. Even though Vallerand (2000) acknowledged a large degree 
of similarity between the SDT and the Hierarchical Model of Motivation, he explicitly 
stresses four areas in which the models differ:  
1. “The importance of hierarchical structure of motivational processes. 
2. The role of psychological needs in the motivational sequence. 
3. Individual differences in needs. 
4. The different role of the need for relatedness.” (Vallerand, 2000, p. 312) 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Hierarchical Model of Motivation adopted from Vallerand (2000, 313) 
 
The motivation model postulates that motivation needs to be considered from 
multidimensional perspectives. In doing so, Vallerand (2000) proposed four distinct 
prerequisites that are pivotal to the hierarchical model. First, he states that all motivations 
(i.e., intrinsic motivation (IM), extrinsic motivation (EM), as well as amotivation (AM)) 
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that play a crucial role in an individual’s psychological processes, should be taken into 
consideration when measuring motivation. Second, all of these prerequisites (i.e., IM, 
EM, and AM) exist at three different levels: global (i.e., most general; person’s 
personality), contextual (i.e., specific life context), and situational (i.e., most specific; 
here and now motivation). Third, it is assumed that motivation at any given level results 
from environmental conditions and social factors as well as the transformation of 
motivation between the three levels, meaning that global motivation can influence 
contextual motivation that can influence situational motivation (top-down effect). What 
is more, the impact of social factors is assumed to be mediated by an individual’s own 
perception of competence, autonomy, and relatedness at any level. Fourth, there is also a 
recursive effect. This means, that lower levels can influence the upper levels. For instance, 
the influence of global motivation is stronger on the contextual level than on the 
situational level. Finally, the outcome of motivation is believed to carry cognitive, 
affective, and behavioural consequences at each level (Vallerand and Lalande, 2011; 
Vallerand, 2000).  
Motivation theory has been applied in many research fields. For instance, within the 
domain of information systems, Davis et al. (1992) applied motivational theory based on 
Deci and Ryan’s (1985) intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, to understand users’ 
motivation of utilising information systems at the workplace. From this view, extrinsic 
motivation is supported by expected rewards (e.g., raise of bonus) provided through the 
technology’s usefulness in achieving these goals. In this context, intrinsic motivation 
refers to enjoyment of using information systems regardless of their outcome. As found 
in other information systems studies (Davis et al., 1989), the primary finding was that 
behavioural intention to use computers at the workplace is mainly influenced by people’s 
perceptions of usefulness of the information systems for improving their job performance 
and only in a second step by the degree of enjoyment. Furthermore, the interaction effect 
observed between usefulness and enjoyment was greater when those information systems 
were perceived to be more useful (Davis et al., 1992). Thus, by increasing the enjoyability 
of a certain system, one is able to enhance the acceptance, however, only for systems that 
are believed to be useful. If a system is believed to be useless, increasing its enjoyability 
does not affect its acceptance (Davis et al., 1992). Additional studies in the information 
technology field have also been conducted (Igbaria et al., 2016; Venkatesh and Speier, 
1999). 
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Despite the use of motivational theories in various contexts, these theories are not without 
criticism. For instance, the self-determination theory by Deci and Ryan (1985) has been 
criticised because it differentiates only between the global and the individual level 
without resulting into an integrated model (Vallerand, 1997; Schäfer, 2011). This 
criticism was solved by Vallerand (1997) after considering the situational, contextual, and 
global levels in their theoretical model. However, these models have not attracted much 
attention in the technology acceptance literature, which might mainly be due to the 
enormous complexity of the models as well as the little focus on the factors that actually 
influence acceptance.  
 
2.4.8 Model of PC Utilisation  
Due to the huge diversity of models in different disciplines that describe the relationships 
between attitudes, values, and other behavioural dispositions, Triandis (1979) presented 
a model, very general in nature, which he believed is able to describe behaviours in any 
culture. Thus, the variables constituting behaviour are abstract and general enough to be 
considered as relevant in behavioural investigations.  
Besides the fact that Triandis’ (1979) theory incorporates factors from the TRA, he also 
modifies and redefines them (Thompson et al., 1991). For instance, a distinction is made 
between beliefs that are linked to emotions of acting (at the moment of action) and beliefs 
that are linked to future consequences by acting. Triandis (1979) assumes that behavioural 
intentions are influenced by (1) peoples’ feelings (affect); (2) social factors; and (3) 
expected consequences of a specific behaviour. However, behaviour is determined by 
habits, behavioural intentions, as well as by facilitating conditions (Triandis, 1979).  
Despite the broad model acceptance in the psychological literature, it has not been used 
in the technology acceptance field, in particular in information systems research 
(Thompson et al., 1991). Thompson et al. (1991) adopted and applied a subset of 
Triandis’ model to the context of information systems by investigating the utilisation of 
PCs, calling the theory “Model of PC Utilisation” (MPCU). They assume that PC 
utilisation is determined by affect, habits, social norms, expected consequences, and 
facilitating conditions (see Figure 2.15).  
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Although traditional behavioural models included behavioural intentions to predict usage 
behaviour, Thompson et al. (1991) sought to predict usage behaviour directly without the 
mediating effect of behavioural intention. Excluding intentions was mainly due to the 
interest on actual behaviour. Additionally, due to measurement issues, the authors 
excluded habits. Since the model was tested in an organisation, the dimensions of 
perceived consequences included two near-term consequences: job fit and complexity. 
Additionally, a long-term consequence, such as planning, was included. The overall 
results show that social factors, complexity, job-fit, as well as long-term consequences 
had a significant effect on PC utilisation. However, affect as well as facilitating conditions 
did not appear to influence PC utilisation. The authors justified the results as follows: PCs 
are seen as tools for managers, thus, the affect aspect is irrelevant. For the unpredicted 
outcome of facilitating conditions, the authors stated a measurement issue. Although it 
has been developed for the context of PC utilisation due to its nature, the modified model 
is suitable to predict acceptance and use for a variety of technologies (Venkatesh et al., 
2003).  
 
 
Figure 2.15: Model of PC Utilisation adopted from Thompson et al. (1991, p. 131)  
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Despite the valuable findings in their study, Thompson et al. (1991) also critically 
reflected upon them. Thus, some limitations in their study were found that should be 
considered. First, they mention that the respondents in their study were only from one 
organisation. Thus, it is not possible to generalise these findings directly to other 
organisations. Second, perceptions were used to operationalise utilisation. They believe 
that it would have been a better approach to obtain precise statistics through an electronic 
monitor. This would have been helpful in either confirming or disconfirming the 
perceptions of the respondents. Third, a problem of discriminant validity was found 
between social factors and facilitating conditions. They argue that technical support is 
only one part of facilitating conditions and therefore other parts should be included in 
future studies. In this regard, they also state the close relationship between the technical 
support, which is provided by the organisation, and social factors. Finally, they call for a 
revisit of affect in their model. They postulate that affect is an important construct; 
however, in the current items it does not measure all possible facets. Thus, further items 
should be included (Thompson et al., 1991).  
 
2.4.9 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (1–2) 
Since researchers were more and more confronted with the situational choice of using one 
theory or model and ignoring others, Venkatesh et al. (2003) felt the need to synthesise 
the most prominent theories and models in technology acceptance research into one 
unified model. In doing so, they reviewed eight models, which have been used to explain 
and understand technology acceptance behaviour. These are the TRA, TPB, TAM, 
Combined TAM, DOI, SCT, MM, and the MPCU, which were discussed in the previous 
subchapters. In comparison to previous studies, only four studies reported empirically 
based comparisons of two or more models (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Thus, synthesising 
the models was a new procedure in technology acceptance literature. After reviewing the 
eight models, Venkatesh et al. (2003) identified five shortcomings of prior models and 
theories:  
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1) Technologies: relatively simple, and individual-orientated 
2) Participants: most of the previous studies used student samples   
3) Time of measurement: most studies were undertaken well after acceptance or 
rejection decision  
4) Nature of measurement: generally cross-sectional 
5) Voluntary versus mandatory contexts: Studies were merely conducted in 
voluntary settings  
Taking into consideration the shortcomings in previous technology acceptance studies, 
Venkatesh et al. (2003) compared the eight theories/models in an empirical longitudinal 
field study, which was conducted in four organisations among employees. The focus was 
on new technology for the workplace. The measurement was carried out before the 
introductory training, one month after the introduction and three months after the 
implementation. Furthermore, they studied the moderating effects of some variables that 
have been stated in previous research. These include age, gender, experience, and 
voluntariness. Except from the MM and SCT, the predictive power of the models and 
theories increased with the inclusion of the moderators. Moreover, the similarities of the 
models were studied. In doing so, they identified seven contracts that were significant in 
predicting behavioural intention or usage behaviour in one or more of the individual 
models or theories. Additionally, based on existing user acceptance literature they 
excluded attitude, computer self-efficacy, and anxiety as direct determinants of 
behavioural intention. Overall, they hypothesised that performance expectancy, effort 
expectancy, and social influence, have direct effects on behavioural intention, whereas 
behavioural intention and facilitating conditions have direct effects on use behaviour. 
These constructs will be presented in Table 2.1 as well as in Figure 2.16 on the following 
page.  
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Table 2.1: Constructs of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
Construct  Explanation Theoretical Roots 
Performance 
expectancy 
“the degree to which an individual believes 
that using the system will help him or her 
to attain gains in job performance” 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 447) 
Perceived usefulness (Davis, 1989; 
Davis et al., 1989); extrinsic motivation 
(Davis et al., 1992); job-fit (Thompson 
et al., 1991); relative advantage (Moore 
and Benbasat, 1991); outcome 
expectancy (Compeau and Higgins, 
1999). 
Effort 
expectancy 
“the degree of ease associated with the use 
of the system” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 
450) 
Perceived ease of use (Davis et al., 
1989; Davis, 1989); complexity 
(Thompson et al., 1991); ease of use 
(Moore and Benbasat, 1991) 
Social 
influence 
“the degree to which an individual 
perceives that important others believe he 
or she should use the new system” 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 451) 
Subjective norm (Ajzen, 1991; Davis et 
al., 1989; Taylor and Todd, 1995b; 
Mathieson, 1991; Ajzen and Fishbein, 
1975); social factors (Thompson et al., 
1991); image (Moore and Benbasat, 
1991) 
Facilitating 
conditions 
“the degree to which an individual believes 
that an organizational and technical 
infrastructure exists to support use of the 
system” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 453) 
Perceived behavioural control (Taylor 
and Todd, 1995b; Ajzen, 1991); 
facilitating conditions (Thompson et al., 
1991); compatibility (Moore and 
Benbasat, 1991) 
 
 
Figure 2.16: Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology adopted from Venkatesh et al. (2003, p. 447)  
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In their empirical test of the UTAUT model, Venkatesh et al. (2003) collected data from 
four organisations and cross validated it with new data collected from two organisations. 
As a result, they were able to establish support for the UTAUT model. Overall, the model 
explained about 70 percent of the variance in behavioural intention. In comparison to 
other theories and models used to predict behavioural intention, this is a major 
improvement because those usually predicted only around 40 percent of the variance in 
behavioural intentions. Thus, UTAUT has been empirically proven to be superior to other 
competing theories and models (Venkatesh et al., 2003). 
Since the introduction of the UTAUT by Venkatesh et al. (2003), the model has been 
applied in technology adoption and diffusion research as a theoretical lens through which 
researchers investigated user intentions and behaviours. The model has been used in 
various contexts, including internet, web-sites, tax payment systems, mobile technology, 
and e-commerce (Williams et al., 2015). Additionally, the model was also used with 
different control factors or moderators such as gender, age, voluntariness, experience, 
income, and education, and focused upon various user groups (e.g., students, and 
professionals) (Williams et al., 2015). However, as Venkatesh et al. (2012) showed, most 
studies applying the UTAUT model only employed a subset of the constructs. Moreover, 
the moderators were mainly dropped. This is consistent with the meta-analysis findings 
by Williams et al. (2015). They not only found that “no single study was seen to support 
all UTAUT relationships” but also that “all UTAUT relationships are supported by at 
least one study” (Williams et al., 2015, p. 456). 
Since its introduction in 2003, the model has become increasingly popular. In a meta-
analysis it was found that the number of UTAUT publications has increased year upon 
year and that this upward trend will continue in the future (Williams et al., 2015). Overall, 
the original article of Venkatesh et al. (2003) has been cited around 5,000 times (Williams 
et al., 2015). Interestingly, analysing the journals and conference proceedings where 
UTAUT studies were published in the last years, the landscape of UTAUT researchers is 
broad and diverse. This is contradictory to the findings of Lee et al. (2003), who 
conducted a meta-analysis of TAM studies and found that TAM outputs were published 
in a relatively small number of journals (Williams et al., 2015).  
Due the broad and diverse use of UTAUT, Venkatesh et al. (2012) were interested in the 
contexts and extensions UTAUT was used in. In reviewing the literature, they were able 
to identify three major UTAUT extensions/integrations. For the first type of extension, 
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UTAUT has been used in new contexts (e.g., new technologies: health information 
systems (Chang et al., 2007); and new cultural settings: China, India (Gupta et al., 2008)). 
The second type includes the incorporation of additional constructs in order to expand the 
endogenous (dependent) theoretical mechanisms drawn in the UTAUT model (Sun et al., 
2009), and the third type includes the addition of exogenous (independent) constructs 
(Neufeld et al., 2007). All these extensions and integrations of UTAUT expanded not 
only the understanding of technology adoption but also the theoretical boundaries of 
theory (Venkatesh et al., 2012).  
Despite the aforementioned use of UTAUT as a powerful tool in explaining technology 
acceptance in various contexts, UTAUT has also been criticised. For instance, Bagozzi 
(2007) states that despite its extensiveness (i.e., various constructs), it can be argued that 
there are important independent constructs left out, which might be uncovered in future 
research. Dwivedi et al. (2019) argue that the four exogenous constructs (independent) 
modelled in the original UTAUT only represent technology attributes (i.e., performance 
expectancy and effort expectancy) as well as contextual factors (i.e., social influence and 
facilitating conditions), whereas individual factors have been neglected. Therefore, they 
postulate that “individual characteristics that describe the dispositions of the users may 
be influential in explaining their behaviours” (Dwivedi et al., 2019, p. 721).  
Alongside this criticism of the model, Williams et al. (2015) also found shortcomings in 
the studies that applied UTAUT. The limitation most often mentioned is the focus on a 
single subject within the study, that is, most UTAUT studies focus only on one culture, 
country, organisation, person, and age group. Furthermore, most studies focused only on 
a specific task at a given point in time, which according to Lee et al. (2003) limits the 
generalisability of the findings. Additional limitations in UTAUT studies mentioned in 
the literature are sample size, sample selection (i.e., student samples), and no use of 
moderating variables (Williams et al., 2015). Regarding the moderating variables, it is, 
however, argued that they are not “universally applicable to all contexts and hence run 
the danger of being non-relevant in certain settings”, which is considered to be the reason 
for dropping moderators in most of the UTAUT studies (Dwivedi et al., 2019, p. 729). 
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Further Development of UTAUT: 
Despite the positive development of UTAUT, Venkatesh et al. (2012) found that there is 
still a need of investigating and theorising constructs that would apply specifically to a 
consumer context. However, a trend in theory and model development has been found to 
focus more on specific contexts rather than on the general applicability of theories in 
previous years (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Moreover, some authors argue that a change of 
constructs within a model can lead to rendering, altering, and creating new relationships 
(Johns, 2006; Alvesson and Kärreman, 2007). Since the original UTAUT model was 
developed to predict employee technology acceptance and use, Venkatesh et al. (2012) 
further developed the UTAUT with specific focus on private consumers (UTAUT2). 
They expanded and modified the UTAUT model by adding additional constructs that 
were proven powerful in previous consumer studies, excluding moderators that are not 
believed to be powerful in a consumer context and modifying the relationships between 
the constructs. Taking into consideration previous literature and study results in the 
consumer domain, they identified hedonic motivation (e.g., enjoyment), price value, and 
habit as additional predictors of behavioural intention and use of technology (see Figure 
2.17 on the following page) (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Furthermore, they excluded the 
moderator voluntariness because of the fact that consumers are believed to behave only 
on a voluntary basis, unlike in the workplace context. The added constructs and their 
theoretical roots are presented in Table 2.2 on the following page.  
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Figure 2.17: Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 2 adopted from Venkatesh et al. (2012, p. 160)  
 
Table 2.2: Constructs of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 2 
Construct  Explanation Theoretical Roots 
Hedonic 
motivation 
“the fun or pleasure derived from using a 
technology” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 
161) 
Information systems (van der Heijden, 
2004); consumer context (Childers et al., 
2001) 
Price value “consumers’ cognitive trade-off between 
the perceived benefits of the applications 
and the monetary costs for using them” 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 161) 
Technology usage  (Chan et al., 2008); 
marketing research (Zeithaml, 1988) 
Habit “the extent to which people tend to perform 
behaviors automatically because of 
learning” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 161)  
Information systems (Limayem et al., 
2007) 
 
Since its introduction in 2012, UTAUT2 has been used in several technology acceptance 
studies. For instance, Alalwan et al. (2018b) applied UTAUT2 in the context of online 
banking, Yahia et al. (2018) utilised the model in the context of social-commerce and 
Madigan et al. (2017) investigated the user acceptance of automated shuttles. All found 
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a general applicability in their context. It is worth mentioning that most of the studies that 
applied UTAUT2 as a foundation extended it with additional constructs like perceived 
risk (Tamilmani et al., 2018b).  
Although UTAUT2 is considered to be the newest and most comprehensive research 
model available to date in the information systems and technology acceptance literature, 
it has also been criticised. For instance, Choi (2016) states that even though UTAUT2 
considers hedonic motivation (e.g., enjoyment), it is not clear what determines this factor 
(“black box”). Therefore, they call for a more detailed analysis of hedonic motivation. 
Following this criticism, the criticism stated for the TAM that the constructs are treated 
as “black boxes” (Benbasat and Barki, 2007), also holds true for UTAUT as well as 
UTAUT2.  
 
2.5 Summary of User Acceptance Theories and Models 
Overall, the coverage of the theories and models used to explain, predict, and understand 
user acceptance is domain-specific. The majority of the theories were originally 
developed in an organisational context, underestimating the importance of the private user 
context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Besides the fact that the theories were developed in 
different disciplines, most of the theories and models have overlapping edges (Williams 
et al., 2011; Dillon and Morris, 1996). Thus, some of the constructs are similarly 
conceptualised. Such similarities indicate the pivotal importance of these constructs. 
However, treating these conceptually similar constructs as distinct complicates the 
literature massively (Blut et al., 2016). This was the reason why Venkatesh et al. (2003) 
called for a unified theory. In doing so, they included and summarised constructs from 
the eight theories and models mentioned above in one unified theory (i.e., UTAUT). The 
theories and models discussed in this chapter are compared against each other in Table 
2.3 with focus on the constructs studied to explain behavioural intention or usage 
behaviour, respectively.  
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Table 2.3: Summary and Comparison of Technology Acceptance Theories and Models 
Model Discipline derived Constructs 
TRA Social psychology Attitudes toward the behaviour + subjective norm 
TPB Social psychology Attitude toward the behaviour + subjective norm + perceived behavioural control 
TAM Information Systems Perceived usefulness + perceived ease of use 
TAM2 Information Systems Perceived usefulness (determined by: subjective norm, image, job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability) + 
perceived ease of use 
TAM3 Information Systems Perceived usefulness (determined by: subjective norm, image, job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability) + 
perceived ease of use (determined by: computer self-efficacy, perceived external control, computer anxiety, computer 
playfulness, perceived enjoyment, objective usability) 
Combined 
TAM 
Information systems Attitude (determined by: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use) + subjective norm + perceived behavioural control 
DOI Innovation 
management 
Relative advantage + compatibility + complexity + triability + observability 
SCT Social psychology  Cognitive factors (attitudes, expectations, knowledge) + environmental factors (social norm, influence on others) + 
behavioural factors (skills, practice, self-efficacy) 
MM Social psychology Intrinsic motivation + extrinsic motivation + amotivation 
MPCU Social psychology Peoples’ beliefs + affect + social norms + perceived consequences + habit + facilitating conditions 
UTAUT Information systems Performance expectancy + effort expectancy + social influence + facilitating conditions 
UTAUT2 Information systems Performance expectancy + effort expectancy + social influence + facilitating conditions + habit + hedonic motivation + price 
value 
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Comparing and contrasting these theories and models, it can be summarised that there are 
models and theories which are highly parsimonious but are not comprehensive enough to 
be acknowledged as sufficient or complete (e.g., TRA or TAM). Moreover, there are 
models considered complete in covering a huge variety of constructs that contribute to 
user acceptance behaviour (e.g., hierarchical model of motivation) but are considered 
complex as well as impractical to utilise in single investigations. Furthermore, due to the 
increasing confusion to use one theory or model over the other to investigate technology 
acceptance, Venkatesh et al. (2003) investgated the similarities of the presented theories 
and models in Table 2.3 and synthesised them in their unified theory of acceptance and 
use of technology (UTAUT/UTAUT2), which are stated to be comprehensive and 
parsimonious at the same time (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2012). Since this 
unified theory summarises what is known in the technology acceptance research it is 
stated to be a good foundation for further research of new technologies (Venkatesh et al., 
2003) and as such is also believed to be a good theoretical foundation within this research 
study (see subchapter 2.7 for a detailed justification for using UTAUT2 in this research 
study).  
 
2.6 Previous Research Related to this Study 
After reviewing and discussing the most prominent theories and models in the domain of 
technology acceptance, the following subchapters will review the research studies that 
are related to the underlying topic of this thesis. This includes the acceptance research of 
innovative technologies in logistics as well as the presentation of acceptance research in 
the field of autonomous delivery vehicles (ADVs). Additionally, the chapter presents the 
overlapping research fields and turns to a broader literature related to ADVs, namely, user 
acceptance of self-service technologies (SSTs) and user acceptance of autonomous 
vehicles (AVs) in general. 
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2.6.1 User Acceptance of Autonomous Delivery Vehicles 
According to Rogers (1983, p. 11), “an innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is 
perceived as new by any individual or other unit of adoption.” Following this definition 
ADVs are an innovation in last-mile delivery because they are objects (i.e., ADVs) that 
are new to the end-customer. In general, however, innovation studies have not attracted 
much attention in the field of logistics (Flint et al., 2005; Wagner and Sutter, 2012). For 
instance, Cagliano et al. (2017) investigated mobile-tools enabled services in e-supply 
chain management, and Fu et al. (2015) evaluated the adoption of RFID (radio-frequency 
identification) in the logistics industry. However, studies that investigated innovations in 
logistics are mainly undertaken from an organisational perspective (Wang et al., 2018a, 
2018b). As a result, consumer receptivity, which is important to the successful 
implementation of innovations in last-mile logistics, has not received much attention and 
only a limited number of studies has been conducted. For instance, Wang et al. (2018a) 
investigated the diffusion of automated parcel stations in Singapore and Yuen et al. 
(2018) as well as Yuen et al. (2019) evaluated the intentions to use self-collection services 
for last-mile delivery in Singapore and China, respectively. 
Since the introduction of last-mile delivery innovations has attracted only little attention 
in the literature (Yuen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018a; Yuen et al., 2018), little is known 
about the acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery. This was assessed through an 
extensive online literature search (i.e., Google Scholar), which has been conducted four 
times throughout the thesis’ process (last search in October 2019) by using the following 
search string:  
(“autonomous delivery vehicle*” OR “automated delivery vehicle*” OR “self-driving 
delivery vehicle*” OR “robot delivery”) AND (“last-mile logistics” OR “last-mile 
delivery” OR delivery OR home-delivery OR transportation) AND (adoption OR 
acceptance)  
Collectively, only five studies could be identified that in particular investigated the user 
acceptance of ADVs. An overview of these studies is presented in Table 2.4 on the 
following page. 
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Table 2.4: General Acceptance Studies of ADVs 
Title Authors / year Research Strategy Country Sample Selection 
No. of 
participants 
Main Findings 
Attitudes towards 
the impact of 
digitalisation and 
automation on daily 
life 
(Eurobarometer, 
2017) 
survey European Union EU citizens 27,901 
41% of participants (overall EU citizens) would 
feel uncomfortable with drone or robot delivery; 
48% of Germans would feel uncomfortable with 
drone or robot delivery. 
The future of 
logistics – How 
Germans think of 
parcel robots and 
drones 
(Braun and 
Buckstegen, 
2017) 
survey Germany 
Germans 18 + 
years.  
2,023 
42% of the participants stated to have rather 
negative or negative attitudes towards robot or 
drone delivery; only 9% would prefer robot or 
drone delivery over the conventional delivery 
options; 62% believe that drones and robots are 
rather risky or risky when operating on streets; 
59% believe that there is rather a potential risk or 
a risk of theft; only 26% believe that this kind of 
system should be implemented.  
Avant-garde in last 
mile – new ways of 
urban logistics 
(Prümm et al., 
2017) 
survey Germany 
Germans 18+ 
years.  
1,018 
68% of the participants would rather not or 
definitely not use robot delivery.  
Parcel delivery – 
The future of last 
mile 
(Joerss et al., 
2016) 
survey 
Germany, China 
and United States 
Germans, Chinese 
and US citizens 
4,700 
Over 40% of participants would use autonomous 
parcel lockers; among younger customers (aged 
18 to 34), ADVs are even more popular, with 
well above 50% stating that they would 
definitely or likely use this delivery option.  
From E-Commerce 
to M-Commerce 
(Rohleder, 2016) survey Germany 
German internet 
users older than 14 
years 
1,158 
61% of the participants would not use 
autonomous robot delivery. 
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However, these studies are rather descriptive in nature (i.e., acceptance yes/no scale) and 
little weight is placed on the behavioural components of users’ acceptance decision of 
ADVs. Additionally, the attempt to conceptualise the users’ acceptance of ADVs through 
exploring the theoretical relationships between the variables and consumers’ intention 
(i.e., user acceptance) is missing. This might be due to the fact that these studies did not 
consider theoretical models for investigating user acceptance. This result is in line with 
the findings by Grawe (2009), who found that within the logistics literature a very limited 
number of theory-based research has been conducted.  
To reduce the bias of one database (i.e., Google Scholar), the literature search was 
broadened by using two academic databases, i.e., Scopus (Elsevier), and Web of Science 
(Thompson Reuter) to undertake further searches. These databases are widely used to 
locate peer-reviewed scientific journals and conference proceedings in various disciplines 
and are therefore especially suitable in this context because this topic is interdisciplinary 
(i.e., combines knowledge from information systems, business, management, 
psychology, etc.). In other words, it is believed that by using databases that provide access 
to various disciplines, a more complete overview of the relevant research studies will be 
provided.  
The search was also conducted four times throughout the thesis process (last search 
October 2019) and used the same search string as outlined before. The first bracket was 
limited to abstract, title, and keywords, whereas the rest of the search string was unlimited 
(i.e., searching all fields). Additionally, no timespan was set. As such, the search string 
was very broad in order to locate as many relevant papers as possible. However, in both 
databases the recurring search revealed only one paper (Marsden et al., 2018) that 
investigated user acceptance of ADVs. Even though a backwards search as well as a 
forward search was conducted, no additional relevant papers could be identified that 
investigated the acceptance of ADVs, which shows the early stage of the acceptance 
research in the field of ADVs in last-mile logistics. In this regard, it is worth mentioning 
that by including one of the existing technology acceptance theories into the search string, 
no results were found at all. Therefore, to the best of my knowledge, there is only one 
study so far that has investigated user acceptance of ADVs in more detail, but it still 
neglects the use of an underlying theory to investigate user acceptance. The findings will 
be presented in more detail in the following.   
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Marsden et al. (2018) conducted a qualitative study in 2016 as well as a quantitative study 
in 2017, exploring the attitudes and perceptions of citizens of Heilbronn (Germany) 
regarding autonomous ground vehicles used for logistical purposes (i.e., ADVs) at the 
event area of the federal gardening show in Heilbronn. In doing so, the authors conducted 
eight semi-structured interviews with representatives of different stakeholder groups (i.e., 
cross-section of the population of Heilbronn). The aim of the qualitative interviews was 
to explore the daily routine of citizens of Heilbronn (i.e., shopping behaviour, etc.) and 
try to identify whether they have positive or negative attitudes towards ADVs in the 
federal gardening show, which is a semi-public space.  
The data was analysed using thematic analysis. On the one hand, the qualitative findings 
show that the interviewees found ADVs an innovative technology and liked the approach 
of testing ADVs on semi-public roads before moving to public roads. On the other hand, 
they had major concerns about the safety in the event area, since no driver would be 
involved. In general, using electric self-driving vehicles for logistical purposes in urban 
areas was seen as a way to reduce air pollution and thus as an environmentally friendly 
transportation system. In a next step, the findings of the thematic analysis were taken to 
develop item-based questions for the quantitative study. 
The quantitative survey was conducted in 2017 with a representative sample for 
Heilbronn (n = 500). Participants were randomly selected and called via computer-aided 
telephone interviewing (CATI). Here, in two open questions participants had the option 
to state what they liked or disliked about ADVs in the event area of the federal gardening 
show. The results of the open questions revealed 460 positive and 477 negative aspects 
of ADVs. Content analysis revealed that “environmental friendliness” and “innovative 
system” stated 23 percent as positive associations, whereas 18 percent stated 
“accidents/danger” and “risky/safe” as negative associations. Furthermore, the analysis 
of the item-based questions using a Likert Scale (1 = totally agree and 5 = totally disagree) 
revealed similar findings. Most participants agreed that ADVs are “innovative” and 
“environmentally friendly”, whereas they agreed that the negative aspects were, 
“uncanny”, “dangerous”, and “not trustworthy”. Overall, the findings show that despite 
the many positive associations, people also have major concerns about safety and see 
ADVs as a potential risk in the event area of the federal gardening show in Heilbronn.   
These findings need to be examined with care because, so far, this study is only 
representative of the population of one city (i.e., Heilbronn) and focuses on ADVs on a 
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semi-public road system. Thus, the perceptions and attitudes might change when 
considering ADVs on fully public roads. In that scenario, negative associations might 
even increase. Additionally, investigating user acceptance with a representative sample 
for Germany instead of a sample, which is representative for only one city, might reveal 
different findings.  
In summary, Marsden et al. (2018) concluded that ADVs have great potential to 
revolutionise last-mile delivery, thus making it more efficient and customer-orientated. 
However, they also acknowledge that before these systems can be considered a standard 
in last-mile delivery, more research is needed, especially in the areas of technical 
implementation and user acceptance. Thus, this provides support to investigate user 
acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery in more detail in this thesis with a broader focus 
on Germany as well as public instead of semi-public spaces. Nevertheless, the findings 
by Marsden et al. (2018) will be taken as a starting point in this thesis because this was 
the first study investigating user acceptance of ADVs in greater detail in last-mile 
delivery.   
 
2.6.2 Related Research Fields and Search Strategy  
Due to the limited research found with specific focus on users’ behavioural intention (i.e., 
user acceptance) of ADVs, this thesis turned to a broader literature on users’ behavioural 
intention of related research fields. Taking the main characteristics of ADVs into 
consideration – dropping-off parcels at the recipients’ home and driving autonomously 
on public roads – there is, despite its distinct branches, an overlap with two research 
fields: first, the field of self-service technologies (SSTs), and second, the field of 
autonomous vehicles (AVs). This will be outlined in more detail in the following. 
First, the parcel drop-off process via ADVs is without any human – human interaction, in 
contrast to the conventional last-mile delivery process. In other words, recipients must 
interact with the technology by themselves. This includes for instance setting the delivery 
time online or connecting their smartphone to the vehicle for opening the parcel locker 
and collecting the parcel. Performing a service through technology devices (e.g., mobile 
devices and kiosks) without a customer – employee interaction is defined as a self-service 
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(Meuter et al., 2000). Therefore, ADVs are considered a special form of SSTs in the 
domain of last-mile delivery.  
Despite the fact that SSTs can be categorised into three different purposes (vertical) as 
well as three interfaces (horizontal) (see Table 2.5), in this thesis all types of SSTs are 
considered to contribute valuable findings. This is the case because ADVs comprise many 
characteristics from various SSTs types. For instance, the recipient has to set the delivery 
time via the internet or the mobile app. In addition to this, the parcel collection through 
the recipient can only be proceeded by connecting the smartphone to the vehicle via 
Bluetooth. Thus, studies that investigate internet/online SSTs are believed to be of the 
same importance as mobile SSTs. Moreover, as stated in subchapter 2.2, some ADVs also 
have an interface from which support can be reached (e.g., voice response). Therefore, 
kiosk-based as well as voice response SSTs are also relevant in this study. Thus, all three 
types of SSTs proposed by Meuter et al. (2000) are considered relevant in this study and 
will be considered in this review. 
 
Table 2.5: Self-Service Technology Categorisation adopted from Meuter et al. (2000, p. 52) 
 Interactive voice 
Response/telephone 
Online/internet Interactive kiosks 
Customer Service Telephone banking, 
flight information 
Package tracking, 
account information 
ATMs, hotel check-
in/out 
Transaction Telephone banking, 
prescription refills 
Retail purchasing, 
financial transactions 
Pay at the pump, car 
rental 
Self-Help Information telephone 
lines 
Internet information 
search, distance 
learning 
Tourist information 
 
Second, ADVs drive autonomously on public roads (i.e., without a driver), which is also 
the case for AVs (i.e., autonomous cars, shuttles, and buses). However, it needs to be 
considered in this context that the acceptance perspective of AVs is mainly from inside 
the vehicle (i.e., passenger perspective). However, in the context of ADVs, the 
perspective changes to outside the vehicle, since ADVs only carry goods. Nevertheless, 
it is likely that traffic participants have similar perceptions and associations regarding 
AVs as for ADVs when these systems drive autonomously on public roads or sidewalks. 
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This assumption is in line with the findings by Hulse et al. (2018), who were the first to 
investigate the risk perceptions of AVs from the perspective of pedestrians and other 
traffic participants. They found that the perception of related safety risks plays a role for 
vehicle passengers (i.e., actively involved in AVs) and pedestrians (i.e., passively 
involved in AVs) alike. Thus, it is assumed to be important to investigate the context 
related factors that drive the acceptance of AVs to then identify relevant factors that 
influence the acceptance of ADVs in the context of last-mile delivery.  
Overall, the combination of these literature streams might provide a more comprehensive 
model of ADVs acceptance. Thus, this study takes the research of self-service 
technologies (SSTs) and autonomous vehicles (AVs) as a base to identify the constructs 
that are likely to be relevant in the area of ADVs. As such, this study is interdisciplinary 
because it combines knowledge from two different contexts (SSTs and AVs) for studying 
user acceptance of ADVs (see Figure 2.18).  
 
 
Figure 2.18: Related Research Fields of ADVs 
 
In the following subchapters the research fields of SSTs as well as AVs will be 
systematically reviewed. The systematic review method was chosen due to its replicable, 
scientific, and transparent process (Cook et al., 1997; Tranfield et al., 2003). As such, 
systematic literature reviews are argued to provide an efficient as well as high quality 
technique for identifying and evaluating extensive literature studies (Mulrow, 1994). As 
a matter of fact, it provides guidance on theory development as well as future research 
directions. Furthermore, undertaking a systematic literature review ensures completeness 
and rigour of the review itself and makes the overall review more reliable (Lim et al., 
2018; Greenhalgh and Peacock, 2005; Greenhalgh et al., 2004). Moreover, due to their 
positivistic origin, systematic reviews sit especially comfortably with quantitative studies 
(Tranfield et al., 2003) and therefore this search method is perfectly suited to this thesis.  
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However, it needs to be considered that the reviews will only provide a snapshot of the 
current state of acceptance research conducted in the area of SSTs and AVs. It does not, 
however, pretend to cover the sum of all the literature available in these specific areas. It 
will rather offer an informative and focused evaluation of literature selected based on the 
usefulness that is needed to comprehensively answer the underlying research question in 
this thesis. In doing so, the guidelines for conducting and reporting a systematic literature 
review from Moher et al. (2009) and Okoli and Schabram (2010) were taken into 
consideration, which led to the following six steps: 
 
(1) Purpose of the Literature Review: identifying the purpose and the intended aims 
of the review. 
(2) Identification/Literature Search: all details of the literature search need to be 
presented clearly. This includes the selection of relevant databases, the keywords, 
the search string applied as well as any restriction of the literature search (e.g., 
timespan). 
(3) Screening: excluding duplicates and setting the detailed inclusion criteria for 
studies that will be further reviewed in detail. 
(4) Eligibility: clear description of the criteria that are used to justify the inclusion of 
articles for review synthesis. 
(5) Data Extraction: systematically extract the applicable information from each 
study. 
(6) Synthesis: combining the facts extracted from the studies. 
 
Within the following subchapters, the research areas (i.e., SSTs and AVs) will be briefly 
explained before the systematic review will be presented based on the process outlined 
previously.  
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2.6.3 User Acceptance of Self-Service Technologies 
Self-service technologies (SSTs) are “technological interfaces that enable customers to 
produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement” (Meuter et al., 
2000, p. 50). By introducing SSTs, companies do not only complement traditional 
interpersonal services (e.g., ATMs) but also substitute them completely (e.g., online 
banking) (Blut et al., 2016). Due to their contribution to a firm in terms of profitability, 
productivity, and cutting labour costs and the increasing customer demand, SSTs have 
been introduced frequently in various contexts in the last decades, for instance, online 
banking (Alalwan et al., 2018a), self-scanning check-outs in supermarkets (Dabholkar et 
al., 2003), information systems in the area of fitness and health (Mohamad and Cresswell, 
2019) as well as technology-based tour guides in museums (Hammady et al., 2019). In 
the context of transportation and logistics, SSTs are still a novelty. Nevertheless, some 
examples exist, for instance self-check-in kiosks have been introduced to airports 
(Gelderman et al., 2011) and self-collecting parcel lockers have been introduced to the 
last-mile delivery process (Yuen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018a; Yuen et al., 2019).  
However, despite this fast development, it is still not clear what determines consumers’ 
acceptance to use self-services (Meuter et al., 2005; Blut et al., 2016; Yen and Gwinner, 
2003). The benefits of SSTs can only be realised when the user accepts these new 
technologies comprehensively (Meuter et al., 2005). However, this will not be the case 
until users fully understand the benefits of using them and feel comfortable with it. 
Furthermore, Curran and Meuter (2005) acknowledge that it is even more challenging to 
encourage consumers to use new technology in a service setting than employees at the 
workplace. Thus, there is a need to find out more about the factors determining user 
acceptance of SSTs.  
The systematic literature review will be presented as a next step, following the six steps 
outlined before (i.e., purpose of the literature review, identification/literature search, 
screening, eligibility, data extraction, and synthesis).  
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2.6.3.1 Systematic Review of SSTs Acceptance Studies  
(1) Purpose of the Literature Review 
The systematic literature review of SSTs acceptance studies was conducted in September 
2018 with the aim to create an overview of the various constructs that are relevant in 
intention adoption formation (i.e., acceptance formation) in the field of SSTs, in other 
words, to identify the constructs that significantly determine behavioural intention in the 
field of SSTs. However, as stated before, the aim is not to cover the sum of the literature 
available but rather to focus on the evaluation of purposefully selected literature that is 
needed to answer the research question.  
(2) Identification/Literature Search 
The same databases as for the literature review of ADVs studies, i.e., Scopus (Elsevier), 
and Web of Science (Thompson Reuter), were used to undertake the search. Since this 
systematic review focuses on self-service technologies, this term is used as a keyword in 
addition to its common abbreviations (i.e., SSTs and SST). To identify additional relevant 
keywords for the area of technology adoption, high-class academic journal papers were 
screened, and the keywords relevant for this study and most regularly used were selected. 
The screening process was limited to some journals listed in the Academic Journal Guide 
2015 by the Association of Business Schools, which regularly publishes articles in the 
field of technology adoption (i.e., MIS Quarterly, Journal of the Association for 
Information Systems, Computers in Human Behaviour). Additionally, to limit the search 
to studies that have utilised technology acceptance theories, all theories taken into 
consideration by Venkatesh et al. (2012) and Venkatesh et al. (2003) in UTAUT2 and 
UTAUT were included into the search string. As a result, the following search string was 
developed: 
 (“self-service technology” OR sst OR ssts) AND (adoption OR acceptance OR “user 
acceptance” OR “technology acceptance” OR “technology adoption” OR consumer) AND 
(“unified theory of acceptance and use of technology” OR utaut OR utaut2 OR “technology 
acceptance model” OR tam OR tam2 OR tam3 OR “theory of reasoned action” OR tra OR 
“theory of planned behavio*” OR tpb OR “diffusion of innovation” OR “innovation diffusion 
theory” OR doi OR idt OR “social cognitive theory” OR sct OR “combined tam” OR c-tam 
OR “combined tam-tpb” OR “motivational model” OR mm OR “model of pc-utilization” OR 
mpcu)  
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The initial search on Scopus and Web of Science encompassed “all fields” for the first 
bracket (i.e., “self-service technology” OR sst OR ssts), which was necessary to also 
capture articles that have mentioned a specific SST (e.g., check-in kiosks or online 
banking), but not the term “self-service technology” in the title, keywords or abstracts. 
For the second and third bracket the search was limited to title, abstract, or keywords to 
increase the likelihood of identifying papers that have empirically investigated one of the 
technology acceptance theories synthesised in UTAUT/UTAUT2 or have empirically 
investigated UTAUT or UTAUT2 itself. The timespan of this initial search was limited 
to the last 10 years (i.e., 2008 – 2018), which seemed reasonable for covering the latest 
technology acceptance research in the field of SSTs. Finally, the search was limited to 
publications in English. Overall, this search strategy yielded a total of 346 papers on 
Scopus and 34 papers on Web of Science. 
(3) Screening 
Before the papers could be screened, the accessibility of all identified papers was checked. 
This process revealed 175 papers on Scopus and 33 papers on Web of Science (i.e., 208 
accessible papers). Furthermore, the papers found in both databases were compared (i.e., 
title comparison) to identify any overlaps. As a result, 19 papers overlapped (i.e., 156 
unique papers on Scopus; 14 unique papers on Web of Science, and 19 overlapping 
papers). Next, the title and the abstract of these papers were screened based on two 
criteria: first, it was checked whether the articles investigated an actual self-service 
technology in a consumer context (e.g., customer, patient, etc.). Here, as stated before, 
self-service technologies are defined as “technological interfaces that enable customers 
to produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement” (Meuter et al., 
2000, p. 50). As a result, this revealed 133 unique papers on Scopus, 14 unique papers on 
Web of Science, and 17 overlapping papers (N = 164). Second, it was checked whether 
the research utilised one of the existing technology acceptance theories as a baseline 
model. The screening process revealed 120 unique papers on Scopus, 11 unique papers 
on Web of Science, and 17 overlapping papers that investigated an actual SST in the 
consumer context (N = 148 papers).  
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(4) Eligibility 
In a next step, the papers identified that investigated an actual SST in the consumer 
context and utilised one of the existing technology acceptance theories were fully 
reviewed based on three screening criteria: first, it was checked whether they used a 
quantitative approach as the main methodology and investigated the constructs and their 
relationships empirically. As a result, 119 unique papers were identified on Scopus, 10 
unique papers on Web of Science, and 16 overlapping papers. Second, only studies that 
analysed the relationships between their proposed constructs and behavioural intention 
were selected. This revealed 80 unique papers on Scopus, 9 unique papers on Web of 
Science, and 12 overlapping papers (N = 101). In a final step, only studies that provide 
statistical evidence (e.g., regression coefficients) for the impact of the constructs on 
behavioural intention were selected for data synthesis. In total, 99 papers were 
identified that fulfilled all inclusion criteria (i.e., 78 unique papers were found on 
Scopus, 9 unique papers on Web of Science, and 12 overlapping articles). 
Due to time constraints in this research project and the large number of studies found in 
the context of SSTs, the decision was made to include only journal papers ranked in the 
Academic Journal Guide 2015 by the Association of Business Schools. On the one hand, 
this reduced the number of papers to a more manageable number, and on the other hand, 
the value of the findings increased considerably because only peer-reviewed and ranked 
articles were used for further analysis. This revealed 53 articles (i.e., 35 unique papers on 
Scopus; 9 unique papers on Web of Science, and 9 overlapping papers), which were used 
for data extraction in the next step.  
(5) Data extraction  
These papers were coded with the following codes: title, authors, publication year, 
journal/conference, technology examined, country in which the research was conducted, 
model utilised, data collection methods, number of participants, data analysis, and 
relevant findings. A summary of the identified studies is provided in Table 2.6 on the 
following pages.  
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 Table 2.6: Systematic Literature Review SSTs Acceptance Studies 
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/ Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
1 (Kim and 
Forsythe, 
2008) 
Adoption of virtual try-on 
technology for online 
apparel shopping 
Journal of Interactive 
Marketing 
 
virtual try-on 
technology 
 
USA TAM Questionnaire 491 SEM A and INO significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
2 (Lu et al., 
2009) 
Investigating passengers’ 
intentions to use 
technology-based self 
check-in services 
 
Transportation Research 
Part E 
Kiosk check-in Taiwan TAM Questionnaire 337 SEM A, external stimuli, PBC, 
perceived service quality 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; need for 
interaction and PR have 
significant (negative) effect on 
BI. Variance explained BI: 
72.7%. 
3 (Marler et al., 
2009) 
Employee self-service 
technology acceptance: a 
comparison of pre-
implementation and post-
implementation 
relationship 
Personnel Psychology Human 
resource online 
platform  
USA Combined 
TAM 
Questionnaire 119 SEM A, SN, and perceived resources 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
4 (Herrero 
Crespo and 
Rodriguez del 
Bosque, 
2010) 
The influence of the 
commercial features of the 
Internet on the adoption of 
e-commerce by consumers 
Electronic Commerce 
Research and Application 
Online-
shopping 
Spain TPB Questionnaire 998 SEM A and SN significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PR 
significantly (negative) 
influence BI; PBC were 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 45.5%. 
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Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/ Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
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Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
5 (Dimitriadis 
and Kyrezis, 
2010) 
Linking trust to use 
intention for technology-
enabled bank channels: The 
role of trusting intentions 
Psychology and 
Marketing 
Online-
banking 
Greece TAM Questionnaire 763 SEM Trust, PU, familiarity, stance to 
new technologies, and level of 
information significantly 
(positive) influence BI (internet 
banking); trust, PU, PEOU, 
INO, level of information 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI (phone banking). 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
6 (Chiu Helena 
et al., 2010) 
Early versus potential 
adopters: Exploring the 
antecedents of use intention 
in the context of retail 
service innovations 
International Journal of 
Retail and Distribution 
Management 
Kiosk check-
out (retailing) 
China UTAUT Questionnaire 436 Multiple 
hierarchical 
regression 
PE, EE, SI, FC significantly 
(positive) influence BI; 
Variance explained BI: 27.7%. 
7 (Wessels and 
Drennan, 
2010) 
An investigation of 
consumer acceptance of m-
banking 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
m-banking Australia  TAM Questionnaire 314 Multiple 
hierarchical 
regression 
PU, costs, compatibility, and 
attitude significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: 83.8%.  
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Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
8 (Çelik, 2011) Influence of social norms, 
perceived playfulness and 
online shopping anxiety on 
customers’ adoption of 
online retail shopping: An 
empirical study in the 
Turkish context 
International Journal of 
Retail and Distribution 
Management 
 
 
Online-
shopping 
Turkey  TAM Questionnaire 278 SEM PU, PEOU, perceived 
playfulness significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
9 (Lin and 
Chang, 2011) 
The role of technology 
readiness in self-service 
technology acceptance 
Managing Service Quality SSTs (general) Taiwan TAM Questionnaire 410 SEM PU, attitude, and technology 
readiness significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
10 (Dimitriadis 
and Kyrezis, 
2011) 
The effect of trust, channel 
technology, and transaction 
type on the adoption of self-
service bank channels 
The Service Industries 
Journal 
Online-/tele-
banking 
Greece TAM Questionnaire  762 SEM Trust (trusting intention) 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
11 (Yu, 2012) Factors affecting 
individuals to adopt mobile 
banking: Empirical 
evidence from the UTAUT 
model 
Journal of Electronic 
Commerce Research 
m-banking Taiwan UTAUT Questionnaire 441 SEM PE, SI, and perceived credibility 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; perceived 
financial costs significantly 
(negative) influence BI; EE 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 60.4%. 
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Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
12 (Kaur and 
Gupta, 2012) 
Consumers’ Behavioral 
Intentions Toward Self-
Service Technology in the 
Emerging Markets 
Journal of Global 
Marketing 
ATMs India TAM Questionnaire 250 SEM Attitude and service quality 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
13 (Oghazi et al., 
2012) 
Antecedents of 
Technology-based Self-
Service Acceptance: A 
Proposed Model 
Services Marketing 
Quarterly 
Technology 
based Self-
Services 
Sweden TAM Questionnaire 288 SEM PU, attitude, and enjoyment 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: 73%. 
14 (Yousafzai 
and Yani‐de‐
Soriano, 
2012) 
Understanding customer-
specific factors 
underpinning internet 
banking adoption 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
Online-
banking 
UK TAM Questionnaire 435 SEM PU significantly (positive) 
influences BI; PEOU 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 51%. 
15 (Yang and 
Forney, 2013) 
The moderating role of 
consumer technology 
anxiety in mobile shopping 
adoption: Differential 
effects of facilitating 
conditions and social 
influence 
Journal of Electronic 
Commerce Research 
Online-
shopping 
USA UTAUT Questionnaire 400 SEM PE (utilitarian and hedonic), and 
SI significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
16 (Ku and Chen, 
2013) 
Fitting facilities to self-
service technology usage: 
Evidence from kiosks in 
Taiwan airport 
Journal of Air Transport 
Management 
Kiosk check-in 
at airports 
Taiwan TAM Questionnaire 429 SEM PU, FC, and process fit 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; Variance 
explained BI: 46%. 
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17 (Lee et al., 
2014) 
Empirical analysis of a self-
service check-in 
implementation in 
Singapore Changi Airport  
International Journal of 
Engineering Business 
Management 
Kiosk check-in 
at airports 
Singapore  TAM Personal 
interviews 
150 Regression 
Analysis 
PU and A significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PR was 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
18 (Wang et al., 
2014) 
Virtually Compatible or 
Risk Business? 
Investigating Consumers’ 
Proclivity Toward Online 
Banking 
Journal of Marketing 
Channels 
Online-
banking 
Taiwan TAM Questionnaire 594 SEM A and perceived benefits/ 
compatibility significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PR 
significantly (negative) 
influences BI (PR studies as 
second-order factor). Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
19 (Wu et al., 
2014) 
A comprehensive 
examination of internet 
banking user behaviour: 
Evidence from customers 
yet to adopt, currently using 
and stopped using 
Journal of Marketing 
Management 
Online-
banking 
China Combined 
TAM 
Questionnaire 614 SEM PU, PV, SN significantly 
(positive) influence BI 
(adoption intention); A, and 
PBC are insignificant on 
adoption intention. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
 
20 (Kim and Qu, 
2014) 
Travellers’ behavioral 
intention towards hotel 
self-service kiosks usage 
International Journal of 
Contemporary Hospitality 
Management 
Self-check-in 
hotels 
USA TAM Questionnaire 337 SEM PU, A, and satisfaction 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
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21 (Morosan, 
2014) 
Toward an integrated 
model of adoption of 
mobile phones for 
purchasing ancillary 
services in air travel 
International Journal of 
Contemporary Hospitality 
Management 
Mobile 
shopping 
USA TAM Questionnaire 556 SEM A significantly (positive) 
influences BI. Variance 
explained BI: 84%. 
22 (Lai, 2015) Traveler Acceptance of an 
App-Based Mobile Tour 
Guide 
International Journal of 
Hospitality & Tourism 
Research 
App-based tour 
guide 
China UTAUT Questionnaire 205 SEM PE, EE, SI, FC, and 
informativeness significantly 
(positive) influence BI; 
entertainment was insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
N/A 
23 (Koenig-
Lewis et al., 
2015b) 
Enjoyment and social 
influence: Predicting 
mobile payment adoption 
The Service Industries 
Journal 
m-payment France TAM/ 
UTAUT 
Questionnaire 316 SEM PU, SI, and knowledge 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; PR significantly 
(negative) influence BI; PEOU 
and perceived enjoyment are 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 62%. 
24 (Kaushik and 
Rahman, 
2015b) 
Innovation adoption across 
self-service banking 
technologies in India  
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
Self-service 
banking 
technologies 
India TAM Questionnaire 619 SEM A significantly (positive) 
influences BI (in all three 
models); Variance explained 
BI: ATM: 49.8%; Phone 
banking: 19.2%; Kiosk: 39.2%.  
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Data 
Analysis 
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25 (Al-Ajam and 
Md Nor, 
2015) 
Challenges of adoption of 
internet banking in Yemen 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
Online-
banking 
Yemen TPB Questionnaire 1,286 SEM A, SN, technology readiness 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; Variance 
explained BI: 63.8%. 
26 (Kapoor et al., 
2015) 
Empirical Examination of 
the Role of Three Sets of 
Innovation Attributes for 
determining Adoption of 
IRCTC Mobile Ticketing 
Service 
Information Systems 
Frontiers 
Online-
ticketing 
India DOI Questionnaire 375 Linear and 
logistic 
regression 
analysis 
Relative advantage, 
compatibility, triability, 
observability, cost, 
communicability, voluntariness, 
image, result demonstrability, 
and visibility significantly 
(positive) influence BI; Risk 
significantly (negative) 
influences BI; Complexity and 
social approval are insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
43%.  
27 (Kaushik and 
Rahman, 
2015a) 
An alternative model of 
self-service retail 
technology adoption 
Journal of Services 
Marketing 
SSTs retail India TAM Questionnaire 651 SEM PU, SN, and A significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
28 (López-
Bonilla and 
López-
Bonilla, 2015) 
Self-consciousness profiles 
in the acceptance of airline 
e-ticketing services 
Anatolia – An 
International Journal of 
Tourism and Hospitality 
Research 
e-ticket 
booking 
Spain TAM Questionnaire 819 SEM  PU, and A significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
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No. of 
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Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
29 (Slade et al., 
2015) 
Modeling Consumers’ 
Adoption Intentions of 
Remote Mobile Payments 
in the United Kingdom: 
Extending UTAUT with 
Innovativeness, Risk, and 
Trust 
Psychology and 
Marketing 
m-payments UK UTAUT Questionnaire 268 SEM PE, SI, and INO significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PR 
significantly (negative) 
influences BI; EE and trust were 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 67%. 
30 (Mortimer et 
al., 2015) 
Investigating the factors 
influencing the adoption of 
m-banking: a cross cultural 
study 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
m-banking Thailand / 
Australia  
TAM Questionnaire  175 
(Thailand); 
173 
(Australia) 
SEM PU significantly (positive) 
influences BI (Tai sample and 
Australian), whereas PEOU did 
not in Australian sample. Need 
for interaction is not significant 
on BI (for both samples). PR is 
significant (negative) in both 
samples, SI is significant in 
Australia but not in Thailand. 
Variance explained BI: 59.3% 
Australia / 23.8% Thailand. 
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31 (Chiu and 
Hofer, 2015) 
Service Innovation and 
usage intention: A cross 
market analysis 
Journal of Service 
Management 
SSTs retailing Taiwan/ 
Austria 
UTAUT Questionnaire 387 (Taiwan); 
353 (Austria) 
Hierarchical 
Regression 
Analysis  
PE significantly (positive) 
influences BI (both samples); 
EE significantly (positive) 
influences BI (in Taiwan 
sample), EE insignificant (in 
Austria sample); SI 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI (both samples), FC 
significantly (positive) 
influences BI (in Taiwan 
sample); FC insignificant (in 
Austria sample). Variance 
explained BI Austria: 15.3%; 
Variance explained BI Taiwan: 
27.6%. 
32 (Yeap et al., 
2016) 
Factors propelling the 
adoption of m-learning 
among students in higher 
education 
Electronic Markets m-learning Malaysia  TPB Questionnaire 900 SEM SN, PBC, and A significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: 71.6%. 
33 (Demoulin 
and Djelassi, 
2016) 
An integrated model of 
self-service technology 
(SST) usage in a retail 
context 
Journal of Retail and 
Distribution Management 
SSTs retailing France TAM3 Questionnaire 293 SEM/ 
logistic 
regression 
PU, PEOU, PBC, and 
enjoyment significantly 
(positive) influence BI; need for 
interaction significantly 
(negative) influences BI; 
Variance explained BI: 59.9%. 
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34 (Alalwan et 
al., 2016b) 
Customers’ Intention and 
Adoption of Telebanking in 
Jordan 
Information Systems 
Management 
Tele-banking Jordan UTAUT2 Questionnaire 323 SEM PE, EE, HM, PV significantly 
(positive) influence BI; EE and 
SI were insignificant on BI. 
Variance explained BI: 75%. 
35 (Alalwan et 
al., 2016a) 
Consumer adoption of 
mobile banking in Jordan: 
Examining the role of 
usefulness, ease of use, 
perceived risk and self-
efficacy 
Journal of Enterprise 
Information Management 
m-banking Jordan TAM Questionnaire 343 SEM PU and PEOU significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PR 
significantly (negative) 
influences BI. Variance 
explained BI: 58%. 
36 (Oh et al., 
2016) 
Attitudinal and Situational 
Determinants of Self-
Service Technology Use 
 
Journal of Hospitality and 
Tourism Research 
Self-check-in 
hotels 
USA TAM Questionnaire 240 SEM PU, PEOU, trust and waiting 
line significantly (positive) 
influence BI; service 
complexity and anxiety 
significantly (negative) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
37 (Hur et al., 
2017) 
Understanding usage 
intention in innovative 
mobile app service: 
Comparison between 
millennial and mature 
consumers 
Consumers in Human 
Behavior  
Fashion-
shopping app 
Korea TAM Questionnaire 1,288 SEM PU and perceived playfulness 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; PEOU is 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A 
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38 (Alalwan et 
al., 2017) 
Factors influencing 
adoption of mobile banking 
by Jordanian bank 
customers: Extending 
UTAUT2 with trust 
International Journal of 
Information Management 
m-banking Jordan UTAUT2 Questionnaire 343 SEM PE, EE, HM, PV, and trust 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; SI is insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
65%. 
39 (Liébana-
Cabanillas 
and Alonso-
Dos-Santos, 
2017) 
Factors that determine the 
adoption of Facebook 
commerce: The moderating 
effect of age 
Journal of Engineering 
and Technology 
Management 
Online-
commerce 
Spain TAM Questionnaire 205 SEM Perceived value, SN and PU 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; social image, e-
word-of-mouth were 
insignificant on BI; Variance 
explained BI: 85%. 
 
40 (Leon, 2018) Service mobile apps: a 
millennial generation 
perspective 
Industrial Management & 
Data Systems 
Mobile-apps USA TAM Questionnaire 625 SEM PU, PEOU and information 
quality significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: 60.6%. 
41 (Farah et al., 
2018) 
Mobile-banking adoption: 
empirical evidence from 
the banking sector in 
Pakistan 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
m-banking Pakistan UTAUT2 Questionnaire 368 SEM PE, EE, SI, HM, perceived 
value significantly (positive) 
influence BI; trust and 
perceived risk are insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
N/A 
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42 (Kaushik and 
Kumar, 2018) 
Investigating consumers’ 
adoption of SSTs – a case 
study representing India’s 
hospitality industry 
Journal of Vacation 
Marketing 
SSTs 
hospitality 
India TAM Questionnaire 648 SEM PU significantly (positive) 
influence BI; need for 
interaction significantly 
(negative) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
43 (Hota and 
Mishra, 2018) 
Development and 
validation of a multivendor 
ATM adoption model in 
India 
International Journal of 
Bank Marketing 
ATMs India TAM Questionnaire 372 SEM Attitude, awareness, perception, 
and personal control 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; personal control 
and perception are second-order 
factors. Variance explained BI: 
N/A 
44 (Yahia et al., 
2018) 
Investigating the drivers for 
social commerce in social 
media platforms: 
Importance of trust, social 
support and the platform 
perceived usage 
Journal of Retailing and 
Consumer Services 
social-
commerce 
Gulf-
countries 
UTAUT2 Questionnaire 205 SEM PEOU, HM, FC, H, and trust of 
vendor significantly (positive) 
influence BI. Variance 
explained BI: N/A  
45 (Su et al., 
2018) 
How users’ Internet 
experience affects the 
adoption of mobile 
payment: a mediation 
model 
Technology Analysis and 
Strategic Management 
m-payment China TAM/DOI Questionnaire 922 SEM PU, PEOU, perceived 
compatibility experience, 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; Perceived risk and 
privacy concerns significantly 
(negative) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A. 
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46 (Saprikis et 
al., 2018) 
Mobile shopping 
consumers’ behavior: An 
exploratory study and 
review 
 
Journal of Theoretical and 
Applied Electronic 
Commerce Research 
Mobile-
shopping 
Greece TAM/DOI Questionnaire 473 SEM PU, relationship drivers, 
enjoyment, and innovativeness 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; PEOU, anxiety, 
skilfulness, trust are 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 80%. 
47 (Kazancoglu 
and 
Kursunluoglu 
Yarimoglu, 
2018) 
How food retailing changed 
in Turkey: spread of self-
service technologies 
British Food Journal Self-check-
outs 
supermarkets 
Turkey TAM Questionnaire 500 SEM PU and PEOU significantly 
(positive) influence BI; Anxiety 
significantly (negative) 
influence BI; need for 
interaction, situational factors, 
PR are insignificant on BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
48 (Yuen et al., 
2018) 
An investigation of 
customers' intention to use 
self-collection services for 
last-mile delivery 
Transport Policy Self-collection 
services last-
mile delivery 
Singapore DOI Questionnaire 164 Hierarchical 
regression 
Compatibility, relative 
advantage, and triability 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; Complexity and 
observability are insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
42.1%. 
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49 (Wang et al., 
2018a) 
An innovation diffusion 
perspective of e-consumers 
initial adoption of self-
collection service via 
automated parcel station 
International Journal of 
Logistics Management 
Self-collection 
services last-
mile delivery 
Singapore DOI Questionnaire 170 SEM A, and perceived relative 
advantage significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: 68.4%. 
50 (Alalwan et 
al., 2018b) 
Examining factors 
influencing Jordanian 
customers’ intentions and 
adoption of internet 
banking: Extending 
UTAUT2 with risk 
Journal of Retailing and 
Consumer Services 
Online-
banking 
Jordan UTAUT2 Questionnaire 348 SEM PE, EE, PV, and HM 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; SI is insignificant 
on BI. Variance explained BI: 
64%. 
51 (Owusu 
Kwateng et 
al., 2018) 
Acceptance and use of 
mobile banking: an 
application of UTAUT2 
Journal of Enterprise and 
Information Management 
m-banking Ghana UTAUT2 Questionnaire 300 SEM H, PV, and trust significantly 
(positive) influence BI; PE, EE, 
SI, and HM are insignificant on 
BI. Variance explained BI: 
35%. 
52 (Giovanis et 
al., 2018) 
Adoption of mobile self-
service retail banking 
technologies: The role of 
technology, social, channel 
and personal factors 
Journal of Retail and 
Distribution Management 
m-banking Greece UTAUT Questionnaire 513 SEM  PE, EE, SI, and trust 
significantly (positive) 
influence BI; PR significantly 
(negative) influences BI. 
Variance explained BI: 60.1%. 
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53 (Roy et al., 
2018) 
Predictors of customer 
acceptance of and 
resistance to smart 
technologies in the retail 
sector 
Journal of Retailing and 
Consumer Services 
Smart 
technologies in 
retailing 
Australia TAM Questionnaire 361 SEM PU and A significantly 
(positive) influence BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
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(6) Synthesis 
Most articles utilised TAM (n = 27) as their baseline model to investigate behavioural 
intention, which still shows the high applicability and dominance of TAM. This is 
followed by UTAUT/UTAUT2 (n = 13), TAM extensions, or combinations with other 
theories (n = 7), TPB (n = 3), and DOI (n = 3). Furthermore, most articles were published 
in the year 2018 (n = 14), followed by the years 2015 (n = 10), 2016 (n = 5), 2014 (n = 
5), 2012 (n = 4), 2010 (n = 4), 2017 (n = 3), 2011 (n = 3), 2013 (n = 2), 2009 (n = 2), and 
2008 (n = 1). The fact that more than 50 percent of the studies (n = 34) were published in 
the last four years shows the growing interest in SSTs acceptance research, which is 
linked to the larger number of SSTs available nowadays compared to 10 years ago.  
It is worth mentioning that almost 50 percent (n = 22) of the studies investigated SSTs in 
the context of the banking industry (i.e., ATMs, online banking, mobile banking, mobile 
payment, etc.), which also reflects the journals used. For instance, most papers were 
published in the International Journal of Bank Marketing (n = 7), followed by the 
International Journal of Retail and Distribution Management (n = 4), and the Journal of 
Retailing and Consumer Services (n = 3). The remaining papers were published in a 
variety of different journals, indicating the broad range of fields affected by SSTs.  
Regarding the methods used, all articles used questionnaires (i.e., field or online) as the 
primary data collection method. The studies took place not only in Europe (i.e., France, 
Greece, Spain, Sweden, Austria, UK; n = 13) but also in the USA (n = 5), Asian-Pacific 
(Australia, China, India, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, and Taiwan; n = 25), the Middle 
East (Gulf countries, Jordan, Pakistan, Yemen; n = 9), and Africa (Ghana; n = 1). 
Interestingly, no study took place in Germany, which shows the need to investigate SSTs 
acceptance in the German culture. Considering the data analysis technique, the majority 
of studies applied structural equation modelling (n = 47), followed by regression analysis 
(i.e., simple, multiple, hierarchical; n = 6). In terms of the authors in the field of SSTs, 
four papers were published by Alalwan, two by Chiu, two by Kaushik, whereas the rest 
of the authors only published one paper.  
After the studies have been presented in detail, a further synthesis of the constructs 
applied to investigate behavioural intention in the context of SSTs will be undertaken. 
This is necessary to clearly identify the constructs that have been used in the context of 
SSTs in the last ten years.  
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2.6.3.2 Construct Analysis of SSTs Acceptance Studies 
In this subchapter, the identified papers are analysed in detail on the factors that were 
used to determine user acceptance (i.e., behavioural intention). Constructs that have been 
part of one of the existing technology acceptance theories and are conceptually 
overlapping, for instance, performance expectancy (UTAUT) and usefulness (TAM), are 
merged under the labels of UTAUT/UTAUT2, which have been applied in this research 
study and comprises the most advanced research model in technology acceptance 
research to date.   
In addition to the original constructs studied in one of the technology acceptance theories, 
47 external constructs were identified, which were used to determine behavioural 
intention: information quality, perceived process fit, perceived value, social image, 
perceived risk, electronic word-of-mouth, trust in technology, trust in vendor, need for 
interaction, awareness, attitude, familiarity, stance to new technology, level of 
information, service quality, perceived resources, perception, personal control, perceived 
compatibility, privacy concerns, experience, skilfulness, enjoyment, anxiety, 
innovativeness, relationship drivers, situational factors, perceived playfulness, service 
complexity, waiting line, informativeness, entertainment, knowledge, technology 
readiness, observability, communicability, service approval, voluntariness, image, result 
demonstrability, visibility, social approval, satisfaction, perceived credibility, perceived 
financial costs, perceived service quality, and triability.  
With focus on the UTAUT model, Venkatesh et al. (2012) noted that the addition of 
additional constructs has mainly been on an ad hoc basis and that the works have not 
necessarily attempted to systematically choose complementary constructs to what is 
already captured in UTAUT. Furthermore, they argue that only complementary constructs 
can help expand the generalisability and scope of the model. Thus, a detailed analysis of 
the constructs (i.e., items and/or definitions) was undertaken to conceptually identify new 
constructs. This analysis revealed that several studies used various labels for the same 
construct. If possible, these were subsumed under the UTAUT2 labels: 
First, enjoyment (Oghazi et al., 2012; Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Saprikis et al., 2018; 
Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b), playfulness (Hur et al., 2017), and entertainment (Lai, 2015) 
are all used to describe the status of fun, enjoyment, or pleasure derived from using a 
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technology and therefore are conceptually similar to hedonic motivation in UTAUT2. 
Therefore, they will be subsumed under “hedonic motivation” in this study.  
Second, service complexity (Oh et al., 2016), which describes the overall perception a 
consumer has about a particular self-service technology, is conceptually similar to effort 
expectancy in UTAUT2. Therefore, service complexity is subsumed under the label of 
“effort expectancy” in this thesis.  
Third, perceived resources (Marler et al., 2009), which describes external facilitating 
conditions; knowledge (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b), which describes the internal 
facilitating conditions; skilfulness (Saprikis et al., 2018), which describes the ability to 
fulfil a task; and compatibility (Wessels and Drennan, 2010; Kapoor et al., 2015; Su et 
al., 2018; Yuen et al., 2018), which describes the compatibility of the technology with 
the lifestyle, values, and needs, are conceptually similar. All of these constructs are 
operationalised to remove barriers to use a certain technology. Therefore, they are 
overlapping with facilitating conditions in UTAUT2. These constructs are labelled 
“facilitating conditions” in this thesis.  
Fourth, image (Kapoor et al., 2015) and social image (Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-
Dos-Santos, 2017) both describe the fact that by using the technology, ones’ status or 
image improves within a social system. These constructs are conceptually similar to 
social influence within the UTAUT2. Here, Venkatesh et al. (2003) also subsumed image 
under the term “social influence”. Therefore, within this thesis these constructs are 
summarised under the label “social influence”.  
Fifth, innovativeness (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Slade et al., 2015; Saprikis et al., 
2018; Giovanis et al., 2018) is part of the technology readiness construct (Lin and Chang, 
2011; Al-Ajam and Md Nor, 2015), and therefore these constructs overlap significantly. 
Due to the fact that innovativeness has most often been studied in the reviewed articles 
and has also been found to be the most important factor in technology readiness (Al-Ajam 
and Md Nor, 2015), these terms will be merged under the label “innovativeness” in this 
thesis.  
Sixth, familiarity (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010), which refers to the experience of a 
person with certain technologies, is conceptually similar to experience (Su et al., 2018). 
In this thesis these constructs will be labelled under the term “familiarity”.  
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that there are still constructs like social approval (Kapoor 
et al., 2015) overlapping with social influence, visibility (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
overlapping with observability, or information quality (Leon, 2018) overlapping with 
level of information (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010), which, despite their overlapping 
edges, are treated as unique constructs in this thesis. This is the case because the authors 
clearly stated the uniqueness of these constructs despite their similarity to other 
constructs.  
Overall, this construct analysis revealed 34 conceptually new external constructs that 
have been studied to determine behavioural intention in the area of SSTs acceptance 
research. Table 2.7 provides a detailed overview of the constructs that were already 
studied in UTAUT2 and Table 2.8 provides a detailed overview of the external constructs 
studied in the context of SSTs. Both tables are presented on the following pages. 
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Table 2.7: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – UTAUT2 Constructs 
No. Independent 
UTAUT2 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
total Significant Insignificant 
1 Performance 
Expectancy 
(PE) 
40 40 0 Significant: (Wessels and Drennan, 2010; Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Chiu Helena et al., 2010; Lin and Chang, 2011; Çelik, 
2011; Yu, 2012; Yousafzai and Yani‐de‐Soriano, 2012; Oghazi et al., 2012; Yang and Forney, 2013; Ku and Chen, 2013; Wu et al., 
2014; Lee et al., 2014; Kim and Qu, 2014; Slade et al., 2015; Mortimer et al., 2015; López-Bonilla and López-Bonilla, 2015; Lai, 
2015; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015a; Kapoor et al., 2015; Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Oh et al., 2016; Demoulin 
and Djelassi, 2016; Alalwan et al., 2016b; Alalwan et al., 2016a; Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-Dos-Santos, 2017; Hur et al., 2017; 
Alalwan et al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018a; Su et al., 2018; Saprikis et al., 2018; Roy et al., 2018; Leon, 2018; Owusu 
Kwateng et al., 2018; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018; Kaushik and Kumar, 2018; Farah et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 
2018; Alalwan et al., 2018b) 
2 Effort 
Expectancy 
(EE) 
27 18 9 Significant: (Chiu Helena et al., 2010; Çelik, 2011; Yousafzai and Yani‐de‐Soriano, 2012; Mortimer et al., 2015; Lai, 2015; Chiu 
and Hofer, 2015; Oh et al., 2016; Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Alalwan et al., 2016a; Alalwan et al., 2017; Yahia et al., 2018; Su et 
al., 2018; Leon, 2018; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018; Farah et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 
2018b; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Yu, 2012; Slade et al., 2015; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Kapoor et al., 2015; Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Alalwan et al., 
2016b; Hur et al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2018; Saprikis et al., 2018) 
3 Social 
Influence (SI) 
22 19 3 Significant: (Marler et al., 2009; Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Chiu Helena et al., 2010; Yu, 2012; Yang and 
Forney, 2013; Wu et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2015; Mortimer et al., 2015; Lai, 2015; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Kaushik and Rahman, 
2015a; Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Al-Ajam and Md Nor, 2015; Yeap et al., 2016; Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-Dos-Santos, 2017; 
Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Farah et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 2018; Kapoor et al., 2015) 
Insignificant: (Alalwan et al., 2017; Alalwan et al., 2016b; Alalwan et al., 2018b) 
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Table 2.7: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – UTAUT2 Constructs – Continued 
No. Independent 
UTAUT2 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
4 Facilitating 
Conditions 
(FC) 
21 16 5 Significant: (Lu et al., 2009; Chiu Helena et al., 2010; Ku and Chen, 2013; Lai, 2015; Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Yeap et al., 2016; 
Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Alalwan et al., 2016b; Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Marler et al., 2009; Koenig-
Lewis et al., 2015b; Wessels and Drennan, 2010; Kapoor et al., 2015; Su et al., 2018; Yuen et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Wu et al., 2014; Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Farah et al., 2018; Saprikis 
et al., 2018) 
5 Hedonic 
Motivation 
(HM) 
12 10 2 Significant: (Alalwan et al., 2016b; Alalwan et al., 2017; Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Farah et al., 2018; Alalwan 
et al., 2018b; Oghazi et al., 2012; Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Saprikis et al., 2018; Hur et al., 2017) 
Insignificant: (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Lai, 2015) 
6 Habit (H) 2 2 0 Significant: (Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018) 
7 Price Value 
(PV) 
4 4 0 Significant: (Alalwan et al., 2016a; Alalwan et al., 2017; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2018b) 
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Table 2.8: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs 
No. Independent 
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
1 Attitude (A) 18 17 1 Significant: (Kim and Forsythe, 2008; Marler et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2009; Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Lin and 
Chang, 2011; Oghazi et al., 2012; Kaur and Gupta, 2012; Morosan, 2014; Lee et al., 2014; Kim and Qu, 2014; López-Bonilla and 
López-Bonilla, 2015; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015b, 2015a; Al-Ajam and Md Nor, 2015; Yeap et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2018; Hota and 
Mishra, 2018) 
Insignificant: (Wu et al., 2014) 
2 Perceived 
Risk (PR) 
14 11 3 Significant: (Lu et al., 2009; Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Slade et al., 2015; Mortimer et al., 
2015; Kapoor et al., 2015; Alalwan et al., 2016a; Alalwan et al., 2016b; Su et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2018b) 
Insignificant: (Lee et al., 2014; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018; Farah et al., 2018) 
3 
 
Trust in 
Technology 
(TT) 
11 9 2 Significant: (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2011, 2010; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015a; Oh et al., 2016; Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-
Dos-Santos, 2017; Alalwan et al., 2017; Saprikis et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Slade et al., 2015; Farah et al., 2018) 
4 Innovativeness 
(INO) 
7 7 0 Significant: (Kim and Forsythe, 2008; Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Slade et al., 2015; Saprikis et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 2018; 
Al-Ajam and Md Nor, 2015; Lin and Chang, 2011) 
5 Need for   
Interaction 
5 3 2 Significant: (Lu et al., 2009; Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Kaushik and Kumar, 2018) 
Insignificant: (Mortimer et al., 2015; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018) 
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Table 2.8: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs – Continued 
No. Independent 
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
6 Perceived 
financial 
costs  
3 3 0 Significant: (Wessels and Drennan, 2010; Yu, 2012; Kapoor et al., 2015) 
7 Perceived 
Value 
3 3 0 Significant: (Wu et al., 2014; Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-Dos-Santos, 2017; Farah et al., 2018) 
8 Trust                
in Vendor 
2 2 0 Significant: (Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018) 
9 Familiarity 2 2 0 Significant: (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Su et al., 2018) 
10 Perceived 
Service 
Quality 
2 2 0 Significant: (Lu et al., 2009; Kaur and Gupta, 2012) 
11 Anxiety 4 2 2 Significant: (Oh et al., 2016; Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018) 
Insignificant: (Kim and Forsythe, 2008; Saprikis et al., 2018) 
12 Communica-
bility 
2 2 0 Significant: (Wang et al., 2014; Kapoor et al., 2015) 
13 Information 
Quality 1 1 0 Significant: (Leon, 2018) 
14 Service 
Process Fit 
1 1 0 Significant: (Ku and Chen, 2013) 
15 Awareness 1 1 0 Significant: (Hota and Mishra, 2018) 
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Table 2.8: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs – Continued 
No.  Independent 
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
16 Stance to 
New 
Technology 
1 1 0 Significant: (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010) 
17 Level of 
Information 
1 1 0 Significant: (Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010) 
18 Perception 1 1 0 Significant: (Hota and Mishra, 2018) 
19 Privacy 
Concerns 
1 1 0 Significant: (Su et al., 2018) 
20 Relationship 
Driver 
1 1 0 Significant: (Saprikis et al., 2018) 
21 Waiting Line 1 1 0 Significant: (Oh et al., 2016) 
22 Informativeness 1 1 0 Significant: (Lai, 2015) 
23 Observability 2 1 1 Significant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
Insignificant: (Yuen et al., 2018) 
24 Service 
Approval 
1 1 0 Significant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
25 Voluntariness 1 1 0 Significant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
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Table 2.8: Constructs Analysis SSTs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs – Continued 
No. Independent 
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant insignificant 
26 Result 
Demonstrability 
1 1 0 Significant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
27 Visibility  1 1 0 Significant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
28 Satisfaction 1 1 0 Significant: (Kim and Qu, 2014) 
29 Perceived 
Credibility 
1 1 0 Significant: (Yu, 2012) 
30 Triability 1 1 0 Significant: (Yuen et al., 2018) 
31 Personal 
Control  
1 1 0 Significant: (Hota and Mishra, 2018) 
32 Electronic 
Word of 
Mouth 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Liébana-Cabanillas and Alonso-Dos-Santos, 2017) 
33 Situation 
Factors 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Kazancoglu and Kursunluoglu Yarimoglu, 2018) 
34 Social 
Approval 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Kapoor et al., 2015) 
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Considering the findings of the construct analysis in the research field of SSTs, attitude, 
perceived risk, trust in technology, and innovativeness were most often included to 
investigate SSTs and also most often found significant on behavioural intention. 
Therefore, for the context of SSTs, it is assumed that these constructs are the most critical 
factors alongside the general acceptance constructs regularly provided in the acceptance 
models. Nevertheless, it is important to mention at this stage that attitude is used in many 
cases as a mediator as in the original theory of reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975) 
and theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). For instance, attitude was used for 
mediating the effects of perceived usefulness or perceived ease of use (Marler et al., 2009; 
Kim and Forsythe, 2008; Morosan, 2014). Moreover, even the effect of perceived risk 
and trust in technology were proposed to be mediated by attitude (Kaushik and Rahman, 
2015b; Morosan, 2014). However, this study follows the stream of authors who argue 
that attitude is not a significant predictor of behavioural intention and external constructs 
influence behavioural intention directly, which was found in several previous studies 
(Davis et al., 1989; Taylor and Todd, 1995c; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 
2012). Therefore, attitude, at this stage, is not considered as a potential framework 
extension construct.  
In the next subchapter, the second related research field, i.e., autonomous vehicles (AVs), 
will be presented in detail. It will start with a brief overview of public opinion surveys 
before it turns to the systematic review of AVs acceptance studies. 
 
2.6.4 User Acceptance of Autonomous Vehicles 
Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are defined as self-driving vehicles that fulfil their driving 
tasks without human intervention (Piao et al., 2016; Hulse et al., 2018). Vehicles that are 
equipped with advanced driver assistant systems are considered semi-autonomous 
vehicles in this thesis. AVs are still in their infancy and the main focus of research has 
been on technical aspects or the feasibility of AVs as well as the impacts on safety and 
congestion (Urmson et al., 2008). However, the focus on user-centred aspects like 
acceptance and utilisation is still limited. In this regard, Becker and Axhausen (2017) 
conducted a meta-analysis on surveys investigating the public opinion and perceptions on 
autonomous vehicles (see Table 2.9). 
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Table 2.9: Public Opinion Studies of AVs adopted from Becker and Axhausen (2017) 
Reference Method Country No. of respondents 
(J.D. Power, 2012) N/A USA 17,400 
(Silberg et al., 2013) Focus groups USA 32 
(Continental, 2013, 
2014) 
N/A Germany, USA, 
China, Japan 
N/A 
(Payre et al., 2014) Interview/paper-
based/online survey 
France 5/45/421 
(Howard and Dai, 
2014) 
Paper-based survey USA 107 
(Rödel et al., 2014) Online survey Austria 336 
(Deloitte, 2014) N/A 19 countries 23,000 
(IPSOS Mori, 2014) Interviews  UK 1,001 
(Seapin Software, 
2014) 
Online survey USA 2,039 
(Schoettle and Sivak, 
2014b) 
Online survey USA, UK, Australia 1,533 
(Schoettle and Sivak, 
2015) 
Online survey USA 505 
(Kyriakidis et al., 
2015) 
Online survey 109 countries 4,886 
(Bansal and 
Kockelman, 2016) 
Online survey USA 2,167 
(Bansal et al., 2016) Online survey USA 347 
 
The main findings of public opinion surveys on AVs can be summarised as (1) system 
specific characteristics, (2) individual characteristics (e.g., socio-demographic 
characteristics and mobility characteristics), and (3) contextual characteristics (Nordhoff 
et al., 2016). System-specific characteristics, for instance, involve findings that AVs are 
believed to reduce crashes, lead to fewer emissions and less fuel consumption (Schoettle 
and Sivak, 2014a), and can be used when under medication or alcohol (Payre et al., 2014). 
Individual characteristics, for instance, involve the findings that men are on average more 
willing to adopt, use, and buy AVs than women (Payre et al., 2014; Kyriakidis et al., 
2015), and elderly people generally have a lower willingness to pay for such systems 
(Kyriakidis et al., 2015; J.D. Power, 2012) Finally, the contextual characteristics, for 
example, comprise the findings that people would prefer to use autonomous vehicles in 
monotonous and stressful situations (Continental, 2013, 2014).  
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However, these public opinion surveys did not follow any theoretical model to explain 
user acceptance of AVs (Zmud et al., 2016; Zmud and Sener, 2017). Therefore, the 
knowledge of users’ intention to actually use AVs in the future is still very limited 
(Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018). In this context, Buckley et al. (2018, p. 
202) argue that using “a theory provides a grounded framework from which to develop 
future efforts and using an established theory reduces the potential for a haphazard 
approach to understanding a phenomenon.” Therefore, by utilising psychological theory 
(e.g., UTAUT) in the context of AVs, the investigation moves beyond the use of 
individual characteristics (e.g., age, gender) that cannot be amended, and as such provides 
modifiable variables for change (Buckley et al., 2018). Therefore, as within the area of 
SSTs, a systematic literature review was undertaken to identify relevant acceptance 
studies, which utilised one of the existing technology acceptance theories in the context 
of AVs. The review followed the same steps as for the systematic review of SSTs 
acceptance studies in the previous subchapter.  
 
2.6.4.1 Systematic Review of AVs Acceptance Studies  
(1) Purpose of the Literature Review  
The systematic literature review of AVs acceptance studies was conducted in November 
2018, with the aim to create an overview of the various constructs studied in the field of 
AVs acceptance. However, as stated before, the review aims to provide a snapshot of the 
current state of acceptance research conducted in the area of AVs. It does not, however, 
pretend to cover the sum of all literature available. It rather aims to offer an informative 
and focused evaluation of purposefully selected literature.  
(2) Identification/Literature Search 
The same databases were used as for the systematic review of SSTs (i.e., Scopus and Web 
of Science). Since this systematic review focuses on autonomous vehicles, this term is 
used as a search term in combination with related terms that were used intermingled and 
interchangeable in the public opinion survey presented in the previous subchapter (i.e., 
automated vehicle and self-driving vehicle). Besides the change of the keywords in the 
first bracket, the systematic review included the same keywords as those within the search 
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for SSTs acceptance studies. As a result, the following search string was developed and 
applied: 
(“autonomous vehicle*” OR “automated vehicle*” OR “self-driving vehicle*” OR AV*) 
AND (adoption OR acceptance OR “user acceptance” OR “technology acceptance” OR 
“technology adoption” OR consumer) AND (“unified theory of acceptance and use of 
technology” OR utaut OR utaut2 OR “technology acceptance model” OR tam OR tam2 
OR tam3 OR “theory of reasoned action” OR tra OR “theory of planned behavio*” OR 
tpb OR “diffusion of innovation” OR “innovation diffusion theory” OR doi OR idt OR 
“social cognitive theory” OR sct OR “combined tam” OR c-tam OR ”combined tam-
tpb” OR “motivational model” OR mm OR “model of pc-utilization” OR mpcu)  
The initial search on Scopus and Web of Science encompassed “all fields” for the first 
bracket (“autonomous vehicle*” OR “automated vehicle*” OR “self-driving vehicle*” 
OR AV*) to be able to capture as many papers as possible that have investigated these 
vehicles in the context of technology acceptance theories. The rest of the search string 
was limited to title, abstract, or keywords to increase the likelihood to identify papers that 
have actually investigated user acceptance and utilised one of the technology acceptance 
theories. As within the search of SSTs studies, the timespan was limited to the last 10 
years (2008 – 2018) as well as to English publications. Overall, this search strategy 
yielded a total of 31 papers on Scopus and 30 papers on Web of Science, indicating 
that little research exists on the acceptance of AVs within the existing technology 
acceptance theories domain. 
(3) Screening  
The identified papers were checked for accessibility in the first step. This revealed 24 
papers on Scopus and 25 papers on Web of Science (i.e., 49 accessible papers). 
Furthermore, the papers identified in both databases were compared based on their title 
to identify any overlaps. In total, 7 papers overlapped, leaving 42 individual papers (i.e., 
17 unique papers on Scopus, 18 unique papers on Web of Science, and 7 overlapping 
papers). As a next step, the titles and the abstracts of the identified and accessible papers 
were screened based on two criteria. First, it was checked whether the paper actually 
investigated autonomous vehicles or any related area (e.g., semi-autonomous 
vehicles/advanced driver support systems). The screening process revealed 25 articles 
that actually investigated AVs as the main object (i.e., 10 unique AVs papers on Scopus, 
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8 unique AVs papers on Web of Science, and 7 overlapping AVs papers). Second, it was 
checked whether these articles utilised one of the main technology acceptance theories as 
a baseline model in their research to investigate technology acceptance. This process 
revealed a total of 20 papers that actually investigated AVs technology and utilised a 
technology acceptance theory (i.e., 9 unique papers on Scopus, 4 unique papers on Web 
of Science, and 7 overlapping papers). 
(4) Eligibility  
Those papers identified in the first screening process (i.e., title and abstract screening) 
were then fully reviewed (i.e., full-text) based on three further screening criteria. First, it 
was checked whether the main methodology was quantitative in nature and investigated 
the constructs and their relationships empirically. As a result, 16 papers were identified 
(i.e., 7 unique papers on Scopus, 4 unique papers on Web of Science, and 5 overlapping 
papers). Second, only studies that analysed the relationships between their proposed 
constructs and behavioural intention were selected, revealing 14 papers (7 unique papers 
on Scopus, 3 unique papers on Web of Science, and 4 overlapping papers). Third, only 
studies that provided statistical evidence (e.g., regression coefficients) for the impact of 
the constructs on behavioural intention were selected for data synthesis. As a result, all 
studies provided this information. Additionally, the detailed review identified two papers 
that used the same data (Zmud et al., 2016; Zmud and Sener, 2017); therefore, only one 
paper was included for further analysis. In total, 13 articles were identified that fulfilled 
all inclusion criteria (Choi and Ji, 2015; Madigan et al., 2016; Zmud et al., 2016; Angelis 
et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2017; Moták et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018; Madigan et al., 
2017; Chen and Yan, 2018; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 
2018; Xu et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2018).  
In this regard, it is worth mentioning that many of the papers found through the initial 
search cross-referenced the other papers from the initial search, which proves that the 
identified papers are the leading articles in the field of AVs acceptance research when 
applying an acceptance model.  
Since the number of studies identified through the database search was limited, an 
additional backwards search was conducted in the field of AVs. In doing so, the 
references of the identified papers were screened regarding the following keywords: 
“autonomous vehicle*” OR “automated vehicle*” OR “self-driving vehicle*”. 
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Additionally, since the initial search also identified papers that investigated semi-
autonomous vehicles (i.e., investigation of advanced driver support systems/assistance 
systems), these terms were also included into the backwards search. As with the initial 
search only papers published between 2008 – 2018 were considered. In this step 65 
potential papers were identified through the backwards search. However, 13 articles were 
excluded because they cross-referenced the papers already identified, which left 52 
potential articles. Out of these, 18 papers overlapped; thus, revealing 34 individual papers. 
These papers were further checked for accessibility. As a result, 29 papers could be 
downloaded. Following this step, the abstracts were screened to determine whether the 
study actually investigated AVs or semi-AVs as the main objective and whether a 
technology acceptance theory had been utilised. As a result, three additional studies could 
be identified, and a full screen was undertaken (i.e., main methodology: quantitative; 
studying the relationship to behavioural intention; statistical evidence). All three papers 
fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were therefore also selected for construct analysis in 
the next step (Adell, 2010; Kervick et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2017).  
In total, applying this search strategy combined with the backwards search, 16 papers 
were identified in the field of AVs acceptance research that utilised one of the main 
technology acceptance theories and supplied empirical evidence as well as investigated 
the impact of the constructs on behavioural intention. This implies that little research has 
been conducted in the field of user acceptance of autonomous vehicles by utilising one of 
the existing technology acceptance theories. Therefore, the decision was made to 
incorporate all papers found (journal and conference papers) into the data extraction stage.  
(5) Data extraction  
These papers were coded with the following codes: title, authors, publication year, 
journal/conference, technology examined, country in which the research was conducted, 
framework utilised, data collection methods, number of participants, data analysis, and 
main findings. A summary of the identified studies is provided in Table 2.10 on the 
following pages. 
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Table 2.10: Systematic Literature Review of AVs Acceptance Studies 
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
Utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
1 (Adell, 2010) Acceptance of Driver 
Support Systems 
European conference on 
human centred design for 
intelligent transport 
systems 
assistance 
systems  
Spain and 
Italy 
UTAUT Questionnaire 38   Linear 
regression 
analysis 
PE and SI significantly 
influenced BI; EE was 
insignificant on BI; Variance 
explained BI: 20%.  
2 (Kervick et 
al., 2015) 
Testing a structural model 
of young driver willingness 
to uptake smartphone 
driver support systems 
Accident Analysis and 
Prevention 
 
Assistance 
systems 
Ireland UTAUT Questionnaire 333   SEM Perceived gains (i.e., perceived 
usefulness) and SI significantly 
influenced BI; perceived risk 
and PEOU were insignificant on 
BI; Variance explained BI: 
72%.  
3 (Choi and Ji, 
2015) 
Investigating the 
Importance of Trust on 
Adopting an Autonomous 
Vehicle 
International Journal of 
Human-Computer 
Interaction 
Autonomous 
cars 
 
South 
Korea 
 
 
TAM 
 
 
 
Questionnaire  552   
 
SEM PU, trust, locus of control 
significantly influenced BI; 
Perceived risk was insignificant 
on BI; Variance explained BI: 
67%. 
4 (Madigan et 
al., 2016) 
Acceptance of Automated 
Road Transport Systems 
(ARTS): an adoption of the 
UTAUT model 
Transportation  
Research Procedia 
 
Autonomous 
shuttles 
France 
and 
Switzer-
land 
UTAUT Questionnaire  349  
 
Hierarchical 
multiple 
regression 
analysis 
PE, EE, SI significantly 
influenced BI. Moderating 
variables were insignificant. 
Variance explained BI 22%. 
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Table 2.10: Systematic Literature Review of AVs Acceptance Studies – Continued  
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
Utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
5 (Zmud et al., 
2016) 
Self-Driving Vehicles - 
Determinants of Adoption 
and Conditions of Usage 
Journal of the 
Transportation Research 
Board 
 
Autonomous 
Cars 
USA UTAUT/ 
CTAM 
Questionnaire  556  
  
Spearman’s 
correlation 
PE, EE, SI, technology use, 
technology acceptance, 
perceived safety, anxiety, A are 
significantly related to BI; 
desire of control was 
insignificant on BI; Moderating 
variables had no strong effect.  
Variance explained BI: N/A 
6 (Madigan et 
al., 2017) 
What influences the 
decision to use automated 
public transport? Using 
UTAUT to understand 
public acceptance of 
automated road transport 
systems. 
Transportation Research 
Part F 
 
Autonomous 
shuttles 
Greece  UTAUT2 Questionnaire  315  
  
Hierarchical 
multiple 
regression 
analysis 
PE, SI, FC, HM significantly 
influenced BI; EE was 
insignificant on BI.  Moderating 
variables were insignificant. 
Variance explained BI: 58.6%. 
7 (Angelis et 
al., 2017) 
Negative attitudes towards 
cyclists influence the 
acceptance of an in-vehicle 
cyclist detection system 
 
Transportation Research 
Part F 
 
Assistance 
systems 
Italy TPB Questionnaire  355   SEM PU, trust, A influenced BI 
significantly. Perceived ease of 
use was insignificant on BI. 
Variance explained BI: N/A 
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Table 2.10: Systematic Literature Review of AVs Acceptance Studies – Continued 
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
Utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
8 (Rahman et 
al., 2017) 
Assessing the utility of 
TAM, TPB, and UTAUT 
for advanced driver 
assistance systems 
Accident Analysis and 
Prevention 
 
Assistant 
Systems 
USA UTAUT Questionnaire  430   Multiple 
linear 
regression 
analysis 
PE, EE, SI significantly 
influenced BI; moderating 
variables insignificant; 
Variance explained BI: 71%. 
9 (Moták et al., 
2017) 
Antecedent variables of 
intentions to use an 
autonomous shuttle: 
Moving beyond TAM and 
TPB?  
Revue européenne 
depsychologie appliquée 
Autonomous 
shuttles 
France  TAM/TPB Questionnaire 162   Regression 
analysis 
PU, PBC, A, confidence, 
experience, group norm, 
universalism influences BI 
significantly. Variance 
explained BI: 53%.    
10 (Lee et al., 
2017) 
Age differences in 
acceptance of self-driving 
cars: a survey of 
perceptions and attitudes 
 
International Conference 
on Human Aspects of IT 
for the Aged Population 
 
Autonomous 
cars 
USA TAM Questionnaire 1,765   Regression 
analysis 
PU, PEOU, affordability, 
emotional benefit, social 
support, lifestyle fit and 
conceptual fit influence BI 
significantly; accessibility, 
technical support, reliability and 
interoperability were 
insignificant. Variance 
explained BI: 60%.  
11 (Leicht et al., 
2018) 
Consumer innovativeness 
and intentioned 
autonomous car adoption 
Journal of High 
Technology Management 
Research 
Autonomous 
cars 
France UTAUT Questionnaire  241 SEM PE, EE, SI significantly 
influence BI; moderating 
variable (i.e., innovativeness) 
was significant. Variance 
explained BI: N/A.  
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Table 2.10: Systematic Literature Review of AVs Acceptance Studies – Continued 
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
Utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
12 (Chen and 
Yan, 2018) 
Interrelationships between 
influential factors and 
behavioural intention with 
regard to autonomous 
vehicles 
 
International Journal of 
Sustainable 
Transportation 
autonomous 
cars 
 
Taiwan TPB Questionnaire  574   SEM  Attitude, subjective norm, 
perceived behavioural control 
and innovativeness significantly 
influence BI; Perceived risk and 
price sensitivity were 
insignificant on BI. Variance 
explained BI: 60.3%. 
13 (Panagiotopo
ulos and 
Dimitrakopou
los, 2018) 
An empirical investigation 
on consumers' intentions 
towards autonomous 
driving 
Transportation Research 
Part C 
 
autonomous 
cars 
 
Greece TAM Questionnaire  483   Multiple 
regression 
analysis 
PU, PEOU, trust and SI 
significantly influence BI; 
Variance explained BI: 43.7%. 
 
14 (Buckley et 
al., 2018) 
Psychosocial factors 
associated with intended 
use of automated vehicles: 
A simulated driving study 
 
Accident Analysis and 
Prevention 
 
autonomous 
cars 
 
USA TPB/TAM Questionnaire  74   Hierarchical 
regression 
TPB: A, SN, and PBC 
significantly influence BI. 
TAM: PEOU significantly 
influence BI; PU was 
insignificant. Trust contributed 
variance to both models beyond 
TPB or TAM constructs. 
Variance explained BI: 44% 
(TAM); 49% (TPB).  
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Table 2.10: Systematic Literature Review of AVs Acceptance Studies – Continued 
No. Author and 
Year of 
Publication 
Title Journal/Conference Technology 
Examined 
Country Model 
Utilised 
Data Collection 
Method  
No. of 
Participants 
Data 
Analysis 
Relevant Findings 
15 (Xu et al., 
2018) 
What drives people to 
accept automated vehicles? 
Findings from a field 
experiment 
 
Transportation Research 
Part C 
 
autonomous 
cars 
 
China TAM Questionnaire 300   SEM  PU, PEOU, trust and perceived 
safety influences BI 
significantly; Variance 
explained BI: 55%. 
16 (Rahman et 
al., 2018) 
Modelling driver 
acceptance of driver 
support systems 
Accident Analysis and 
Prevention 
assistance 
systems 
 
USA TAM Questionnaire 387   Hierarchical 
regression 
analysis 
A, perceived, endorsement, 
compatibility and affordability 
significantly influence BI; trust, 
SN, PEOU and PBC were not 
found to be significant; 
Variance explained in BI: 85%.  
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(6) Synthesis  
Most articles utilised UTAUT (i.e., UTAUT, UTAUT2, and CTAM; n = 7) followed by 
TAM (n = 5), TPB (n = 2) and TPB/TAM (n = 2). Furthermore, most articles were 
published in the year of 2018 (n = 6), followed by the years 2017 (n = 5), 2016 (n = 2), 
2015 (n = 2), and 2010 (n = 1), indicating an increased research interest and progress in 
the field of user acceptance of autonomous driving. Moreover, this is in line with the fact 
that in the earlier years, mainly advanced driver-assistance systems were investigated, 
whereas in the years 2017 and 2018 mainly fully autonomous vehicles were investigated.  
Furthermore, most of the articles focused on autonomous cars or autonomous shuttles (n 
= 11), whereas 5 papers focused on advanced driver-assistance systems and as such on 
semi-autonomous driving functions. The journal focus is clearly on the field of 
transportation (i.e., Journal of Transportation Research Board, Transportation Research 
Part C and F, International Journal of Sustainable Transportation; n = 6), followed by 
psychology (i.e., Accident Analysis and Prevention, Revue européenne depsychologie 
appliquée; n = 5), innovation (Journal of High Technology Management Research; n = 
1), and operations and technology management (i.e., International Journal of Human-
Computer Interaction; n = 1). Two papers were published in a conference proceeding with 
focus on transportation (i.e., European Conference on Human Centred Design for 
Intelligent Transport Systems, Transportation Research Procedia), and one paper was 
published in the International Conference on Human Aspects of IT for the Aged 
Population. All papers found in this systematic review were peer-reviewed, which 
increases the value of the findings in the underlying field. Additionally, according to the 
ABS Journal Ranking Guide 2015, seven papers were published in high-class journals 
(i.e., Accident Analysis and Prevention, Transportation Research Part C, Journal of High 
Technology Research).  
Regarding the methods used, all articles used questionnaires as the primary data 
collection method. The studies took place not only in Europe (i.e., Italy, Spain, France, 
Greece, Ireland and Switzerland; n = 8) but also in the USA (n = 5) and Asia (South 
Korea, Taiwan and China; n = 3). Considering the data analysis technique, the majority 
used regression analysis (i.e., hierarchical regression, linear and multiple regression; n = 
9), followed by SEM (n = 6) and Spearman’s correlation analysis (n = 1). In terms of 
authors in the field of AVs, two have published two papers (Madigan et al., 2016; 
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Madigan et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2017), whereas the others have 
published only one article. 
In the next step, the constructs used in these studies will be further accessed to identify 
the constructs most regularly incorporated into one of the existing technology acceptance 
theories in the context of AVs.  
 
2.6.4.2 Construct Analysis of AVs Acceptance Studies 
Since various models have been used that contain different labels for similar constructs, 
within this thesis, if possible, these constructs are subsumed under the label of UTAUT2 
constructs. Despite the fact that only one study utilised UTAUT2, price value and habit 
were not studied at all. Madigan et al. (2017) argue that it was not possible to address 
price value and habit in their study because the transportation offered (i.e., Automated 
Road Transport Systems (ARTS)) was free of cost and only temporarily available. Thus, 
participants could not develop any habitual patterns.  
In addition to the variables studied in UTAUT/UTAUT2/C-TAM, TAM, or TPB, 28 
external variables were identified, which were used to determine behavioural intention 
(i.e., perceived accuracy, affordability, endorsement, technical support, accessibility, 
confidence, universalism (environmental values), group norm, emotional benefits, 
experience, locus of control, sensation seeking, innovativeness, perceived risk, general 
technology acceptance, technology use, perceived safety, anxiety, attitudes toward 
behaviour/technology, negative attitudes towards cyclists, desire for control, conceptual 
fit, lifestyle fit, interoperability, social support, reliability, compatibility and trust in 
technology). Furthermore, three external variables were studied to determine trust (i.e., 
system transparency, technical competence, and situation management). A detailed 
analysis of the constructs (i.e., items and/or definitions) revealed that some studies used 
various labels for the same construct.  
First, technical support (Lee et al., 2017), which describes the fact that someone believes 
that support is available, and locus of control (Choi and Ji, 2015), which relates to the 
extent to which an individual believes to be in control of external events (similar to 
perceived behavioural control in TPB), are conceptually similar to facilitating conditions 
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in UTAUT/UTAUT2. Thus, these constructs are subsumed under “facilitating 
conditions” in this thesis.  
Second, social support (Lee et al., 2017), which describes the degree to which family and 
friends will approve of using self-driving vehicles, is conceptually similar to social 
influence in UTAUT/ UTAUT2 and is therefore merged under “social influence” in this 
study.  
Third, Moták et al. (2017) studied “positive affective attitude”, which they define as 
“pleasure” derived from using autonomous shuttles, which is conceptually similar to 
hedonic motivation in UTAUT/UTAUT2. As such, it is labelled “hedonic motivation” in 
this study.  
Fourth, the personality scales “technology acceptance” (e.g., “it is important to keep up 
with new technology”) and “technology use” (smartphone usage, text messaging, 
Facebook usage, and smartphone transportation apps) (Zmud et al., 2016) mirror the 
innovativeness of an individual. People who state that it is important to keep up with the 
latest technology and use regular technology are those who are in general more 
innovative. Thus, these personality scales are conceptually similar to innovativeness and 
therefore are subsumed under “innovativeness” in this thesis.  
Overall, this construct analysis revealed 23 conceptually new external constructs that 
have been studied, determining behavioural intention in the area of AVs acceptance 
research. Table 2.11 provides a detailed overview of the UTAUT2 constructs and Table 
2.12 studied, which were used to determine behavioural intention and displays the 
significance. 
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Table 2.11: Constructs Analysis AVs Acceptance Studies – UTAUT2 Constructs 
 
No. Independent 
UTAUT2 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
1 Performance 
Expectancy 
(PE) 
15 14 1 Significant: (Adell, 2010; Kervick et al., 2015; Madigan et al., 2016; Zmud et al., 2016; Madigan et al., 2017; Angelis et al., 2017; 
Rahman et al., 2017; Moták et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Choi and Ji, 2015; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Xu et 
al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Buckley et al., 2018) 
2 Effort 
Expectancy 
(EE) 
14 9 5 Significant: (Choi and Ji, 2015; Madigan et al., 2016; Zmud et al., 2016; Rahman et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018; 
Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Adell, 2010; Kervick et al., 2015; Madigan et al., 2017; Angelis et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2018) 
3 Social 
Influence (SI) 
12 11 1 Significant: (Adell, 2010; Kervick et al., 2015; Madigan et al., 2016; Zmud et al., 2016; Madigan et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2017; 
Lee et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018; Chen and Yan, 2018; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Rahman et al., 2018) 
4 Facilitating 
Conditions 
(FC) 
6 4 2 Significant: (Madigan et al., 2017; Moták et al., 2017; Chen and Yan, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; Choi and Ji, 2015) 
Insignificant: (Rahman et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017) 
5 Hedonic 
Motivation 
(HM) 
1 1 0 Significant: (Madigan et al., 2017; Moták et al., 2017) 
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Table 2.12: Constructs Analysis AVs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs 
No. Independent
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
1 Trust in 
technology 
6 5 1 Significant: (Choi and Ji, 2015; Angelis et al., 2017; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; Xu et al., 
2018) 
Insignificant: (Rahman et al., 2018) 
2 Attitude  5 4 1 Significant: (Zmud et al., 2016; Chen and Yan, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2018) 
Insignificant: (Kervick et al., 2015) 
3 Perceived 
risk 
3  0  3 Insignificant: (Kervick et al., 2015; Choi and Ji, 2015; Chen and Yan, 2018) 
4 Innovative-
ness 
2 2 0 Significant: (Zmud et al., 2016; Chen and Yan, 2018) 
5 Affordability 2 2 0 Significant: (Lee et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2018)  
6 Perceived 
safety 
2 2 0 Significant: (Zmud et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018) 
7 Perceived 
accuracy  
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Kervick et al., 2015) 
8 Anxiety 1 1 0 Significant: (Zmud et al., 2016) 
9 Endorsement 1 1 0 Significant: (Rahman et al., 2018) 
10 Accessibility 1 0 1 Insignificant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
11 Confidence 1 1 0 Significant: (Moták et al., 2017) 
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Table 2.12: Constructs Analysis AVs Acceptance Studies – External Constructs – Continued  
No. Independent
External 
Constructs 
Frequency 
 
References 
Total Significant Insignificant 
12 Universalism 1 1 0 Significant: (Moták et al., 2017) 
13 Emotional 
Benefit 
1 1 0 Significant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
14 Experience 1 1 0 Significant: (Moták et al., 2017) 
15 Sensation 
seeking 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Choi and Ji, 2015) 
16 Desire for 
control 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Zmud et al., 2016) 
17 Conceptual 
fit 
1 1 0 Significant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
18 Lifestyle fit 1 1 0 Significant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
19 Inter-
operability 
1 0 1 Insignificant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
20 Social 
support 
1 1 0 Significant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
21 Reliability 1 0 1 Insignificant: (Lee et al., 2017) 
22 Compatibility 1 1 0 Significant: (Rahman et al., 2018) 
23 Negative 
attitudes 
towards 
cyclists 
1 1 0 Significant: (Angelis et al., 2017) 
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It is worth mentioning that most studies reviewed adopted the original technology 
acceptance theories to the specific context investigated (e.g., assistant systems, 
autonomous cars). In more detail, some studies excluded constructs like habit or price 
value due to the novelty of the technology (Madigan et al., 2017), whereas others added 
additional constructs like trust in technology (Choi and Ji, 2015). Studies that did not 
adapt the theories could explain a significantly lower portion of the variance in 
behavioural intention (Adell, 2010; Madigan et al., 2016), which shows the need to tailor 
the theories used to predict technology acceptance to a specific research field. Overall, 
the findings of the construct analysis in the research field of AVs show that trust in 
technology, attitude, perceived risk, innovativeness, and affordability were most often 
included to investigate acceptance of autonomous vehicles (i.e., cars, shuttles, and 
assistant systems).  
In the following subchapter, the theoretical findings from the systematic literature reviews 
in the areas of ADVs, SSTs, and AVs will be summarised, consolidated, and discussed.  
 
2.6.5 Summary, Consolidation, and Discussion of Theoretical Findings 
ADVs are considered a self-service technology in last-mile delivery and comprise two 
main characteristics: driving autonomously and dropping off parcels without human –
human interaction. However, only a relatively small number of studies was identified in 
an extensive online search that specifically investigated the acceptance of ADVs. All 
studies found were descriptive in nature and investigated user acceptance of ADVs 
dichotomously (yes/no) without focusing on the behavioural determinants and the 
relationships in intention formation. Besides the investigation of acceptance on a yes/no 
scale, Braun and Buckstegen (2017) found that risk might be an important construct in 
user acceptance of ADVs. Their findings revealed that 62 percent of the participants 
believe that delivery with robots or drones is “rather risky” or “definitely risky” (N = 
2,023). Due to the limited number of papers identified, two databases (i.e., Scopus and 
Web of Science) were also used to identify additional papers in this specific field. 
However, this revealed only one relevant study (Marsden et al., 2018). Nevertheless, this 
study found that people perceived ADVs as environmentally friendly and innovative but 
at the same time associate ADVs as dangerous and risky, which is also in line with the 
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findings by Braun and Buckstegen (2017). Thus, this indicates that the perception of risk 
might be considered as an important factor in determining user acceptance of ADVs.  
Little research has been conducted in the area of user acceptance of ADVs, and no study 
has utilised one of the existing technology acceptance models. Therefore, broader 
literature reviews were undertaken in related and overlapping research fields, namely, 
SSTs and AVs. This seemed plausible since ADVs comprise characteristics from both 
research areas (i.e., driving autonomously and serving as SSTs during parcel drop-off). 
The findings of the systematic reviews gave great insight into the relevant constructs in 
acceptance formation. Interestingly, in both research fields, trust in technology, 
perceived risk, innovativeness, and attitude were studied most often as external 
constructs. Thus, these constructs and the findings will be contrasted and discussed in 
more detail in the following. 
First, trust in technology was found to be significant in nine SSTs studies as well as five 
AVs studies, whereas in only one AVs study and two SSTs studies trust in technology 
was identified as insignificant. Following these findings, it seems plausible that trust in 
technology might also be a relevant driver in user acceptance formation in the context of 
ADVs. This is supported by the fact that trust is considered inherently important for new 
SSTs because these systems lack personal interaction (Farah et al., 2018), which is also 
the case for ADVs in last-mile delivery. Therefore, trust in technology will be included 
as an additional external construct in this study.   
Second, innovativeness was found to be significant in seven studies in the context of SSTs 
and in two studies in the context of AVs. Following these findings, it seems obvious in 
both research fields (i.e., AVs and SSTs) that the higher the innovativeness of people the 
higher the acceptance during the introduction stage. Thus, it is believed that people who 
are more innovative will also be more likely to use ADVs. Alongside these findings, it 
has also been argued that individual characteristics in technology acceptance research, 
despite its importance, has been limited (Dwivedi et al., 2019). Therefore, innovativeness 
will also be incorporated as an additional external construct in this study.  
Third, the findings for perceived risks are rather mixed. On the one hand, perceived risk 
was identified as significant in eleven studies in the context of SSTs and found 
insignificant in only three SSTs studies, indicating the importance of perceived risk in a 
self-service context. On the other hand, in the context of AVs, no study could prove the 
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significance of perceived risk, which is surprising given the potential risks that are 
involved in driving an autonomous vehicle (e.g., safety risk). However, in the context of 
AVs, the perspective of the investigation of potential risks might be different compared 
to the context of SSTs, meaning two studies were able to identify that perceived safety, 
which is also an uncertainty related construct and conceptually similar to perceived risk 
(i.e., opposite perspective) was statistically significant on behavioural intention (Zmud et 
al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). This shows that safety is considered important in driving an 
autonomous vehicle. Additionally, considering the findings from the context of ADVs, 
perceived risk is determined to be important in ADVs acceptance formation (Marsden et 
al., 2018; Braun and Buckstegen, 2017). Moreover, perceived risk has been studied 
frequently alongside UTAUT2 (Alalwan et al., 2018b) and is unlike the original 
constructs a detractor in the adoption process (Slade et al., 2015). Detractors are important 
because consumers tend to consider not only the incentives but also the threats of using a 
certain technology (Cowart et al., 2008). Therefore, in the context of ADVs, it is believed 
that perceived risk plays an important role, not only during the autonomous driving of 
ADVs on public roads but also during the parcel drop-off process. Thus, perceived risk 
will be incorporated as an additional external construct in this study.  
Fourth, attitude was identified as the most important external construct in the context of 
SSTs. In more detail, it was identified to be statistically significant in seventeen studies. 
Additionally, it was also found to be statistically significant in four AVs studies. 
However, in the SSTs context, attitude was often studied as a mediator. For instance, 
attitude was used for mediating the effects of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of 
use (Marler et al., 2009; Kim and Forsythe, 2008), or even the effects of perceived risk 
and trust in technology were proposed to be mediated by attitude (Kaushik and Rahman, 
2015b; Morosan, 2014), whereas in the AVs context, attitude was applied as an additional 
external construct alongside others. Despite the fact that the mediating effect of attitude 
is in line with the theoretical structure of models like TRA or the TPB (Ajzen and 
Fishbein, 1975, 1980; Ajzen, 1991, 1985), it is, however, contradictory to the findings of 
other studies reviewed in this thesis, where direct effects on behavioural intention were 
identified (see construct analyses of SSTs and AVs studies for examples). Moreover, even 
in the early beginning of the technology acceptance research, empirical evidence of direct 
relationships between beliefs and behavioural intention was found (Davis et al., 1989; 
Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982; Taylor and Todd, 1995c). This is consistent with further 
developments of technology acceptance research models like UTAUT and UTAUT2, 
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which do not consider attitude as a mediating construct (Venkatesh et al., 2003; 
Venkatesh et al., 2012). Considering this theoretical foundation, attitude will not be 
included into the research framework in this study.  
In summary, taking into consideration the findings of all three research areas (ADVs, 
SSTs, and AVs) perceived risk, trust in technology, as well as innovativeness are 
believed to be important in the context of user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery 
in Germany and therefore are incorporated as external constructs into the research 
framework. Moreover, incorporating only the constructs that are important in both related 
research fields also preserves the parsimoniousness in the framework extension process. 
These constructs will be further reviewed and defined in chapter 3, where the hypothesis 
for each construct will also be stated.  
 
2.7 Selection and Justification of the Research Model   
To date, in the context of user acceptance of ADVs, no theoretical model has been applied 
to investigate the behavioural components and relationships to determine user acceptance. 
However, the systematic literature reviews of related and overlapping research fields 
showed that various theories and models have been applied in the contexts of AVs as well 
as SSTs. For instance, Kapoor et al. (2015) investigated the acceptance of mobile 
ticketing services by applying the Theory of Diffusion and Innovation (DOI); Slade et al. 
(2015) investigated mobile payments by utilising the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 
Use of Technology (UTAUT); Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque (2010) 
examined the acceptance of e-commerce by employing the Theory of Planned Behaviour; 
and Madigan et al. (2017) investigated the acceptance of autonomous shuttles through 
the application of UTAUT2. Some of these models are highly parsimonious (e.g., TAM), 
whereas others are more extensive and cover a variety of constructs that determine user 
acceptance behaviour (e.g., UTAUT2). 
Taking together the findings of the systematic literature reviews in the areas of SSTs and 
AVs, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) has been used extensively as a baseline 
model to examine user technology acceptance in these domains. However, despite the 
fact that TAM is considered a robust and reliable model, TAM has been criticised for its 
comprehensiveness as well as its deterministic approach and providing little information 
on individual characteristics (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998). Furthermore, TAM neglects 
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social influence; however, especially when it comes to innovations, these are important 
(Rogers, 1983, p. 215). Moreover, TAM and other models in the information systems 
domain are only able to explain around 40 percent of the variance in behavioural intention 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003), which shows the need for further investigations in the domain 
of technology acceptance. However, the variety of models and theories available to study 
technology acceptance led to a theoretical confusion in regard to the decision of which 
model fits the study best. Based on the theoretical confusion as well as the aim in mind 
to increase the explanatory power of the model, Venkatesh et al. (2003) developed the 
UTAUT model, which is stated to be comprehensive and parsimonious at the same time 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003).  
At present, UTAUT is considered the newest and most comprehensive model in the 
technology acceptance area, since it integrates most of the relevant pre-existing theories 
and models in the domain of technology acceptance into one unified theory (see chapter 
2.4.9). As such, it includes findings and knowledge from various disciplines (e.g., social 
psychology, information systems), which broadens the focus and the applicability of the 
model. Overall, it is argued that UTAUT summarises what is known and as such provides 
a good ground for future research (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Since UTAUT has been 
validated throughout a variety of technologies and disciplines (Williams et al., 2011), it 
is believed to be the most powerful model to explain and predict technology acceptance.  
Since UTAUT was explicitly developed for an organisational context, it still neglects 
constructs that are relevant in a consumer context. Thus, Venkatesh et al. (2012) extended 
the UTAUT model based on an extensive literature review with constructs that were 
proven to be important in a consumer context, namely, price value, habit, and hedonic 
motivation (see chapter 2.4.9). Compared to the original model, the extension enabled a 
higher explanation of the variance in behavioural intention as well as behaviour in a 
consumer context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). This proves the importance of specific 
consumer-related constructs when studying consumer acceptance of new technologies. 
Furthermore, UTAUT2 is relatively new and has not reached a relative level of maturity 
compared to other technology acceptance theories and models (Slade et al., 2013), which 
gives room for further theory development. Nevertheless, UTAUT2 has been proven to 
be statistically significant in the related research areas – SSTs (Alalwan et al., 2016b; 
Alalwan et al., 2017; Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Farah et al., 2018; 
Alalwan et al., 2018b) and AVs (Madigan et al., 2017).  
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Despite these facts, UTAUT2 has not been utilised enormously, even though it is 
considered the most comprehensive and parsimonious research model in the information 
systems domain, including various determinants that influence an individual to accept 
new technology with particular focus on end-users (Tamilmani et al., 2018b). Therefore, 
it was considered theoretically and practically useful to utilise the UTAUT2 model as the 
theoretical basis in this research and incorporate and synthesise the findings of the 
systematic literature reviews in the areas of SSTs and AVs. As such, this approach follows 
the approach conducted by Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Venkatesh et al. (2012). 
 
2.8 Originality of Research and Research Gaps  
The development of ADVs is becoming more and more prevalent. ADVs are believed to 
have the potential to revolutionise last-mile delivery in a way that is more sustainable, 
more cost-efficient, and more customer-centred (Marsden et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 
2018). However, without user acceptance, the technological development and 
introduction of ADVs as a delivery option in last-mile logistics can be a substantial waste 
of resources. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the customer perspective in this 
regard.  
Based on the literature reviews conducted in this thesis, it can be concluded that little 
research exists on the end-customer acceptance of logistics innovations and in particular 
on the acceptance of ADVs in the context of last-mile delivery, despite its importance to 
the success of the innovation (Wang et al., 2018a, 2018b). More specifically, very little 
attention has been devoted to the behavioural components of users that determine user 
acceptance in the logistical domain. However, last-mile delivery is a customer-oriented 
service that has a strong behavioural element (Collins, 2015). Hence, it is imperative to 
identify the factors that determine the acceptance of ADVs as a delivery option to be able 
to design, develop, and promote ADVs as an alternative to its conventional delivery 
option (i.e., van delivery). Following this, there is a major gap in the logistics innovation 
literature regarding the factors that contribute to the user acceptance of ADVs as a last-
mile delivery option. Thus, the research question “What are the factors that affect user 
acceptance of autonomous delivery vehicles in last-mile delivery in Germany?” has not 
yet received sufficient attention in the literature and further research needs to be done to 
attain a comprehensive understanding of user acceptance in this particular field.  
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Moreover, in the context of logistics innovations, it has even been found that theory-based 
research is limited (Grawe, 2009). As such, this study is among the first that 
conceptualises the consumers’ adoption behaviour of a specific last-mile logistics 
innovation (i.e., ADVs) and by doing so enriches the sparse literature of logistics 
innovations with the consumer behavioural element. In more detail, within this study an 
established behavioural theory (i.e., UTAUT2) is applied and adapted to the context of 
logistics innovations in particular to the specific context of ADVs, which is currently 
lacking in the literature of logistics innovations (Wang et al., 2018a, 2018b). As such, this 
study not only extends the theorisation of logistics innovations with focus on end-
consumers (i.e., recipients) (Wang et al., 2018b), but also offers additional theoretical 
insights as well as empirical evidence for the UTAUT2 model, which has not been applied 
to the logistics context and the last-mile delivery context in particular. In this vein, it has 
been argued that it is highly timely to more closely investigate the constructs that 
determine consumer acceptance of innovations in the broader logistics literature (Wang 
et al., 2018b).  
Utilising an existing and previously validated psychological theory (e.g., TPB, TAM, 
UTAUT or UTAUT2) to investigate the responses of emerging technologies has been 
proven a valuable approach for examining emerging technologies in general (Buckley et 
al., 2018), and also in the area of transportation and autonomous vehicles (e.g., Choi and 
Ji, 2015; Madigan et al., 2016; Madigan et al., 2017; Moták et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; 
Leicht et al., 2018; Chen and Yan, 2018; Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; 
Buckley et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018). Moreover, using an established theory also reduces 
the potential for a haphazard approach for understanding this phenomena (Buckley et al., 
2018). Thus, it is justified to utilise a UTAUT2 derived in the field of information systems 
in the field of last-mile logistics.  
In doing so, it not only extends the theorisation of logistics innovations with focus on 
end-consumers (i.e., recipients), which is currently lacking in the literature (Wang et al., 
2018b), but also offers additional theoretical insights as well as empirical evidence for 
the UTAUT2 model, which has not been applied to the logistics context and the last-mile 
delivery context in particular. In this vein, it has been argued that it is highly timely to 
more closely investigate the constructs that determine consumer acceptance of 
innovations in the broader logistics literature (Wang et al., 2018b).  
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Furthermore, all logistics innovations studies identified that are theory-based in nature 
and investigate a logistics innovation for last-mile delivery were conducted in the Asia-
Pacific area (i.e., China, Singapore). However, no study so far has investigated the 
consumer’s behavioural intention of last-mile delivery innovations in a western context –
not to mention in Germany. Therefore, this is the first study that investigates logistics 
innovations in a western context and more specifically in Germany.  
In summary, this research is an important effort to understand user acceptance of ADVs. 
This study is the first that conceptualises and validates consumers’ intentions towards 
ADVs in last-mile delivery in the cultural background of Germany by adopting the 
UTAUT2 model to a logistical domain and more specifically to the domain of ADVs in 
last-mile delivery. As such, it is the first study that has a strong emphasis on the 
behavioural components regarding ADVs in last-mile delivery, which is important for 
successfully developing and implementing ADVs as a last-mile delivery option. 
Therefore, the findings will not only highly contribute to the academic literature but will 
also have several benefits for logistics service providers and other practitioners who are 
involved in developing and implementing ADVs as a last-mile delivery solution (see 
subchapter 8.3).  
 
2.9 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented, reviewed and discussed the literature on technology 
acceptance. It presented not only a definition of user acceptance of technology in the 
context of ADVs and defined ADVs for this research study, but also discussed it the 
literature on the models and theories used to explain and predict technology acceptance. 
In particular, the eight models that were synthesised in the UTAUT model were discussed. 
Moreover, this chapter presented previous acceptance research in the areas of AVs, SSTs, 
as well as ADVs. As a result, trust in technology, perceived risk, and innovativeness were 
identified as important external constructs for the context of user acceptance of ADVs. 
Furthermore, it was found that only descriptive research on user acceptance of ADVs as 
well as no theory-based investigations of user acceptance in last-mile logistics with a 
cultural focus on Germany exist. This gap will be filled within this thesis by adapting the 
UTAUT2 model to the context of ADVs for last-mile delivery in Germany.  
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3 Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses 
Development 
3.1 Introduction 
After reviewing the literature on user acceptance of AVs, SSTs, as well as ADVs, this 
chapter will present the theoretical framework that was used to study user acceptance of 
ADVs in last-mile delivery in Germany. This includes the presentation of the original 
UTAUT2 constructs used, the modifications conducted to fit the framework to the context 
of ADVs, as well as the hypotheses that were derived. At the end of this chapter, the 
theoretical framework will be summarised, which includes the constructs, labels, and the 
questionnaire items used in this research study.  
 
3.2 UTAUT2 Constructs  
As presented in chapter 2.4.9, the original UTAUT2 model consists of seven independent 
constructs (i.e., performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating 
conditions, hedonic motivation, price value, and habit) that determine behavioural 
intention directly or use behaviour indirectly (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Furthermore, 
UTAUT2 proposed three moderating variables (i.e., experience, age, and gender). Within 
this study the UTAUT2 model will be used as the core model to investigate user 
acceptance of ADVs and will follow the original UTAUT2 model by Venkatesh et al. 
(2012) as closely as possible to accomplish this. Although UTAUT2 was explicitly 
developed for the consumer context, it is necessary in this study to modify the model to 
the specific context of ADVs in order to answer the research question and fulfil the 
research objectives comprehensively. Within this subchapter, two aspects are covered. 
First, compared to the original UTAUT2, behavioural intention is presented as the main 
dependent construct in this study. Second, the independent constructs originally from 
UTAUT2 that are used in this study will be presented, including the hypotheses derived.  
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3.2.1 Behavioural Intention as the Main Dependent Construct 
There are various definitions of user acceptance (see subchapter 2.3.). Although the 
original UTAUT as well as the UTAUT2 model focus on explaining behavioural intention 
as well as use behaviour to fully describe user acceptance, this study excludes use 
behaviour and focuses only on behavioural intention. Thus, as stated in subchapter 2.3, 
behavioural intention is defined as user acceptance of ADVs in this study. Even though 
this procedure of ignoring the actual behaviour to investigate user acceptance has been 
stated to be a major limitation by some authors in technology acceptance research (Lee et 
al., 2003; Bagozzi, 2007), the decision to study behavioural intention as the main 
dependent construct (i.e., user acceptance) in this study relies on both theoretical and 
practical reasons.  
First, from a theoretical perspective, the association between intention and actual 
behaviour can be described by the cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 2009). Within 
this theory it is argued that discrepancies between behavioural intentions and the actual 
behaviour cause a psychological tension (i.e., cognitive dissonance). Since individuals 
want to minimise these psychological tensions, they often tend to bring in line their 
behaviour with their intentions. Concurrently, several studies have found that behavioural 
intention is the key predictor of use behaviour. As such, it totally mediates the effects of 
other constructs on use behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Taylor and Todd, 1995b; 
Ajzen, 1991; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Pavlou, 2003; Neufeld et al., 2007). This 
mediating effect has also been supported in a meta-analytical review of TRA studies by 
Sheppard et al. (1988). Even though Dillon and Morris (1996) acknowledge the fact that 
the actual behaviour might be slightly different from their intentions, they postulate that 
behavioural intention is the best predictor of user acceptance. In the context of UTAUT2 
studies, dismissing the use behaviour construct is a common practice because it is often 
not possible to investigate use behaviour of evolving technologies (Tamilmani et al., 
2018b).   
Second, and this is in line with the aforementioned reason for not including use behaviour 
in previous UTAUT2 studies, it is practically not possible to investigate use behaviour of 
ADVs at this point of time. This is due to the fact that ADVs are still in the developing 
and testing stage and hence are not introduced as a regular delivery option yet. In other 
words, ADVs are still evolving and it is not possible to measure use behaviour of this 
delivery technology. According to Tamilmani et al. (2017), in such cases behavioural 
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intention is considered a good indicator of future technology use. Therefore, most of the 
UTAUT2 studies investigated behavioural intention as the main dependent construct 
instead of the actual behaviour (Tamilmani et al., 2018b), which is also true for studies 
in the context of AVs as well as SSTs (see chapter 2.6). 
Third, besides the fact that it is not possible at this stage to investigate the actual 
behaviour, from a practical viewpoint it is highly recommended to start investigating user 
acceptance very early in the developmental process to be able to make corrections and 
adjustments (Kollmann, 1998). This is especially true for the design of the vehicle. Many 
key decisions on the design are usually made in the beginning of the development process 
and therefore integrating findings on user acceptance in this phase increases the flexibility 
to change and modify. Additionally, only a small fraction of development costs have been 
incurred so far (Davis, 1993). Thus, it is recommended that the analysis of user acceptance 
should take place before the market introduction, which could also reduce the risk of user 
rejection (Davis, 1993).  
Taking into consideration the aforementioned reasons, it is justified to use behavioural 
intention instead of the actual behaviour as the main dependent construct to investigate 
user acceptance of ADVs in this study.  
 
3.2.2 Independent UTAUT2 Constructs 
Within this study, five out of the seven independent UTAUT2 constructs are used. One 
construct was excluded (see chapter 3.3.1) and one was modified (see chapter 3.3.1.1) to 
fit the original model to the context of ADVs. Additionally, to answer the research 
question in this study, it is also not necessary to study the moderating variables proposed 
in UTAUT2, which even decrease the complexity of the proposed theoretical framework. 
In the following, the five independent constructs deriving from the original UTAUT2 
(i.e., performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, 
and hedonic motivation) are described in detail. This includes not only the theoretical 
roots of these constructs but also a clear adoption to the research context of ADVs. After 
each section the hypothesis will be stated.  
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3.2.2.1 Performance Expectancy 
Performance expectancy (PE) has its theoretical roots in various acceptance models, 
which use a variety constructs to describe the usefulness of a technology (Venkatesh et 
al., 2003). These include the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM/TAM2 and 
Combined TAM) by using perceived usefulness (Davis et al., 1989), the Motivational 
Theory (MM) by using extrinsic motivation (Davis et al., 1992), the Social Cognitive 
Theory (SCT) by using outcome expectancy (Compeau and Higgins, 1995, 1999), the 
Model of PC Utilisation (MPCU) by using job-fit (Thompson et al., 1991), and the Theory 
of Diffusion and Innovation (DOI) by using relative advantage (Rogers, 1983, 2003). 
Although the models and their constructs have evolved in various disciplines, the 
similarities have been acknowledged in previous research (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; 
Thompson et al., 1991; Compeau and Higgins, 1995). On this basis, Venkatesh et al. 
(2003) subsumed the constructs under the term “performance expectancy”.  
In UTAUT2, which was explicitly developed for investigating technology acceptance in 
a consumer context,  performance expectancy has been defined as “the degree to which 
using a technology [i.e., ADVs] will provide benefits to consumers in performing certain 
activities” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 159). In other words, consumers are more likely to 
accept new technology if they believe it is more advantageous and useful in their daily 
life (Alalwan et al., 2017). In the original UTAUT model, performance expectancy has 
been found to be the most important construct in predicting behavioural intention 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). Similarly, Tamilmani et al. (2018b) also found in their 
systematic review of UTAUT2 studies that performance expectancy is the best predictor 
of behavioural intention. Furthermore, the importance and statistical power of 
performance expectancy has been proven in several consumer studies related to this 
research in the context of SSTs (e.g., Slade et al., 2015; Alalwan et al., 2016b; Giovanis 
et al., 2018; Mehta et al., 2019; Raza et al., 2019; Tarhini et al., 2019) as well as in the 
context of AVs (e.g., Adell, 2010; Madigan et al., 2016; Madigan et al., 2017).  
Within this research context, the use of ADVs as a delivery option is believed to be more 
consumer-orientated and therefore more useful over its traditional alternative. This is the 
case because the delivery with ADVs will be more flexible, more convenient, and highly 
transparent for the recipient, which have been proven to be highly important in last-mile 
delivery (Deutsche Post AG, 2012). For instance, the recipient can not only set the time 
and place for the delivery via a mobile app, but also is he/she able to change the delivery 
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time and place, which increases the flexibility of the daily planning for the recipients. As 
such, the recipient has total control over the delivery process. Therefore, no deliveries 
will be missed due to the absence of the recipient. As a matter of fact, the recipient does 
not need to actively collect the parcel at a parcel shop or parcel locker, which was the 
case by using the traditional delivery option when they were not at home. He/she also 
does not need to wait at home, which decreases the opportunity costs of the recipients 
(e.g., waiting time). This, again, increases the convenience for the recipient. Considering 
all advantages of ADVs, the following hypothesis derives: 
Hypothesis 1: Performance expectancy positively influences behavioural intention to 
use ADVs.  
 
3.2.2.2 Effort Expectancy 
Effort expectancy has its theoretical roots in three theories used to examine technology 
acceptance: the technology acceptance model (TAM) by using perceived ease of use 
(Davis et al., 1989), the model of pc utilisation (MPCU) by using ease of use (Thompson 
et al., 1991), as well as the theory of diffusion and innovation (DOI) by using complexity 
(Rogers, 1983, 2003). Even though the theories used different theoretical concepts to 
describe ease of use of a technology, the similarities have been acknowledged in previous 
research (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Thompson et al., 1991). 
Thus, Venkatesh et al. (2003) subsumed the constructs under the construct of “effort 
expectancy”.  
Effort expectancy is defined as “the degree of ease associated with consumers’ use of 
technology [i.e., ADVs]” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 159). It was found to be significant 
in the working environment (Venkatesh et al., 2003) as well as in the consumer context 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012). However, the results in the consumer context of SSTs and AVs 
are somewhat mixed. For instance, Slade et al. (2015) investigated the acceptance of 
mobile payments (i.e., SSTs) by utilising UTAUT and found an insignificant effect on 
behavioural intention. They argue that the insignificance is likely due to the ubiquity of 
mobile phone technology. However, in a similar context of SSTs technologies, Alalwan 
et al. (2017) found a significant effect of effort expectancy on behavioural intention by 
investigating the acceptance of mobile banking. They conclude, therefore, that customers 
seem to be concerned about the difficulty. In the context of autonomous vehicles – in this 
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case autonomous shuttles – Madigan et al. (2017) did not find a significant effect of effort 
expectancy on behavioural intention. They postulate that this finding is likely to be related 
to the fact that autonomous shuttles are similar to general public transportation and 
therefore passengers do not require any new skills or expertise. Rahman et al. (2017), 
however, investigated semi-autonomous driving functions and found a significant effect 
of effort expectancy on behavioural intention, which shows the need of ease for driver 
support systems to be accepted.  
In this thesis, it is believed that using ADVs as a delivery option is more complex and 
therefore requires more effort to get the parcels delivered compared to traditional delivery 
practices. First, complexity arises when the recipients interact with the delivery service 
provider via the mobile app to set the date and time for delivery. In the traditional delivery 
process recipients do not need to interact with the delivery service provider until the final 
delivery (i.e., parcel drop-off). Second, the interaction with the ADV itself comprises 
more effort because the recipients have to connect their smartphones via Bluetooth to the 
vehicle before they are able to collect the parcel. As a result, the higher flexibility and 
convenience through ADVs for last-mile delivery comes with higher effort for the 
recipient. Whilst some users might perceive the extra effort as only marginal, other users 
might feel it burdensome and hence form unfavourable intentions towards using ADVs 
as a delivery option. In this context, consumers who perceived the use of ADVs as likely 
to be burdensome and complex are likely to be more resistant or sceptical of ADVs. 
Following these arguments, the following hypothesis derives: 
Hypothesis 2: Effort expectancy positively influences behavioural intention to use 
ADVs.  
 
3.2.2.3 Social Influence 
Social factors have been investigated in various acceptance models. For instance, social 
influence is represented as subjective norm in TRA, TAM2, TPB, and the combined TAM 
(Ajzen, 1985, 1991; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Taylor and Todd, 1995a; Taylor and 
Todd, 1995b), as social factors in MPCU (Thompson et al., 1991), and as image in DOI 
(Rogers, 1983, 2003). Even though the constructs are named differently, the similarities 
were acknowledged in previous research. For instance, Thompson et al. (1991) utilised 
the term “social norms”, and acknowledge its similarity to subjective norm, which was 
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used within the TRA. Additionally, Venkatesh et al. (2003, p. 451) postulates that “each 
of these constructs contains the explicit or implicit notion that the individual’s behaviour 
is influenced by the way in which they believe others will view them as a result of having 
used the technology.” Therefore, as with the other constructs, Venkatesh et al. (2003) 
tried to solve the theoretical confusion with different terms by subsuming these constructs 
under the term “social influence”.  
Social influence (SI) is defined as “the extent to which consumers perceive that important 
others (e.g., family and friends) believe they should use a particular technology [i.e., 
ADVs]” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 159). It has been found significant in an organisational 
context (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Interestingly, Venkatesh et al. (2003) found that the 
effect of social influence on behavioural intention is significant only in mandatory 
contexts, whereas in situations where the behaviour is voluntary it might not. According 
to Venkatesh and Davis (2000) the effect of social influence on behavioural intention in 
a voluntary context is operated by influencing the perceptions about a certain technology 
(i.e., internalisation and identification), whereas in a mandatory environment this effect 
might be triggered by compliance (i.e., intention to comply with the social influence). As 
such, in a consumer context, which is mainly voluntarily, social influence was believed 
to be insignificant (Venkatesh et al., 2003). However, in a later study, Venkatesh et al. 
(2012) were able to also find a significant effect in a consumer context were the behaviour 
is mainly voluntary by developing the UTAUT2. This finding is in line with various other 
consumer studies. For instance, it seems to be clear that social influence is considered as 
an important determinant not only in the context of user acceptance of AVs (e.g., Adell, 
2010; Madigan et al., 2016; Madigan et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 
2017) but also in various SSTs contexts (e.g., Yu, 2012; Slade et al., 2015; Giovanis et 
al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2018a).  
The underlying assumption in this study is that users will consult with their social network 
before using ADVs. In the case that referent others (e.g., family or friends) are in favour 
of ADVs, the intention that people use this delivery service might be higher, even though 
they might not be in favour of using it at first. In other words, the intention to use ADVs 
can be influenced by the perceived social pressure. Thus, social influence is hypothesised 
to play a significant role in user acceptance of ADVs. Therefore, the following hypothesis 
derives:  
Hypothesis 3: Social influence positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
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3.2.2.4 Facilitating Conditions 
The term “facilitating conditions” derives from three previously used concepts in 
technology acceptance research, namely, perceived behavioural control in TPB (Ajzen, 
1991) and the combined TAM (Taylor and Todd, 2001); as facilitating conditions in the 
Model of PC Utilisation (MPCU) (Thompson et al., 1991); as well as compatibility in the 
Model of DOI (Rogers, 1983, 2003). All of these constructs have one particular similarity: 
they are “operationalised to include aspect of technological and/or organisational 
environment that are designed to remove barriers to use” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 453). 
Therefore, Venkatesh et al. (2003) subsumed the constructs under the term “facilitating 
conditions”. 
In UTAUT2, facilitating conditions are defined as “consumers’ perceptions of the 
resources and support available to perform a behavio[u]r” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 
159). In this study, this would be the interaction between the human and the technology 
(i.e., ADVs). In the original UTAUT model, facilitating conditions are hypothesised to 
influence technology use directly. This is because facilitating conditions serve as the 
alternative for actual behavioural control in an organisational context (Ajzen, 1991). This 
is linked to the fact that within an organisation facilitating conditions (e.g., training or 
support) are freely available to nearly all users, which is not the case in the environment 
of private consumers (Venkatesh et al., 2012). In a consumer context, however, the 
availability of facilitating conditions varies significantly across the technology 
generations and mobile devices, to name a few (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Thus, facilitating 
conditions perform more like perceived behavioural control in the TPB in a consumer 
context, and therefore it influences both behavioural intention as well as behaviour 
(Ajzen, 1991; Venkatesh et al., 2012). Thus, a consumer who has access to a favourable 
set of facilitating conditions, which can be internal or external (e.g., personal assessments 
about knowledge), is more likely to have higher intention to use a technology (Venkatesh 
et al., 2012).  
This assumption is in line with the consumer literature reviewed in this thesis. Venkatesh 
et al. (2012) were able to find a significant effect in the original UTAUT2 by investigating 
mobile internet. Furthermore, not only in the context of AVs (e.g., Madigan et al., 2017) 
but also in the SSTs contexts (e.g., Alalwan et al., 2016b; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; 
Tarhini et al., 2019), facilitating conditions have played a major role in determining 
behavioural intention. Additionally, and in line with the above discussion, several 
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consumer studies applied perceived behavioural control in their empirical studies and also 
found a significant relationship to behavioural intention (e.g., Chen and Yan, 2018; 
Buckley et al., 2018). 
In this study, it is assumed that users have different levels of access to information and 
other resources that might facilitate their use of ADVs, for instance, personal knowledge 
(e.g., smartphone usage, online shopping experience, etc.), help hotlines, peers, or the 
internet. Furthermore, some individuals will be more interested in the system and 
therefore might invest more time in understanding the features of ADVs by researching 
and consulting with various sources. In general, consumers with lower levels of 
facilitating conditions will have lower intentions to new technology – in this case ADVs 
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). Following the above arguments, the following hypothesis 
derives: 
Hypothesis 4: Facilitating conditions positively influence behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
 
3.2.2.5 Hedonic Motivation  
In the beginning of the technology acceptance research, hedonic factors (i.e., affect 
factors) did not play a major role in technology acceptance models despite their potential 
role (Kulviwat et al., 2007). Most theories and models have focused only on cognition 
(Kulviwat et al., 2007). However, it had been suggested in previous research that 
consumers not only adopt technologies because of their usefulness but also because of 
the sources of enjoyment (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b). Therefore, it has been argued that 
hedonic motivation plays an pivotal role in technology acceptance (Brown and 
Venkatesh, 2005). Its importance has been shown in the consumer behaviour (e.g., 
Childers et al., 2001) as well as in the information systems context (e.g., van der Heijden, 
2004).  
Hedonic motivation has often been conceptualised as perceived enjoyment in previous 
research (e.g., Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Saprikis et al., 2018). In UTAUT2, hedonic 
motivation is a new construct incorporated explicitly because of its importance in the 
consumer context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). In doing so, Venkatesh et al. (2012) included 
intrinsic utilities/motivations (i.e., fun, entertainment, and playfulness) alongside 
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extrinsic utilities/motivations (i.e., performance expectancy). In UTAUT2, hedonic 
motivation is defined as “the fun or pleasure derived from using a technology [i.e., 
ADVs]” (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 161).  
Hedonic motivation has been proven to be more important than performance expectancy 
in a consumer context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Despite its potential, not many studies 
included the construct as an additional external construct in technology acceptance 
models (Alalwan et al., 2016a; Alalwan et al., 2017; Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng 
et al., 2018; Farah et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2018b; Madigan et al., 2017; Tarhini et 
al., 2019). In the context of autonomous vehicles, Madigan et al. (2017) identified 
hedonic motivation even as the most important construct to determine behavioural 
intention. Conceptually similar, enjoyment was also included as an additional external 
factor in the SSTs context (Oghazi et al., 2012; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015b; Demoulin 
and Djelassi, 2016; Saprikis et al., 2018). Among those, Koenig-Lewis et al. (2015b) was 
the only one that could not find a significant effect on behavioural intention; however, 
they found a significant indirect effect through perceived usefulness.  
Since this study tries to follow the original UTAUT2 model as closely as possible, 
hedonic motivation conceptualised as enjoyment in this study. As such, it is believed to 
be influential in predicting behavioural intention in the context of ADVs. Thus, people 
who believe that the use of ADVs is fun, enjoyable and/or entertaining are believed to be 
more open-minded towards those delivery systems. Therefore, their intention to use 
ADVs as a delivery option will be higher. Following the above arguments, the following 
hypothesis derives: 
Hypothesis 5: Hedonic motivation positively influences behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
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3.3 Framework Modifications, Exclusions and Extensions  
After presenting the five original constructs used in UTAUT2 and their underlying 
hypotheses, this subchapter focuses on the modifications and extensions that needed to 
be made to fit the research framework to the context of ADVs for last-mile delivery. The 
aim of this subchapter is to describe and present in detail the modifications made and is 
divided in two parts: first, the focus is on the modifications and exclusions of constructs 
originally included in UTAUT2; second, the constructs that were identified to be 
important in SSTs as well as AVs studies in the systematic literature reviews will be 
presented in detail, including their underlying hypotheses.   
 
3.3.1 Modification and Exclusion of Constructs  
This subchapter includes the first part of the modifications and extensions procedures in 
this study: the modifications and exclusions of constructs. In more detail, price value is 
modified to price sensitivity, and habit, which was originally studied by UTAUT2, was 
excluded from the research framework. Again, it is worth mentioning that within this 
study no moderating variables (i.e., experience, gender, age) will be studied. This is based 
on the research question, which only looks at the constructs (i.e., factors) that are 
important in user acceptance formation of ADVs. However, age and gender are used as 
control variables in this study to strengthen the robustness of the theoretical research 
framework (see subchapter 6.4.2 for more details).  
 
3.3.1.1 Price Sensitivity 
Price has historically always been a major factor affecting the choices of consumers 
(Armstrong et al., 2009). In comparison to other technology acceptance models and 
theories reviewed, the UTAUT2 model is the first that incorporates the factor price/costs 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012). Venkatesh et al. (2012, p. 158) argue that “unlike workplace 
contexts, users are responsible for the costs and such costs, besides being important, can 
dominate consumer adoption decisions.” Since the original UTAUT model only 
considered time and effort, incorporating price/costs expands the focus of the model 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012). By introducing a price construct, they followed previous 
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research investigating the consumers’ cognitive trade-offs between the perceived benefits 
of the technology and the monetary costs for using them (Dodds et al., 1991) and 
introduced the new construct as “price value” (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Hence, price 
value is considered as positive when the benefits are perceived to be greater than the 
monetary costs. They proposed price value to influence behavioural intention and were 
able to provide support for this relationship (Venkatesh et al., 2012).   
Even though price value has received some attention in previous marketing literature 
(e.g., Zeithaml, 1988) as well as in information systems literature (e.g., Alalwan et al., 
2017), overall the construct has been omitted by several UTAUT2 studies. However, most 
of the studies did not provide any reason for omitting it (Tamilmani et al., 2018a). In this 
study, price value is not a suitable construct because consumers need to be aware of the 
price as well as the technology and its benefits beforehand. In other words, consumers 
need to decide whether the service is reasonably priced or not (Tsai and LaRose, 2015). 
However, this decision cannot be drawn without information on the price and the quality 
of a product or service. Missing this information is often the reason why UTAUT2 studies 
drop price value (e.g., Madigan et al., 2016). Since ADVs are still in the developmental 
stage and only few prototypes are tested in public (e.g., Starship Technology robots in 
Hamburg or the ADV developed by Heilbronn University of Applied Sciences in 
Heilbronn), it is not possible for potential users to decide whether the price is worth the 
service they will receive. Thus, using the construct price value would rather end in 
speculative assumptions of potential users rather than valuable knowledge.  
However, as users are responsible for emerging costs in the consumer context, price/costs 
are believed to be important in investigating private user acceptance for last-mile delivery 
solutions (Schröder et al., 2018). This is especially true for Germany, where consumers 
are in general more concerned about the price and price changes (i.e., price sensitivity) 
compared to other countries like the United States, France, or the United Kingdom (OC 
& C Strategy Consultants, 2012). It is important to consider that Germans are in general 
not willing to pay much for home delivery (Statista, 2018c, 2018b). Therefore, most 
Germans are highly price-sensitive and will seek lower prices for their deliveries. This 
supports the decision to include a construct related to price in this study. In this study, 
“price sensitivity” is incorporated as an independent construct determining behavioural 
intention.  
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Price sensitivity is defined as “the way in which buyers react to prices and to price changes 
(Goldsmith et al., 2005, p. 501) for home delivery. Specifically, it is how customers feel 
about the price for an offering (Goldsmith and Newell, 1997). In comparison to price 
value, price sensitivity is more related to consumers’ willingness to pay for a specific 
product or service (Tsai and LaRose, 2015). Thus, this construct can already be 
investigated before the broad market introduction of ADVs as a delivery option. Although 
price sensitivity has been investigated and proven influential in previous acceptance 
studies (Goldsmith et al., 2005; Goldsmith and Newell, 1997), it is one of the less-
researched areas, especially in the field of technology acceptance and adoption (Tsai and 
LaRose, 2015; Natarajan et al., 2017; Goldsmith and Newell, 1997). Price sensitivity has 
been incorporated into the Theory of Planned Behaviour by Chen and Yan (2018), who 
investigated the acceptance of autonomous vehicles. However, their findings could not 
support the significance of price sensitivity on behavioural intention, whereas Tsai and 
LaRose (2015) investigated broadband internet adoption by utilising the social cognitive 
theory as a foundation and found a significant negative effect of price sensitivity on 
broadband intention.    
With the new delivery concept of ADVs, experts state that the cost of the last-mile 
delivery process which, is causing disproportionally high transport costs for the 
transportation provider at the moment (Liu et al., 2019a), will drop up to 40 percent with 
the introduction of automated delivery systems (Joerss et al., 2016). To date, however, it 
is not clear whether the decrease of costs will actually appear or whether these costs will 
also lead to a decrease of actual delivery costs for the final customer (i.e., recipient). Since 
the new delivery concept (i.e., ADVs) includes many additional advantages for the user 
(i.e. higher flexibility, more transparency over the delivery process, etc.), it could also be 
the case that logistics service providers introduce this kind of delivery as a premium 
service. Thus, it is possible that extra payments will be required that increase the total 
delivery costs, as in the case of same-day or same-hour delivery (Joerss et al., 2016). This 
is assumed in this study. Thus, the price for ADV services will be higher than 
conventional delivery, especially in the beginning of the market introduction. Therefore, 
the following hypothesis derives: 
Hypothesis 6: Price sensitivity negatively influences behavioural intention to use 
ADVs.  
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3.3.1.2 Habit 
Across disciplines, habit is defined in two distinct ways. On the one hand, habit has been 
conceptualised “as the extent to which people tend to perform behaviors (use IS) 
automatically because of learning” (Limayem et al., 2007, p. 705). On the other hand, it 
is conceptualised as prior use or past behaviour (Kim and Malhotra, 2005). Indeed, it was 
found that a higher level of experience in usage leads to habitual use of technology 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012). Even though habit has been proven in previous consumer studies 
(e.g., Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018), it is not possible to investigate 
habit in a reasonable way in this study. Following the above definitions, to examine the 
role of habit, users should have already gained rich experience and accumulative 
knowledge in using ADVs. However, ADVs as a delivery option are not widely available 
on the market. Currently there are only some trial tests (e.g., Hamburg, Dusseldorf, and 
Heilbronn). Thus, participants in this study have very likely not tried or used ADVs or 
even heard about this delivery system before. In other words, respondents of this study 
have very limited or – probably in most cases – no experience at all with ADVs. As a 
matter of fact, they could not develop any habitual behaviour at this point of time.  
The decision to exclude habit is supported by other studies that investigated innovative 
technologies in the very beginning of the diffusion process and excluded habit (e.g., 
Alalwan et al., 2016b; Alalwan et al., 2017; Madigan et al., 2017). Additionally, 
Tamilmani et al. (2019a) found in their review of UTAUT2 studies that habit has often 
been omitted due to the novelty of the technology investigated. Taking together the 
findings and arguments, it is reasonable to omit habit in this study. However, at a later 
stage, after ADVs are introduced as a regular delivery option, it might be worth 
investigating habit as a determinant of user acceptance of ADVs.  
 
3.3.2 Framework Extensions  
Although the UTAUT as a synthesised theory and its further development the UTAUT2 
claim that the variables are sufficient to predict behavioural intention as well as the actual 
behaviour in the workplace or the consumer domain, respectively, most of the reviewed 
studies in the context of AVs and SSTs used further extensions to predict the acceptance 
in a specific domain adequately, which is in line with the findings by Tamilmani et al. 
(2017) and Dwivedi et al. (2019). The aim in this study is to identify the most important 
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constructs in the context of user acceptance of ADVs. However, it is believed that to 
obtain a complete understanding of the user acceptance of ADVs, more constructs like 
the original ones proposed by Venkatesh et al. (2012) need to be incorporated into 
UTAUT2, which might sacrifice the parsimonious nature of the research framework to a 
small extent. However, it is argued that parsimony is not desirable by itself. In more detail, 
it is only desirable to the extent to which it still facilitates understanding (Venkatesh et 
al., 2003). Thus, the balance between parsimoniousness on the one hand, and the level of 
explanatory power on the other hand, needs to be considered in the framework extension 
process in this study.  
Therefore, it was decided in this thesis to include only the constructs that are most often 
studied and proven influential in the related research areas (i.e., SSTs and AVs). The 
findings of the systematic literature reviews showed that perceived risk, trust in 
technology, and innovativeness are considered important in various cases and contexts 
and therefore are included in this thesis as additional external constructs. To guarantee 
that the framework will still be operationally consistent, it was further checked whether 
those constructs overlap with existing UTAUT2 constructs. This is in line with the 
assertion that it is highly important that the incorporation of new variables are compatible 
with the existing variables in the model (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). In doing so, the 
construct definitions and/or their underlying items were compared to the existing 
UTAUT2 constructs. As a result, no overlap with existing constructs could be found, 
which is not surprising given that trust in technology, perceived risk, and innovativeness 
are the variables that have been most incorporated into UTAUT/UTAUT2 research 
(Tamilmani et al., 2017, 2018b). Thus, UTAUT2 in this study is extended with perceived 
risk, trust in technology, as well as innovativeness. These constructs will be further 
reviewed, defined, and explained in more detail in the following sections.  
 
3.3.2.1 Perceived Risk  
Perceived risk has been studied in consumer adoption literature for many years (Bauer, 
1960; Dowling and Staelin, 1994). Generally, it comprises two components: (1) the 
perceived uncertainty of outcomes as well as (2) the perceived importance of negative 
consequences, which are associated with the potential outcomes (Bauer, 1960). Taking 
this conceptualisation into consideration, Featherman and Pavlou (2003, p. 454) define 
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perceived risk in a self-service context as “the potential for loss in the pursuit of a desired 
outcome of using an e-service [i.e., ADVs as a delivery option].”  
It has been indicated by previous studies that consumers form beliefs about a product or 
service before using it (Giovanis et al., 2018; Featherman and Hajli, 2016), which is 
concurrent with the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975). This evaluation 
might also include risk beliefs, which are used to assess the risk of using a new service or 
product and immediately influence their behavioural intention to use this service 
(Giovanis et al., 2018; Featherman and Hajli, 2016). Indeed, many new technological 
services are considered inherently risky (Slade et al., 2015). For instance, in the domain 
of e-commerce, concerns about the security and privacy have been identified, which is 
mainly due to the spatial and temporal separation of the seller and buyer as well as the 
vulnerability, which results from the wireless communications infrastructure (Kim et al., 
2009; Shin, 2010). In the context of online banking, perceived risk has been considered 
important due to the high uncertainty, intangibility, heterogeneity, as well as vagueness 
(Alalwan et al., 2016b).  
Despite its importance in technology acceptance research, perceived risk has been 
overlooked by previous technology acceptance models including the UTAUT/UTAUT2 
model (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015a; Tamilmani et al., 2018b). However, it is one of the 
most frequently studied constructs alongside UTAUT2 (Tamilmani et al., 2018b) and has 
been integrated into several other technology acceptance theories. For instance, Curran 
and Meuter (2005) and Featherman and Hajli (2016) included perceived risk into the 
original technology acceptance model (TAM); Slade et al. (2015) incorporated perceived 
risk into UTAUT, and Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque (2010) incorporated 
perceived risk into the theory of reasoned action (TRA). Unlike the original constructs 
studied in UTAUT, perceived risk is a detractor in the adoption process (Slade et al., 
2015). Detractors are important since consumers tend to consider not only the incentives 
but also the threats in their acceptance decision (Cowart et al., 2008).  
The findings of the systematic literature reviews in the areas of SSTs and AVs in this 
thesis show that perceived risk is considered important. For instance, Lu et al. (2009) 
investigated self-check-in services and found that perceived risk plays an important role; 
Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque (2010) explored the acceptance of e-commerce 
and could prove the significance of perceived risk, and Slade et al. (2015) investigated 
mobile payments and were able to support the importance of perceived risk. Even though, 
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perceived risk could not be proven in an AVs context (Kervick et al., 2015; Choi and Ji, 
2015; Chen and Yan, 2018), perceived safety, which is conceptually similar to perceived 
risk has been proven to be important (e.g., Zmud et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). In addition 
to the findings of the systematic literature reviews, Marsden et al. (2018) as well as Braun 
and Buckstegen (2017) also found that risk might play an important role in acceptance 
formation in the specific context of ADVs in last-mile delivery.   
In the context of ADVs, some potential risks might occur given their characteristics, 
which lead to negative losses or consequences of individuals. For instance, technology 
failure may occur due to technical or human error during parcel drop-off. In such a case, 
customers’ perceptions of malfunctioning of an SSTs lowers the intention to use the 
technology (Curran and Meuter, 2005). Another example of a potential risk source might 
be the risk of potential accidents on public roads. Once a user has doubts about the safety 
of a technology, they try to avoid it (König and Neumayr, 2017), and therefore the 
intention to use ADVs might be lowered. Taking into consideration the findings of the 
descriptive studies in the context of ADVs, the findings in the areas of SSTs and AVs 
research, as well as the potential risk sources in the ADVs area, perceived risk (i.e., 
overall perceived risk), which, in this study, is referred to as “the potential for loss in the 
pursuit of a desired outcome” of using ADVs as a delivery option (Featherman and 
Pavlou, 2003, p. 454), plays an important role in user acceptance of ADVs. Thus, the 
following hypothesis derives:  
H7a: Overall perceived risk negatively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
Even though perceived risk has very often been treated as a unitary construct and found 
to be influential on behavioural intention (e.g., Slade et al., 2015; Kapoor et al., 2015; 
Mortimer et al., 2015; Alalwan et al., 2016b), perceived risk has been argued to be 
multidimensional (Jacoby and Kaplan, 1972; Featherman and Hajli, 2016; Featherman 
and Pavlou, 2003). Since the risk facets may vary independently of one another, studying 
perceived risk as a general and abstract construct might not reveal the important facets 
considered as risky when using a technology or a technological service (Mandrik and 
Bao, 2005). In this regard, Cunningham (1967) was the first who typified perceived risk 
into six dimensions: (1) performance, (2) financial, (3) safety, (4) opportunity/time, (5) 
social, and (6) psychological loss. Similarly, in the context of self-services, Featherman 
and Pavlou (2003) recommended to use the six risk dimensions proposed by Cunningham 
(1967). However, they also recommended to replace safety risk (i.e., threats to consumers 
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health) with privacy risk (i.e., likelihood of threats to the privacy) due to the absence of 
safety risk involved in e-commerce transactions. 
In the context of ADVs it is believed that two risk facets are dominant due to the two 
major characteristics of ADVs. First, perceived performance risk, which is defined as “the 
consumer assessment of potential performance problems, malfunctioning [and] 
transaction processing errors […], and therefore not performing as expected” 
(Featherman and Hajli, 2016, p. 253) during the final parcel drop-off process (e.g., parcel 
locker does not perform accurately, Bluetooth connection fails, etc.), is proposed to 
determine overall perceived risk in the context of ADVs. In general, Curran and Meuter 
(2005) state that if consumers believe that self-services include the potential of 
malfunctioning they will search for alternatives. Therefore, if consumers believe that the 
parcel drop-off might malfunction, they will very likely not adopt it as a delivery option. 
This is in line with the finding by Hwang and Choe (2019), who stated that performance 
risk is one of the most important risk facets for automated drone delivery in the context 
of last-mile delivery.  
Second, perceived safety risk, which is defined as the potential threat to health (i.e., 
harmful or injurious) of a human being (Jacoby and Kaplan, 1972) due to malfunctioning 
of the autonomous driving function, is proposed to play a major role in determining the 
overall perceived risk of ADVs. This is because ADVs are self-driving vehicles (i.e., 
without driver) and therefore people might see a higher potential risk of accidents. This 
is in line with the findings by Braun and Buckstegen (2017), who found that more than 
50 percent of consumers in Germany believe that autonomous vehicles used for delivery 
(i.e., ADVs and aerial drones) are dangerous when participating in public traffic, as well 
as the findings by Marsden et al. (2018), who found that people do not like ADVs because 
of the potential risk of accidents. Following these arguments, the following hypotheses 
derive:  
H7b: Perceived performance risk positively influences overall perceived risk.  
H7c: Perceived safety risk positively influences overall perceived risk.  
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3.3.2.2 Trust in Technology 
In every situation in which uncertainty exists or undesirable outcomes are possible, trust 
is considered to be important (Luhmann, 2017). In behavioural as well as information 
systems literature, most researchers refer to the definition of trust proposed by Mayer et 
al. (1995, p. 712) as “the willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of another party.” 
Following this definition, trust comprises three facets: ability, benevolence, and integrity. 
Ability is defined as having the skills and knowledge to proceed a task. Benevolence is 
defined as the extent to which a trustor wants to do good to the trustee. Integrity “involves 
the trustor’s perception that the trustee adheres to a set of principles that the trustor finds 
acceptable” (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 719). Trust has mostly been evaluated by measuring 
interpersonal relationships (i.e., trust in people) in the information systems domain 
(McKnight et al., 2011). For instance, trust has been investigated regarding internet 
vendors (McKnight et al., 2002; Gefen et al., 2003) and has been found to influence Web 
consumers’ beliefs and behaviour (Clarke, 1999). Overall, the literature confirms that 
trust in another actor as well as trust in an agent of another actor influences behavioural 
decisions of an individual (McKnight et al., 2011).  
However, as within the studies of AVs as well as SSTs, in this study it is more important 
to rely on the technology (i.e., ADVs) rather than a third party. Therefore, it is of highest 
interest to investigate trust in technology. This is based on the fact that the overall delivery 
process of last-mile with ADVs depends mostly on a human – technology interaction (i.e., 
app usage, direct interaction with the vehicle during parcel drop-off) and not on human – 
human interaction, which was the case in the traditional delivery process. Therefore, trust 
in this study focuses only on the attributes of ADVs, which is consistent with other 
constructs used in UTAUT2 that also focus on the attributes of technology (e.g., 
performance expectancy or effort expectancy).  
Similar to the interpersonal context, trust in technology has been defined as “the general 
tendency to be willing to depend on technology [i.e., ADVs]” (McKnight et al., 2011, p. 
7). However, compared to the interpersonal context, comparatively little research exists 
on trust in technology (McKnight et al., 2011). In particular, in the context of self-services 
(i.e., automated services), it has been argued to be of special importance due to the lack 
of personal interaction involved (Farah et al., 2018). Considering the findings from the 
systematic literature reviews, trust in technology has been investigated and was found to 
be significant in both related research areas: AVs and SSTs. For instance, trust in 
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technology with focus on AVs technologies has been investigated and identified as a 
significant predictor of behavioural intention in several of the reviewed consumer 
acceptance studies (e.g., Choi and Ji, 2015; Angelis et al., 2017; Panagiotopoulos and 
Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018). In the context of SSTs, several studies 
could also find a significant effect (e.g., Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Kaushik and 
Rahman, 2015a; Oh et al., 2016; Alalwan et al., 2017; Tarhini et al., 2019). In addition 
to that, trust in technology has been found in a systematic review of UTAUT2 studies to 
be one of the most external variables incorporated (Tamilmani et al., 2017, 2018b).   
Taking into consideration the positive results of trust in SSTs and AVs studies, the 
implicit uncertainty of the human – technology interaction of ADVs through the changing 
delivery process (i.e., lack of personal interaction due to the substitution of the delivery 
person), as well as the fact that people tend to rely more on automation they trust (Lee 
and Moray, 1992; Ghazizadeh et al., 2012; Shahrdar et al., 2018), trust in technology is 
proposed to be a necessary precondition for the acceptance of ADVs and therefore it is 
believed to be highly influential on behavioural intention to use ADVs. In this study, this 
is referred to as “overall trust in technology” (TT_O) and is defined as the general 
tendency to be willing to depend on ADVs as a delivery option. Thus, the following 
hypothesis derives: 
H8a: Overall trust in technology positively influences behavioural intention to use 
ADVs.  
Despite the fact that most studies refer to the three-dimensional definition of trust by 
Mayer et al. (1995), it is worth mentioning that all studies reviewed in the systematic 
reviews did not explicitly differentiate between these three aspects of trust in developing 
their models (i.e., using only one construct “trust in technology”). Some studies, however, 
tried to follow the three-dimensional definition by incorporating all three aspects into one 
construct (e.g., Alalwan et al., 2017). However, this abstract level of trust has been 
criticised and researchers have called for a more detailed view on trust to generate a better 
understanding (Leimeister et al., 2005).  
In this regard, several researchers have proposed a more detailed view on trust in 
technology. For instance, McKnight et al. (2011) have conceptualised trust in technology 
by presenting three facets, which are based on the interpersonal facets by Mayer et al. 
(1995): functionality (i.e., possession of the needed functionality to do a required task; 
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similar to ability), helpfulness (i.e., able to provide effective help when needed; similar 
to benevolence), and reliability (operate reliably or consistently; similar to integrity). In 
the context of automation, Lee and Moray (1992) proposed three dimensions of trust: 
performance, process, and purpose. Performance comprises characteristics like ability, 
reliability, as well as predictability. By contrast, process is stated to be the degree to which 
the automation’s algorithms are suitable for the underlying situation as well as able to 
realise the user’s goals, whereas purpose focuses on the degree the automation is used in 
the context it was designed for. In the context of AVs, Choi and Ji (2015) have 
conceptualised trust as system transparency, technical competence, as well as situation 
management. System transparency is defined as the degree the operating of AVs can be 
predicted and understood by users. Technical competence is defined as the degree of 
perceived performance of AVs by the user. Situation management is stated to be the belief 
that the user can recover control in desired situations (Choi and Ji, 2015).  
The various facets of trust in technology identified in the literature are conceptually 
similar and can be summarised as follows: one facet of trust in technology refers to the 
belief that a system can be predicted or understood; another facet refers to the belief that 
a system performs its tasks in an accurate and correct manner; and the last facet refers to 
the belief that the system offers effective, responsive, and adequate assistance (Choi and 
Ji, 2015).  
To be able to increase the insights of trust in technology in the ADVs context, trust has 
been studied in more detail in this study. In the context of ADVs, the belief that the vehicle 
performs its tasks accurately and correctly is considered the most important aspect. This 
is because it has been shown in the domain of autonomous vehicles that the perceived 
performance (i.e., technical competence/reliability) of the technology is the main driver 
of trust in technology (e.g., Kaur and Rampersad, 2018; Choi and Ji, 2015). Thus, it is 
proposed that the expectations of the ADVs’ performance will increase trust. Since ADVs 
combine the features from SSTs (i.e., autonomous parcel drop-off) as well as AVs (i.e., 
autonomously driving) in one technology, trust in the performance of the technology is 
investigated from two angles. First, the degree to which users believe that ADVs “operate 
reliably and consistently without failing” (McKnight et al., 2011, p. 4) (i.e., no accidents, 
etc.) on public roads is investigated. In this study, this facet of trust is referred to as “street 
performance” (TT_S). Second, as soon as the ADV arrives at the final destination, the 
parcel drop-off process, i.e., opening the locker, which includes connecting the 
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smartphone via Bluetooth to the vehicle and collecting the parcel, needs to work 
accurately and correctly. In other words, the degree to which users believe that ADVs 
“operate reliably and consistently without failing” (McKnight et al., 2011, p. 4) during 
parcel drop-off is investigated. In this study, this is referred to “parcel drop-off 
performance” (TT_P). These two facets of trust in technology are proposed to determine 
“overall trust in technology” (TT_O) in the context of user acceptance of ADVs. Thus, 
the following hypotheses derive: 
H8b: Parcel drop-off performance positively influences overall trust in technology.  
H8c: Street performance positively influences overall trust in technology.  
Besides the influence of trust on behavioural intention, trust has also been proven as a 
major determinant of perceived risk in a service-based setting (e.g., Koenig‐Lewis et al., 
2010; Slade et al., 2015) as well as in the context of autonomous vehicles (Choi and Ji, 
2015). Indeed, perceived risk has been found as a major construct linked to trust, 
especially when it comes to the use of an automated system (e.g., Pavlou, 2003; Slade et 
al., 2015). Here, evidence is provided that trust on automation influences behavioural 
intention indirectly through perceived risk. Trust in technology is believed to reduce 
perceived risk, which depends on the user’s expectation of negative situations. In other 
words, trust reduces the high perceptions of risk because it helps to overcome uncertainty 
and anxiety in regard to the behaviour as well as its possible outcomes (McKnight et al., 
2002). Following these arguments, in the context of ADVs, if users trust the ADV then 
they believe that the vehicle will perform as expected (i.e., ADVs drive accurately on 
public roads; ADVs perform accurately during parcel drop-off), therefore reducing the 
overall perception of risk of a negative situation. Thus, the following hypothesis derives: 
H8d: Overall trust in technology negatively influences overall perceived risk.  
 
3.3.2.3 Innovativeness 
Innovativeness has received much attention in previous consumer behaviour research 
(Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Rogers, 1983, 2003; Midgley and Dowling, 1978; 
Parasuraman, 2000; Hirschman, 1980). Depending on the domain of research, various 
definitions of innovativeness occur. For instance, Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) 
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define innovativeness in the domain of innovation diffusion as the extent to which a 
member of a social system adopts new ideas relatively in the beginning of the diffusion 
process compared to other members of his/her social system. According to Midgley and 
Dowling (1978, p. 236), innovativeness in the marketing domain refers to “the degree to 
which an individual is receptive to new ideas and makes innovation decisions 
independently of the communicated experience of others.” In the domain of information 
systems, Agarwal and Prasad (1998, p. 206) define innovativeness as “the willingness to 
try out any new information technology.” Following these definitions, innovativeness can 
be summarised as the extent to which people are open in experiencing and experimenting 
with something new. In this research study, the definition by Agarwal and Prasad (1998) 
is adopted. As such, innovativeness is defined as the willingness to try out ADVs as a 
delivery option. 
Despite the fact that innovativeness has been asserted as a key construct in a consumer’s 
willingness to adopt a new technology (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Rogers, 1983, 2003; 
Midgley and Dowling, 1978), it has not been incorporated in one of the major technology 
acceptance theories or models (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Slade et al., 2015). Even the 
UTAUT or the UTAUT2, which claim to be the most comprehensive models, fail to 
recognise the importance of an individual innovativeness in the adoption process (Slade 
et al., 2015; Dwivedi et al., 2019). Despite the failure to include innovativeness in 
previous acceptance models, many studies incorporated innovativeness to understand 
individual differences in the acceptance of technology (e.g., Chen and Yan, 2018; Kim 
and Forsythe, 2008; Dimitriadis and Kyrezis, 2010; Saprikis et al., 2018; Giovanis et al., 
2018; Slade et al., 2015).  
For instance, in the context of SSTs, Slade et al. (2015) investigated remote mobile 
payments and Giovanis et al. (2018) investigated self-service retail banking technology 
and have proven the influence of innovativeness on behavioural intention. In the context 
of AVs, Chen and Yan (2018) found a significant effect of innovativeness on behavioural 
intention. Additionally, within a logistical background, Chen et al. (2018) investigated 
self-service parcel delivery services (i.e., automated parcel lockers) as an alternative to 
conventional home delivery and found that innovativeness has a strong positive 
relationship to behavioural intention. Additionally, Tamilmani et al. (2018b) also found 
in their systematic review of UTAUT2 studies that innovativeness is one of the most often 
studied external constructs alongside UTAUT2.  
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In the context of ADVs, innovativeness is believed to play an important role. This is 
because ADVs offer a new way of parcel delivery that is different to existing delivery 
options. This is mainly because of the large amount of technology as well as the 
technology interaction involved in the delivery process. Additionally, people need to have 
a mobile device (e.g., smartphone or tablet-pc) to be able to use this delivery service. 
Thus, people are believed to be more innovative as such. Taking into consideration the 
positive previous findings as well as the high dependency on technology involved in the 
delivery process by ADVs, the level of innovativeness by the user is believed to play an 
important role in the adoption process. Thus, the following hypothesis derives:  
H9: Innovativeness positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.   
 
3.3.3 Summary of Hypotheses and Construct Definitions 
After reviewing, discussing, and defining the research constructs, Table 3.1 on the 
following page summarises all constructs and their underlying hypotheses and adopted 
definitions used within this research project.  
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Table 3.1: Summary of Research Constructs and Their Definitions 
Constructs H Adopted Definitions to the Context of ADVs References 
Performance  
Expectancy (PE) 
H1 
“the degree to which using [ADVs] will provide 
benefits to consumers” 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012, p. 159) 
Effort Expectancy 
(EE) 
H2 
“the degree of ease associated with consumers’ 
use of [ADVs].” 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012, p. 159) 
Social Influence 
(SI) H3 
“the extent to which consumers perceive that 
important others (e.g. family and friends) believe 
the should use [ADVs]” as a delivery option. 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012, p. 159) 
Facilitating  
Conditions (FC) H4 
“consumers’ perceptions of the resources and 
support available” to use ADVs as a delivery 
option. 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012, p. 159) 
Hedonic 
Motivation (HM) 
H5 
“the fun or pleasure derived from using 
[ADVs].” 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012, p. 161) 
Price Sensitivity 
(PS) 
H6 
“the way in which buyers react to prices and to 
price changes” for home delivery. 
(Goldsmith et 
al., 2005, p. 501)  
Overall  
Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
H7a 
Overall “potential for loss in the pursuit of a 
desired outcome” of using ADVs as a delivery 
option. 
(Featherman 
and Pavlou, 
2003, p. 454) 
Perceived  
Performance Risk 
(PR_PR) 
H7b 
“Consumer assessment of potential performance 
problems, malfunctioning [and] transaction 
processing errors [of ADVs], and therefore not 
performing as expected.” 
(Featherman 
and Hajli, 2016, 
p. 253) 
Perceived  
Safety Risk 
(PR_SR) 
H7c 
Potential to be “harmful or injurious to your 
health” because of malfunctioning of the 
autonomous driving function. 
(Jacoby and 
Kaplan, 1972, p. 
11) 
Overall Trust    
in Technology 
(TT_O) 
H8a 
“the general tendency to be willing to depend on 
[ADVs]” 
(McKnight et 
al., 2011, p. 7) 
Street 
Performance 
(TT_S) 
H8b 
The degree to which ADVs “operate reliably or 
consistently without failing” on public roads.  
(McKnight et 
al., 2011, p. 4) 
Parcel Drop-off  
Performance 
(TT_P) 
H8c 
The degree to which ADVs “operate reliably or 
consistently without failing” during parcel drop-
off.  
(McKnight et 
al., 2011, p. 
124) 
Relationship  
between TT_O 
and PR_O 
H8d 
Overall trust in technology (TT_O) reduced 
overall perceived risk (PR_O) in the context of 
ADVs. 
(e.g., Koenig‐
Lewis et al., 
2010; Slade et 
al., 2015) 
Innovativeness (I) 
H9 
“the willingness of an individual to try out” 
ADVs as a delivery option. 
 
(Agarwal and 
Prasad, 1998, p. 
206) 
Behavioural  
Intention (BI) 
Main 
dependent 
construct 
“the degree to which an individual intends to use 
[ADVs as a delivery option], when available, and 
incorporates it into his/her [everyday life].” 
(Adell, 2010, p. 
477) 
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3.4 Research Framework and Operationalisation of Constructs 
The last two chapters were directed towards fulfilling the first two objectives of this 
thesis. A theoretical research framework has been developed based on previous literature, 
which shows the determinants and their relations to behavioural intention (i.e., user 
acceptance) in the context of ADVs. The most appropriate external constructs identified 
in the literature of AVs as well as the literature of SSTs have been added to the UTAUT2. 
Thus, both related research perspectives – SSTs and AVs – were considered in developing 
the acceptance framework for ADVs. Additionally, the limited findings from the ADVs 
studies were also taken into consideration (Kapser and Abdelrahman, 2019). The final 
theoretical framework, including its underlying hypotheses, is presented in Figure 3.1. 
The references used to define these constructs and their items are presented in Table 3.2 
on the following pages. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Developed Theoretical Research Framework 
 
The operationalisation of the constructs is based on previous research to raise the 
consistency in the research field of technology acceptance as well as to preserve content 
validity (Straub et al., 2004). However, the items were to some extent adapted to the 
context of ADVs. As stated before, this study tries to follow the original UTAUT2 model 
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as closely as possible, therefore the research items used by Venkatesh et al. (2012) were 
applied for the following constructs: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social 
influence, facilitating conditions, and hedonic motivations. Additionally, the 
questionnaire items for the additional incorporated constructs (i.e., overall trust in 
technology, street performance, parcel drop-off performance, overall perceived risk, 
perceived performance risk, perceived safety risk, innovativeness, as well as price 
sensitivity) showed not only high reliability but also demonstrated high convergent as 
well as discriminant validity in previous research studies. All questionnaire items were 
investigated on a Likert scale from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree. An 
exception is the construct of price sensitivity, where some reversed items were applied. 
For the reverse coded items, it is investigated in the opposite way. Since this research was 
conducted in Germany, the German translation of the questionnaire items can be found 
in Appendix B: Survey Questionnaire – German Version. The constructs with their labels, 
the adapted questionnaire items, as well as the references are presented in Table 3.2.  
 
Table 3.2: Constructs and Questionnaire Items 
Construct Adapted Items  References 
Performance 
Expectancy 
(PE) 
▪ I would find autonomous delivery vehicles useful in my daily 
life. 
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would help me 
accomplish things more quickly. 
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would increase my 
productivity.  
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would increase my 
flexibility in my daily life. 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
Effort 
Expectancy 
(EE) 
▪ Learning how to use autonomous delivery vehicles would be 
easy for me.  
▪ My interaction with the autonomous delivery vehicle via the 
mobile app would be clear and understandable. 
▪ I would find autonomous delivery vehicles easy to use.  
▪ It would be easy for me to become skilful at using autonomous 
delivery vehicles.   
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
Social Influence 
(SI) 
▪ People who are important to me would think that I should use 
autonomous delivery vehicles. 
▪ People who influence my behaviour would think that I should 
use autonomous delivery vehicles. 
▪ People whose opinion I value would prefer that I use 
autonomous delivery vehicles. 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
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Table 3.2: Constructs and Questionnaire Items – Continued 
Construct Adapted Items  References 
Facilitating 
Conditions (FC) 
▪ I have the resources necessary to use autonomous delivery 
vehicles (i.e., mobile device). 
▪ I have the knowledge necessary to use autonomous delivery 
vehicles. 
▪ Autonomous delivery vehicles are compatible with other 
technologies I use (e.g., smartphone). 
▪ I could get help from others when I have difficulties using 
autonomous delivery vehicles. 
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
Hedonic 
Motivation 
(HM) 
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would be fun. 
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would be enjoyable.   
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles would be very 
entertaining.   
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
Price Sensitivity 
(PS) 
▪ I would not mind paying more to try out autonomous delivery 
vehicles as a delivery option (reverse). 
▪ I would not mind spending a lot of money for getting my orders 
delivered by autonomous delivery vehicles (reverse).    
▪ I would be less willing to pay for autonomous delivery vehicles 
as a delivery option if I thought it to be high in price.    
▪ If I knew that autonomous delivery vehicles as a delivery option 
were likely to be more expensive than conventional delivery 
options, that would not matter to me (reverse). 
▪ A really great delivery option would be worth paying a lot of 
money for. 
(Goldsmith et 
al., 2005) 
Overall 
Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
▪ Overall, using autonomous delivery vehicles as a delivery 
option would be risky. 
▪ Overall, autonomous delivery vehicles as a delivery option 
would be dangerous to use. 
▪ Using autonomous delivery vehicles as a delivery option would 
expose me to an overall risk. 
(Featherman 
and Pavlou, 
2003) 
Perceived 
Performance 
Risk (PR_PR) 
▪ Autonomous delivery vehicles might not perform well and 
create problems during parcel drop-off (e.g., locker cannot be 
opened, failure of Bluetooth connection, etc.). 
▪ Autonomous delivery vehicles might not work properly during 
parcel drop-off. 
▪ The chances that something would be wrong with the 
performance of autonomous delivery vehicles during parcel 
drop-off would be high.    
(Featherman 
and Pavlou, 
2003) 
Perceived 
Safety Risk 
(PR_SR) 
▪ Autonomously driving delivery vehicles on public roads would 
be risky. 
▪ Autonomously driving delivery vehicles on public roads would 
be dangerous.   
▪ Autonomously driving delivery vehicles would add great 
uncertainty to public roads. 
(Featherman 
and Pavlou, 
2003) 
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Table 3.2: Constructs and Questionnaire Items – Continued 
Construct Adapted Items  References 
Overall Trust in 
Technology 
(TT_O) 
▪ Overall, I would trust autonomous delivery vehicles to be 
reliable. 
▪ Overall, I would trust autonomous delivery vehicles to be 
dependable.      
▪ Overall, I would trust autonomous delivery vehicles.   
(Choi and Ji, 
2015) 
Street 
Performance 
(TT_S) 
▪ I believe that the operation of autonomous delivery vehicles 
would be free of error when driving on public roads. 
▪ I believe that I could depend and rely on autonomous delivery 
vehicles when driving on public roads. 
▪ I believe that autonomous delivery vehicles would perform 
consistently under a variety of circumstances when driving on 
public roads. 
(Choi and Ji, 
2015) 
Parcel Drop-off 
Performance 
(TT_P) 
▪ I believe that the interaction with autonomous delivery vehicles 
during parcel drop-off would be free of error. 
▪ I believe that I could depend and rely on autonomous delivery 
vehicles during parcel drop-off. 
▪ I believe that autonomous delivery vehicles would perform 
consistently under a variety of circumstances during parcel 
drop-off. 
(Choi and Ji, 
2015) 
Innovativeness 
(INO) 
▪ If I heard about a new technology, I would look for ways to 
experiment with it.   
▪ Among my peers, I am usually the first to explore new 
technologies.       
▪ I like to experiment with new technology.     
(Agarwal and 
Prasad, 1998) 
Behavioural 
Intention (BI) 
▪ I intend to use autonomous delivery vehicles as a delivery 
option in the future. 
▪ I would always try to use autonomous delivery vehicles as a 
delivery option in my daily life when available in the future. 
▪ I plan to use autonomous delivery vehicles frequently when 
available in the future.      
(Venkatesh et 
al., 2012) 
 
3.5 Conclusion  
This chapter presented the developed theoretical research framework, which was used to 
investigate user acceptance of ADVs in this thesis. All original UTAUT2 constructs used 
in this study were presented in detail and the hypotheses were clearly stated. Additionally, 
the modifications, exclusions, as well as extensions of the UTAUT2 model were 
presented with a clear reasoning. As a result, within this chapter it was possible to develop 
the theoretical research framework, including the questionnaire to verify it. As such, the 
first and second research objectives of this thesis were fulfilled comprehensively.  
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4 Chapter 4: Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to explain the underlying research methodology applied in this research 
project to fulfil the research objectives and answer the research question empirically. The 
chapter will start with the presentation of the research philosophy as well as the applied 
research approach. It will continue with the research design. This includes the research 
strategy, the data collection method (i.e., questionnaire design and development, pre-
testing, translation procedures), the sampling strategy (i.e., sampling process, quotas, and 
sample size), as well as the data analysis procedures (i.e., descriptive and inferential 
statistics). Each methodological decision will be presented with a clear reasoning. At the 
end of this chapter, the ethical considerations will be presented. 
 
4.2 Research Philosophy 
Research philosophy refers to the development of knowledge as well as the nature of that 
knowledge in a particular research domain (Saunders et al., 2009). The philosophical 
commitment not only includes important assumptions about the way researchers view the 
world but also underpins these assumptions with particular research strategies chosen and 
their underlying methods (Johnson and Clark, 2006). The philosophical choice is, 
therefore, influenced by the researcher’s practical view of the relationship between 
knowledge and the process of knowledge development (Saunders et al., 2009). However, 
it needs to be considered that “the important issue is not so much whether our research 
should be philosophically informed, but it is how well we are able to reflect upon our 
philosophical choices and defend them in relation to the alternatives we could have 
adopted” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 108). 
In business and management research, two main research philosophies are regularly 
utilised – positivism and interpretivism – with others lying on a continuum between these 
two extremes (Bryman and Bell, 2015; Carson et al., 2001; Saunders et al., 2009; Collis 
and Hussey, 2014). These philosophies will be presented in the following sections. This 
will be followed by a brief comparison of these paradigms in Table 4.1, based on ontology 
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(i.e., reality), epistemology (i.e., knowledge), axiology (i.e., values) as well as the data 
collection techniques and the decision and justification to use positivism in this research.  
Positivism, on the one hand, is defined as “an organised method for combining deductive 
logic with precise empirical observations of individual behaviour in order to discover and 
confirm a set of probabilistic causal laws that can be used to predict general patterns of 
human activity” (Neuman, 2010, p. 97). The key aspect of positivism is the use of 
quantifiable variables and extrapolation of the findings from the sample to draw 
inferences for a specific phenomenon to a specified population (Neuman, 2010). The 
process of positivists starts with studying the literature to establish a theory and develop 
hypotheses (Collis and Hussey, 2014). Thus, the focus in this paradigm is on description, 
the explanation of relationships, and determining facts (Carson et al., 2001; Neuman, 
2010). Since positivists are descriptive, they make a clear distinction between observable 
facts and value judgements. In other words, research is undertaken in a value-free and 
objective way (Saunders et al., 2009). The positivist paradigm has a tendency of using a 
large amount of quantitative data and statistical analysis (Saunders et al., 2009; Collis and 
Hussey, 2014). 
Interpretivism, on the other hand, is considered the opposite side of the philosophical 
continuum (Carson et al., 2001; Collis and Hussey, 2014). Compared to positivism, the 
social reality is highly subjective since it is shaped by perceptions (Collis and Hussey, 
2014; Neuman, 2010). Interpretivism seeks to understand the differences between 
humans as social actors (Saunders et al., 2009). The focus in this philosophical paradigm 
lies on exploring the complexity of human sense-making and understanding the behaviour 
of humans from the respondent’s own perspective (Collis and Hussey, 2014). Overall, “it 
includes a consideration of multiple realities, different actors’ perspectives, researcher 
involvement, taking account of the contexts of the phenomena under study, and the 
contextual understanding and interpretation of data“ (Carson et al., 2001, p. 6). The 
interpretivist paradigm has a tendency of using small amounts of qualitative data (Collis 
and Hussey, 2014; Saunders et al., 2009).  
A comparison between these two main philosophical paradigms based on ontology, 
epistemology, axiology, as well as the data collection techniques is presented in Table 4.1 
on the following page.  
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Research Philosophies adopted from Saunders et al. (2009, p. 119) 
 Positivism Interpretivism 
Ontology: the 
researcher’s view of 
the nature of reality 
or being 
External, objective and independent 
of social actors. 
Socially constructed, subjective, may 
change, multiple. 
Epistemology: the 
researcher’s view 
regarding what 
constitutes 
acceptable 
knowledge 
Only observable phenomena can 
provide credible data, facts. Focus on 
causality and law like generalisations, 
reducing phenomena to simplest 
elements. 
Subjective meanings and social 
phenomena. Focus upon the details of 
situation, a reality behind these 
details, subjective meanings 
motivating actions. 
Axiology: the 
researcher’s view of 
the role of values in 
research 
Research is undertaken in a value-
free way, the researcher is 
independent of the data and maintains 
an objective stance. 
Research is value bound, the 
researcher is part of what is being 
researched, cannot be separated and 
so will be subjective. 
Data collections 
techniques  
Highly structured, large samples, 
measurement, quantitative, but can 
also be qualitative. 
Small samples, in-depth 
investigations, qualitative. 
 
The decision to use one philosophical paradigm over the other is a significant task. As 
presented above, the reason for this is that the decision is driven by several concerns like 
the researcher’s own beliefs about the way to study humans and their behaviours, the 
research questions and objectives, the rigour of the research, the problem understanding, 
the generalisability of the results, as well as the usefulness of the findings. In this research 
it is argued that the most applicable philosophical paradigm is positivism. The 
justification of using the positivism paradigm is presented in the following.  
First, the aim of this research is to identify and confirm the constructs that affect user 
acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery in Germany by utilising the UTAUT2 model. 
Reviewing the literature showed that there are many studies available that applied 
technology acceptance theories in contexts closely linked to this research study (i.e., SSTs 
and AVs contexts). However, none of these studies used UTAUT/UTAUT2 in the context 
of ADVs and none were conducted in the cultural context of Germany. Using the 
positivism paradigm allows testing, evaluating, and confirming or rejecting the 
hypotheses derived from existing theory in a new context (Neuman, 2010). In more detail, 
the established relationships of UTAUT2 as well as a few new relationships hypothesised 
in the UTAUT2 literature will be used to better understand and describe the user 
perspective regarding the acceptance of ADVs in the context of last-mile delivery. In 
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other words, using the positivism paradigm will help to investigate whether existing 
knowledge on UTAUT/UTAUT2 is transferable to the context of ADVs as well as to the 
cultural context of Germany. Therefore, within this research, a confirmatory (i.e., 
positivism) rather than an exploratory research approach (i.e., interpretivism) is most 
useful. 
Second, this study aims to make generalisations and draw inferences to a wider population 
(i.e., German population). However, this is only possible when a large amount of 
quantitative data is gathered and analysed in an efficient and statistical manner. Thus, 
using the positivism paradigm allows the collection of quantitative data from a large 
sample in a highly structured and efficient way. The data interpretation follows clear 
statistical procedures (i.e., structural equation modelling in this study), which increases 
the reliability of the findings compared to the interpretivism paradigm (Collis and Hussey, 
2014).  
Third, through the general literature review on theories and models of technology 
acceptance and also the extant literature reviews in the areas of user acceptance of AVs 
as well as SSTs, it seems that positivism is the dominant paradigm used to study user 
acceptance of new technologies. In fact, this conclusion is supported by the findings of 
the UTAUT meta-analysis conducted by Williams et al. (2009), which also concluded 
that the positivism paradigm is most often used and suitable in studying technology 
acceptance with the UTAUT model.  
Finally, not only due the theoretical and practical considerations stated above but also in 
terms of monetary and time constraints, using the positivism paradigm is the most suitable 
research philosophy to answer the research question in this study in a justifiable manner.  
 
4.3 Research Approach 
A specific theory underlies each research project. “The extent to which you are clear about 
the theory at the beginning of your research raises an important question concerning the 
design of your research project” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 124). Therefore, it needs to be 
clear at the beginning whether the theory development takes place before or after 
collecting the data to design the right research strategy. The first procedure is called 
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deductive, whereas the second one is called inductive (Saunders et al., 2009; Collis and 
Hussey, 2014). Both will be explained in more detail in the following.   
Deduction, in general, “owes much to what we would think of as scientific research” 
(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 124). Deduction is a process by which the researcher generally 
arrives at a justified conclusion by generalisations of known facts. Overall, the deductive 
research approach includes several characteristics: (1) the explanation of causal 
relationships; (2) allows the testing of hypotheses; (3) the constructs need to be 
operationalised in a way to measure them quantitatively; and (4) with the deductive 
approach, generalisation can be drawn on a wider population (Saunders et al., 2009). 
Linking the deductive approach to philosophy, it is more concerned with the positivistic 
paradigm (Saunders et al., 2009).  
The inductive approach is the upside version of deduction. As noted, deduction emerged 
from natural sciences research. Social scientists, however, are sceptical of the cause – 
effect link made in natural science without considering the way humans interpret their 
social world (Saunders et al., 2009), which is the strength of an inductive approach. 
Therefore, the induction is not concerned with theory testing but is concerned with theory 
building as its most important aim. With the inductive approach it is possible to interpret 
the in-depth meaning of data (Creswell, 2014). In Table 4.2, the key differences between 
deductive as well as inductive approaches are presented.  
 
Table 4.2: Comparison of Research Approaches adopted from Saunders et al. (2009, p. 127) 
Deductive Inductive 
Scientific principle Gaining and understanding of the meanings 
human attach to events 
Moving from theory to data A close understanding of the research context 
The need to explain causal relationships between 
variables 
The collection of qualitative data 
The collection of quantitative data A more flexible structure to permit changes of 
research emphasis as the research progresses 
A highly structured approach A realisation that the researcher is part of the 
research process 
Researcher independence of what is being 
researched 
Less concerned with the need to generalise 
The necessity to select samples of sufficient size 
in order to generalise 
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Even though labelling research approaches can be misleading (Saunders et al., 2009), 
taking into consideration the reasons for the chosen research philosophy (i.e., positivism) 
and the characteristics of the deductive approach mentioned above, within this research 
project it is most suitable to apply a deductive approach.  
 
4.4 Research Design 
Research design is defined as “a plan of the research project to investigate and obtain 
answers to research questions” (Cooper and Schindler, 2014, p. 125). Depending on the 
research purpose, the research design can generally be differentiated in exploratory (i.e., 
finding new insights), explanatory (i.e., studying established relationships, hypotheses 
testing), and descriptive research (i.e., portraying accurate profiles of persons, events, or 
situations) (Saunders et al., 2009; Sekaran, 2003).  
Drawing on the research question and the methodological choices made so far (i.e., 
positivism and deduction), the research design in this study is explanatory in nature. This 
is because this research tries to explain relationships rather than explore new insights or 
describe facts as its main purpose. In other words, this study aims to explain the 
relationships of the constructs that determine user acceptance of ADVs for last-mile 
delivery in the cultural context of Germany.    
Within the research design (i.e., research plan), the techniques of research strategy, data 
collection methods (including the questionnaire design, translation, and pre-testing 
procedures), sources of data collection (i.e., sampling), as well the data analysis 
techniques are presented. This will also include constraints that might occur during the 
research (e.g., access to data, location, or monetary constraints) (Saunders et al., 2009). 
Additionally, to the choice of a specific technique, the following subsections will always 
include a clear reasoning, which will be consistent with the research philosophy chosen.  
 
4.4.1 Research Strategy 
As with other methodological choices, the choice of the right research strategy depends 
on the research question, the objectives, as well as the feasibility of the research 
procedures. Thus, the research strategy (e.g., experiment, survey, case study, 
ethnography, grounded theory, etc.) should be suitable for its intended purpose and 
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feasible from a practical standpoint (Saunders et al., 2009; Johannesson and Perjons, 
2014). In other words, every research strategy tries to fulfil a different task. For instance, 
case studies might be suitable for studying complex social relationships; however, it 
might be inappropriate for studying attitudes of a large population. Experiments might be 
suitable for identifying the cause of some events, whereas they are inappropriate for 
exploring an unknown topic (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). In this research a survey 
strategy is applied because it suits the research objectives and question best. Therefore, 
other research strategies are out of scope and in the following only the survey strategy 
will be explained in more detail, including its general usability and advantages, which are 
used to justify the application in this research study.  
The purpose of survey research is to map out some world. It “usually has a broad coverage 
and provides a helicopter view of some area of interest” (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014, 
p. 42). In survey research, theories are tested to be able to examine the relationships 
between variables theoretically (Rea and Parker, 2014). Survey research often includes 
data about participants’ activities, beliefs, as well as their attitudes (Neuman, 2010; 
Johannesson and Perjons, 2014).  
Survey research is a popular and common research strategy in business and management 
research and is most suitable for collecting data on narrow and well-defined topics 
(Saunders et al., 2009; Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). It is possible with survey data to 
draw conclusions and generalise about an entire population by using data only from a 
portion of the population (Rea and Parker, 2014; Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). Within 
the survey strategy it is possible to collect a large amount of data within a short time-
period to reasonable costs (Saunders et al., 2009; Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). 
Furthermore, since the data of surveys is generally standardised, it is possible to easily 
compare the data statistically without making previous subjective interpretation 
necessary, which increases the generalisability of the findings (Saunders et al., 2009). 
Moreover, the theoretical constructs identified in the literature of AVs and SSTs, which 
consist of perceptions, are abstract in nature and thus cannot be directly observed. 
However, using a survey strategy, the participants can state their self-reported perceptions 
(Neuman, 2010). Finally, the survey strategy in the field of technology acceptance is not 
only most commonly used in UTAUT/UTAUT2 studies, it has also proven to be a suitable 
research strategy in this area (Williams et al., 2009). Considering all these advantages, 
the application of a survey strategy within this research is justified.  
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4.4.2 Data Collection Method 
“While the research strategy provides useful support on a high level, it needs to be 
complemented with research methods that can guide the research work on a more detailed 
level” (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014, p. 39). Among other methods, examples are 
observations; semi-structured, in-depth and group interviews; focus groups; as well as 
questionnaires (Saunders et al., 2009). Some of them are more regularly used in 
qualitative research, whilst others are more suitable for quantitative research. Since this 
research is based on a positivism paradigm that applies the deductive approach along with 
the survey strategy, questionnaires are the most suitable data collection method to fulfil 
the third research objective (i.e., empirically test the relationships) and answer the 
research question comprehensively. Thus, other data collection methods are out of scope 
for this research project.  
In the following, the questionnaire design and the development process conducted in this 
study as well as the pretesting and translation procedures that were part of this study are 
presented and explained in more detail. 
 
4.4.2.1 Questionnaires and Questionnaire Types 
Questionnaires are among the most widely used data collection techniques (Saunders et 
al., 2009) and are generally used to gather straightforward information (Johannesson and 
Perjons, 2014). Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003) emphasise the strengths of questionnaires 
as follows: suitable to measure attitudes and eliciting other content from study 
participants, cheap to administer (e.g., online questionnaire), have a moderately high 
measurement validity as well as reliability for a well-constructed and validated 
questionnaire, quick turnaround, can be used for probability samples, and ease of data 
analysis. Johannesson and Perjons (2014) add that the results of the questionnaire can be 
interpreted in the same way for all participants when standardised questions are used. 
Overall, Saunders et al. (2009) conclude that questionnaires are the best choice for 
targeting the administration of a large number of participants in a short period of time, 
which was the case in this research project. 
There are many different types of questionnaires, all of which depend on how the 
questionnaire is administered as well as the amount of time spent with the respondents. 
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Additionally, the choice of the questionnaire type also depends on the sample size 
required for sufficient analysis, the number of questions, the types of questions you need 
to ask, as well as the importance of uncontaminated answers by the respondents, among 
others (Saunders et al., 2009). Thus, the type of questionnaire chosen “will dictate how 
sure you can be that the respondent is the person whom you wish to answer the questions 
and thus the reliability of responses” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 363). In general, 
questionnaires can be differentiated in self-administered and interviewer-administered 
questionnaires (see Figure 4.1). 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Types of Questionnaire adopted from Saunders et al. (2009, p. 363)  
 
Within this research, self-administered, internet-mediated questionnaires (i.e., online-
questionnaires) were used. This type of questionnaire was chosen not only because 
several other researchers have used it for investigating various technologies by using the 
UTAUT/UTAUT2 model (Williams et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2009) but mainly 
because of its multiple advantages. First, online questionnaires are usually a faster and 
cheaper option to gather data than postal or delivery and collection questionnaires. 
Therefore, it allows the researcher to instantly deliver the questionnaire to a large number 
of people at the same time (Rea and Parker, 2014). Second, self-administered online 
questionnaires are not only more convenient to distribute but also gives the respondents 
enough time to respond accurately. In doing so, respondents of self-administrated online 
questionnaires are more likely to answer in a honest and not in a socially desirable way 
(Dillman, 2007). Third, the researcher has the option to download the data directly to a 
software package (in this study, IBM SPSS25 and IBM AMOS25) and then pursue a 
powerful analysis (Rea and Parker, 2014), which minimises human error. In summary, 
considering the aforementioned characteristics and advantages of self-administrated 
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online questionnaires, this type of questionnaire is the most suitable and practical one to 
answer the research question and fulfil the research objectives in the most efficient way.  
In the following subsections, the questionnaire design and development process 
underlying this research will be explained in detail. This will include four steps: (1) 
designing and developing the English questionnaire, (2) pretesting and modifying the 
English questionnaire, (3) translating the English questionnaire into German, (4) 
pretesting and modifying the German questionnaire for data collection.   
 
4.4.2.2 Questionnaire Design and Development  
To be able to collect high-quality data, the questionnaire – as well as the questions asked 
– need to be developed carefully. As stated by Vaus (2014), designing a successful 
questionnaire is crucial because it will affect the response rate as well as the reliability 
and validity of the collected data. In this research, the fifteen practical principles by 
Johnson and Christensen (2008) presented in Table 4.3 on the following page were 
considered in constructing the survey questionnaire. However, it is worth mentioning 
again that the item-based questions were not self-developed, rather they were adopted 
from previous validated research and modified to the underlying research context. 
Therefore, some principles could not be totally complied with. For instance, some items 
used to investigate “price sensitivity” were quite long; nevertheless, they were used 
because they have been validated in previous research.     
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Table 4.3: Principles of Questionnaire Construction adopted from Johnson and Christensen (2008) 
Principle 1 Make sure the questionnaire items match your research objectives.  
Principle 2 Understand your research participants. 
Principle 3 Use natural and familiar language. 
Principle 4 Write items that are clear, precise, and relatively short. 
Principle 5 Do not use “leading” or “loaded” questions. 
Principle 6 Avoid double barrelled questions. 
Principle 7 Avoid double negatives. 
Principle 8 Determine whether an open-ended or closed-ended question is needed. 
Principle 9 Use exclusive and exhaustive response categories for closed-ended questions. 
Principle 10 Consider different types of response categories for item-based questions. 
Principle 11 Use multiple items to measure abstract constructs. 
Principle 12 Consider using multiple methods when measuring abstract construct.  
Principle 13 Use caution if you reverse the wording in some of the items. 
Principle 14 Develop a questionnaire that is easy for the participant to use. 
Principle 15 Always pilot test your questionnaire. 
 
The final questionnaire consists of five parts. The first part of the questionnaire was the 
cover letter, which contained the aims of this research and the contact details from the 
researcher for any further questions or queries regarding the research project. The second 
part of the questionnaire included the demographic characteristics (i.e., age, gender, 
nationality, household net-income, employment status) as well as some general questions 
on participants’ online shopping behaviour and app usage. The third part of the 
questionnaire was an information sheet. It was designed to give the respondents some 
basic information on ADVs. This included general information on ADVs like the size of 
the vehicles, driving speed, and some examples on the safety and security systems with 
which those vehicles are equipped. Additionally, two pictures of ADVs were presented 
so that the participants could more accurately imagine the use of ADVs. Furthermore, 
some examples of pilot tests of ADVs in Germany were given so that the respondents 
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could further inform themselves in case they were interested in this kind of delivery 
system in more depth. Furthermore, the information sheet contained information on the 
interaction between the final recipient and the vehicle, for instance, setting the time and 
date via smartphone or using the app to open the locker of the vehicle. Finally, it contained 
the basic advantages, which are associated with using ADVs (e.g., higher flexibility, 
higher convenience, etc.). The fourth part of the questionnaire consisted the questions on 
the participants familiarity of ADVs as well as on the acceptance of ADVs by utilising 
the extension of UTAUT2. This part was developed based on the original UTAUT2 
questionnaire by Venkatesh et al. (2012) as well as on several other studies reviewed in 
the areas of SSTs and AVs. The item-based questions were measured with a seven-point 
Likert scale ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 7 = “strongly agree”, which is in 
accordance to the original UTAUT2 questionnaire and also has the advantage that with a 
large number of possible response options, the ability to differentiate increases and 
therefore a more detailed picture can be drawn (Bortz and Döring, 2002). The only 
exception were the reversed items from “price sensitivity”, which were investigated the 
other way around. Finally, part five of the questionnaire included one open question. This 
gave the respondents the opportunity to express their opinions and raise any thoughts in 
an open forum without any restrictions given by the researcher (Collis and Hussey, 2014). 
Overall, to keep it easy for the respondents, all questions asked them to tick only one 
answer, except for the final open-ended question. 
 
4.4.2.3 English Questionnaire Pretesting and Modifying 
Since intellectual exercise cannot substitute for actually testing a questionnaire instrument 
(Backstrom and Hursh, 1963), pretesting the questionnaire instrument is highly 
recommended (Sekaran, 2003; Hilton, 2017). Indeed, adequate pretesting of the 
questionnaire instrument should always be the starting point (Iacobucci and Churchill, 
2010). Pretesting should include not only the assessment of the individual questions and 
the information provided in the questionnaire but also the logical sequence of the 
questionnaire instrument (Reynolds et al., 1993). Hence, pretesting a questionnaire helps 
to ensure that the questions are understood, work as intended, have no issues with the 
wording of the measurements, and create a logical flow of the questions (Sekaran, 2003; 
Hilton, 2017).  
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In this study, most of the questions were used to measure the theoretically developed 
research framework and as such were based on previous validated items (Agarwal and 
Prasad, 1998; Featherman and Pavlou, 2003; Goldsmith et al., 2005; Venkatesh et al., 
2012; Choi and Ji, 2015). However, the questionnaire items were slightly adapted in the 
wording to fit the underlying research context and the research question. Therefore, the 
questionnaire underwent another pre-test. This will be explained in more detail in the 
following.  
Due to the advantage that the interviewer can observe the participant during the 
completion of the questionnaire, a vast majority of the literature suggests conducting the 
pre-test by personal interviews (Boyd et al., 1991; Reynolds et al., 1993). Hence, the pre-
test of the English version of the questionnaire in this study was conducted in person. The 
sample size in pre-testing is commonly rather small (i.e., 5 – 10 participants) to test the 
questionnaire for its appropriateness and comprehension (Reynolds et al., 1993; Sekaran, 
2003).  
The English questionnaire was handed out to four academics who were not involved in 
the research project as well as four participants that fit in the general population studied. 
All participants stated to be fluent in English before taking part in the English pre-test. 
The inclusion of academics in the pre-test was based on the fact that they are in general 
more likely to spot technical faults such as double questions and lopsided response 
categories (Green et al., 1988).  
To guarantee the inclusion of a variety of participants, age and gender were used as 
selection criteria; their age ranged from 25 – 64 years. The pre-test included three females 
and five males. All participants had at least a high school degree, whereas the highest 
education was a master’s degree. Each respondent filled in the questionnaire individually. 
In other words, the respondents had no opportunity to discuss the answers with the other 
participants.  
After each participant completed the questionnaire, the questionnaire was discussed 
sequentially with each participant individually. They were asked about their feedback on 
the simplicity and clarity of the questionnaire instrument. This procedure is also known 
as the debriefing method (Reynolds et al., 1993). The feedback of the participants 
recommended some minor changes of the wording of some of the questionnaire items to 
increase the simplicity. Additionally, it was recommended to change the structure of the 
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information sheet and include more information in order to obtain a better understanding 
of ADVs in a quicker way. As a final step of the questionnaire development, the feedback 
of the participants was completely incorporated into the English questionnaire and the 
instrument was discussed again with the participants individually to ensure that the 
changes were desirable (Reynolds et al., 1993). As a result, no further recommendations 
were given. As a next step, the questionnaire was translated into German. The translation 
process is presented in the following subsection.    
 
4.4.2.4 Questionnaire Translation into German 
In this research, the back translation technique recommended by Brislin (1970) was 
conducted. Back translation is the most commonly used methodology in academic 
translation and among professional studies when investigating a subject in different 
cultural contexts (Douglas and Craig, 2007). In general, the process is as follows: first, 
the original research instrument (i.e., questionnaire) is translated into the language in 
which the study is going to be (in this case German); second, the translated version will 
be translated back into the original language (Brislin, 1970). In doing so, it verifies 
whether all aspects of the original translation are covered. In the following a step-by-step 
description for this study’s translation process is presented.  
The translation process in this study included the following steps. First, the original and 
pre-tested English questionnaire was sent to the first independent translator, who holds a 
PhD in psychology and has a professorship in social psychology. Since she lived and 
worked in the United States for several years, she is fluent in English. Second, after the 
first translator completely translated the original English questionnaire into German, it 
was sent to a second independent translator. She holds a state examination in anglistics. 
Before she started teaching English as a foreign language at grammar school in Germany, 
she lived and worked as an assistant teacher in the United Kingdom. Third, after the 
translation process was completed, I compared both English versions (original and 
backtranslation) of the questionnaire and checked it for any discrepancies, 
mistranslations, or problems in meaning. Since some minor translation discrepancies 
occurred in the back-translated English version, I discussed those with both translators. 
As a result, the translators concordantly agreed on some minor changes, which led to a 
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minor refinement of the German questionnaire version. The final English questionnaire 
version is presented in Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire – English Version. 
 
4.4.2.5 German Questionnaire Pretesting and Modifying 
As with the English version of the questionnaire, the German questionnaire version was 
pre-tested. In doing so, the German questionnaire was sent to three academics and six 
participants who fit into the sample population via email. Like the English pre-test, the 
age range was 18 – 64 years. The highest education was a doctoral degree, whereas the 
lowest education level was secondary school education. They were asked to fill in the 
questionnaire in the same way as the participants for the English version. The only 
difference was that the pre-test was conducted via email and not in person due to time 
constraints of the participants. Participants were asked to fill in the questionnaire and 
provide feedback regarding the clarity and simplicity via email or telephone, depending 
on their preferences. The feedback from the participants included only a few changes in 
the wording of some item-based questions to decrease their complexity and enhance the 
understanding of the questions.  
Before the changes were made, I discussed the proposed wording changes with the second 
translator to make sure that I did not change the meaning of the translation. Following 
this discussion, the feedback was completely incorporated into the questionnaire and 
discussed again with the participants. As a result, no additional recommendations were 
given at this stage, thus providing support for the clarity and simplicity of the German 
questionnaire instrument. As a final step, the online version of the final German 
questionnaire was created on the Qualtrics platform. The finalised German version of the 
questionnaire (paper-based) is presented in Appendix B: Survey Questionnaire – German 
Version. Additionally, the link to the online questionnaire on the Qualtrics platform is 
also presented in Appendix B.   
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4.4.3 Sampling  
Sampling can basically be differentiated into probability (i.e., random/representative) and 
non-probability (non-random, judgmental) sampling (Saunders et al., 2009; Bryman and 
Bell, 2015). “With probability samples the chance, or probability, of each case being 
selected from the population is known and is usually equal for all cases” (Saunders et al., 
2009, p. 213). This type of sampling is used when inferences on the whole population are 
to be drawn. However, to be able to use probability sampling the entire population needs 
to be known (sample frame), which is very often not the case. On the other hand, non-
probability sampling describes the process where the participants do not have the same 
chances to be selected. Thus, it is argued that with non-probability samples it is generally 
not possible to draw inferences from the data and generalise to the whole population 
(Saunders et al., 2009; Bryman and Bell, 2015).    
Deciding to use probability or non-probability depends on particular reasons, but mainly, 
however, on the research question and the objectives. In this research project, probability 
sampling would have been the most appropriate sampling strategy to answer the research 
question in a fully representative manner because it would ensure that each German 
citizen had an equal chance to participate, allowing for generalisation to the entire 
German population. In market research and political opinion polls, random digit dial 
(RDD) telephone surveys were formerly used to investigate people’s opinions and 
attitudes in a representative manner because almost everyone used to have a landline 
telephone, which was considered the sample frame (Glasser and Metzger, 1972). Lately, 
however, two major concerns arose regarding this technique. First, the rise of mobile-
phone-only households raised concerns about coverage bias (Baker et al., 2013). As the 
landline coverage in Germany has been declining over the last two decades from 97 
percent in 1998 to only 84 percent in 2018 (Statista, 2018a), it could not be guaranteed 
that every citizen had the same chance of being randomly selected. As a matter of fact, a 
complete sample frame for the entire German population is not available anymore. 
Second, due to the decline in responses, the concern of nonresponse bias arose (Curtin et 
al., 2005; Baker et al., 2013). Alongside those serious concerns, RDD is very time-
consuming and costly and therefore neither practical nor feasible possible in this study. 
Therefore, due to these concerns, non-probability sampling was applied in this study.  
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4.4.3.1 Non-Probability Sampling 
A summary of the various non-probability sampling types is presented in Table 4.4 below.  
 
Table 4.4: Non-Probability Sampling Types adopted from Saunders et al. (2009, p. 236) 
Sample type Likelihood of 
sample being 
representative 
Types of 
research in 
which useful 
Relative costs Control over 
sample contents 
Quota Reasonable to 
high 
Where costs 
constrained or 
data needed very 
quickly  
Moderately high 
to reasonable 
Relatively high 
Purposive Low Working with 
very small 
samples 
Reasonable Reasonable  
Snowball Low Where 
difficulties in 
identfying cases 
Reasonable Quite low 
Self-selection Low Where 
exploratory 
research needed 
Low Low 
Convenience Very low Where very little 
variation in 
population 
Low Low  
 
The selection of one type of sampling over the other is primarily based on the researcher’s 
subjective judgement (Saunders et al., 2009). This study aims to give first insights into 
the user acceptance of ADVs of the German population. Hence, it is important that the 
findings in this study can be at least partially generalised to the entire German population. 
In line with Table 4.4 and the usefulness of a variety of sample types to answer the 
research question, quota sampling is the most reasonable non-probability sampling type 
for this study. Therefore, quota sampling will be explained in greater detail in the 
following. 
Quota sampling is intensively used in commercial research like political opinion polling 
(Bryman and Bell, 2015). It “is based on the premise that your sample will represent the 
population as the variability in your sample for various quota variables is the same as that 
in the population” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 235). Often, age, gender, and household 
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income are used to represent the entire population (Saunders et al., 2009; Bryman and 
Bell, 2015). For calculating the number of units for each quota, external data such as 
census results are often considered. The calculation of the actual quota sizes is based on 
the predetermined sample size (Yang and Banamah, 2014). As a final step, participants 
are conveniently selected from the population based on the criteria selected beforehand 
(e.g., age, gender, household income) until the quotas are appropriately filled. Since the 
selection of the participants is in most cases based on the researcher, quota sampling is 
often argued to be not fully representative in contrast to probability (Bryman and Bell, 
2015). 
Since quota sampling is the closest sampling type to probability sampling when it comes 
to representativeness (Yang and Banamah, 2014), some practitioners even claim that it is 
almost as good as probability sampling (Bryman and Bell, 2015). However, compared to 
probability sampling techniques, quota sampling has certain advantages. First, it is lower 
cost and less time-intensive; second, it can be set up quickly (Saunders et al., 2009); and 
third, quota sampling is relatively easy to administer because no population listing (i.e., 
sample frame) is required  (Breakwell et al., 2012). Overall, considering these advantages, 
it is the best and most feasible sampling strategy within this research project. 
 
4.4.3.2 Sampling Process and Quotas  
To be able to collect the highest quality of data the sampling and data collection of the 
research was conducted in cooperation with Qualtrics. Qualtrics is a world-leading 
enterprise for survey technology and was chosen because they have been providing online 
samples for several years and have around 20 high quality online panel providers (“Grand 
Mean Certified Sample Partner”) from which the data is obtained. Additionally, they have 
completed over 15,000 projects in various industries (e.g., consumer goods, financial 
services) (Qualtrics, 2014).  
Respondents were randomly selected by Qualtrics panel partners from the German panel 
base. German panel members (i.e., 18 years and above) were invited via email to 
participate in this study. This process of sample recruitment increased the 
representativeness of the findings in this study because participant selection was not based 
on the researcher. Within the invitation email, participants were informed about the length 
of this questionnaire as well as the fact that this survey was only conducted for research 
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purposes and they could unsubscribe at any time. However, to avoid self-selection bias 
no specific details on the content of the survey were included. Additionally, to ensure the 
validity and exclude duplications of the data, Qualtrics checked every IP address. 
Moreover, each panel partner used deduplication technology to provide the most reliable 
results and retain the integrity of the survey data (Qualtrics, 2014). 
The quotas for this study were developed based on the census data of the Statistical 
Bureau of Germany (destatis) as well as the European Union (eurostat). Age, gender, and 
monthly household net-income were selected as the quota variables (see Figure 4.2, 
Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4). This is especially common in market research surveys 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Once the quotas were filled adequately, the data collection for 
this specific quota stopped and no further data was gathered.  
Figure 4.2 represents the German population in regard to the quota age. 51 percent of 
Germans are female, and 49 percent are male. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Quota Gender (Eurostat, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
49%
51%
Gender
Male
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Figure 4.3 represents the German population in regard to the quota age. Notably, over 50 
percent of Germans are above 50 years old.  
 
 
Figure 4.3: Quota Age (Eurostat, 2017) 
 
 
Figure 4.4 represents the German population in regard to the quota monthly household 
net-income. 56 percent of Germans have a monthly household net-income of 2,000 euros 
or above.  
 
 
Figure 4.4: Quota Monthly Household Net-Income (Destatis, 2017b) 
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4.4.3.3 Sample Size 
Compared to probability sampling, in non-probability sampling there are not any rules 
regarding the sample size. The decision on the sample size in this study was based on the 
requirements for the statistical analysis used as well as the objective to be able to partially 
generalise the findings to the German population. In this study structural equation 
modelling (SEM) is applied. Compared to other multivariate approaches, SEM requires 
a larger sample size to obtain reliable estimates (Hair et al., 2010). However, there are 
various recommendations available in the literature for what determines a “large” sample 
size with reference to SEM or confirmatory factor analysis, respectively. Those 
recommendations generally are stated either in terms of the absolute minimum sample 
size or the relative level between N (i.e., minimum sample size) to the overall number of 
variables used (MacCallum et al., 1999; Kline, 2011).  
On the one hand, Ding et al. (1995) recommend a minimum absolute sample size of 100. 
This is also referred to as the N ≥ 100 rule (In’nami and Koizumi, 2013). Comrey and 
Lee (1992) also provide a guide for the adequacy of sample size. They state that a sample 
size of 100 = poor, 200 = fair, 300 = good, 500 = very good, and 1,000 or more = excellent. 
However, in general, to guarantee robust SEM and to provide parameter estimates with a 
degree of confidence, no less than 200 cases is recommended (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 
2011).  
On the other hand, however, the sample size recommendations are based on the 
complexity of the research model (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2011).Thus, a simpler model 
with fewer parameters requires a smaller sample size, whereas a more complex model 
with many parameters requires a larger sample size in order for the findings to be 
reasonably robust (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2011). In this perspective, Cattell (1979) 
recommends three to six cases per item, with a minimum of 250 cases. A more demanding 
recommendation suggests the minimum sample size to be at least 10 times the number of 
cases per item (Everitt, 1975). This is referred to as the N:q ≥ 10 rule (In’nami and 
Koizumi, 2013). However, it needs to be considered that “as the N:q ratio decreases below 
10:1 (e.g., N = 50, q = 10 for a 5:1 ratio), so does the trustworthiness of the results” (Kline, 
2011, p. 12).  
Taking into consideration the research goal of this study – to be partially representative 
for the German population – as well as the complexity underlying the theoretically 
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developed research framework (i.e., 14 constructs with 47 items in the initial 
measurement model) a large sample is needed to be able to produce reliable, trustworthy, 
and robust findings. Hence, the N:q ≥ 10 rule recommended by Everitt (1975) was used 
in a first step to determine the absolute minimum sample size for this study. Following 
this rule, the absolute minimum sample size should be 470 cases. In addition to this 
consideration, Hair et al. (2010) recommend that for complex models with a large number 
of constructs that the sample size should be around 500 to obtain trustworthy results. 
Considering both recommendations, it was decided to set the sample size in this study to 
be at least 500. In doing so, it was possible to comply with both recommendations.   
Even though 500 is considered large enough to obtain trustworthy results in SEM 
analysis, it needs to be borne in mind that a sample of 500 is only 0.00067 percent of the 
German population (83 million citizens) (Destatis, 2019a). As such, it is representative of 
only a very small portion of the population. Here, it is worth mentioning again that this 
study does not try to be fully representative, rather it aims to give a first snapshot of the 
acceptance factors of the German population (see chapter 8.4).  
 
4.4.4 Data Analysis 
In this subsection the basics for analysing the research data will be presented. This will 
include the presentation of the measurement scales used in this research as well as the 
description and justification of the analysis procedures applied in this study. In more 
detail, the descriptive as well as the inferential statistics will be presented.  
 
4.4.4.1 Measurement Scales 
Before conducting the data analysis, the measurement scales of the various questions in 
the questionnaire need to be considered to be able to conduct meaningful analysis (Hair 
et al., 2010). Based on the type of characteristics represented, measurement scales are 
differentiated into nonmetric (qualitative) and metric (quantitative) scales (Hair et al., 
2010). On the one hand, nonmetric data is a categorical measurement; hence, it is not 
                                                          
7 Own Calculation: 100 % = 83,000,000 citizens; 1 % = 830,000 citizens; 500 citizens = 0.0006 %.   
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expressed in terms of numbers (Verma, 2013). It can be measured with nominal and 
ordinal scales (Hair et al., 2010; Verma, 2013). On the other hand, metric data is “used 
when subjects differ in amount or degree on a particular attribute” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 
6). Here, data is measured either on an interval or ratio scale (Hair et al., 2010; Verma, 
2013). The lowest level of measurement is the nominal scale followed by ordinal, interval, 
and ratio scales (Hair et al., 2010). A basic overview can be found in Table 4.5 below. 
 
Table 4.5: Levels of Measurement 
Scale Description Reference 
Nonmetric Nominal scale Scale for classifying qualitative criteria.   
 
(Hair et al., 2010; 
Verma, 2013) 
Ordinal scale  Variables can be ordered or ranked only.   
Metric Interval scale Variables can be ordered and ranked as well as 
have constant units of measurement but have 
no absolute zero point.     
Ratio scale Variables can be ordered, ranked, have 
constant units of measurement, and have an 
absolute zero point.     
 
Since this study focuses mainly on the user acceptance of ADVs and by doing so, 
investigates people’s opinions and attitudes, most of the questions are based on Likert 
item questions (“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”). In general, Likert item questions 
only classify a ranking without indicating the magnitude between the conceptual 
intervals, therefore, the basic structure is strictly speaking ordinal (nonmetric) (Meffert et 
al., 2008; Hair et al., 2014a). As a matter of fact, only statistical analyses that are suitable 
for ordinal data might be applicable. However, in social sciences and business economics, 
Likert scales are often considered as “quasi”-metric and therefore used and treated in the 
same way as interval scales (Meffert et al., 2008; Homburg and Krohmer, 2011; Hair et 
al., 2014a). This is based on the argument that depending on the presentation of the Likert 
scale, participants might consider the intervals between the scales as constant and 
therefore qualify as an interval scale (Meffert et al., 2008). In this study, the Likert scales 
are presented with the exact same distance between the answer options (see Appendix B: 
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Survey Questionnaire – German Version as well as the online questionnaire on the 
Qualtrics platform), thus, it is assumed that the level of measurement of Likert scales is 
interval and therefore based on a metric scale. With this assumption in mind, the statistical 
methods used for interval data is applicable to Likert scale data (Meffert et al., 2008).   
 
4.4.4.2 Descriptive and Inferential Statistics  
The descriptive data analysis in this study was carried out using IBM SPSS25 to describe 
the basic characteristics of the research data. This includes three parts of data analysis: 
(1) data normality, (2) the frequencies and percentages of respondents’ characteristics and 
profiles, and (3) the measures of central tendencies and variability for the Likert item-
based questions. A detailed description of these procedures and the data analysis is 
presented in subchapter 5.3.  
In order to answer the research question comprehensively, inferential statistics are used. 
In this study, by using inferential statistics, the aim is to draw inferences and conclusions 
regarding the user acceptance of ADVs in Germany. Inferential statistics include many 
mathematical techniques. One string of techniques is summarised under multivariate data 
analysis (e.g., multiple regression, factor analysis, etc.), which helps the researcher to 
expand his/her explanatory ability as well as efficiency (Hair et al., 2010). However, all 
of the commonly used multivariate techniques have one limitation in common: “each 
technique can examine only a single relationship at a time” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 629). 
However, in this research, it is important to examine interrelated relationships, which is 
often the case in social and behavioural science. Therefore, structural equation modelling 
(SEM) is best suited in this study. In the following, the SEM technique will be explained 
in more detail. 
SEM is considered a family of statistical models (Hair et al., 2014a) that uniquely 
combines factor analysis and multiple regression analysis (Hox and Bechger, 2004), 
which enables the researcher to “examine a series of dependence relationships 
simultaneously” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 630). In other words, it investigates the structure of 
interrelationships amongst multiple constructs at a time (i.e., dependent or independent 
variables) (Werner and Schermelleh-Engel, 2009). In this context, constructs are also 
called latent or unobservable factors, which are simultaneously represented by several 
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indicator variables (items) (Hair et al., 2010), which leads to more valid conclusions on 
the construct level because it reduces the measurement error of that construct (Werner 
and Schermelleh-Engel, 2009; Hair et al., 2010). 
SEM often uses a confirmatory, hypothesis-testing approach to the data and is therefore 
especially suitable for theoretical model testing and confirming (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 
2011; Byrne, 2016). Byrne (2016) states that SEM has four outstanding benefits over 
traditional multivariate techniques: (1) SEM uses a confirmatory rather than exploratory 
approach to the data analysis (even though the latter can be addressed); (2) SEM provides 
explicit estimates of error variance parameters, whilst traditional statistical techniques are 
incapable to either assess or correct the measurement error; (3) observable as well as 
unobservable (i.e., latent) variables can be used in the same model, while former methods 
are based only on observed variables; and (4) SEM can model multivariate relationships 
and estimate indirect effects, whereas there are no widely used and easy-to-apply 
alternatives.   
In this study, SEM was applied to be able to evaluate the relationships of the extended 
UTAUT2 model (i.e., the theoretically developed research framework) and to test the 
hypotheses among the constructs. IBM AMOS25 (further referred to as AMOS) was used 
as a software package to calculate the SEM model using the maximum likelihood 
technique. AMOS is covariance-based and as such especially suitable for confirmatory 
research, whereas, for instance, the software package PLS is variance-based and therefore 
more suitable for exploratory research (Roldán and Sánchez-Franco, 2012; Hair et al., 
2014b). Despite the fact that all covariance-based SEM software packages produce fairly 
similar estimates (up to two decimals), they all have their own strengths and special 
features. For an overview of eight software packages see Narayanan (2012). In general, 
however, there “is no golden rule on what software a researcher should pick when 
developing a CB-SEM [i.e., covariance-based SEM]” (Hair et al., 2014b, p. 47). 
According to Narayanan (2012), the main differences come with the user interface. 
Compared to other software packages, AMOS is considered very user-friendly because 
you can draw the models graphically and no further syntax programming is needed 
(Narayanan, 2012; Hair et al., 2014b). Moreover, the output format of AMOS is well 
organised and quickly accessible (Hair et al., 2014b). Despite its software advantages, 
“AMOS is gaining momentum” because it is part of the SPSS software package (Hair et 
al., 2014b, p. 47). Therefore, data modifications can easily be made in SPSS and the 
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analysis can be re-run in AMOS without further adjustments (Weiner, 2013; Hair et al., 
2014b).  
In this study, the two-step approach for SEM analysis recommended by Anderson and 
Gerbing (1988) was applied. This assures that well-established construct measures are 
represented in the valid structural model, which is clearly an advantage over the one-step 
approach (Hair et al., 2014a). In doing so, the structural equation model comprises a 
measurement model as well as a structural model. On the one hand, the measurement 
model “specifies the rules of correspondence between measured and latent variables 
(constructs)” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 636). For this, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 
was applied and assessed through the goodness-of-fit indices, construct validity, and 
reliability. On the other hand, the structural model specifies the relationships between 
constructs on the basis of the proposed theoretical framework developed in this thesis 
(Hair et al., 2014a). The structural model is assessed through the goodness-of-fit indices 
as well as the path estimates and their significance. The analysis of the measurement 
model of the theoretically developed research framework is presented in subchapter 6.3 
followed by the analysis of the structural model in subchapter 6.4. 
 
4.5 Ethical Considerations 
Ethical considerations are an important aspect of any research project (Neuman, 2010). 
In this research several steps were considered to ensure the highest standards of ethical 
research practice. First, an ethical application for this research project was submitted to 
the Online Research Ethics and Governance Approval System of Northumbria 
University. This research has been approved by the Postgraduate Research Ethics 
Committee of Northumbria University Newcastle Business School with the reference 
number 4410. Second, participants were informed in the invitation email that taking part 
in this research project was totally voluntary, and they were assured that the responses 
would only be used for research purposes and all information provided will be kept 
anonymous and confidential. Third, all participants were informed perspicuously about 
the research topic, its underlying structure, as well as the purpose of this study in the cover 
letter of the online questionnaire. Finally, in the case of any concerns regarding the 
research project, I provided my contact details in the cover letter so that the participants 
could get in touch with me if desired.   
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4.6 Conclusion  
Within this chapter, the underlying research methodology was described and explained 
in detail. This included consistent decisions on the research philosophy (i.e., positivism), 
the research approach (i.e., deductive), as well as the research design, which included the 
research strategy (i.e., survey), the data collection method (i.e., questionnaire design and 
development, pre-testing, translation procedures), as well as the sampling strategy (i.e., 
sampling process, quotas (i.e., age, gender, and monthly household net-income) and 
sample size (i.e., n = 500). Furthermore, the data analysis procedures using descriptive 
and inferential statistics were explained and described in detail, with focus on SEM. The 
decisions for each methodological choice and statistical procedures were presented with 
a clear reasoning. Finally, the ethical considerations were presented. 
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5 Chapter 5: Descriptive Data Analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the descriptive data analysis results are presented. The chapter starts with 
the presentation of the data-screening procedures, which were carried out to obtain high 
data quality. It includes a description of the data collection and the evaluation of the soft-
launch as well as the full-launch data. Furthermore, the descriptive data analysis 
procedures are given, including the analysis of data normality, the analysis of the 
respondents’ characteristics and profiles, as well as the analysis of the central tendencies 
and variabilities of the item-based questions (i.e., theoretical framework questions). 
Finally, the results of the open-ended question are presented at the end of this chapter.  
 
5.2 Data Screening 
Before starting the data analysis procedures, a pre-analysis data screening was conducted. 
This is considered an initial step before the actual data analysis, as it will help to avoid 
incorrect findings and results (Hair et al., 2014a). Through the data screening process, the 
data were evaluated regarding outliers, missing data as well as quota requirements. The 
data was collected in two steps: first, through the soft launch and second, through the full 
launch. Both procedures will be explained in more detail in the following.  
 
5.2.1 Soft-Launch Data Collection and Screening 
The soft-launch data collection took place between the 3rd and the 4th of December 2018 
and included 10 percent of the aimed overall number of datasets. In this study, it included 
50 complete datasets. The soft launch was used to find out whether the online 
questionnaire works as intended and to make any amendments before the full launch of 
the questionnaire. In this study, two quality checks were conducted, which are presented 
in the following. 
First, the soft-launch data was reviewed regarding any mistakes in the online 
questionnaire programming (i.e., question links and compulsory questions). The 
reviewing process revealed that the programming worked as intended and no amendments 
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needed to be done. Second, the data was reviewed regarding any outliers (i.e., unusual 
responses). Since the questionnaire asked the respondents about their opinions and 
attitudes by using Likert scales to identify the relevant constructs of user acceptance of 
ADVs, identifying outliers is difficult. This is because all answers are based solely on the 
individual opinion. Therefore, it would not be right to exclude one dataset just because a 
respondent is of a different opinion compared to the majority. However, the data was 
reviewed visually to identify any unusual and suspicious answers or missing data. As a 
result, six straight liners (i.e., respondents who always stated the same answer in the item-
based questions) were identified as outliers and discarded; however, no missing data was 
identified. Overall, this left 44 complete datasets after the screening process of the soft-
launch data. 
To further increase the quality of the respondents’ answers, two quality checks were 
incorporated into the online questionnaire. First, a median completion time for the full-
launch data collection was set as a minimum of two-thirds of the soft-launch completion 
time, which is the industry standard of Qualtrics. In the soft launch, the median time was 
four minutes. Hence, the minimum time for completion was set to three minutes. It is 
worth mentioning that all the straight liners identified completed the questionnaire under 
the cut-off set of three minutes. Thus, by including the minimum time, the aim was to 
identify any outliers already present during the data collection. Second, an attention check 
was incorporated in the middle of the item-based questions (i.e., “please answer this 
question with agree”). Attention checks are regularly used in survey research to check 
whether the respondents read the questions carefully before stating an answer (Kung et 
al., 2018). Therefore, it was considered to be a good option in this study to further increase 
the data quality. 
 
5.2.2 Full-Launch Data Collection and Screening 
The full launch of the questionnaire data collection took place in the period between the 
5th of December 2018 and the 7th of January 2019. The data collection proceeded until the 
specified percentage for each quota was filled relative to the aim of 500 respondents. 
However, for a quota to be filled adequately, only complete datasets that fulfilled the 
requirements set before (i.e., ≥ 3 minutes for completion and right answer for the attention 
check) as well as the selection of the German nationality were counted. Incomplete 
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datasets as well as datasets not fulfilling the requirement were automatically discarded by 
the online survey system. Overall, 457 datasets were recorded as fulfilling all the 
requirements during the full launch. As within the soft-launch data, the data was checked 
for any straight liners (i.e., outliers). As a result, no outliers were identified. This shows 
that the incorporation of the quality checks (i.e., attention check and minimum completion 
time) allowed for the detection of all straight liners and therefore increased the data 
quality. After screening the datasets from the full launch (i.e., 457 datasets), the data was 
added to the soft-launch data (i.e., 44 datasets). In total, 501 complete datasets were 
collected, which were used to check whether the quota requirements were properly 
fulfilled in order to be approximately representative of the German population regarding 
age, gender, and monthly household net-income. This is reviewed in the following (see 
Table 5.1). 
 
Table 5.1: Quota Requirements 
Quotas (n = 501)  cluster needed (%) outcome (%) acceptable? 
Gender  male 49 49 yes 
female 51 51 yes 
Age 
 
 
  
18 – 24 9 9 yes 
25 – 34 15 15 yes 
35 – 49 24 23.0 yes 
50 – 64 27 27.5 yes 
65 + 25 25.5 yes 
Household Net-Income 
(monthly) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
below 900 € 9 9 yes 
900 – 1,300 € 12 12 yes 
1,300 – 1,500 € 7 7 yes 
1,500 – 2,000 € 16 16 yes 
2,000 – 2,600 €  15 15 yes 
2,600 – 3,200 €  11 11 yes 
3,200 – 4,500 € 16 16 yes 
4,500 – 6,000 € 8 8 yes 
6,000 above € 6 6 yes 
 
The reviewing process revealed that almost all of the quota sections were perfectly filled. 
There are only slight differences in the age section (35 – 49 years, - 1 percent; 50 – 64 
years, + 0.5 percent; 65 + years, + 0.5 percent). Since these are rather small (≤ 1 percent), 
they are acceptable. Overall, the gathered data is comparable on a relative basis to the 
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census data of Germany regarding gender, age, and the monthly household net-income 
and can therefore be considered as approximately representative of the German 
population. Additionally, the aim to reach a sample size of 500 respondents to conduct a 
robust and reliable SEM analysis was also fulfilled.  
 
5.3 Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics are used to quantitatively describe and summarise the features of the 
data collected. To give a broad overview of the gathered data, multiple descriptive 
statistics are used. First, the final data is checked for normality. Second, the demographic 
characteristics and profiles of the respondents are summarised using frequencies and 
percentages. Third, the Likert item-based questions are analysed with respect to the 
measures of central tendency and variability. These analyses are presented in the 
following subchapters.  
 
5.3.1 Data Normality 
According to Hair et al. (2014a, p. 38), “the starting point for understanding the nature of 
any variable is to characterise the shape of its distribution.” A normal distribution is 
characterised as being bell-shaped, where the middle is considered the centre of the 
distribution (Thompson, 2009). Univariate normality can be tested graphically as well as 
statistically (Hair et al., 2014a). In this study, the constructs that are proposed to 
determine the user acceptance of ADVs (i.e., PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, PS, INO, PR_O, TT_O, 
PR_SR, PR_PR, TT_S, TT_P) were tested statistically. In doing so, skewness and 
kurtosis values of the data were calculated.  
On the one hand, skewness is a measure of the symmetry of a distribution (Hair et al., 
2014a). Thus, it describes how the data is balanced (Vieira, 2017). In other words, 
skewness shows to what extent the variables relate to the mean (Kline, 2011; Vieira, 
2017). If the data is positively skewed than it includes “relatively few large values and 
tails off to the right” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 34). In the opposite case that the data is 
negatively skewed – then it has “relatively few small values and tails off to the left” (Hair 
et al., 2014a, p. 34). In case the values of skewness fall outside the range of + / - 1, then 
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the distribution indicates skewed data and therefore a violation of symmetry (Hair et al., 
2014a; Vieira, 2017).  
On the other hand, kurtosis describes the peakness or flatness of a distribution in 
comparison to the normal distribution (Hair et al., 2014a). A positive value shows a 
peaked distribution, whereas a negative value shows a relative flat distribution (Hair et 
al., 2014a). A relative normal peak of the distribution is indicated when the value lies 
within the range of + / - 1 (Vieira, 2017). For both skewness and kurtosis, determining 
the z-scores (i.e., skewness divided by the standard error or kurtosis divided by the 
standard error) is commonly done to further investigate normality. However, for sample 
sizes > 300, one should only depend on the absolute values of skewness and kurtosis to 
investigate normality (Kim, 2013). Therefore, in the case of this study, the z-scores were 
not considered. The data was checked, and all measured constructs fall in the range of + 
/ - 1 for skewness and kurtosis as recommended. Therefore, there is no violation to the 
symmetry, and the flatness/peakness of the data distribution is considered normal (see 
Table 5.2 on the following page).  
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Table 5.2: Skewness and Kurtosis 
Construct n Skewness 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
Performance Expectancy 
(PE) 
501 - 0.431 0.109 - 0.692 0.218 
Effort Expectancy (EE) 501 - 0.801 0.109 0.270 0.218 
Social Influence (SI) 501 - 0.202 0.109 - 0.748 0.218 
Facilitating Condition 
(FC) 
501 - 0.801 0.109 - 0.114 0.218 
Hedonic Motivation 
(HM) 
501 - 0.566 0.109 - 0.512 0.218 
Price Sensitivity (PS) 501 - 0.673 0.109 - 0.051 0.218 
Perceived Performance 
Risk (PR_PR) 
501 - 0.511 0.109 0.437 0.218 
Perceived Safety Risk 
(PR_SR) 
501 - 0.457 0.109 - 0.306 0.218 
Overall Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
501 - 0.030 0.109 - 0.558 0.218 
Parcel Drop-Off 
Performance (TT_P) 
501 - 0.429 0.109 - 0.077 0.218 
Street Performance 
(TT_S) 
501 - 0.229 0.109 - 0.484 0.218 
Overall Trust in 
Technology (TT_O) 
501 - 0.470 0.109 - 0.503 0.218 
Innovativeness (INO) 501 - 0.193 0.109 - 0.784 0.218 
Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
501 - 0.210 0.109 - 0.874 0.218 
 
 
5.3.2 Respondents’ Demographic Characteristics and Profiles 
The respondents’ characteristics are described by calculating the frequencies and the 
percentage of the various categories. On the one hand, these are basic demographics of 
the participants, including age, gender, monthly household net-income, educational level, 
and employment status. On the other hand, the online affinity of respondents, especially 
their online shopping behaviour (i.e., frequency of online shopping, using mobile apps), 
as well as their awareness of ADVs are described. This descriptive analysis was done to 
get a detailed overview of the study participants. Additionally, through the questions on 
online shopping and app usage, the aim was to describe the status of participants regarding 
their online technology affinity (i.e., using online shopping and usage of mobile apps). 
The findings are presented in the following figures and are summarised in Table 5.3 on 
page 200 of this thesis. This is followed by a more detailed discussion.  
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Overall, 501 complete datasets were collected and could be used for data analysis. 254 
females (51 percent) as well as 247 males (49 percent) took part in this study (see Figure 
5.1).  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Respondents’ Gender 
 
The majority of the participants were aged between 50-65 + years (53 percent). However, 
this is not surprising when considering the quotas set in this study, which represent the 
German population (see Figure 5.2).  
 
 
Figure 5.2: Respondents’ Age 
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In line with the quotas age and gender, monthly household net-income of the respondents 
is representative of the German population on a relative basis (see Figure 5.3).  
 
 
Figure 5.3: Respondents’ Monthly Household Net-Income 
 
The majority of the participants (224 participants; 45 percent) stated to have a secondary 
school certificate or below, whereas only five participants (1 percent) have a doctorate 
(see Figure 5.4).   
 
 
Figure 5.4: Respondents’ Education 
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Half of the participants (50 percent) stated to be employed full-time or part-time and 33 
percent stated to be retired (163 participants) (see Figure 5.5).    
 
 
Figure 5.5: Respondents’ Employment Status 
 
Almost half (42 percent) of the participants stated to shop online monthly, whereas only 
a very limited number of participants stated to never show online (1 percent) (see Figure 
5.6).   
 
 
Figure 5.6: Respondents’ Online Shopping Behaviour 
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Three quarter of the participants stated to use mobile apps, which shows the high affinity 
of mobile technology among the participants (see Figure 5.7).  
 
 
Figure 5.7: Respondents’ Usage of Mobile Apps 
 
Among those participants who stated to use mobile apps, 268 participants stated to use 
mobile apps for online shopping. In regard to the participants who stated to use mobile 
apps this is a frequency of 72 percent. Comparing this number to the total number of 
participants (n = 501) only 53 percent of the participants use mobile apps for online 
shopping (see Figure 5.8).  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Respondents’ Usage of Mobile Apps for Online Shopping 
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51 percent of the participants stated that they have never heard about ADVs before 
reading the information sheet of the questionnaire in this study (see Figure 5.9).  
 
 
Figure 5.9: Respondents’ Familiarity with ADVs 
 
Alongside the little familiarity of the participants with ADVs, 94 percent of the 
participants who stated that they have heard about ADVs before taking part in this survey, 
have never used ADVs as a delivery option, whereas only 6 percent used them. 
Comparing this number to the overall number of participants (n = 501), only 2.7 percent 
of the participants used ADVs before.   
 
 
Figure 5.10: Respondents’ Usage of ADVs 
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Table 5.3 summarises all the information presented in the foregoing figures. As such, it 
presents the variable, the category, the frequencies, as well as the percentages. This is 
followed by a more detailed discussion.  
 
Table 5.3: Respondents’ Demographic Characteristics and Profiles 
Variable Category Frequency (n = 501) % 
Gender Male 
Female 
247 
254 
49 
51 
Age 18 – 24 years 
25 – 34 years 
35 – 49 years 
50 – 64 years 
65 + years 
44 
76 
115 
138 
128 
9 
15 
23 
27.5 
25.5 
Monthly 
Household Net- 
Income 
< 900 € 
900 € – below 1,300 € 
1,300 € – below 1,500 € 
1,500 € – below 2,000 € 
2,000 € – below 2,600 € 
2,600 € – below 3,200 € 
3,200 € – below 4,500 € 
4,500 € – below 6,000 € 
6,000 € and above 
46 
60 
35 
78 
74 
57 
82 
39 
30 
9 
12 
7 
16 
15 
11 
16 
8 
6 
Education Secondary School Certificate or below 
High school degree 
University diploma 
Bachelor’s degree 
Master’s degree 
Doctorate 
No degree 
other 
224 
109 
46 
50 
48 
5 
4 
15 
45 
22 
9 
10 
10 
1 
1 
3 
Employment 
status 
Full-time employment 
Part-time employment 
Seeking work 
Retired  
Pupil 
Student 
Unable to work 
192 
60 
28 
163 
5 
29 
24 
38 
12 
6 
33 
1 
6 
5 
Online shopping Never 
Rarely 
Once a year 
A few times a year 
Monthly 
Weekly 
Daily  
5 
25 
5 
122 
210 
130 
4 
1 
5 
1 
24 
42 
26 
1 
Usage of mobile 
apps 
Yes 
No 
375 
126 
75 
25 
Usage of mobile 
apps for online 
shopping 
Yes  
No  
268 
105 
                   (n = 3738) 
72 
28 
Heard about 
ADVs 
Yes 
No 
245 
256 
49 
51 
Used ADVs Yes 
No 
14 
231               (n=245) 
6 
94 
                                                          
8 Two participants who stated to use mobile apps, stated also that they never do online shopping; therefore, the  
  number of responses is 373 and not 375.  
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As already discussed in section 5.2.2, the variables gender, age, and monthly household 
net-income are approximately representative of the German population. Regarding the 
educational level, roughly half of the respondents (45 percent) have a secondary school 
certificate or below, one-fifth of the respondents (22 percent) have a high school degree, 
and almost one-third (29 percent) have a university education (i.e., university diploma, 
bachelor’s, or master’s degree). Comparing this with the values of the German Bureau of 
Statistics (destatis), around 53 percent of Germans have a secondary school certificate or 
below, around 32 percent have a high school degree and around 18 percent have a 
university education (Destatis, 2017a). Thus, the respondents in this study are slightly 
higher-educated than the German average.  
Furthermore, the data mirrors the German employment status quite well. 50 percent of 
the participants are working either full-time or part-time and 33 percent are retirees, which 
is not surprising because more than one-fourth of the participants are above 65 years of 
age. Moreover, seven percent of respondents stated to be students. Compared to the 
number of the German Bureau of Statistics (destatis) 2.9 million students are enrolled at 
German universities, which represents 3.5 percent of the German population (Destatis, 
2019b). In this study, double as many students took part; thus, students are 
overrepresented.  
Regarding the online affinity, the data makes clear that 99 percent of the participants use 
the internet regularly to buy products online and therefore get parcels delivered to their 
homes’. In more detail, 42 percent stated to shop online monthly, 26 percent weekly, and 
24 percent a few times a year. Additionally, 75 percent are familiar with mobile apps. Out 
of these, 72 percent stated to use mobile apps to shop for products online. This shows not 
only the clear online activeness but also the technology affinity of the respondents, which 
is necessary to use ADVs as a delivery option. Taking these findings into consideration 
the participants can be considered as potential and regular users of ADVs as a delivery 
option for home delivery.  
Finally, and not surprisingly, only about half the participants have heard about ADVs (49 
percent). Moreover, only fourteen participants (approximately 2.7 percent) stated that 
they have used ADVs before. This, however, is not surprising because ADVs are still in 
a testing phase (i.e., pre-market introduction) and the focus of communicating 
information of autonomous vehicles is still on autonomous cars and buses rather than 
vehicles used for logistical purposes. Therefore, in contrast to other acceptance studies 
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that investigated user acceptance after the market introduction of the technology (e.g., 
studies on mobile banking), the findings of this study can be used to actually develop 
ADVs with the customer in mind before the broad market introduction, which might 
increase user acceptance.  
 
5.3.3 Measures of Central Tendency and Variability  
In this section the measures of central tendency of the Likert item-based questions to 
determine user acceptance of ADVs (theoretical framework questions) are presented. 
Here, the most common measure of central tendency – the mean – is presented. The mean 
is calculated by totalising all values for all subjects and dividing this total by the overall 
number of subjects (Klugh, 1986; Blaikie, 2006). Additionally, since the measures of 
central tendency do not provide any information on the data variability from one subject 
to another, the variance and the standard deviation for each item was calculated. On the 
one hand, the standard deviation is defined as the average distance from the mean in 
which each of the values lies. On the other hand, the variance is the average squared 
deviations about the mean (Thompson, 2009). In other words, the standard deviation is 
the square root of the variance. The findings with respect to the measure of central 
tendencies, the standard deviation as well as the variance for each item are presented in 
Table 5.4.  
 
Table 5.4: Mean, Variance and Standard Deviation 
Item n Mean Variance Std. Deviation 
PE1 501 4.66 3.200 1.789 
PE2 501 4.47 3.357 1.832 
PE3 501 4.05 3.658 1.913 
PE4 501 4.48 3.522 1.877 
EE1 501 5.16 2.314 1.554 
EE2 501 5.03 2.467 1.571 
EE3 501 4.92 2.560 1.600 
EE4 501 4.94 2.586 1.608 
SI1 501 4.03 3.061 1.750 
SI2 501 3.98 3.130 1.769 
SI3 501 3.88 2.983 1.727 
FC1 501 5.11 4.186 2.046 
FC2 501 4.77 3.311 1.820 
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Table 5.4: Mean, Variance and Standard Deviation – Continued 
Item n Mean Variance Std. Deviation 
FC3 501 5.10 3.263 1.806 
FC4 501 4.80 2.812 1.677 
HM1 501 4.67 3.380 1.838 
HM2 501 4.54 3.293 1.815 
HM3 501 4.50 3.274 1.810 
PSR1 501 4.94 3.599 1.897 
PSR2 501 5.58 3.016 1.737 
PSR3 501 2.64 2.438 1.561 
PSR4 501 5.25 3.061 1.749 
PSR5 501 5.29 3.222 1.795 
PR_PR1 501 5.15 1.702 1.305 
PR_PR2 501 5.16 1.800 1.342 
PR_PR3 501 4.73 2.251 1.500 
PR_SR1 501 4.87 2.380 1.543 
PR_SR2 501 4.73 2.438 1.561 
PR_SR3 501 4.70 2.513 1.585 
PR_OR1 501 4.37 2.442 1.563 
PR_OR2 501 4.26 2.617 1.618 
PR_OR3 501 4.03 2.657 1.630 
TT_P1 501 4.22 2.325 1.525 
TT_P2 501 4.26 2.262 1.504 
TT_P3 501 4.37 2.181 1.477 
TT_S1 501 3.87 2.440 1.562 
TT_S2 501 3.92 2.486 1.577 
TT_S3 501 4.02 2.368 1.539 
TT_OT1 501 4.33 2.603 1.613 
TT_OT2 501 4.32 2.699 1.643 
TT_OT3 501 4.24 2.905 1.704 
INO1 501 4.48 2.558 1.599 
INO2 501 3.62 3.491 1.869 
INO3 501 4.59 2.833 1.683 
BI1 501 3.83 3.288 1.813 
BI2 501 3.86 3.182 1.784 
BI3 501 3.94 3.159 1.777 
 
Reviewing the above table, it is most interesting that the respondents of this study seem 
to hold on average neutral acceptance towards the use of ADVs as a delivery option. 
Mathematically speaking, the mean scores of behavioural intentions (i.e., user 
acceptance) to use ADVs were not higher than the scale mid-point 4. According to Liu et 
al. (2019b), who investigated the acceptance of autonomous vehicles in China, it is quite 
common for the public to hold a neutral opinion of emerging technologies, because the 
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public still needs to form an opinion in relation to the technology. This supports the need 
for investigating the acceptance of ADVs at an early stage, because the findings can still 
be incorporated into the development and design of such vehicles, which might improve 
user acceptance during the introduction stage.   
 
5.4 Open Question Analysis 
Following the descriptive analysis in this study, the online questionnaire also included 
one open question where participants were asked whether they want to say anything else 
that might be relevant for the topic of investigation. Out of 501 participants, 89 
participants used this opportunity (some stated more than one topic). Since the answers 
of the participants are qualitative in nature due to the open question structure, thematic 
analysis was used to analyse the responses. Thematic analysis is one of the most common 
qualitative data analysis techniques (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In this study, the answers 
of the participants were coded in two steps. First, the answers of the participants that 
seemed to share a common meaning were grouped together. This step is also called 
interpretive coding. Second, the interpretive codes were then checked, and overarching 
themes were developed (King and Horrocks, 2010). The results of the thematic analysis 
can be found in Table 5.5. 
 
Table 5.5: Thematic Analysis of Open Question 
No.   Themes Number of participants 
1 good/cool/interesting topic 31 
2 dangerous/risky 17 
3 job loss 9 
4 risk of theft 8 
5 missing infrastructure 5 
6 needless 5 
7 not suitable for rural areas 4 
8 not trustworthy 4 
9 additional traffic congestion 3 
10 does not work properly  3 
11 affordable pricing 3 
12 futuristic  2 
13 no mobile device  1 
14 more research needs to be done 1 
15 legal aspects 1 
16 residential building with several floors (no door delivery) 1 
17 other technologies are better suited for home delivery 1 
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The qualitative findings indicate that several people find this type of delivery interesting 
and have positive attitudes towards it. The second most often mentioned topic was that 
ADVs are dangerous and risky. This supports the incorporation of risk into the theoretical 
framework in this study and is in line with the findings by Marsden et al. (2018) and 
Braun and Buckstegen (2017). Interestingly, several participants also stated that they 
believe that ADVs will lead to several job losses and ultimately increased unemployment. 
However, taking into consideration the heavily increasing parcel volume in Germany, a 
large number of additional drivers is needed to cope with this situation successfully. To 
date, however, there is already a clear shortage of drivers (Oliver Wyman Consulting, 
2019; HDS Consulting, 2019). Therefore, additional and innovative delivery options that 
are not dependent on a delivery person – like ADVs – are needed. Overall, the findings 
of this open question should be taken into consideration for further research. For instance, 
people might believe that there is a higher risk of theft when using ADVs as a delivery 
option and therefore the intention to use them might be lower (see subchapter 8.5 
recommendations for further research).  
 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter the data screening procedures were presented. This included the 
identification of six outliers in the soft-launch data collection stage as well as the 
procedures to avoid further outliers in the full-launch stage (i.e., minimum completion 
time, attention check). The total number of datasets in this study is 501 completes. The 
data is normally distributed taking into account skewness and kurtosis. Furthermore, the 
analysis of the respondents’ characteristics and profiles showed that the sample is 
approximately representative of the German population regarding age, gender and 
monthly household net-income. Next, the analysis of the central tendencies and 
variabilities of the item-based questions (theoretical framework questions) were 
presented, which showed for instance that participants have still a neutral acceptance 
towards the use of ADVs as a home delivery option. Finally, the analysis of the open-
ended question revealed that ADVs are generally considered an interesting topic; 
however, participants also stated negative associations like danger/risk or potential job 
loss, which should be considered in further research studies.  
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6 Chapter 6: Structural Equation Modelling Analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
After presenting the descriptive statistics and therewith also setting the basis for further 
multivariate data analysis, in this chapter the theoretically developed framework will be 
assessed. As explained in section 4.4.4.2, structural equation modelling (SEM) will be 
applied in two steps: the assessment of the measurement model and the assessment of the 
structural model. This chapter starts with a presentation of the commonly used goodness-
of-fit indices and follows with the assessment of the measurement model analysis. This 
includes the assessment of the goodness-of-fit of the measurement model (i.e., CFA 
model), the model inspections and modifications, as well as the analysis of the construct 
validity. Next, the structural model analysis is presented. This includes the assessment of 
goodness-of-fit indices as well as the testing of the hypotheses (i.e., assessing the 
structural paths). After having identified the statistically significant and insignificant 
constructs, the SEM analysis will be assessed again (i.e., measurement model and 
structural model analysis) by dropping the insignificant constructs. This step will help to 
develop a research model that can generally be used to investigate user acceptance of 
ADVs in the context of last-mile delivery.  
 
6.2 Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
In general, three types of goodness-of-fit indices are differentiated. First, “absolute fit 
indices are a direct measure of how well the model specified by the researcher reproduces 
the observed data” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 666). Examples of absolute fit indices are the chi-
square statistic, the normed chi-square statistic, and the root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA). Second, incremental fit indices differentiate themselves from 
absolute fit indices in that they assess how well the estimated model fits relative to some 
alternative baseline model (Hair et al., 2010). As with the absolute fit indices, there are 
many alternative incremental fit indices available that can be applied; two examples are 
the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) and the comparative fit index (CFI) (Kline, 2011; Hair et 
al., 2014a). Third, parsimony fit indices provide information about which model amongst 
competing models is best, considering the fit relative to the model complexity. One 
example of a parsimony fit index is the parsimony normed fit index (PNFI). However, 
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parsimony fit indices are rarely used for model assessment (Hair et al., 2014a). Thus, they 
are also not applied in this study to assess the model fit.  
A summary of the most widely reported fit indices (Hair et al., 2014a), including the 
abbreviations and thresholds regularly used, is presented in Table 6.1. In this study, these 
goodness-of-fit indices were calculated using AMOS25. 
 
Table 6.1: Commonly Used Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
 Index Abbreviation Threshold  Reference 
Absolute fit 
indices 
Chi-square and degrees of 
freedom 
χ² (df) p-value > 0.05  (Hair et al., 2014a; 
Byrne, 2016) 
Normed chi-square CMIN/DF 1.0 < χ²/df < 3.0 (Hair et al., 2014a; 
Byrne, 2016) 
Root mean square error of 
approximation  
RMSEA ≤ 0.05 (Browne and Cudeck, 
1992; Hu and Bentler, 
1999; Kaplan, 2009) 
Incremental 
fit indices 
Tucker-Lewis index TLI ≥ 0.95 (Hu and Bentler, 
1999; Kaplan, 2009) 
Comparative fit index CFI ≥ 0.95 (Hu and Bentler, 
1999; Schermelleh-
Engel et al., 2003; 
Kaplan, 2009) 
 
In this regard, it needs to be considered that there is no single index that can be used to 
distinguish good models from poor ones (Hair et al., 2014a). Accordingly, it is 
recommended to use multiple goodness-of-fit indices, which can support the 
determination of an acceptable model fit (Hair et al., 2014a; Byrne, 2016). Hair et al. 
(2014a) recommend the use of three to four indices to be able to establish adequate model 
fit. Moreover, they suggest complementing the chi-square and the associated degrees of 
freedom with at least one absolute fit index as well as one incremental fit index (Hair et 
al., 2014a).  
However, it needs to be considered that when using the chi-square test, the results can 
often be misleading because it is very sensitive to the sample size (Werner and 
Schermelleh-Engel, 2009). When using a large sample, which is the case in this study (n 
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= 501), it is very likely that the chi-square outcome is significant and therefore it would 
be recommended to reject the model, even though only tiny differences between the 
observed and the perfect model occur (Werner and Schermelleh-Engel, 2009). One fit 
index that has been developed to overcome the dependency problem on the sample size 
is the normed chi-square (CMIN/DF). Therefore, it is recommended to use the CMIN/DF 
in addition to the chi-square (Werner and Schermelleh-Engel, 2009; Hair et al., 2014a). 
Considering these guidelines, in this study the chi-square is complemented with the 
CMIN/DF to overcome the issue with the large sample. Furthermore, the RMSEA, 
comprising an additional absolute fit index and the TLI and the CFI, which comprise two 
incremental fit indices, will be used to assess the model fit in this study using the 
thresholds presented in Table 6.1.  
It is worth mentioning that the Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI), which was regularly used to 
assess the model fit in various previous studies, is not considered in this thesis to assess 
the model fit. This is based on the findings by Sharma et al. (2005) who found in a Monte 
Carlo simulation of covariance structured models that the GFI performs the worst with 
respect to its effects regarding the sample size, number of indicators and detecting model 
misspecifications. As a result, it is no longer recommended to use the GFI to assess the 
model fit (Sharma et al., 2005). 
 
6.3 Measurement Model Analysis 
The measurement model will be assessed by applying a confirmatory factor analysis 
(CFA). In other words, it is tested “how well measured variables represent a smaller 
number of constructs” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 602). CFA differs from exploratory factor 
analysis (EFA) in that it is theory-based (Hair et al., 2014a). The constructs and items 
that describe these need to be specified before the model can be computed. According to 
Hair et al. (2014a, p. 603), “CFA statistics tell us how well our theoretical specification 
of the factors matches reality (the actual data).” Therefore, it allows for confirmation or 
rejection of a preconceived theory (Hair et al., 2014a). Since this study is based on 
existing theory by utilising and testing a modified version of the UTAUT2 model as well 
as using previously validated scales, the CFA approach is most applicable.  
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The assessment of the measurement model will be presented in the following subchapters. 
This includes the assessment of the initial measurement model fit, the measurement 
model inspection and modification procedures, the final measurement model fit, as well 
as the assessment of the construct validity of the final measurement model.  
 
6.3.1 Initial Measurement Model Fit                                                                     
The initial measurement model comprises 14 constructs (PE; EE; SI; FC; HM; PS; 
PR_PR; PR_SR; PR_O; TT_P; TT_S; TT_O; INO; BI) that are measured by 47 items. 
An overview of the constructs, the measured items, and the code names is presented in 
subchapter 3.4. In this study the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is applied using the 
maximum likelihood method. Running the initial measurement model revealed the 
following results (see Table 6.2):  
 
Table 6.2: Goodness-of-Fit Indices Initial Measurement Model 
Indices χ² df CMIN/DF RMSEA TLI CFI 
Standards - - Between 1 and 3 ≤ 0.05 ≥ 0.95 ≥ 0.95 
Results 2219.764 943 2.354 0.052 0.949 0.956 
 
As expected, due to the large sample size, the chi-square is significant (p-value = 0.000). 
Therefore, when relying only on the chi-square the model should be rejected. However, 
within this study, multiple fit indices are considered. All other fit indices have reached or 
are at the cut-off level recommended. Therefore, the model already shows adequate fit. 
Nevertheless, it is recommended in addition to evaluating the goodness-of-fit statistics to 
check a number of model diagnostics, which might reveal some areas to further improve 
the model or even reveal problematic areas not revealed until this point (Hair et al., 
2014a). In doing so, the following diagnostic measures were examined: standardised 
regression weights, standardised residual covariances, and modification indices (Hair et 
al., 2014a). This examination will be presented in the following subchapter.  
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6.3.2 Measurement Model Inspection and Modification  
The model fit assessment is done in a step-by-step procedure, meaning that when a 
problematic item is identified, it is inspected in detail. In case the item qualified for 
deletion, it was deleted, and the model was rerun. In this study the model was rerun three 
times until the final measurement model was established.  
To qualify for deletion more than one criterion stated in the following should not be met:  
(1) Standardised regression weights should be above the threshold of 0.70  
(2) Standardised residual covariance should be in the range of |2.58| 
(3) Modification indices for the regression weights should be below 4.0 
According to Hair et al. (2014a), items should be deleted when they prove problematic 
on most of these levels. Byrne (2016) supports this view by stating that only those items 
that demonstrate high standardised residual covariances as well as high modification 
indices of the regression weights should be candidates for deletion. Based on these 
criteria, three items were deleted (i.e., PSR3, PSR1, and PR_PR3). The inspection process 
will be described in detail in the following. 
The first diagnostic measure is to check the standardised regression weights (i.e., factor 
loadings). In the initial measurement model all standardised regression weights, except 
for the PSR3, are above the recommended threshold value of 0.70 (Hair et al., 2014a). 
The values range from 0.74 to 0.97. However, PSR3 holds a negative  
0.136 value (≈ - 0.14), which indicates some problems with the item. Therefore, the 
standardised residual covariances as well as the modification indices for the regression 
weights for item PSR3 were checked. The inspection of the standardised residual 
covariances revealed that many residuals exceeded the threshold of |2.58|, even though 
exceeding the threshold of |2.58| in the range of |2.58| to |4| might not be that problematic 
in case no other diagnostic measures indicate a problem (Hair et al., 2014a). However, in 
this case, the standardised residual covariances of PSR3 even exceeded in some case the 
threshold of |4|. As a final step, the items modification indices for the regression weights 
were checked for item PSR3. The assessment revealed that the modification indices of 
the regression weights were all in a range between 6.10 to 33.5, which is considered high, 
thus, indicating some issues with unidimensionality. As a result, all three assessment 
criteria stated above were checked and revealed some issues with item PSR3. Therefore, 
the item PSR3 was deleted.  
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As a next step, the model was rerun again. All standardised regression weights are now 
above the recommended level of 0.70. Furthermore, the standardised residual covariances 
are checked again for any further items that exceed the level of |4| or items lying in the 
range of |2.58| to |4|, which might be problematic. The inspection revealed that item PSR1 
has many standardised residual covariances above |2.58|, and one value even exceeded 
the threshold of |4|. Therefore, the modification indices for the regression weights of item 
PSR1 were inspected. As a result, all values lie between the range of 4.0 to 48.8. Again, 
indicating some problems with the item’s unidimensionality. Since both, the standardised 
residual covariances as well as the modification indices for the regression weights 
indicate some issues with that item, PSR1 was deleted.  
As a next step, the model was rerun again. Since all standardised regression weights were 
already inspected, the standardised residual covariances were directly checked. Item 
PR_PR3 was identified as potentially problematic since many standardised residual 
covariances are in the range of |2.58| to |4|. However, as stated before, these might only 
indicate problems in case any other diagnostic method revealed a problem. Thus, the 
modification indices for standardised regression weights were checked and revealed 
values of 6.9 to 51.2, indicating again some lack of unidimensionality of the item. Since 
the construct has only three items, deleting PR_PR3 reaches the minimum of items 
necessary for identification (two-indicator rule) (Kline, 2011). Nevertheless, it is possible 
to retain a construct with only two items if those items are highly correlated with each 
other ( r > 0.70) (Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). In this case, the correlation for the 
remaining items PR_PR1 and PR_PR2 is 0.858. Thus, it was not seen as problematic to 
delete item PR_PR3.  
As a final step, the model was rerun again. The matrix of the standardised residual 
covariances displayed only one value above the cut-off of |2.58| (i.e., FC4 <–> PSR2 = -
2.85) but still in the range of |2.58| to |4|. Since this is not seen as problematic no action 
was taken, given the overall positive results as well as the solid theoretical basis of the 
model (Hair et al., 2014a).    
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6.3.3 Final Measurement Model Fit                                                                      
The final measurement model still comprises 14 constructs (PE; EE; SI; FC; HM; PS; 
PR_P; PR_S; PR_O; TT_P; TT_S; TT_O; INO; BI). However, since three items were 
deleted, they are measured by only 44 items. The goodness-of-fit indices are presented in 
Table 6.3 below. For more details on the standardised regression weights, the 
standardised residual covariances as well as the modification indices of the final 
measurement model of the theoretical research framework, see Appendix C: 
Measurement Model. 
 
Table 6.3: Goodness-of-Fit Indices Final Measurement Model 
Indices χ² df CMIN/DF RMSEA TLI CFI 
Standards - - Between 1 and 3 ≤ 0.05 ≥ 0.95 ≥ 0.95 
Results 1746.510 811 2.154 0.048 0.96 0.966 
 
Again, as expected, the chi-square is significant (p-value = 0.000). Therefore, when 
relying only on the chi-square the model should be rejected. However, within this study, 
multiple fit indices were considered. All other fit indices have now clearly exceeded the 
minimum thresholds recommended. Therefore, it can be concluded that the deletion of 
the three items improved the model fit to an excellent level. The final measurement model 
is presented in Figure 6.1 on the following page.  
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Figure 6.1: Final Measurement Model 
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6.3.4 Construct Validity 
Since the constructs are well defined at this stage, the final modified model is assessed 
regarding construct validity. In other words, it is checked whether the measured variables 
(i.e., items) actually represent the latent construct for which they are designed to measure 
(Kline, 2011; Hair et al., 2014a). Checking construct validity is one of the primary goals 
of CFA/SEM (Hair et al., 2014a). However, it needs to be considered that there is no 
single test for construct validity (Kline, 2011). Validity in this study is assessed by 
convergent validity, discriminant validity, as well as nomological validity. The 
assessment of the convergent validity and discriminant validity is presented in the 
following. Nomological validity is tested in the structural model assessment section 
because it tests whether correlations make sense. In other words, nomological validity is 
a plausibility test (Hair et al., 2014a).   
 
6.3.4.1 Convergent Validity 
Convergent validity of a construct “assesses the degree to which two measures of the 
same concept are correlated” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 124). It is achieved when multiple 
items operate in a consistent manner (Straub et al., 2004) and can be assessed by 
standardised regression weights, average variance extracted, and construct reliability 
(Hair et al., 2010). First, the standardised regression weights were taken from the AMOS 
output. Second, construct reliability “is a measure of the degree to which a set of 
indicators of a latent construct is internally consistent based on how highly interrelated 
the indicators are with each other” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 548). For each set of items 
representing one construct, reliability was calculated using IBM SPSS25. In doing so, the 
Cronbach’s alpha was calculated, as it is the commonly applied reliability estimate (Hair 
et al., 2014a). The average variance extracted “is calculated as the mean variance 
extracted from the items loading on a construct and is a summary indicator of 
convergence” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 619). Since the average variance extracted (AVE) 
can neither be calculated in SPSS25 nor in AMOS, it was calculated using Microsoft 
Excel with the following formula (Hair et al., 2014a): 
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λ² is representing the squared standardised regression weights (factor loadings) and n is 
representing the number of items (Hair et al., 2010; Hair et al., 2014a). As a rule of thumb, 
the standardised regression weights should be above 0.7, the average variance extracted 
(AVE) should be above 0.5, and the construct reliability should be above 0.7 to account 
for convergent validity (Hair et al., 2014a). See Table 6.4 for the results.  
 
Table 6.4: Convergent Validity and Reliability 
Construct  Item 
Standardised 
Regression 
weights 
Average Variance 
Extracted  
Construct Reliability 
(Cronbach’s Alpha) 
PE 
PE1 0.868 
0.801 0.940 
PE2 0.940 
PE3 0.885 
PE4 0.884 
EE 
EE1 0.888 
0.825 0.949 
EE2 0.899 
EE3 0.919 
EE4 0.926 
SI 
SI1 0.933 
0.903 0.965 SI2 0.965 
SI3 0.952 
FC 
FC1 0.849 
0.685 0.892 
FC2 0.807 
FC3 0.909 
FC4 0.736 
HM 
HM1 0.943 
0.900 0.963 HM2 0.972 
HM3 0.931 
PS 
PSR2 0.878 
0.747* 0.898** PSR4 0.832 
PSR5 0.882 
PR_O 
PR_OR1 0.939 
0.826 0.932 PR_OR2 0.956 
PR_OR3 0.826 
PR_PR 
PR_PR1 0.891 
0.861*** 0.923**** 
PR_PR2 0.963 
PR_SR 
PR_SR1 0.925 
0.889 0.959 PR_SR2 0.968 
PR_SR3 0.936 
TT_O 
TT_OT1 0.955 
0.921 0.972 TT_OT2 0.966 
TT_OT3 0.957 
TT_P 
TT_P1 0.887 
0.832 0.937 TT_P2 0.943 
TT_P3 0.906 
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Table 6.4: Convergent Validity and Reliability – Continued 
Construct  Item 
Standardised 
Regression 
weights 
Average Variance 
Extracted  
Construct Reliability 
(Cronbachs' Alpha) 
TT_S 
TT_S1 0.916 
0.887 0.959 TT_S2 0.958 
TT_S3 0.951 
INO 
INO1 0.859 
0.738 0.892 INO2 0.874 
INO3 0.844 
BI 
BI1 0.929 
0.905 0.966 BI2 0.956 
BI3 0.968 
Note: * AVE before excluding the items PSR3 and PSR1 = 0.585; ** alpha before excluding the items PSR3 and PSR1 = 0.775; *** 
AVE before excluding item PR_PR3 = 0.768; **** alpha before excluding item PR_PR3 = 0.898 
 
Inspecting Table 6.4 above, all standardised regression weights are above the minimum 
threshold of 0.70, the AVE values are all above 0.50, and the construct reliability 
(Cronbach’s alpha) of the items are all above 0.70. Overall, the results in Table 6.4 show 
a high level of convergent validity of the constructs used in this study. As a next step, 
discriminant validity was checked. This will be presented in the following subchapter. 
 
6.3.4.2 Discriminant Validity 
“Discriminant validity is the extent to which a construct is truly distinct from other 
constructs” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 619). Thus, evidence that a construct is unique and only 
captures some phenomena others do not is represented with high discriminant validity 
(Hair et al., 2014a). According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), it is tested by comparing 
the square roots of the AVE to the correlation coefficients. If the square roots of the AVE 
are higher than the correlation coefficients, then discriminant validity is supported. The 
results are presented in the Table 6.5 on the following page. It shows that the square-
rooted AVE values are all greater than the inter-construct correlations. Thus, discriminant 
validity is supported in this study, meaning all constructs are unique. 
Overall, the CFA measurement model results show that the constructs used in this study 
have great validity in terms of convergent validity as well as discriminant validity.  
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Table 6.5: Square Roots of AVE and Inter-Construct Correlations 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: the values on the diagonal (bold) are the square roots of the AVE; values below the diagonal are the inter-construct correlations (p < 0.001).  
 AVE PR_PR PR_SR PR_O HM PS TT_O TT_S TT_P PE EE SI FC INO BI 
PR_PR 0.861 0.928              
PR_SR 0.889 0.591 0.943             
PR_O 0.826 0.613 0.857 0.909            
HM 0.900 -0.246 -0.350 -0.428 0.949           
PS 0.747 0.303 0.245 0.248 -0.479 0.864          
TT_O 0.921 -0.407 -0.521 -0.640 0.695 -0.478 0.960         
TT_S 0.887 -0.361 -0.563 -0.588 0.638 -0.498 0.861 0.942        
TT_P 0.832 -0.382 -0.457 -0.538 0.657 -0.440 0.870 0.836 0.912       
PE 0.801 -0.233 -0.368 -0.423 0.807 -0.450 0.668 0.604 0.638 0.895      
EE 0.825 -0.180 -0.265 -0.362 0.664 -0.309 0.597 0.551 0.610 0.714 0.908     
SI 0.903 -0.282 -0.294 -0.363 0.734 -0.526 0.639 0.582 0.619 0.741 0.639 0.950    
FC 0.685 -0.143 -0.215 -0.345 0.628 -0.274 0.554 0.504 0.563 0.601 0.789 0.624 0.828   
INO 0.738 -0.252 -0.271 -0.348 0.661 -0.509 0.559 0.530 0.577 0.574 0.545 0.627 0.604 0.859  
BI 0.905 -0.343 -0.415 -0.514 0.771 -0.634 0.768 0.730 0.713 0.760 0.601 0.745 0.584 0.702 0.951 
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6.4 Structural Model Analysis  
After the measurement model was assessed and the outcome revealed satisfactory results, 
the next step was to assess the structural model. This was done by assessing the fit indices 
and the path coefficients. In contrast to the measurement model, the focus of the structural 
model shifts to the relationships between the latent constructs (Hair et al., 2014a). In more 
detail, “the structural model applies the structural theory by specifying which constructs 
are related to each other and the nature of each relationship” (Hair et al., 2014a, p. 641). 
The structural model was created in IBM AMOS25 by deleting all double-headed arrows 
(i.e., covariances) of the final measurement model and drawing the hypothesised 
structural paths (causal arrows) into the model as presented in Figure 6.2. The aim of 
hypotheses testing was to determine which independent constructs influence the 
dependent constructs (Hair et al., 2014a). 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Hypothesised Structural Model 
 
The model specified performance expectancy (PE), effort expectancy (EE), social 
influence (SI), facilitating conditions (FC), hedonic motivation (HM), price sensitivity 
(PS), perceived performance risk (PR_PR), perceived safety risk (PR_SR), parcel drop-
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off performance (TT_P), and street performance (TT_S) as exogenous (independent) 
constructs, whereas overall trust in technology (TT_O) and overall risk (PR_O) are 
simultaneously dependent and independent constructs. Moreover, behavioural intention 
(BI) is only considered as an endogenous (dependent) construct. Table 6.6 shows the 
exogenous and endogenous constructs and presents the hypotheses by indicating the 
causal paths.  
 
Table 6.6: Exogenous and Endogenous Constructs and Hypothesised Relationships 
Exogenous Construct 
(independent) 
Endogenous Construct 
(dependent) 
Hypothesis Hypothesised 
Relationship  
Performance expectancy 
(PE) 
Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H1 PE → BI (+) 
Effort Expectancy (EE) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H2 EE → BI (+) 
Social Influence (SI) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H3 SI → BI (+) 
Facilitating Conditions (FC) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H4 FC → BI (+) 
Hedonic Motivation (HM) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H5 HM → BI (+) 
Price Sensitivity (PS) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H6 PS → BI (-) 
Overall Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H7a PR_O → BI (-) 
Perceived Performance 
Risk (PR_PR) 
Overall Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
H7b PR_PR → PR_O (+) 
Perceived Safety Risk 
(PR_SR) 
Overall Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
H7c PR_SR → PR_O (+)  
Overall Trust in 
Technology (TT_O) 
Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H8a TT_O → BI (+) 
Street Performance (TT_S) Overall Trust in 
Technology (TT_O) 
H8b TT_S → TT_O (+) 
Parcel drop-off 
Performance (TT_P) 
Overall Trust in 
Technology (TT_O) 
H8c TT_P → TT_O (+) 
Overall Trust in 
Technology (TT_O) 
Overall Perceived Risk 
(PR_O) 
H8d TT_O → PR_O (-) 
Innovativeness (INO) Behavioural Intention 
(BI) 
H9 INO → BI (+) 
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6.4.1 Structural Model Fit 
The procedure of the structural model assessment followed the same steps as with the 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). As a first step, the model-fit-indices were assessed. 
The model fit criteria were the same as for the measurement model (CFA model) in the 
previous subchapters. Following these criteria, the structural model provides good fit, as 
can be seen in Table 6.7 below.  
 
Table 6.7: Structural Model Fit 
Indices χ² df CMIN/DF RMSEA TLI CFI 
Standards - - Between 1 and 3 ≤ 0.05 ≥ 0.95 ≥ 0.95 
Results 1827.153 833 2.193 0.049 0.959 0.964 
 
 
As a next step, the validity of the structural model is assessed based on the comparison of 
the structural model fit compared to the CFA model (Hair et al., 2014a). See Table 6.8. 
 
Table 6.8: Model Fit Comparison CFA and Structural Model 
Indices CFA 
structural 
model 
Difference 
χ² 1746.51 1827.153 80.643 
DF 811 833 22 
p-value 0.0000 0.0000 - 
CMIN/DF 2.154 2.193 0.039 
TLI 0.96 0.959 -0.001 
CFI 0.966 0.964 -0.002 
RMSEA 0.048 0.049 0.001 
 
The comparison of the chi-square of the CFA and the structural model shows a delta of 
80.643 with 22 degrees of freedom (p = 0.000). The delta of 22 degrees of freedom shows 
that all but 22 structural paths are estimated. Since this delta is highly significant, further 
structural paths could be considered (Hair et al., 2014a). However, since this research is 
explanatory rather than exploratory, no further paths are considered in this study. Overall, 
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considering all other goodness-of-fit statistics presented in Table 6.8, no substantive 
changes occurred between the CFA and the structural model fit. In other words, the 
structural model fit statistics are not substantially different to the CFA, and therefore it 
can be concluded that the structural model does not lack validity (Hair et al., 2014a). 
However, as with the assessment of the CFA model, the structural model assessment is 
not entirely based on the goodness-of-fit indices alone. In this study the validity of the 
hypothesised relationships was also assessed by the parameter estimates (i.e., 
standardised regression weights). This is presented in the following subchapter.  
 
6.4.2 Hypotheses Testing 
To support the hypothesised relationships, the standardised path coefficients (i.e., 
standardised regression weights) were required to be significant at the p < 0.05 level (Hair 
et al., 2014a). To be significant at the p < 0.05 level, the critical ratio value must be higher 
than 1.96 or lower than - 1.96 (Hair et al., 2014a). 
 
Table 6.9: Path Coefficients Structural Model 
      Estimate 
Standardised 
estimate 
Standard 
error 
Critical 
ratio 
P-value 
TT_O  TT_S 0.468 0.435 0.049 9.635 *** 
TT_O  TT_P 0.585 0.512 0.053 11.052 *** 
PR_O  PR_S 0.673 0.658 0.037 18.361 *** 
PR_O  PR_P 0.162 0.129 0.039 4.130 *** 
PR_O  TT_O - 0.234 - 0.247 0.027 - 8.794 *** 
BI  PE 0.223 0.222 0.050 4.476 *** 
BI  EE - 0.077 - 0.069 0.054 - 1.434 0.151 
BI  SI 0.120 0.118 0.042 2.858 ** 
BI  FC 0.040 0.042 0.045 0.899 0.369 
BI  HM 0.114 0.118 0.045 2.503 * 
BI  PS - 0.222 - 0.210 0.033 - 6.634 *** 
BI  INO 0.208 0.171 0.047 4.437 *** 
BI  PR_O - 0.080 - 0.070 0.034 - 2.381 * 
BI  TT_O 0.269 0.248 0.039 6.827 *** 
Note: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; estimate = regression weight; standardised estimate = standardised regression weight 
 
Taking into consideration the results presented in Table 6.9, most of the hypothesised 
links are significant at the p-level of *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, or * p < 0.05, respectively. 
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However, the paths, EE → BI and FC → BI could not be proven statistically significant 
and therefore were rejected. Hence, the analysis of the parameter estimates revealed that 
out of 14 hypotheses, 12 hypotheses were accepted. Overall, 12 estimates are consistent 
with the hypotheses and therefore the theoretically proposed framework could be proven 
with a caveat for the two paths mentioned before. Furthermore, the structural model was 
able to explain 80 percent of the variance in BI, 79 percent of the variance in PR_O, as 
well as 82 percent of the variance in TT_O, which also supports the validity of the 
structural model. Collectively, these results reflect the expectations specified in the 
theoretically developed framework and thus support nomological validity (Hair et al., 
2014a).  
In addition to the hypotheses testing of the research constructs proposed, in a second step 
demographic variables (i.e., age and gender) were also included into the structural model 
as control variables. However, neither age nor gender had a significant effect on 
behavioural intention (see Table 6.10). Additionally, the inclusion of the control variables 
did not significantly change the standardised estimates of the other constructs (for further 
details see Appendix E.1). Thus, it can be concluded that age and gender do not 
significantly influence behavioural intention to use ADVs for last-mile delivery in the 
German context.   
  
Table 6.10: Path Coefficients Control Variables 
      Estimate 
Standardised 
estimate 
Standard 
error 
Critical ratio P-value 
BI  Age - 0.017 - 0.013 0.034 - 0.512 0.609 
BI  Gender - 0.036 - 0.010 0.077 - 0.469 0.639 
 
The final structural model is presented in Figure 6.3 on the following page, including the 
values provided in this subchapter. Additionally, Table 6.11 gives an overview of all 
hypotheses, the hypothesised relationships, their directions as well as the standardised 
regression weights and the results.  
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Figure 6.3: Final Structural Model 
 
Table 6.11: Hypotheses Results 
Hypothesis Hypothesis        
Relationship 
Standardised          
Regression Weights  
Result 
H1: Performance expectancy 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PE → BI (+) 0.222 Supported *** 
H2: Effort expectancy 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
EE → BI (+) - 0.069 Rejected  
H3: Social influence 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
SI → BI (+) 0.118 Supported ** 
H4: Facilitating conditions 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
FC → BI (+) 0.042 Rejected 
H5: Hedonic motivation 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
HM → BI (+) 0.118 Supported * 
H6: Price sensitivity 
negatively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PS → BI (-) - 0.210 Supported *** 
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Table 6.11: Hypotheses Results – Continued 
Hypothesis Hypothesis        
Relationship 
Standardised          
Regression Weights  
Result 
H7a: Overall perceived risk 
negatively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PR_O → BI (-) - 0.070 Supported * 
H7b: Perceived performance 
risk positively influences 
overall perceived risk. 
PR_PR → PR_O 
(+) 
0.129 Supported *** 
H7c: Perceived safety risk 
positively influences overall 
perceived risk.  
PR_SR → PR_O 
(+) 
0.658 Supported ***  
H8a: Overall trust in 
technology positively 
influences behavioural 
intention to use ADVs. 
TT_O → BI (+) 0.248 Supported *** 
H8b: Parcel drop-off 
performance positively 
influences overall trust in 
technology. 
TT_P → TT_O (+) 0.512 Supported *** 
H8c: Street performance 
positively influences overall 
trust in technology.  
TT_S → TT_O (+) 0.435 Supported *** 
H8d: Overall trust in 
technology negatively 
influences overall perceived 
risk.  
TT_O → PR_O (-) - 0.247 Supported *** 
H9: Innovativeness 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
INO → BI (+) 0.171 Supported *** 
Note: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
 
H1: Performance expectancy positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
The standardised regression weight from performance expectancy (PE) to behavioural 
intention (BI) is 0.222 at a significance level of p < 0.001, which shows that this path is 
statistically significant. Thus, the result revealed that H1 is supported. Overall, it can be 
concluded that PE has a positive and significant effect on BI and an increase in PE will 
positively influence BI.  
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H2: Effort expectancy positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
The standardised regression weight from effort expectancy (EE) to BI is - 0.069 and 
statistically insignificant. Therefore, H2 cannot be supported on this basis and therefore 
the hypothesis was rejected. As a result, it can be stated that EE does not statistically 
significantly influence BI in the context of user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery 
in Germany (see subchapter 7.3.2.1 for a detailed discussion). 
H3: Social influence positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
The standardised regression weight for social influence (SI) to BI revealed a value of 
0.118, which is statistically significant at the level of p < 0.01. Therefore, H3 is supported 
and SI has a positive and statistically significant effect on BI. An increase of SI will 
therefore positively influence BI. 
H4: Facilitating conditions positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs.  
The standardised regression weight for facilitating conditions (FC) to BI is 0.042 and is 
statistically insignificant. As a matter of fact, H4 cannot be supported on this basis and 
was rejected. On this basis, it can be concluded that FC has no statistically significant 
effect on BI and therefore does not statistically influence the user acceptance of ADVs in 
last-mile delivery in Germany (see subchapter 7.3.2.2 for a detailed discussion). 
H5: Hedonic motivation positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs. 
The standardised regression weight for hedonic motivation (HM) to BI is 0.118 at a 
statistical significance level of p < 0.05. Thus, H5 is supported. This demonstrates that 
HM has a positive effect on BI to use ADVs and indicates that HM positively influences 
BI and therefore user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery in Germany.  
H6: Price sensitivity negatively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs. 
The standardised regression weight for price sensitivity (PS) to BI is - 0.210 and 
statistically significant at the level of p < 0.001. Hence, H6 is supported. This 
demonstrates that PS has a negative effect on BI to use ADVs in last-mile delivery in 
Germany. Therefore, an increase of PS will have negative effects on BI and therefore on 
the user acceptance of ADVs. 
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H7a: Overall perceived risk negatively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs. 
The standardised regression weight for overall perceived risk (PR_O) to BI is - 0.07 and 
statistically significant (p < 0.05). This result supports H7a and indicates that PR_O 
negatively influences BI to use ADVs in last-mile delivery in Germany. Therefore, an 
increase of PR_O will negatively influence BI to use ADVs as a delivery option. 
H7b: Perceived safety risk positively influences overall perceived risk. 
The standardised regression weight for perceived safety risk (PR_SR) to PR_O is 0.658 
and statistically significant (p < 0.001). Therefore, H7b is supported. This demonstrates 
that PR_SR has a positive and significant effect on PR_O, implying that if PR_SR 
increases, then PR_O will also increase.  
H7c: Perceived performance risk positively influences overall perceived risk.  
The standardised regression weight for perceived performance risk (PR_P) to PR_O is 
0.129 and statistically significant at the level p < 0.001. Therefore, H7c is supported. This 
reveals that PR_PR has a positive and significant effect on PR_O, indicating that an 
increase of PR_PR positively influences PR_O. 
H8a: Overall trust in technology positively influences behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
The standardised regression weight for overall trust in technology (TT_O) on BI is 0.248 
and statistically significant at the level p < 0.001, which supports H8a. This indicates that 
TT_O positively affects BI to use ADVs, thus indicating that an increase TT_O will lead 
to an increase in BI.  
H8b: Parcel drop-off performance positively influences overall trust in technology. 
The standardised regression weight for parcel drop-off performance (TT_P) to TT_O is 
0.512 and statistically significant (p < 0.001), which strongly supports H8b. This 
demonstrates that TT_P has a positive and significant effect on TT_O, indicating that 
TT_P positively influences TT_O in the context of last-mile delivery in Germany.  
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H8c: Street performance positively influences overall trust in technology. 
The standardised regression weight for street performance (TT_S) to TT_O is 0.435 and 
statistically significant at the level p < 0.001. Therefore, H8c is supported. This indicates 
that TT_S positively and significantly affects TT_O, and an increase of TT_S will 
therefore lead to an increase in TT_O.  
H8d: Overall trust in technology negatively influences overall perceived risk. 
The standardised regression weight for TT_O to PR_O is - 0.247 and statistically 
significant at the level of p < 0.001. Thus, the results reveal support for H8d. This 
demonstrates that TT_O negatively influences PR_O. As a matter of fact, an increase in 
TT_O will lead to a decrease of PR_O.  
H9: Innovativeness positively influences behavioural intention to use ADVs. 
The standardised regression weight for innovativeness (INO) to BI is 0.171 and 
statistically significant (p < 0.001). This result reveals support for H9. Hence, INO 
positively influences BI to use ADVs. It can be concluded that an increase of INO will 
positively influence BI in the context of last-mile delivery in Germany.  
 
6.5 Re-Estimation of the Research Framework 
As outlined before, within the hypotheses testing, two insignificant paths (i.e., effort 
expectancy and facilitating conditions) were identified. To strengthen the research 
findings as well as to be able to develop a general research model, these insignificant 
constructs were dropped and the structural equation modelling, including the 
measurement model analysis and the structural model analysis, was re-estimated. In doing 
so, the same steps were conducted as for the measurement model and the structural model 
analysis in the previous subchapters of this thesis. As a result, all paths were significant 
and the final model to investigate behavioural intention (i.e., user acceptance) of ADVs 
in Germany could be developed at this stage. In other words, the findings provide strong 
support for the “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” within the German 
last-mile delivery context. The detailed findings of the re-estimations of the structural 
equation modelling are presented in the following subchapters.  
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6.5.1 Measurement Model Analysis 
The measurement model analysis included the same steps as for the initial measurement 
model analysis in the previous subchapter. This includes the analysis of the measurement 
model fit as well as the construct validity. The latter includes the discriminant validity 
and convergent validity. Also, nomological validity will be tested in the structural model 
analysis.  
 
6.5.1.1 Measurement Model Fit 
After excluding the insignificant constructs (i.e., effort expectancy and facilitating 
conditions), the measurement model comprises 12 constructs (PE; SI, HM PS, PR_P; 
PR_S; PR_O; TT_P; TT_S; TT_O; INO; BI) measured by 36 items (see Figure 6.4). The 
measurement model was re-estimated, and the goodness-of-fit indices presented in Table 
6.12 were calculated. 
  
Table 6.12: Goodness-of-Fit Indices – Re-Estimated 
Indices χ² df CMIN/DF RMSEA TLI CFI 
Standards - - Between 1 and 3 ≤ 0.05 ≥ 0.95 ≥ 0.95 
Results 1155.120 528 2.188 0.049 0.968 0.973 
 
Following the cut-off criteria presented in Table 6.1 in subchapter 6.2,  the results show 
an excellent fit of the measurement model. In addition to the model fit analysis, the 
standardised regression weights (cut-off criteria: > 0.70), the standardised residual 
covariances (cut-off criteria: range |2.58|), as well as the modification indices (cut-off 
criteria: < 4) were also checked again for any improvements (Hair et al., 2014a). The 
inspection revealed no problems with the items. For more details on the standardised 
regression weights, the standardised residual covariances, as well as the modification 
indices of the re-estimated measurement model, see Appendix D: Re-Estimated 
Measurement Model. The re-estimated measurement model is presented in Figure 6.4 on 
the following page.  
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Figure 6.4: Measurement Model – Re-Estimated 
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6.5.1.2 Construct Validity 
In addition to the goodness-of-fit indices, the measurement model was also checked again 
regarding its construct validity. This includes the convergent validity as well as the 
discriminant validity. Nomological validity will also be checked in the structural model 
analysis section. The analysis revealed that the model has a good convergent validity as 
well as discriminant validity. The findings are presented in the following subchapters.  
 
6.5.1.2.1 Convergent Validity 
Table 6.13: Convergent Validity – Re-Estimated  
Construct  Item 
Standardised 
Regression 
weights 
Average Variance 
Extracted  
Construct Reliability 
(Cronbach’s Alpha) 
PE 
PE1 0.866 
0.801 0.940 
PE2 0.939 
PE3 0.887 
PE4 0.886 
SI 
SI1 0.933 
0.903 0.965 SI2 0.965 
SI3 0.952 
HM 
HM1 0.943 
0.900 0.963 HM2 0.971 
HM3 0.932 
PS 
PSR2 0.877 
0.747 0.898 PSR4 0.832 
PSR5 0.882 
PR_O 
PR_OR1 0.940 
0.826 0.932 PR_OR2 0.955 
PR_OR3 0.825 
PR_PR 
PR_PR1 0.891 
0.861 0.923 
PR_PR2 0.963 
PR_SR 
PR_SR1 0.925 
0.889 0.959 PR_SR2 0.968 
PR_SR3 0.936 
TT_O 
TT_OT1 0.955 
0.921 0.972 TT_OT2 0.966 
TT_OT3 0.957 
TT_P 
TT_P1 0.887 
0.832 0.937 TT_P2 0.944 
TT_P3 0.905 
TT_S 
TT_S1 0.916 
0.887 0.959 TT_S2 0.958 
TT_S3 0.951 
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Table 6.13: Convergent Validity – Re-Estimated – Continued  
Construct  Item 
Standardised 
Regression 
weights 
Average Variance 
Extracted  
Construct Reliability 
(Cronbach’s Alpha) 
INO 
INO1 0.861 
0.737 0.892 INO2 0.876 
INO3 0.839 
BI 
BI1 0.929 
0.905 0.966 BI2 0.956 
BI3 0.968 
 
 
Inspecting Table 6.13, all standardised regression weights are above the minimum 
threshold of 0.70, the AVE values are all above 0.50, and the construct reliability 
(Cronbach’s alpha) of the items are all above 0.70. Overall, the results in Table 6.13 show 
a high level of convergent validity of the constructs used in this study. As a next step, 
discriminant validity was also checked again.  
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6.5.1.2.2 Discriminant Validity 
The results are presented in Table 6.14 below, which shows that the square-rooted AVE values are all greater than the inter-construct correlations, which 
is recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981). Thus, discriminant validity is supported.  
 
Table 6.14: Square Roots of AVE and Inter-Construct Correlations – Re-Estimated 
  AVE PR_PR PR_SR PR_O HM PS TT_O TT_S TT_P PE SI INO BI 
PR_PR 0.861 0.928                       
PR_SR 0.889 0.591 0.943                     
PR_O 0.826 0.614 0.857 0.909                   
HM 0.900 -0.246 -0.350 -0.428 0.949                 
PS 0.747 0.303 0.245 0.249 -0.479 0.864               
TT_O 0.921 -0.407 -0.521 -0.640 0.695 -0.478 0.960             
TT_S 0.887 -0.361 -0.563 -0.588 0.638 -0.497 0.861 0.942           
TT_P 0.832 -0.382 -0.456 -0.538 0.657 -0.44 0.870 0.836 0.912         
PE 0.801 -0.233 -0.368 -0.423 0.807 -0.451 0.668 0.604 0.638 0.895       
SI 0.903 -0.282 -0.294 -0.363 0.734 -0.526 0.639 0.581 0.619 0.741 0.950     
INO 0.737 -0.252 -0.271 -0.348 0.662 -0.509 0.560 0.531 0.578 0.575 0.628 0.859   
BI 0.905 -0.343 -0.415 -0.514 0.771 -0.634 0.768 0.730 0.713 0.760 0.745 0.702 0.951 
Note: the values on the diagonal (bold) are the square roots of the AVE; values below the diagonal are the inter-construct correlations (p < 0.001).  
Taking together the results of the convergent and discriminant validity, no validity concerns exist.  
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6.5.2 Structural Model Analysis  
After the measurement model was re-estimated and the outcome revealed satisfactory 
results, the next step was to assess the structural model again. This was done by assessing 
the fit-indices as well as the path coefficients, which is in line with the previous 
procedures carried out in this thesis.  
 
6.5.2.1 Structural Model Fit 
The calculation of the structural model fit indices revealed the following results, presented 
in Table 6.15.   
 
Table 6.15: Structural Model Fit Indices – Re-Estimated  
Indices χ² df CMIN/DF RMSEA TLI CFI 
Standards - - Between 1 and 3 ≤ 0.05 ≥ 0.95 ≥ 0.95 
Results 1226.326 546 2.246 0.05 0.966 0.971 
 
The model fit criteria were the same as for the structural model in the previous 
subchapters. Following these criteria, the structural model provides good fit. As a next 
step, the validity of the structural model was also assessed based on the comparison of 
the structural model fit compared to the CFA model (Hair et al., 2014a). See Table 6.16 
for details on this comparison.    
 
Table 6.16: Model Fit Comparison CFA and Structural Model – Re-Estimated 
Indices CFA 
Structural 
Model 
Difference 
χ² 1155.12 1226.326 71.206 
DF 528 546 18 
p-value 0.0000 0.0000 - 
CMIN/DF 2.188 2.246 0.058 
TLI 0.968 0.966 - 0.002 
CFI 0.973 0.971 - 0.002 
RMSEA 0.049 0.05 0.001 
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The comparison of the chi-square of the CFA and the structural model shows a delta of 
71.206 with 18 degrees of freedom (p = 0.000). Again, the delta of 18 degrees of freedom 
shows that all but 18 structural paths are estimated. Since this delta is highly significant, 
further structural paths could be considered (Hair et al., 2014a). However, since this 
research is explanatory rather than exploratory no further paths are considered in this 
study. Overall, considering all other goodness-of-fit statistics presented in Table 6.16, no 
substantive changes occurred between the CFA model and the structural model. In other 
words, the structural model fit statistics are not substantially different to the CFA and 
therefore it can be concluded that the structural model does not lack validity (Hair et al., 
2014a). As in the previous subchapter, the assessment of the structural model is not 
entirely based on the goodness-of-fit indices alone. In this study the validity of the 
hypothesised relationships was also assessed by the standardised regression weights. This 
is presented in the following subchapter.  
 
6.5.2.2 Hypotheses Testing  
As outlined before, to support the hypothesised relationships the standardised path 
coefficients (i.e., standardised regression weights) were required to be significant at the p 
< 0.05 level (Hair et al., 2014a) (see Table 6.17). In addition, the control variables age 
and gender were also tested again. However, the results revealed the same findings as for 
the theoretically developed research framework (for more details see Appendix E.2: Re-
Estimated Path Coefficients Including Control Variables). 
 
Table 6.17: Path Coefficients Structural Model – Re-Estimated 
      Estimate 
Standardised 
estimate 
Standard 
error 
Critical 
ratio 
P-value 
TT_O   TT_S 0.469 0.435 0.049 9.650 *** 
TT_O  TT_P 0.584 0.511 0.053 11.040 *** 
PR_O  PR_SR 0.674 0.658 0.037 18.365 *** 
PR_O   PR_PR 0.162 0.129 0.039 4.141 *** 
PR_O  TT_O - 0.233 - 0.242 0.027 - 8.785 *** 
BI  PE 0.200 0.199 0.046 4.350 *** 
BI   SI 0.119 0.117 0.041 2.910 ** 
BI  HM 0.114 0.118 0.045 2.510 * 
BI  PS - 0.223 - 0.211 0.032 - 6.919 *** 
BI  INO 0.212 0.175 0.044 4.810 *** 
BI  PR_O - 0.082 - 0.070 0.034 - 2.441 * 
BI  TT_O 0.262 0.248 0.039 6.770 *** 
Note: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; estimate = regression weight; standardised estimate = standardised regression weight 
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The analysis revealed that all structural paths are significant now (see Table 6.17). As a 
matter of fact, all proposed hypotheses could be supported (see Table 6.18). Collectively, 
these results reflect the expectations specified in the research model and thus support 
nomological validity (Hair et al., 2014a). 
 
Table 6.18: Hypotheses Results – Re-Estimated 
Hypothesis Hypothesis        
Relationship 
Standardised          
Regression Weights  
Result 
H1: Performance expectancy 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PE → BI (+) 0.199 Supported *** 
H3: Social influence 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
SI → BI (+) 0.117 Supported ** 
H5: Hedonic motivation 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
HM → BI (+) 0.118 Supported * 
H6: Price sensitivity 
negatively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PS → BI (-) - 0.211 Supported *** 
H7a: Overall perceived risk 
negatively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
PR_O → BI (-) - 0.072 Supported * 
H7b: Perceived performance 
risk positively influences 
overall perceived risk. 
PR_PR → PR_O 
(+) 
0.129 Supported *** 
H7c: Perceived safety risk 
positively influences overall 
perceived risk.  
PR_SR → PR_O 
(+) 
0.658 Supported ***  
H8a: Overall trust in 
technology positively 
influences behavioural 
intention to use ADVs. 
TT_O → BI (+) 0.242 Supported *** 
H8b: Parcel drop-off 
performance positively 
influences overall trust in 
technology. 
TT_P → TT_O (+) 0.511 Supported *** 
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Table 6.18: Hypotheses Results – Re-Estimated Research Framework – Continued  
Hypothesis Hypothesis        
Relationship 
Standardised          
Regression Weights  
Result 
H8c: Street performance 
positively influences overall 
trust in technology.  
TT_S → TT_O (+) 0.435 Supported *** 
H8d: Overall trust in 
technology negatively 
influences overall perceived 
risk.  
TT_O → PR_O (-) - 0.246 Supported *** 
H9: Innovativeness 
positively influences 
behavioural intention to use 
ADVs. 
INO → BI (+) 0.175 Supported *** 
Note: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
 
As a result, the “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” (ADV-AM) has 
been developed. See the final model presented in Figure 6.5 below. The final model was 
able to explain 80 percent of the variance in behavioural intention, 82 percent of the 
variance of overall trust in technology, and 79 percent of the variance in overall perceived 
risk.  
 
 
Figure 6.5: Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model (ADV-AM) 
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6.6 Conclusion  
This chapter presented the analysis of the structural equation model. The assessment was 
carried out in two steps: first, the measurement model was assessed, and second, the 
structural model was assessed. The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model 
showed great fit after the initial measurement model was modified (i.e., deletion of three 
items). Furthermore, the measurement model analysis revealed that the model has great 
construct validity (i.e., convergent and discriminant validity). The assessment of the 
structural paths as well as the goodness-of-fit indices for the structural model showed 
good fit of the structural model. As a result, 12 out of 14 hypotheses could be supported. 
In more detail, performance expectancy (PE), social influence (SI), hedonic motivation 
(HM), price sensitivity (PS), overall trust in technology (TT_O), overall perceived risk 
(PR_O), and innovativeness (INO) determine behavioural intention (BI) to use ADVs for 
last-mile delivery in Germany, whereas insignificant relationships were found for effort 
expectancy (EE) and facilitating conditions (FC) on behavioural intention (BI). 
Additionally, it has been found that street performance (TT_S) and parcel drop-off 
performance (TT_P) influence overall trust in technology (TT_O), and safety risk 
(PR_SR) and performance risk (PR_PR) influence overall perceived risk (PR_O).  
Following the fact that effort expectancy (EE) and facilitating conditions (FC) were found 
insignificant when calculating the theoretically developed research framework, the SEM 
analysis was estimated again by dropping those two constructs. The results revealed that 
the measurement model as well as the structural model provide good fit to the data and 
all hypotheses could be supported at this stage. As a consequence, the “Autonomous 
Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” could be developed.  
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7 Chapter 7: Discussion 
7.1 Introduction 
Within this chapter the findings of this research project are discussed in relation to the 
developed “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” (ADV-AM) as well as 
previous literature. The chapter will start with a brief overview and discussion of the main 
descriptive results obtained in this study. Next, the research model that was verified in 
this study will be discussed. This includes a brief overview of the research model results 
as well as a detailed discussion of the significant constructs in regard to the previous 
literature. Additionally, both insignificant constructs (i.e., effort expectancy and 
facilitating conditions) will be discussed to place the findings within the broader academic 
literature. The chapter will close with a general discussion of the applicability of 
UTAUT2 as a baseline model for this study.  
 
7.2 Descriptive Results  
Within this study, a self-administered questionnaire survey was conducted. Overall, 501 
participants fully completed the online questionnaire (conversion rate: 42 percent), which 
was then used for data analysis. Through quota sampling it was possible to gather 
approximately representative data for the German population in terms of age, gender, and 
monthly household net-income. Compared to other acceptance studies reviewed in this 
thesis, which applied mainly convenience sampling (e.g., Liu et al., 2019d), this is 
outstanding. Therefore, the results are of real value for practitioners because they reflect 
the German population in terms of age, gender, and monthly household net-income. As 
such the findings cannot only be taken into consideration for vehicle development but 
also for marketing purposes (see subchapter 8.3.2).  
Moreover, the descriptive findings of this study show that 99 percent of the participants 
have used online shops to buy products. Following this, they have received parcels on 
their doorstep. Therefore, the participants of this study are believed to be potential and 
regular users of ADVs for home delivery. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that the 
analysis of the items’ means revealed that the respondents of this study seem to still hold 
on average neutral acceptance towards the use of ADVs as a delivery option. In other 
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words, the mean scores of behavioural intentions to use ADVs for last-mile delivery were 
not higher than the scale mid-point 4. However, this is in line with other research that has 
investigated disruptive technologies (e.g., AVs) before or in the beginning of the market 
introduction (Liu et al., 2019b). Here, it is argued that the neutrality of user acceptance is 
related to the fact that the public has not have much experience with ADVs and therefore 
still needs to form an opinion in relation to ADVs for last-mile delivery. This is in line 
with the findings that 51 percent of the participants had never heard about ADVs as a 
delivery option after they read the information sheet about ADVs in the questionnaire and 
only 2.7 percent of the participants (i.e., 14 participants) stated that they had the 
opportunity to interact with ADVs before taking part in this survey. Taking these findings 
together, the participants in this study were mainly inexperienced when it comes to ADVs. 
However, these findings were not surprising because ADVs are not yet available as a 
regular delivery option in Germany, and the marketing as well as the trials of those 
vehicles are very limited at the moment (e.g., Starship Technology in Hamburg and 
BUGA:log in Heilbronn). In this regard, it is worth mentioning that investigating user 
acceptance very early in the developmental process is highly recommended because it 
increases the flexibility to change and modify the technology (e.g., making corrections 
and adjustments) (Kollmann, 1998; Davis et al., 1989; Davis, 1993; Fraedrich et al., 
2016). Moreover, Venkatesh et al. (2003) even state that investigating user acceptance 
well after the market introduction is a major shortcoming in previous technology 
acceptance studies. Therefore, investigating user acceptance of new technologies with 
participants that have no or only little experience has become a common approach (e.g., 
Slade et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2019c).  
Considering the above arguments and statements, the approach taken in this thesis to 
investigate user acceptance of ADVs before the broad market introduction is supported. 
The findings can now be incorporated into the development and design of such vehicles, 
which might even improve user acceptance during the introduction stage. Nevertheless, 
the low experience of the participants in this study needs to be considered carefully 
because the importance of certain constructs might change after people gain more 
experience with ADVs (see subchapter 8.4), which has been found in previous acceptance 
research in the context of AVs (e.g., Xu et al., 2018).  
Finally, 75 percent of the participants are experienced with mobile apps and 72 percent 
of those have already used mobile apps for online shopping. This shows that the majority 
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of the participants in this study is familiar with mobile app technology. On the one hand, 
this is surprising given the large number of older people due to the quotas set in this study. 
On the other hand, people might be more open-minded when it comes to the usage of 
ADVs because using mobile app technology is a precondition for using ADVs as a 
delivery option (e.g., connecting the smartphone to the vehicle to open the parcel locker).  
 
7.3 Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model 
Within this study, the UTAUT2 model was used as a foundation and was modified as 
well as extended to fit in the context of user acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery in 
Germany. In doing so, previous literature was reviewed in the areas of user acceptance of 
ADVs, SSTs, as well as AVs. As a result, the final theoretical framework encompassed 
some of the original UTAUT2 constructs (i.e., performance expectancy, effort 
expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and hedonic motivation) as well as 
additional context-specific constructs that were identified in the systematic literature 
reviews in this thesis: overall perceived risk, overall trust in technology, as well as 
innovativeness (see subchapter 2.6.5). Additionally, overall perceived risk as well as 
overall trust in technology were studied as multidimensional constructs in order to 
investigate both characteristics of ADVs in this study (i.e., driving autonomously and 
dropping off parcels) (see subchapters 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). Moreover, price value was 
modified to price sensitivity to fit the underlying research context (see subchapter 
3.3.1.1).  
Structural equation modelling was applied for assessing the relationships of the 
theoretical framework using IBM AMOS25. The assessment of the structural paths 
revealed that 12 out of 14 hypotheses could be supported by the underlying data. In more 
detail, this research has provided further evidence for some of the UTAUT2 constructs as 
well as all the additional context specific constructs: overall trust in technology was the 
strongest predictor of behavioural intention of ADVs, followed by performance 
expectancy, price sensitivity, innovativeness, social influence, hedonic motivation, and 
overall perceived risk. Furthermore, perceived safety risk and perceived performance risk 
were identified to positively influence overall perceived risk and parcel drop-off 
performance and street performance were identified to influence overall trust in 
technology. 
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To be able to provide a strong research model to the academic research community, both 
insignificant constructs (i.e., effort expectancy and facilitating conditions) were dropped, 
and the SEM analysis was re-calculated, including the measurement model analysis as 
well as the structural model analysis. The findings of the re-estimated framework (i.e., 
final research model: Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model) show almost 
exactly the same results for the structural paths. The only difference is that performance 
expectancy has moved from the second-strongest effect to the third-strongest effect on 
behavioural intention. The following results were found: overall trust in technology has 
the strongest effect on behavioural intention (β = 0.242; p-value: < 0.001) followed by 
price sensitivity (β = - 0.211; p-value: < 0.001); performance expectancy (β = 0.199; p-
value: < 0.001), innovativeness (β = 0.175; p-value: < 0.001), hedonic motivation (β = 
0.118; p-value: < 0.05), social influence (β = 0.117; p-value: < 0.01), and overall 
perceived risk (β = - 0.072; p-value: < 0.05). In addition, it has been found that perceived 
performance risk (β = 0.129; p-value: < 0.001) and perceived safety risk (β = 0.658; p-
value: < 0.001) significantly influence overall perceived risk. Furthermore, the results 
reveal that parcel drop-off performance (β = 0.511; p-value: < 0.001) and street 
performance (β = 0.435; p-value: < 0.001) significantly influence overall trust in 
technology. Finally, the structural path between overall trust in technology to overall 
perceived risk was found to be highly significant (β = - 0.246; p-value: < 0.001).  
Overall, with the final research model (see Figure 6.5 in subchapter 6.5.2.2) it was 
possible to explain 80 percent of the variance in behavioural intention in this study. Using 
only the applicable and significant constructs from UTAUT2 (i.e., performance 
expectancy, social influence, and hedonic motivation), the model would only explain 68 
percent of the variance in behavioural intention. Therefore, the inclusion of the additional 
and context-specific constructs clearly increased the predictive power of the research 
model in the context of ADVs for last-mile delivery. Collectively, reviewing the final 
model, the large direct effects of overall trust in technology, price sensitivity, and 
innovativeness on behavioural intention obviously show the importance of tailoring 
technology acceptance models to their underlying context. 
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7.3.1 Significant Constructs  
In the following subsections the findings of the hypothesis’s tests for the final research 
model (i.e., Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model) will be discussed in detail 
with regard to previous literature. The following subchapters are arranged in accordance 
to the final research model: the UTAUT2 constructs will be discussed first, followed by 
the additional added constructs or modified constructs. Here, it is worth mentioning again 
that the additional incorporated constructs are of great importance in the underlying 
context. In particular, overall trust in technology outperformed all other constructs in this 
study (see subchapter 7.3.1.6). Moreover, following the discussion of the Autonomous 
Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model, subsection 7.3.2 also discusses the insignificant 
effects found in the theoretically developed research framework (i.e., effort expectancy 
and facilitating conditions) in regard to previous literature.  
 
7.3.1.1 Performance Expectancy  
In this study performance expectancy is defined as the degree to which users believe that 
using ADVs includes certain benefits over the traditional delivery method (Venkatesh et 
al., 2012), for instance, higher flexibility, higher convenience and higher transparency 
throughout the delivery process. It was hypothesised that there is a positive and significant 
relationship between performance expectancy and behavioural intention (H1). The 
statistical results of the final research model (β = 0.199; p < 0.001) support H1. Therefore, 
performance expectancy positively affects behavioural intention to use ADVs in last-mile 
delivery in Germany.  
This finding is consistent with the original UTAUT2 model, which states that 
performance expectancy is a strong predictor of behavioural intention in consumer 
technology acceptance (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Additionally, Tamilmani et al. (2018b) 
found in their systematic review of UTAUT2 studies that performance expectancy is the 
strongest predictor of behavioural intention in a consumer context. Furthermore, several 
empirical consumer studies (i.e., context of SSTs and AVs) reviewed in this thesis are 
also in line with the positive result in this study: (1) SSTs (e.g., Slade et al., 2015; Alalwan 
et al., 2018b; Giovanis et al., 2018; Chiu Helena et al., 2010; Mehta et al., 2019; Raza et 
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al., 2019; Arain et al., 2019) and (2) AVs (e.g., Kervick et al., 2015; Madigan et al., 2017; 
Rahman et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018).  
However, unlike in the original UTAUT study (Venkatesh et al., 2003), in which 
information systems were investigated, in the final research model of this study 
performance expectancy had only the third strongest effect on behavioural intention, after 
overall trust in technology and price sensitivity. This shows that utilitarian benefits are 
not the most important aspect in acceptance formation; hence, overall trust in technology 
as well as price sensitivity are more important in the context of ADVs. Nevertheless, the 
strong results show that utilitarian benefits of ADVs are important to potential users of 
ADVs. Consistently, Meuter et al. (2005) argue that consumers might only adopt a certain 
technology if they understand their benefits. Therefore, utilitarian benefits need to be 
considered in the design of the vehicles as well as the mobile app and as such also 
promoted to the public (see subchapter 8.3.2).  
 
7.3.1.2 Social Influence  
Social influence in this study is defined as “the extent to which consumers perceive that 
important others (e.g., family and friends) believe they should use [ADVs]” as a delivery 
option (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 159). In this study it was hypothesised that there is a 
positive and significant relationship between social influence and behavioural intention 
(H3). The statistical results of the final research model (i.e., ADV-AM) support H3 (β = 
0.117; p < 0.01). Therefore, social influence positively affects behavioural intention to 
use ADVs in last-mile delivery in Germany, implying that potential users of ADVs are 
influenced by social pressure. Social influence has the fifth-strongest effect on 
behavioural intention in this study. 
The importance of social influence is concurrent with the original UTAUT and UTAUT2 
model (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2012) as well as the meta-analytical 
findings by Dwivedi et al. (2019). In addition, several consumer adoption studies 
reviewed in this thesis, for instance in the area of AVs (e.g., Adell, 2010; Madigan et al., 
2016; Madigan et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2017; Leicht et al., 2018) and in various SSTs 
contexts (e.g., Yu, 2012; Slade et al., 2015; Giovanis et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2018a), 
also support the positive effect of social influence on behavioural intention. Therefore, 
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this finding is not surprising and should be considered by marketers when developing 
market introduction strategies for ADVs. For details on the managerial implications 
please see subchapter 8.3.2.  
 
7.3.1.3 Hedonic Motivation  
In this study hedonic motivation is defined as the fun and pleasure that derives from using 
ADVs as a delivery option (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Despite its proposed importance, 
hedonic motivation did not play a major role in the beginning of the technology 
acceptance research. Based on previous significant findings from information systems as 
well as consumer behaviour research (e.g., Childers et al., 2001; van der Heijden, 2004), 
it was, however, included into the UTAUT2 model. Nevertheless, it is still one of the less 
researched constructs in UTAUT2 (Tamilmani et al., 2019b). 
In this study it was hypothesised that there is a positive and significant relationship 
between hedonic motivation and behavioural intention (H5). Following the statistical 
results of the ADV-AM in this study (β = 0.118; p < 0.05), this hypothesis could be 
supported. Indicating that the fun, entertainment, and pleasure derived from using ADVs 
as a delivery option plays a significant role in determining its acceptance. In other words, 
if ADVs are perceived to be entertaining and joyful, the acceptance of ADVs might very 
likely increase.  
This finding is in line with the findings of the original UTAUT2 by Venkatesh et al. 
(2012). Additionally, it is also concurrent with several other consumer studies that have 
either utilised UTAUT2 and studied the effect of hedonic motivation (Alalwan et al., 
2016a; Alalwan et al., 2017; Yahia et al., 2018; Owusu Kwateng et al., 2018; Alalwan et 
al., 2018b; Madigan et al., 2017; Raza et al., 2019; Arain et al., 2019) or utilised 
perceived enjoyment (Oghazi et al., 2012; Demoulin and Djelassi, 2016; Saprikis et al., 
2018). It is worth mentioning that almost all studies reviewed in this thesis that have 
incorporated hedonic motivation or enjoyment found a positive significant effect on 
behavioural intention, which once again shows its importance in the field of user 
acceptance of new technologies. Therefore, enjoyment and fun aspects should be 
considered in the vehicle as well as the app development in the context of ADVs in last-
mile delivery (see subchapter 8.3.2). 
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7.3.1.4 Price Sensitivity 
Even though a price-related construct was included in UTAUT2 (i.e., price value), it was 
conceptualised as the perceived value of the product or service (Venkatesh et al., 2012). 
In other words, it was used to investigate whether a product is reasonably priced or not 
(Tsai and LaRose, 2015). However, neither the price for the ADVs’ deliveries nor the 
actual value was known by the participants in this study due to the infancy of ADVs. 
Therefore, it was not possible to investigate this construct without ending in speculative 
assumptions of potential users rather than valuable knowledge. Thus, price sensitivity 
was believed to be more reasonable to investigate at this stage.  
Price sensitivity in this study is defined as “the way in which buyers react to prices and 
to price changes” (Goldsmith et al., 2005, p. 501). As such, people who are highly price 
sensitive will seek lower prices, whereas people who are not that sensitive regarding the 
price will also consider higher-priced goods or services. In this study it was hypothesised 
that price sensitivity negatively and significantly influences behavioural intention. With 
the underlying statistical results of the final research model of this study (β = - 0.211; p < 
0.001), it was possible to provide evidence for this hypothesis. Price sensitivity is the 
second-most important factor in acceptance formation in the context of ADVs and 
therefore plays an important role alongside overall trust in technology and performance 
expectancy. In other words, consumers are very likely not willing to pay more for this 
delivery option compared to its conventional alternative. As a result, it can be stated that 
deciding which delivery option to choose is based on an economic decision.  
Despite the agreement that price sensitivity seems to be important (e.g., Goldsmith and 
Newell, 1997; Goldsmith et al., 2005), it has been researched less in consumer adoption 
literature by utilising one of the existing technology acceptance theories (Tsai and 
LaRose, 2015). Even though some researchers investigated price sensitivity in the 
technology acceptance theory context, surprisingly, they could not prove a significant 
effect on behavioural intention (e.g., LaRose et al., 2012; Dudenhöffer, 2013; Chen and 
Yan, 2018). For instance, in the context of electric cars in Germany, it has been argued 
that the price sensitivity of individuals does not influence behavioural intention 
(Dudenhöffer, 2013). In the context of environmentally friendly cars (i.e., electric cars), 
it could be argued that participants wanted to be perceived as environmentally friendly in 
society no matter the cost and therefore stated their answers regarding the price 
accordingly. This seems like a reasonable argument, especially when considering the low 
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number of new registrations of electric vehicles in Germany compared to conventional 
cars (Kraftfahrtbundesamt, 2019).  
Despite the negative findings, there is little doubt that people prefer to buy products that 
have the same function at a lower price. For instance, Tsai and LaRose (2015) included 
price sensitivity into the social cognitive theory (SCT) in the context of broadband 
internet adoption and found a significant negative effect on behavioural intention. Since 
there is little research on price sensitivity in the domain of technology acceptance, the 
findings of this study are of special importance not only for managers but also for theorists 
in the domain of technology acceptance (see subchapter 8.3).  
 
7.3.1.5 Perceived Risk   
Overall perceived risk in this study is defined as “the potential loss in the pursuit of a 
desired outcome” (Featherman and Pavlou, 2003, p. 454) of using ADVs as a delivery 
option. Therefore, if ADVs include high potential losses, this will very likely decrease 
user acceptance of ADVs in a last-mile delivery context. Thus, it has been hypothesised 
in this study that overall perceived risk negatively and significantly influences 
behavioural intention towards ADVs. The statistical results of the data analysis of the 
final research model in this study (β = - 0.072; p < 0.05) support this hypothesis. This 
significant effect might reflect respondents’ unfamiliarity and inexperience with this 
particular technology (Koenig‐Lewis et al., 2010). Perceived risk is the construct that 
contributed the smallest effect in the proposed theoretical framework as well as the final 
research model to determine behavioural intention (i.e., user acceptance). Nevertheless, 
since the finding is significant it can be concluded that if the potential users’ overall 
perceived risk of ADVs is high, the acceptance will be lowered. Additionally, since 
several participants stated in the open question that they believe ADVs are dangerous and 
risky, perceived risk should not be neglected in the context of ADVs in last-mile delivery. 
This finding is in line with several other consumer studies that found a significant 
negative effect of perceived risk on behavioural intention and therefore were able to prove 
perceived risk as a detractor in the acceptance formation process (e.g., Lu et al., 2009; 
Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Slade et al., 2015; Lee and Lyu, 2019). 
The small effect of perceived risk on behavioural intention might be due to the inclusion 
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of trust in technology in this study. Since overall trust in technology was found to 
negatively influence overall perceived risk in this study, it can be argued that the 
perceived risk is reduced by the high level of trust in ADVs. In other words, the high level 
of trust in ADVs reduces the environmental uncertainties and related risk factors (see 
subchapter 7.3.1.6). 
Additionally, due to the characteristics of ADVs, perceived risk was proposed to be a 
multidimensional construct in this study. As such, overall perceived risk was proposed to 
be determined by perceived performance risk (i.e., parcel drop-off) as well as perceived 
safety risk (i.e., driving autonomously on public roads). In other words, perceived 
performance risk and perceived safety risk were hypothesised to positively influence 
overall perceived risk. The statistical results for both hypotheses could be supported by 
the data gathered in this study. However, the strength of the effects is quite different. 
Perceived safety risk (β = 0.658; p < 0.001) shows a much higher effect than perceived 
performance risk (β = 0.129; p < 0.001), indicating that participants believe that the risk 
for accidents on public roads is higher than the risk of malfunctioning of the system during 
parcel drop-off. This finding is in line with the findings by Braun and Buckstegen (2017) 
and Marsden et al. (2018), who both found that risk is mainly related to the uncertainty 
of ADVs on public roads. Therefore, the aspect of safety risk is of special importance to 
marketers because focus needs to be drawn to the accurate driving function of ADVs (see 
subchapter 8.3.2).  
Overall, both constructs together were able to explain 79 percent of the variance in overall 
perceived risk, which provides support for the decision that these two risk aspects are 
dominant in the area of ADVs, as proposed. In comparison to Jacoby and Kaplan (1972), 
who investigated five risk facets (i.e., financial, performance, physical/safety, 
psychological, and social risk) as determinants of overall perceived risk throughout 
twelve product categories (e.g., fashion items, toothpaste) and found that these five risk 
components could fairly well predict overall perceived risk in a range from 63 to 83 
percent of the variance explained, this is a significant increase. Specifically, it is worth 
mentioning that within this study 79 percent of the variance in overall perceived risk could 
be explained by only two determinants, showing the high dominance of the selected risk 
facets in the context of ADVs.  
These findings are of special importance for practitioners and theorists because the direct 
effects of perceived safety risk and perceived performance risk on overall perceived risk 
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in the context of ADVs, or in its related areas of SSTs and AVs, have not been studied 
before (see subchapter 8.3). As such, these findings give a more detailed picture of the 
risk facets of ADVs. However, compared to the descriptive findings of Braun and 
Buckstegen (2017) and Marsden et al. (2018), who stated that ADVs involve great 
uncertainty when driving on public roads, the findings might not be that surprising. To 
sum it up, when people imagine ADVs as a delivery option, their highest risk concern is 
the autonomous driving function, when these vehicles drive autonomously on public 
roads, even though they are not actively involved, rather than the parcel drop-off process, 
when they are actively involved.  
 
7.3.1.6 Trust in Technology 
In this study the trust construct has been investigated as “trust in technology” and not 
“trust in a third party”, which was the main focus of previous research (McKnight et al., 
2002). This decision was based on the fact that within the process of last-mile delivery 
the recipient interacts only with the technology (i.e., ADVs) due to the absence of a 
delivery person, who is present in the conventional delivery process. Therefore, overall 
trust in technology is defined as “the general tendency to be willing to depend on [ADVs]” 
as a delivery option (McKnight et al., 2011, p. 127). Thus, it was proposed that when trust 
in technology increases, the acceptance of ADVs also increases. In other words, it was 
hypothesised in this study that overall trust in technology positively and significantly 
influences behavioural intention to use ADVs as a delivery option. The statistical result 
obtained from the final research model in this study confirms this hypothesis (β = 0.242; 
p < 0.001). Moreover, overall trust in technology was the strongest predictor of 
behavioural intention to use ADVs in this study. This indicates that despite the importance 
of other acceptance factors (e.g., price sensitivity and performance expectancy), overall 
trust in technology should receive the most attention because without trust the likelihood 
that potential users will use this delivery option will be very limited.   
This strong effect of trust in technology is in line with previous studies that found a strong 
positive and significant effect of trust in technology on behavioural intention. For 
instance, Choi and Ji (2015) investigated the effect of trust in the context of AVs and 
found that the effect on behavioural intention was as strong as the effect of perceived 
usefulness on behavioural intention. In this context, Hegner et al. (2019) even found that 
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trust in technology was the strongest predictor of adoption intention of autonomous 
vehicles. Moreover, Alalwan et al. (2017) investigated mobile banking as a self-service 
technology and found that trust is the strongest predictor of consumer acceptance. In 
addition to these examples, several other consumer studies could also provide evidence 
for the positive significant effect of trust in technology on behavioural intention (e.g., 
Panagiotopoulos and Dimitrakopoulos, 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; Kaushik and Rahman, 
2015a; Tarhini et al., 2019).  
Additionally, in this study, overall trust in technology was investigated as a 
multidimensional construct. As such, it was proposed that street performance and parcel 
drop-off performance positively and significantly influence overall trust in technology. 
The statistical results obtained in this study support these hypotheses. Unlike the effects 
of the multidimensional constructs in overall perceived risk, both constructs in the trust 
construct had similar positive and significant effects. In the case of street performance, 
the effect was β = 0.435 (p < 0.001), whereas in the case of parcel drop-off performance 
the effect on overall trust in technology was β = 0.511 (p < 0.001). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the participants in this study trusted the performance during parcel drop-
off to a slight extent more than the performance of the vehicles when driving 
autonomously on public roads. This finding is concurrent with the findings of Choi and 
Ji (2015) in the context of AVs, who found that technical competence, which is defined 
as the technology performance, is a major determinant of trust in technology.  
Despite the fact that it has been found important in one previous study, this study is the 
first that has investigated two different facets of trust in technology in the area of ADVs 
for last-mile delivery. Moreover, due to the high variance explained in overall trust in 
technology (82 percent), it can be concluded that these two determinants are the main 
trust facets in the context of ADVs. Therefore, the findings shed much light into the 
overall trust factor in this area and are therefore of special importance to practitioners and 
theorists alike (see subchapter 8.3). 
In addition to the direct effects of overall trust in technology and overall perceived risk 
on behavioural intention, this study also investigated the effect of overall trust in 
technology on overall perceived risk. In doing so, it was hypothesised that overall trust in 
technology negatively and significantly influences overall perceived risk (H8d). The 
statistical results provide evidence that this effect is negative and significant (β = - 0.247; 
p < 0.001). As argued before, this is in line with the small effect of overall perceived risk 
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on behavioural intention found in this study due to the trust level regarding ADVs. In 
other words, the high level of trust in ADVs reduces the environmental uncertainties and 
related risk factors in the context of ADVs. This finding is concurrent with other 
consumer studies that investigated the effect of trust on perceived risk (e.g., Koenig‐
Lewis et al., 2010; Slade et al., 2015; Pavlou, 2003; Choi and Ji, 2015). 
 
7.3.1.7 Innovativeness   
In this study, innovativeness has been defined as the willingness to try out ADVs as a 
delivery option. It is worth mentioning that despite the importance of individual 
differences in innovativeness, no dominant technology acceptance model has 
incorporated this construct (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Slade et al., 2015). In this study, 
innovativeness was incorporated alongside the original UTAUT2 constructs and as such 
made the research model more applicable to the context of innovations. It was 
hypothesised that innovativeness positively and significantly influences behavioural 
intention to use ADVs. The statistical results obtained within this study confirm this 
hypothesis. The standardised regression weight from innovativeness to behavioural 
intention in the final research model was β = 0.175 (p < 0.001), indicating a strong effect 
of innovativeness on behavioural intention (i.e., user acceptance). This indicates that 
individual characteristics neglected in previous acceptance theories are an important 
consideration in the context of ADVs. In other words, consumers with a high level of 
innovativeness are more willing to accept new technologies like ADVs. Innovativeness 
has the fourth-largest effect on behavioural intention in this study and is therefore more 
important than some of the original UTAUT2 constructs like hedonic motivation or social 
influence.  
This positive and significant finding replicated the results from several previous studies 
in the area of consumer research (Parasuraman, 2000; Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; 
Midgley and Dowling, 1978) and in particular in the related areas of SSTs and AVs. For 
instance, Slade et al. (2015), Dimitriadis and Kyrezis (2010) and Giovanis et al. (2018) 
investigated the effect of innovativeness in the context of SSTs (i.e., m-payments, m-
banking) and found positive significant effects on behavioural intention. In the context of 
AVs, Chen and Yan (2018) and Hegner et al. (2019) were also able to identify a positive 
significant relationship. Within a logistical background, Chen et al. (2018) investigated 
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self-service parcel delivery services (i.e., automated parcel lockers) and also found that 
innovativeness has a strong positive relationship to behavioural intention. Additionally, 
Marsden et al. (2018) found that ADVs are considered an innovative delivery option, and 
in accordance with the theory of innovation and diffusion by Rogers (2003), early 
adopters will very likely be more innovative.  
 
7.3.2 Insignificant Constructs 
After discussing the final research model (ADV-AM) results in regard to previous 
literature, in the following two subchapters the insignificant constructs (i.e., effort 
expectancy and facilitating conditions) will be discussed based on the findings from the 
theoretically developed research framework with respect to the existing literature in the 
areas of consumer acceptance and in particular SSTs and AVs.  
 
7.3.2.1 Effort Expectancy  
In this study, effort expectancy is defined as “the degree of ease associated with 
consumers’ use” of ADVs for delivering parcels to their doorstep (Venkatesh et al., 2012, 
p. 159). This includes the higher complexity in the delivery process for the recipient since 
he/she has to communicate via a mobile app with the delivery service provider to set the 
time and date for delivery as well as with the delivery vehicle during parcel drop-off (e.g., 
connecting the smartphone to the vehicle). In this study, it has been hypothesised that 
there is a positive and significant relationship between effort expectancy and behavioural 
intention (H2). However, the statistical results of the theoretically developed research 
framework revealed that this relationship could not be proven in the context of ADVs in 
last-mile delivery in the German context (β = - 0.069; not significant). Therefore, H2 was 
rejected.  
Despite the fact that effort expectancy has been proven to be influential in the 
organisational  environment (Venkatesh et al., 2003) or even in the consumer context 
(Venkatesh et al., 2012), there are also findings from previous studies in a consumer 
context (i.e., SSTs and AVs) where effort expectancy/ease of use was not found to be 
significant, which is in line with the finding in this study (Alalwan et al., 2016b; Hur et 
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al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2018; Slade et al., 2015; Rahman et al., 2018; Madigan et al., 2017; 
Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Hegner et al., 2019; Arain et al., 2019; Tarhini et al., 2019). 
Alalwan et al. (2016b) argue that the insignificant effect might be due to the full-
mediation found of effort expectancy through performance expectancy on behavioural 
intention. Thus, the direct effect of effort expectancy on behavioural intention 
disappeared. In other words, if a consumer believes that a certain technology is easy to 
use and less effort is involved, they will perceive it as more beneficial and useful in their 
life (Davis et al., 1989). In a similar manner, Madigan et al. (2017) argue in the context 
of autonomous shuttles that the insignificant finding of effort expectancy on behavioural 
intention might be due to the similarity between using autonomous shuttles and 
conventional public transportation. Thus, the use of the system is easy and did not require 
any new skills or expertise. These arguments are also in line with the argument by Yuen 
et al. (2018), who postulate that the insignificant effect of complexity (captured in effort 
expectancy) on behavioural intention might be due to the overall simplicity of parcel self-
collection services. Therefore, they argue that if the system is obviously simple, there is 
no effect on behavioural intention. A similar but distinct reason for the insignificance of 
effort expectancy on behavioural intention is presented by Slade et al. (2015). They 
postulate that the insignificance is due to the ubiquity of mobile phone technology. In this 
context, Chong (2013) states that the insignificance of ease of use is related to the 
familiarity of the investigated technology. Indeed, it has been suggested that the effect of 
ease of use decreases over time, as users become more knowledgeable with a specific 
technology (Venkatesh, 2000).  
In the case of ADVs, it was argued that the delivery process is completely different from 
the conventional delivery process in that the recipient has to take on greater tasks to have 
their parcel delivered. For instance, they have to set a timeslot via a mobile app and 
connect their smartphone to the vehicle via Bluetooth. Therefore, it was believed that the 
complexity for the recipient increases. However, the use of ADVs is to a large extent 
operated via a smartphone and a mobile app. Since the majority of participants in this 
study stated that they are experienced and familiar with mobile apps (e.g., Facebook app, 
online banking apps, Amazon app), the use of smartphones and mobile apps does not 
seem to be effortful for them in regard to ADVs. Thus, this might provide a reasonable 
argument that effort expectancy is not a significant predictor of ADV adoption. However, 
it needs to be considered that ADVs are not regularly available on the delivery market in 
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Germany yet. Therefore, participants of this study were mainly inexperienced with 
ADVs, and based the perceived complexity of the mobile app to interact with ADVs on 
their experience with other mobile apps like Facebook or Amazon. However, according 
to Xu et al. (2018), the effect of effort expectancy on behavioural intention might change 
after people had their first experience with the technology. For the case of ADVs, this 
means that effort expectancy might be significant only for people who had already 
experienced ADVs. Therefore, it is recommended in future studies to differentiate 
between nonusers and actual users and further investigate the effects of effort expectancy 
on behavioural intention (see subchapter 8.5).   
 
7.3.2.2 Facilitating Conditions  
Facilitating conditions in this study are defined as “consumers’ perceptions of the 
resources and support available” to use ADVs as a delivery option (Venkatesh et al., 
2012, p. 159). As suggested by Venkatesh et al. (2012), the term facilitating conditions 
in a consumer context is used like perceived behavioural control in the theory of planned 
behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). As such, it was hypothesised in this study that there is a positive 
and significant relationship between facilitating conditions and behavioural intention 
(H4). The statistical results of the theoretically developed research framework, however, 
could not provide support for this hypothesis (β = 0.042; not significant) and therefore it 
was rejected. This indicates that facilitating conditions do not influence users’ 
behavioural intention of ADVs as a delivery option in the German context. 
Interestingly, this finding contradicts the findings of Venkatesh et al. (2012) as well as 
the meta-analytical findings by Dwivedi et al. (2019), who were able to identify that 
facilitating conditions play a major role in a consumer context. Also, in the specific case 
of AVs, Madigan et al. (2017) were able to provide empirical evidence of the importance 
of facilitating conditions on behavioural intention. However, there are also several 
consumer studies that could not find a significant effect of facilitating conditions (e.g., 
Farah et al., 2018; Arain et al., 2019) or perceived behavioural control (e.g., Herrero 
Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010; Wu et al., 2014) on behavioural intention, which 
is in line with the findings of this study. 
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Farah et al. (2018) argue that the insignificance of facilitating conditions on behavioural 
intention might be due to the presence of effort expectancy. In this context, it has been 
argued that issues related to the supporting infrastructure (i.e., external control), which is 
a key concept in facilitating conditions, are also largely captured in effort expectancy 
because it taps into the ease of use of a certain system. This argument is in line with the 
findings by Venkatesh (2000) who was able to identify a full-mediating effect of 
facilitating conditions (i.e., external control) through effort expectancy. In other words, it 
is argued that if both constructs, effort expectancy and facilitating conditions, are present, 
facilitating conditions becomes insignificant on behavioural intention (Venkatesh et al., 
2003). However, this argument is not applicable to the finding in this study because both 
effort expectancy and facilitating conditions could not be proven significant, which is in 
line with other previous consumer studies (e.g., Chiu and Hofer, 2015; Arain et al., 2019). 
Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque (2010) postulate that the insignificance of 
perceived behavioural control (captured in facilitating conditions) on behavioural 
intention might be due to the high average control perceived in e-commerce. In other 
words, if users believe that they have all the resources necessary to use a certain 
technology, then the effect of facilitating conditions might be insignificant. However, the 
fact that users believe that they are able and fully equipped to operate a certain technology 
is not a source of motivation in itself and does not automatically mean that they want to 
use the system (Herrero Crespo and Rodriguez del Bosque, 2010).  
In the case of ADVs, it was argued that people need special resources to use ADVs as a 
delivery option compared to the conventional delivery process. In particular, smartphones 
were mentioned as necessary devices for authorisation and for opening the parcel locker 
of the delivery vehicle. The average rating (i.e., mean) for facilitating conditions was 4.95 
in this study. As such, on average, participants believed that they have the necessary 
resources (e.g., mobile device, knowledge, peer support) available to use this kind of 
delivery system. Therefore, this provides a reasonable argument for the insignificance of 
the relationship in this study and is in line with the argument from Herrero Crespo and 
Rodriguez del Bosque (2010). However, as stated before, it needs to be considered that 
participants were mainly inexperienced with the use of ADVs and therefore the effect of 
facilitating conditions might change after the participants had their first real experience 
with ADVs. This would be in line with the findings of Wu et al. (2014), who investigated 
a SST and found that perceived behavioural control was only significant among actual 
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users, whereas for potential users it was not. Therefore, future research should take this 
into consideration and investigate the difference between actual and nonusers of ADVs 
(see subchapter 8.5). 
 
7.3.3 Applicability of UTAUT2 in the Context of ADVs  
Within this thesis, it has been found that no theoretical model has been applied to 
investigate the behavioural components and relationships to determine user acceptance in 
the context of user acceptance of ADVs. Therefore, the UTAUT2 was applied as the 
baseline model in this study. This decision was based on the fact that UTAUT2 is the 
most comprehensive model in the technology acceptance area, since it incorporates most 
of the relevant pre-existing theories and models in the domain of technology acceptance 
into one unified theory. In addition UTAUT2 is unlike other technology acceptance 
theories explicitly developed for consumer contexts by considering consumer-relevant 
constructs like price value and hedonic motivation (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Furthermore, 
UTAUT2 is relatively new and has not reached a relative level of maturity compared to 
other technology acceptance theories and models (Slade et al., 2013). Following these 
arguments, utilising UTAUT2 in this study as a starting point seemed theoretically and 
practically useful.  
However, to fit UTAUT2 to the context of ADVs for last-mile delivery, the model was 
modified and extended. In doing so, habit was excluded, and price value was modified to 
price sensitivity. Additionally, overall perceived risk, overall trust in technology, and 
innovativeness were incorporated. Moreover, perceived performance risk, and perceived 
safety risk were proposed to influence overall perceived risk; and parcel drop-off 
performance and street performance were proposed to influence overall trust in 
technology (see chapter 3).  
Following the results of this study, further support for some of the UTAUT2 constructs 
in the context of ADVs is provided, which shows that the model is partially applicable to 
the context of last-mile delivery at the current stage of research (i.e., developing stage of 
ADVs). In particular, performance expectancy, hedonic motivation and social influence 
were found to be significant in the context of ADVs. However, compared to the original 
UTAUT2, which comprises seven constructs (i.e., performance expectancy, effort 
expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic motivations, price value, 
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habit), this study revealed that only three out of seven constructs are applicable in the 
context of ADVs at the current stage of technology development (i.e., prototype stage). 
Constructs like habit and price value, for instance, can only be investigated in future 
studies when ADVs are already introduced on a broader scale to the market of last-mile 
delivery.  
The additional proposed effects of overall perceived risk, overall trust in technology, and 
innovativeness, as well as modification of price value to price sensitivity were found to 
also play an important role in affecting nonusers’ behavioural intention to use ADVs. In 
more detail, overall trust in technology was found to be the strongest factor in influencing 
behavioural intention in the context of ADVs. Performance expectancy was the only 
original construct that was found to be more important than overall perceived risk, and 
innovativeness, whereas the effects of social influence and hedonic motivations on 
behavioural intention were smaller. These results echo the importance of adapting 
technology acceptance models to the specific context and in particular to a consumer 
context. Overall, this shows that the UTAUT2 in its original form is only to some extent 
applicable to the context of ADVs at present and it was the correct decision to modify 
and extend the original UTAUT2 to the underlying context. 
In this regard, however, it needs to be considered that UTAUT2 is due to its 
comprehensiveness more complex than other theories and models used to investigate 
technology acceptance (e.g., technology acceptance model or theory of planned 
behaviour). Applying this comprehensive model, the aim of this study was to draw a 
broad picture of users’ acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery, which might not be 
possible to draw with a simpler model like the technology acceptance model (TAM). 
However, as mentioned before, the results show that some of the UTAUT2 constructs 
were not applicable in the underlying context (i.e., habit and price value) and some were 
found insignificant (i.e., effort expectancy and facilitating conditions) in this study. 
Therefore, further research might also use simpler models (e.g., TAM) as a starting point 
to investigate user acceptance of ADVs and incorporate price sensitivity, trust in 
technology, perceived risk, and innovativeness, which were found to play a major role in 
acceptance formation in this study. In addition to these constructs there might also be 
other constructs, like perceived job loss, that have been identified in the open-ended 
question in this study that are worth investigation (see subchapter 8.5). Then, the findings 
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can be compared, and the decision of the applicability of certain baseline theory or model 
can be evaluated more comprehensively in future studies.  
 
7.1 Conclusion 
This chapter discussed the findings of this research project in detail related to the research 
question, the developed and verified research model (ADV-AM), as well as the related 
literature. It showed that only some of the original UTAUT2 constructs are applicable to 
the context of ADVs. What is more, the new proposed constructs – overall perceived risk, 
overall trust in technology and innovativeness – as well as the modified construct – price 
sensitivity – were highly important in the ADVs context, which shows the need to tailor 
existing technology acceptance models to the specific research context. Due to the 
insignificant effects as well as the exclusion of some constructs from UTAUT2 in this 
study, it can be stated that the original UTAUT2 model is only to some extent applicable 
to the context of user acceptance of ADVs at the current developmental stage and current 
market introduction, and additional constructs should be considered.    
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8 Chapter 8: Conclusions 
8.1 Introduction 
Within this last chapter of the thesis the research project will be summarised. Throughout 
this summary, it will clearly be stated through which process the research objectives were 
fulfilled. Next, the research contributions, which are divided into theoretical contributions 
and managerial implications, will be outlined. This will be followed by the research 
limitations and recommendations for further research.  
 
8.2 Summary of the Research Study and Findings 
The enormous B2C e-commerce growth in Germany, and with it the increasing 
transportation volume, leads to a higher number of delivery vehicles in residential areas 
(Weltevreden, 2008; Liu et al., 2019a). This development imposes a variety of negative 
externalities (e.g., road congestion and air pollution). In turn, these negative externalities 
have a direct impact on the quality of life as well as traffic safety (Savelsbergh and van 
Woensel, 2016). Therefore, governments try to limit the negative effects with traffic 
restrictions, which negatively influence delivery activities (e.g., low emission zone) 
(Dablanc and Montenon, 2015; Schönberg et al., 2018). Alongside these challenges, 
logistics service providers are nowadays also faced with evermore customer demands 
(i.e., faster delivery, flexible changes, more environmentally friendly operation, etc.) 
(Florio et al., 2018; Vakulenko et al., 2019).  
Since current delivery practices (i.e., van delivery) do not seem to be able to cope with 
this fast-changing environment efficiently, a realignment of the delivery practices as well 
as the development of new delivery practices is indispensable (Joerss et al., 2016; 
Marsden et al., 2018; Florio et al., 2018). Especially, ADVs were identified to be able to 
revolutionise last-mile delivery (Marsden et al., 2018; Joerss et al., 2016). ADVs in this 
thesis were defined as electric and self-driving ground vehicles that make the overall last-
mile transportation process more efficient (e.g., decreasing transportation costs), more 
sustainable (e.g., free of local CO2 emissions) and more customer-focused (e.g., more 
flexible) (Joerss et al., 2016; Marsden et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2018). Therefore, 
ADVs are believed to be a good compromise between efficiency, sustainability, and 
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customer convenience in the context of last-mile delivery. As a result, ADVs have the 
potential to compete with existing delivery practices in the near future (Joerss et al., 2016; 
Schröder et al., 2018; Marsden et al., 2018). However, as with other technological 
developments the feasibility should always be balanced against the customer perceptions 
as well as their behavioural responses (Collier and Kimes, 2012). In other words, even 
though ADVs might be technically able to contribute to last-mile efficiency, the 
successful implementation of ADVs cannot be realised unless end-consumers accept the 
innovative service concept for home delivery.  
At present, little research exists on the acceptance of innovative last-mile delivery 
solutions and in particular on the acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery. Therefore, 
the key factors that motivate consumers to adopt ADVs remained to be explored. Thus, it 
was of interest in this thesis to fill this knowledge gap and identify the factors that affect 
user acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery in Germany. Moreover, little theory-based 
research in the logistics literature exists (Grawe, 2009). As such, to the best of my 
knowledge, this research study, alongside the publications derived from this thesis 
(Kapser and Abdelrahman, 2019, in press, in review), is the first that investigated user 
acceptance of ADVs empirically by utilising an acceptance model to investigate the 
behavioural components. This study utilised the UTAUT2 as a baseline model and 
modified as well as expanded it to the specific context of ADVs in last-mile delivery to 
investigate user acceptance. In doing so, it was aimed to encompass the most important 
factors that positively or negative influence user acceptance (i.e., behavioural intention) 
of ADVs. In particular, this study was designed to answer the following research question:  
“What are the factors that affect user acceptance of autonomous delivery vehicles 
(ADVs) in last-mile delivery in Germany?”  
To answer this research question comprehensively, the research was aimed to fulfil three 
objectives, which were outlined in subchapter 1.2. All objectives were fulfilled 
comprehensively in this thesis. Figure 8.1 on the following page shows a holistic view of 
this research study. In this study UTAUT2 is applied as a foundation. Additionally, 
acceptance research from from the areas of autonomous vehicles (AVs) and self-service 
technologies (SSTs) are synthesised to develop the “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle 
Acceptance Model”, which could be empirically validated in this study. 
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Figure 8.1: Holistic View of This Study 
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In the following, it will be presented and explained in greater detail how the research 
objectives were fulfilled.  
Objective 1: Determining the factors that positively or negatively influence user 
acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery  
First, since a limited amount of literature was available in the context of ADVs, the 
framework development was based on systematic literature reviews in closely related 
research areas, namely SSTs and AVs. Through the systematic literature reviews, it was 
possible to identify additional important factors that were proposed to influence 
behavioural intention (BI) in the context of ADVs in last-mile delivery. Thus, it was 
possible to extend and modify UTAUT2 in this study to the underlying research context. 
In doing so, overall perceived risk (PR_O), overall trust in technology (TT_O), as well as 
innovativeness (INO) were identified to be of additional importance in the area of ADVs, 
alongside the UTAUT2 constructs.  
Despite the fact that perceived risk as well as trust in technology have mainly been studied 
as a unidimensional construct in previous studies, these constructs were, due to the 
characteristics of ADVs (i.e., driving autonomously on public roads and dropping off 
parcels at their final destination), studied as multidimensional constructs in this thesis. 
Overall perceived risk (PR_O) was proposed to be determined by perceived safety risk 
(PR_SR) and perceived performance risk (PR_PR), whereas trust in technology (TT_O) 
was proposed to be determined by street performance (TT_S) and parcel drop-off 
performance (TT_P). As such, it was possible to investigate both main characteristics of 
ADVs and therefore create a more detailed understanding of the facets of trust in 
technology as well as perceived risk in the context of user acceptance of ADVs in last-
mile delivery.  
Second, due to the newness of ADVs and the fact that ADVs are still in their developing 
and testing stage, the knowledge and experience of the participants in this study was 
generally considered low. Therefore, it was not possible to investigate habit in this study, 
which was originally used in UTAUT2. Moreover, this study focused on behavioural 
intention as the main dependent construct and use behaviour was excluded. This was 
based on the fact that ADVs are not yet available as a regular delivery option in Germany. 
Furthermore, since the participants in this study had very little or no experience with 
ADVs, it was also not possible to investigate price value. This was based on the fact that 
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the price as well as the actual value needs to be known beforehand. Therefore, price value 
was modified to price sensitivity, which is more related to the reaction to price changes 
(see subchapter 3.3.1.1). In this regard, Germans are in general more price sensitive than 
other nations (OC & C Strategy Consultants, 2012), therefore, it was important to study 
a price-related construct in this study.   
To sum it up, through the review of literature in the area of technology acceptance in 
general and in particular through the structured literature reviews in the overlapping 
research areas of SSTs and AVs, it was possible to fulfil the first objective and 
theoretically identify the most important constructs that might determine user acceptance 
in the context of ADVs in last-mile delivery (see Figure 8.2 on the following page).  
Objective 2: Developing a theoretical framework that describes the relationships 
between the factors and user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery 
In addition to the identification of the most important constructs that determine user 
acceptance in the context of ADVs in last-mile delivery, it was also possible to describe 
the relationships between the proposed constructs in a theoretical framework mainly 
based on the UTAUT2 but also on other previous literature. As such, the second objective 
was also fulfilled.  
Up to this stage, this research was purely theoretical in nature by considering previous 
findings from the areas of technology acceptance of ADVs, SSTs, and AVs. The final 
theoretical framework (see Figure 8.2 on the following page) encompassed nine direct 
determinants of behavioural intention (i.e., performance expectancy, effort expectancy, 
social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, price sensitivity, overall 
perceived risk, and overall trust in technology) and four determinants that determine 
behavioural intention indirectly through overall trust in technology (i.e., street 
performance, parcel drop-off performance) and overall perceived risk (i.e., perceived 
performance risk, perceived safety risk). Additionally, trust in technology was proposed 
to negatively influence perceived risk.  
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Figure 8.2: Hypothesised Theoretical Framework 
 
 
Objective 3: Empirically test the validity of the theoretical framework in Germany 
In a next step, the theoretically developed framework was tested empirically in Germany 
and in doing so, the third objective was fulfilled. The empirical study was conducted 
through an online self-administered questionnaire via Qualtrics. In this study, 501 people 
completed the survey (conversion rate9 of 47 percent). Thus, 501 datasets could be used 
for data analysis. Since this study aimed to be approximately representative of the German 
population, three quotas were set that represent the German population (i.e., age, gender, 
monthly household net-income). Considering the quotas set, the 501 datasets were able 
to represent the German population. The data was analysed using structural equation 
modelling (SEM) with AMOS (Analysis of Mean and Covariance Structures). In doing 
so, the hypotheses including the structural paths of the proposed hypothesised framework, 
were assessed. This assessment revealed that twelve out of fourteen hypotheses were 
supported. In other words, the theoretically developed framework could be proven with a 
caveat for two paths.  
                                                          
9 Conversion rate = how many people completed the survey vs. how many people accessed it. 
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In addition to the empirical testing of the theoretically developed research framework, the 
framework was re-estimated again after dropping the insignificant constructs (i.e., effort 
expectancy and facilitating conditions). As a result, all constructs were found significant 
and the “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” was developed (see Figure 
8.3 below, which also includes the positive/negative path labels) that can also be used for 
further investigations of user acceptance of ADVs in other countries.  
 
 
Figure 8.3: Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model (ADV-AM) 
 
This research has provided further evidence for some of the UTAUT2 constructs in a new 
consumer technology context (i.e., autonomous delivery vehicles for last-mile delivery). 
Overall trust in technology (β = 0.242; p < 0.001) was the strongest predictor of 
behavioural intention in the Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model, followed 
by price sensitivity (β = - 0.211; p < 0.001), performance expectancy (β = 0.199; p < 
0.001), innovativeness (β = 0.175; p < 0.001), hedonic motivation (β = 0.118; p < 0.05), 
social influence (β = 0.117; p < 0.01), and overall perceived risk (β = - 0.072; p < 0.05). 
The large effects of trust in technology, price sensitivity, and innovativeness on 
behavioural intentions in the context of ADVs shows the importance of tailoring 
technology adoption models to their underlying context. Additionally, the effects of 
perceived safety risk (β = 0.658; p < 0.001) and perceived performance risk (β = 0.129; p 
< 0.001) were proved to play an important role in determining overall perceived risk. The 
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same is true for the constructs of trust in technology street performance (β = 0.435; p < 
0.001) and trust in technology parcel drop-off performance (β = 0.511; p < 0.001). 
Overall, this study was able to explain 80 percent of the variance in behavioural intention 
by adopting and extending the UTAUT2 to the context of ADVs.  
To sum it up, this study is the first that investigated user acceptance of ADVs by utilising 
a technology acceptance model (UTAUT2 in this study) and gives first insights into the 
behavioural components and their relationships in the context of ADVs for last-mile 
delivery in Germany.    
 
8.3 Contributions and Implications 
This study is an important effort towards a deeper understanding of the factors that affect 
the user acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery in Germany. Therefore, this study 
enriched not only the academic literature in the fields of technology acceptance and 
logistics innovations but also provides guidance for vehicle developers, marketers and 
logistics service providers on how to develop, promote, and market ADVs in a successful 
manner. Within the following subsections, the research contributions, which are divided 
into theoretical contributions and managerial implications, will be presented. 
 
8.3.1 Theoretical Contributions 
This study has several theoretical contributions to the body of literature in technology 
acceptance, in logistics innovation management as well as in the field of autonomous 
vehicles. In particular, it contributes to the limited literature available of user acceptance 
of last-mile delivery innovations – in this study, ADVs – by utilising a theoretically 
developed and verified research model, which can be used to investigate user acceptance 
of ADVs. These will be presented in the following. 
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(1) Utilising the UTAUT2 model in a new context  
This is the first study that utilises UTAUT2 as a baseline model not only in the broader 
context of logistics innovations but also in the specific context ADVs for last-mile 
delivery. In more detail, this study is the first that investigates, through UTAUT2, the 
factors that influence an individual’s behavioural intention to use ADVs as a delivery 
service. In other words, this study contributes to the literature by examining the viability 
and validity of the UTAUT2 model in the context of logistical innovations from a 
customer perspective, which has mainly been neglected in the logistical innovation 
literature. The findings show that UTAUT2 is to some extent applicable to investigate 
user acceptance of ADVs in last-mile delivery. Hence, this study has broadened the 
applicability of some of the UTAUT2 constructs to a new business context (i.e., logistics 
innovation management) as well as to a new technological context (i.e., ADVs).   
(2) Modifying and extending the UTAUT2 model to the context of ADVs  
This study also enriches the literature by introducing a modified and extended UTAUT2, 
which is mainly based on systematic literature reviews in two related research areas (i.e., 
SSTs and AVs). First, this study is the first that investigates the effects of overall 
perceived risk, overall trust in technology, and innovativeness on behavioural intention 
in the specific domain of ADVs for last-mile delivery. As a result, it was possible in this 
study to provide evidence for the applicability of these constructs in the domain of last-
mile delivery and in particular in the specific context of ADVs.  
Second, perceived risk and trust in technology have often been studied as unidimensional 
constructs, whereas this study investigates both aspects multidimensionally and by doing 
so investigates these constructs from two different angles: SSTs (i.e., parcel drop-off) as 
well as AVs (i.e., driving autonomously). Thus, this study is the first that sheds light on 
the constructs of risk and trust in the field of technological innovations in a logistical 
context and in particular ADVs in last-mile delivery. In more detail, this study found that 
overall perceived risk is directly determined by perceived safety risk and perceived 
performance risk, and overall trust in technology is determined by street performance and 
parcel drop-off performance. Since both constructs explained 82 and 79 percent of the 
variance in overall perceived risk and overall trust in technology, respectively, it can be 
concluded with confidence that this study investigated the most important antecedents of 
perceived risk and trust in technology in the context of ADVs.  
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Third, within this study, price value was modified to price sensitivity to be able to study 
a price-related factor at the current stage of technological development (see subchapter 
3.3.1.1). As such, this study is the first that investigates and provides evidence for price 
sensitivity in the context of ADVs for last-mile delivery. Moreover, this study is also the 
first that investigates price sensitivity in the UTAUT2 context. As such, the findings of 
this study also provide evidence that price sensitivity can be used as a price-related factor 
in technology acceptance studies. Hence, it is recommended to include price sensitivity 
as a price-related factor in technology acceptance models, especially when the technology 
has not been introduced to the market to investigate whether price is a relevant setscrew 
in the domain of technology acceptance.  
Overall, it can be concluded that the model modifications and extensions clearly broaden 
the applicability of UTAUT2 to the context of ADVs in last-mile delivery. In other words, 
the extended and modified UTAUT2 (i.e., Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance 
Model) is a suitable theoretical lens and provides a better understanding towards 
consumers’ decision-making processes concerning the selection of last-mile delivery 
services.  
(3) Contribution to the research field of autonomous vehicles (AVs) 
Alongside the theoretical contributions to the field of ADVs in last-mile delivery, this 
research also made a major contribution to the field of autonomous vehicles (AVs). As 
such, this study is among the first that investigates autonomous vehicles from an outside 
perspective (i.e., neither the driver nor passenger perspective), which has been studied 
only minorly before (Hulse et al., 2018). In particular, perceived safety risk (i.e., 
autonomous driving function) and street performance (i.e., trust in autonomous driving 
function) might also be of relevance for the acceptance of other autonomous vehicles 
(e.g., cars or buses). Therefore, these constructs can also be used in further research for 
investigating the determinants of user acceptance of other AVs from an outside 
perspective.  
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(4) Methodological perspective  
From a methodological point of view, to the best of my knowledge, this study is the first 
that applies and provides evidence for the UTAUT2 constructs as well as the 
“Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” in the cultural context of Germany. 
As such, the German questionnaire version, which was developed through a backwards 
translation process, can be used for further investigation of UTAUT2 and the 
“Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model” in German-speaking countries (e.g., 
Austria or Switzerland).  
Furthermore, most UTAUT2 studies reviewed in this thesis have investigated the model 
by applying convenience sampling (often sampling only students), which made it 
impossible to generalise to a broader population. Since this study applied quota sampling, 
it is outstanding compared to previous UTAUT2 studies. In this study, the results are 
partially generalisable to the German population in terms of age, gender, and monthly 
household net-income. Thus, it is possible with these findings to draw broader 
conclusions about the German population. Hence, the findings of this study are of real 
value for logistics service providers, vehicle developers, designers, and marketers, which 
will be presented in the following. 
 
8.3.2 Managerial Implications 
Alongside the theoretical contributions, this study also has a number of managerial 
implications. As mentioned before, this study combined the literature from two distinct 
but related and overlapping research fields of ADVs, and by doing so, conceptualised the 
end-consumers’ behavioural intention of ADVs in the domain of last-mile delivery, which 
has not been studied before. Understanding the customer perspective in the field of last-
mile delivery is highly important not only due to the active involvement of the recipient 
during parcel drop-off but also because of the competitiveness within the field of last-
mile delivery. Therefore, this study answers the call from Deutsche Post DHL, which is 
the major logistics service provider globally, to enhance the understanding of the needs 
of end-consumers of logistical services (Deutsche Post DHL, 2018a, 2018b). This is 
increasingly important due to the rising power of end-consumers to dictate how the 
delivery of their goods should be organised within the last-mile (Wang et al., 2018a). In 
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other words, this study provides fruitful insights into the consumer’s decision-making 
when deciding on the options of last-mile delivery. As such, this study provides a 
comprehensive model (i.e., ADV-AM) that has been developed and tested prior to the 
broad market introduction in Germany and therefore can help vehicle developers, 
designers, and logistics service providers to develop, promote, and market ADVs as an 
innovative delivery solution that will be accepted by the final customer (i.e., recipient).   
First, and most importantly, this study found that overall trust in technology is the most 
important factor in acceptance formation for ADVs in the context of last-mile delivery in 
Germany. This implies that trust in ADVs is a ground-breaking precondition for accepting 
this innovative delivery solution. The findings in this study show that parcel drop-off 
performance and street performance almost equally determine overall trust in technology. 
As such, if ADVs are promoted to the public as trustworthy (i.e., autonomously driving 
function) and in particular if the focus is on the dependability of the characteristics of 
ADVs (i.e., during parcel drop-off), the acceptance of potential users will very likely 
increase. Moreover, studies have shown that people are more comfortable with 
automation technology they have personally experienced because it reduces the fear of 
the unknown (Hegner et al., 2019). Taking this aspect into consideration, logistics service 
providers and other last-mile delivery companies (e.g., start-ups) could start with more 
extensive trials in Germany where the general population can be more actively involved, 
which will likely increase their trust in ADVs and hence will increase user acceptance. A 
good example was the trial of the ADV at the federal gardening show in Heilbronn 
(Germany), where residents and visitors could actively interact with the ADVs.  
Second, the price for the last-mile delivery option was found to be very important for 
Germans. This implies that the usage of one delivery option over the other is an economic 
decision. As such, it is recommended that the price for the delivery with ADVs is at least 
not higher than the conventional price for parcel deliveries, even though ADVs include 
additional advantages for the recipient and might therefore be seen as a premium service. 
In marketing terms, it is recommended at this stage that logistics service providers use a 
price penetration strategy, that is, to start with a low price and increase it after a large 
market share has been reached or after the consumers value the additional advantages 
enough to be willing to pay extra for it.  
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Third, this study found that utilitarian benefits (i.e., performance expectancy) of ADVs 
are also very important to potential users in Germany. Hence, vehicle developers, 
designers, and marketers should focus the vehicle development and the marketing 
communication activities of ADVs on the usefulness of this last-mile delivery option 
(e.g., higher flexibility, higher convenience, etc.) compared to conventional delivery 
options. In other words, if the characteristics of ADVs were promoted to the public with 
focus on its advantages, the acceptance of ADVs would very likely increase.  
Fourth, alongside the innovation characteristics (e.g., usefulness), this study found that 
an individual’s innovativeness plays an important role in acceptance formation. 
Following the theory of innovation and diffusion by Rogers (2003), innovators (2.5%) 
and early adopters (13.5%), who are generally considered to be highly innovative, will 
try this new delivery technology first, whereas less innovative individuals will react with 
hesitation or resistance. Therefore, logistics service providers need to understand and 
respect the differences between their customers. Therefore, it is recommended to 
marketers of logistics services that ADVs are introduced as an innovative delivery 
technology to the public. More specifically, the marketing should directly focus on 
innovative individuals (i.e., innovators or early adopters). Moreover, to speed up the 
diffusion process and also encourage the early majority to use ADVs as a delivery option, 
companies could pay incentives or rewards (e.g., monetary and non-monetary bonuses) 
to innovators and early adopters to recruit other people with lower innovativeness, who 
have not tested the system before. To sum it up, it is essential that logistics service 
providers choose the right implementation strategy for the right customer. 
Fifth, hedonic factors were found to play an important role in ADVs acceptance 
formation. As such, the following managerial implications arise. Developers should focus 
on the hedonic factors for the improvement of the prototype and include aspects or 
features of the technology that are actually enjoyable and entertaining. From a marketing 
perspective, specific aspects of ADVs that are considered enjoyable, fun, or entertaining 
should be promoted to the public to increase the likelihood that potential users accept this 
technology (e.g., the interaction with the vehicles, the mobile app interface, etc.). 
Additionally, marketers should focus their communication on the novelty and 
innovativeness of these vehicles, thereby contribute to hedonic motivation (Alalwan et 
al., 2018a).  
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Sixth, social influence was found to have the sixth strongest effect on behavioural 
intention, therefore, the following implications arise. Marketers might use the influence 
of social pressure to their advantage when promoting ADVs during the market 
introduction stage. A similar approach could be used as outlined before. As such, people 
who have tried ADVs during the trial phase in Germany will receive incentives or rewards 
to recruit other people who have not tested the system before. Another approach would 
be to include communication tools like testimonials and endorsements by opinion leaders 
(Chiu and Hofer, 2015) or even influencers. Nowadays, influencers can be used as 
opinion leaders and educate people about ADVs for last-mile delivery. To sum it up, when 
marketers try to influence those people whose opinion is important to others, the 
acceptance of ADVs will very likely increase, even if the system was not accepted by 
some individuals before.  
Seventh, overall perceived risk was found to have a small but significant influence on the 
acceptance of ADVs as a delivery option. Moreover, it was stated in the open question 
that risk is an important aspect for several participants for accepting ADVs as a delivery 
option. This finding has two major implications for developers and marketers. Firstly, 
aspects that show the safety and high accuracy of ADVs when driving on public roads 
should be taken into consideration when promoting these vehicles to the public. Secondly, 
despite the smaller effect of perceived performance risk, this type of risk should not be 
neglected. As such, ADVs should be promoted as a delivery option that fulfils the tasks 
of delivery at least as well as the conventional delivery person. In fact, the marketing 
should include the advantages of ADVs over its traditional alternative, which will likely 
increase its acceptance.  
Overall, it has been stated that ADVs are able to make the overall last-mile delivery 
process more efficient, sustainable and customer-focused. However, ADVs can only 
unfold their full potential if they are fully accepted. By taking into consideration the 
managerial implications, outlined in this subchapter, in the further development of ADVs 
as well as in the marketing communications to the public in Germany, user acceptance of 
ADVs for last-mile delivery will likely increase.  
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8.4 Limitations of the Study 
Despite the fact that this study includes several promising and valuable findings, a few 
limitations need to be considered, which might open the door for further research (see 
subchapter 8.5). First, based on the time as well as the financial resources available, a 
cross-sectional research design was conducted. As such, the data was only collected at a 
single point of time. In other words, a snapshot of the phenomena under study was taken. 
Obviously, it would be wrong to assume that the findings in this study can describe the 
changing process in technology adoption over time. For instance, as more and more 
information will be available on ADVs in the future, and people become more 
experienced with ADVs, the constructs found important in this study might change. In 
particular, as argued before, the effects of facilitating conditions and effort expectancy 
might be relevant after the participants experienced ADVs as an actual delivery system.  
Second, and in line with the limitation stated before, due to the novelty of ADVs, 
participants in this study did not have any fundamental experience with this technology 
because the investigation of user acceptance of ADVs took place before the broad market 
introduction (i.e., use behaviour could not be investigated). Therefore, participants rated 
the UTAUT2 constructs as well as the additionally added constructs based on the 
information received by the researcher in the information sheet (see Appendix A: Survey 
Questionnaire – English Version) or existing knowledge of the participants and as such 
not by actual experience. This should be considered when interpreting the findings.  
Third, the research was conducted in the specific domain of ADVs, which were defined 
as self-driving ground vehicles in this thesis. Obviously, the findings are not generally 
applicable to other forms of technology. In particular, even though it might be appealing 
to generalise these findings to other innovative last-mile delivery solutions like aerial 
drones or parcel lockers, this is not recommended without clearly considering the 
underlying research context.  
Fourth, since this study investigated the user acceptance of ADVs in the cultural 
background of Germany, the findings are not generalisable to other countries, especially 
not to non-western countries, were the culture is enormously different.  
Fifth, overall trust in technology (TT_O) and overall perceived risk (PR_O) were 
hypothesised to be determined by only two constructs in this thesis (i.e., overall trust in 
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technology is determined by street performance and parcel drop-off performance; overall 
perceived risk is determined by perceived performance risk and perceived safety risk), 
which was based on the main characteristics of ADVs (i.e., driving autonomously on 
public roads and dropping off parcels without human – human interaction). However, this 
narrow view and definition of the constructs limits the scope of overall trust in technology 
and overall perceived risk. This is especially true when considering the potential trust and 
risk facets, which could also be relevant in the context of ADVs as a last-mile delivery 
option (e.g., risk of data loss, trust in the service provider, etc.)  
Finally, even though this study gives the first promising insights into the acceptance 
formation of ADVs for last-mile delivery in Germany, it is not completely generalisable. 
Despite the fact that within this study quota sampling was applied (i.e., age, gender, and 
monthly household net-income), the number of responses is only 501. Even though such 
a sample size is considered statistically acceptable for evaluating complex structural 
models (Hair et al., 2014a), the stability as well as the rigour of the conceptual model 
verified in this study could be strengthened by increasing the sample size.  
 
8.5 Recommendations for Further Research  
Taking the research limitations outlined in the previous section into consideration, there 
are several recommendations for further research. First, future research should use the 
same questionnaire and investigate the verified “Autonomous Delivery Vehicle 
Acceptance Model” with the same methodological procedures conducted in this study at 
several points of time. In other words, a longitudinal approach should be conducted. This 
will help to investigate the changing process of user acceptance (i.e., behavioural 
intention) over time in the German context. In doing so, it can be investigated to what 
extent the significance of the structural paths are dependent on the technological 
developmental level, the information provided in marketing activities, as well as the 
market penetration.  
Second, based on the limitation that the participants in this study had very little or no 
experience with ADVs, further research should focus on users who have more experience 
with ADVs (i.e., actual users) rather than potential users. Here, users that have taken part 
in the trial test of ADVs can be used as participants. This will help to understand the 
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differences between these two user groups and adjust, if necessary, the marketing 
strategies accordingly. Moreover, this will help to investigate the relationship between 
behavioural intention and use behaviour, which could not be investigated in this study. 
Third, the underlying research model has been verified only in the context of ADVs for 
last-mile delivery. To be able to strengthen the research model in the domain of logistics 
innovations, further research could carefully investigate whether this model is also 
applicable to other logistical innovations that are disruptive in the last-mile delivery 
process. In this regard, the ADV-AM could be utilised in the domain of areal drones.  
Fourth, the study conducted in this thesis was focused on Germany only. Future research 
should investigate user acceptance of ADVs in several other cultural backgrounds. In 
other words, the robustness of the research model should be investigated by applying it 
to other cultural backgrounds. In doing so, English- as well as German-speaking countries 
can be targeted as a next step, as the questionnaire is available in both languages.  
Fifth, due to limited financial resources in this study, only 501 participants could be 
targeted. It is recommended that future research investigates the verified research model 
from this study with a larger sample size. This will strengthen the stability as well as the 
rigour of the Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Acceptance Model verified in this study.  
Sixth, to the best of my knowledge this study is the first that investigates price sensitivity 
in the UTAUT2 context. Further research should not only integrate price sensitivity in 
other research contexts (i.e., different technologies) to broaden the construct’s 
applicability, but should also investigate the price range that is acceptable for customers. 
This will help practitioners to clearly define the price for the delivery service with ADVs 
in last-mile delivery.  
Seventh, the inclusion of overall trust in technology (TT_O) and overall perceived risk 
(PR_O) clearly broadened the applicability of UTAUT2 in the domain of last-mile 
logistics. However, to get a more detailed understanding of these constructs additional 
determinants should be investigated that influence these two constructs alongside the 
proven constructs in this study. This will not only allow to get a better theoretical 
understanding of these constructs, but also will it help practitioners to adjust the relevant 
setscrew.  
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Eighth, even though effort expectancy and facilitating conditions could not be proven as 
determinants of behavioural intention (i.e., user acceptance) in this study, it is worth to 
consider both constructs in future studies at a later point of time. This will help to 
determine whether effort expectancy and facilitating conditions are only relevant after the 
participants had their first experience with ADVs, which has been found in previous 
technology acceptance research.  
Finally, the findings from the open-question also revealed some interesting findings that 
should be investigated more closely in future research. For instance, job loss due to 
automation as well as the risk of theft might be promising additional constructs that are 
relevant in the area ADVs’ acceptance research. Therefore, these should be investigated 
in detail in future research concerning the acceptance of ADVs for last-mile delivery. 
 
8.6 Conclusion 
This research provided a comprehensive view of the user acceptance of ADVs for last-
mile delivery in Germany. Therefore, these research findings can be used as a starting 
point for future studies investigating the acceptance of technological innovations in last-
mile delivery as well as the acceptance of ADVs in particular. Since ADVs do not only 
provide advantages for logistics service providers and the individual recipient but also for 
society as a whole, this study is just the start of a new research area that will hopefully 
attract much more attention in the future.  
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9 Appendices 
Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire – English Version 
 
User Acceptance of Autonomous Delivery Vehicles  
- An Empirical Study in Germany - 
 
Dear Sir or Madam,   
  
Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey. The survey will take 
approximately 10-15 minutes for completion, as you will only be asked for each statement to tick 
one answer. Overall, the survey includes three parts.  
  
The main purpose of this research is to examine user acceptance of autonomous delivery vehicles 
in last-mile delivery in Germany. Here, last-mile delivery is defined as the final transport process 
of goods to the recipient’s doorstep. This study focuses only on private individuals. By answering 
this questionnaire, you will contribute to this research by helping us to get a better understanding 
of the user perspective regarding autonomous delivery vehicles.   
 
As this survey asks you about your perceptions, there are no right or wrong answers. Therefore, 
it is of highest value to this study that you respond to the questions based only on your own 
personal judgment.  
 
Your response will be used for research purposes only and your details will be kept anonymous 
and confidential. Your participation is totally voluntary, and you are free to withdraw at any time 
without giving a reason. I appreciate your participation as the success of this study greatly depends 
on it.  
 
-------------------- 
Yours faithfully, 
Sebastian Kapser 
PhD Student 
Northumbria University Business School 
Email: sebastian.kapser@northumbria.ac.uk 
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Part 1/3: Respondent’s Profile 
1. What is your age? 
a. 18-24 years 
b. 25-34 years 
c. 35-49 years 
d. 50-64 years 
e. 65 + years 
 
2. What is your gender? 
a. Female  
b. Male 
 
3. What is your nationality? 
a. German 
b. Other, please specify 
 
4. What is your monthly household-income (net)? 
This is the sum of all salaries, wages and incomes from people living together in one household. 
a. below 900 € 
b. 900 € until < 1,300 € 
c. 1,300 € until < 1,500 € 
d. 1,500 € until < 2,000 € 
e. 2,000 € until < 2,600 € 
f. 2,600 € until < 3,200 € 
g. 3,200 € until < 4,500 € 
h. 4,500 € until < 6,000 € 
i. 6,000 € and above 
 
5. What is your highest education? 
a. Secondary school certificate or below 
b. High school degree 
c. University diploma 
d. Bachelor’s degree 
e. Master’s degree 
f. Doctorate 
g. No degree 
h. Other, please specify 
 
6. What is your current employment status? 
a. full-time employment 
b. part-time employment 
c. seeking work 
d. retired 
e. pupil 
f. student 
g. unable to work 
 
7. On average how often do you buy products online? 
a. Never  
b. Rarely  
c. Once a year 
d. A few times a year 
e. Monthly 
f. Weekly 
g. Daily 
 
8. Do you use mobile apps in your daily life? (e.g., Facebook, Deutsche Bahn App, Mobile 
Banking, etc.) 
a. Yes 
b. No  
 
9. If 7 (all, except “never”) and 8 is yes, have you used mobile apps (e.g. Amazon app, eBay 
app, etc.) for ordering products online? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
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Part 2/3: Information Sheet 
Please read the following information carefully! 
 
Autonomous Delivery Vehicles 
In this research autonomous delivery vehicles are defined as self-driving ground vehicles, which 
use electric energy as a power source. These vehicles drive at a speed of approximately 5-10 
km/h and drive on sidewalks rather than streets. For safety and security reasons, those vehicles 
are equipped with various cameras, sensors and satellite navigation system (GPS). Autonomous 
delivery vehicles look like little robots (picture 1) or like a mobile parcel locker (picture 2) and 
can deliver parcels or other goods like groceries to the doorstep.  
To date, autonomous delivery vehicles are in a testing phase on public roads. In Germany, for 
instance in Hamburg and Dusseldorf, autonomous delivery vehicles are tested for parcel 
delivery. However, they are not yet regularly available as a delivery option. 
 
                                                   
                     Picture 1                                               Picture 2  
 
Delivery Process: Interaction and Advantages  
To use autonomous delivery vehicles, you need a mobile device (e.g., smartphone or tablet) 
for running the mobile app.  Via the mobile app, the recipient will be requested to set the date 
and timeslot in which he/she wants to receive the ordered goods. For the recipients this makes 
the delivery process with autonomous delivery vehicles more flexible and convenient compared 
to conventional delivery options. The mobile app is easy to use and regarding the severity for 
instance comparable to conventional apps like the Amazon or eBay app.  
Once the autonomous delivery vehicle arrives at the final destination, the recipient will receive 
a message through the app to collect the goods. To authorize and to open the locker of the 
vehicle the recipient has to connect their mobile device via Bluetooth to the vehicle. In the 
case of an unexpected situation (e.g. the locker cannot be opened), the recipient can directly call 
for assistance through the mobile app or the interface of the vehicle.  
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Part 3/3: Autonomous Delivery Vehicles and User Acceptance  
 
10. Have you heard about autonomous delivery vehicles before? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
 
11. Have you had the chance to use them? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
 
For the following questions please imagine autonomous delivery vehicles will be reality in the near 
future.  
Based on your own opinion and judgement, please state to what extent you agree or disagree with 
the following: 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
12. I would find autonomous 
delivery vehicles useful in my 
daily life. 
       
13. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would help me 
accomplish things more 
quickly.  
       
14. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would increase my 
productivity. 
       
15. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would increase my 
flexibility in my daily life.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
16. Learning how to use 
autonomous delivery vehicles 
would be easy for me. 
       
17. My interaction with the 
autonomous delivery vehicle 
via the mobile app would be 
clear and understandable.  
       
18. I would find autonomous 
delivery vehicles easy to use. 
       
19. It would be easy for me to 
become skilful at using 
autonomous delivery vehicles. 
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 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
20. People who are important to 
me would think that I should 
use autonomous delivery 
vehicles. 
       
21. People who influence my 
behaviour would think that I 
should use autonomous 
delivery vehicles.  
       
22. People whose opinion I value 
would prefer that I use 
autonomous delivery vehicles.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
23. I have the resources necessary 
to use autonomous delivery 
vehicles (i.e., mobile device). 
       
24. I have the knowledge 
necessary to use autonomous 
delivery vehicles.  
       
25. Autonomous delivery vehicles 
are compatible with other 
technologies I use (e.g., 
smartphone).  
       
26. I can get help from others 
when I have difficulties using 
autonomous delivery vehicles.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
27. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would be fun. 
       
28. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would be enjoyable.   
       
29. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles would be very 
entertaining.   
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 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
30. I would not mind paying more 
to try out autonomous 
delivery vehicles as a delivery 
option.  
       
31. I would not mind spending a 
lot of money for getting my 
orders delivered by 
autonomous delivery vehicles.    
       
32. I would be less willing to pay 
for autonomous delivery 
vehicles as a delivery option if 
I thought it to be high in price.    
       
33. If I knew that autonomous 
delivery vehicles as a delivery 
option were likely to be more 
expensive than conventional 
delivery options, that would 
not matter to me.  
       
34. A really great delivery option 
would be worth paying a lot 
of money for.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
35. Autonomous delivery vehicles 
might not perform well and 
create problems during parcel 
drop-off (e.g., locker cannot 
be opened, failure of 
Bluetooth connection, etc.). 
       
36. Autonomous delivery vehicles 
might not work properly 
during parcel drop- off. 
       
37. The chances that something 
would be wrong with the 
performance of autonomous 
delivery vehicles during 
parcel drop-off would be high.    
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
38. Autonomously driving 
delivery vehicles on public 
roads would be risky.  
       
39. Autonomously driving 
delivery vehicles on public 
roads would be dangerous.   
       
40. Autonomously driving 
delivery vehicles would add 
great uncertainty to public 
roads. 
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 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
41. Overall, using autonomous 
delivery vehicles as a 
delivery option would be 
risky. 
       
42. Overall, autonomous 
delivery vehicles as a 
delivery option would be 
dangerous to use. 
       
43. Using autonomous delivery 
vehicles as a delivery option 
would expose me to an 
overall risk.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
44. I believe that the interaction 
with autonomous delivery 
vehicles during parcel drop-
off would be free of error. 
       
45. I believe that I could depend 
and rely on autonomous 
delivery vehicles during 
parcel drop-off.  
       
46. I believe that autonomous 
delivery vehicles would 
perform consistently under a 
variety of circumstances 
during parcel drop-off.  
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
47. I believe that the operation of 
autonomous delivery vehicles 
would be free of error when 
driving on public roads.  
       
48. I believe that I could depend 
and rely on autonomous 
delivery vehicles when 
driving on public roads. 
       
49. I believe that autonomous 
delivery vehicles would 
perform consistently under a 
variety of circumstances when 
driving on public roads.  
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 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
53. If I heard about a new 
technology, I would look for 
ways to experiment with it.   
       
54. Among my peers, I am 
usually the first to explore 
new technologies.       
       
55. I like to experiment with new 
technology.     
       
 
 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
56. I intend to use autonomous 
delivery vehicles as a delivery 
option in the future.  
       
57. I would always try to use 
autonomous delivery vehicles 
as a delivery option in my 
daily life when available in 
the future. 
       
58. I plan to use autonomous 
delivery vehicles frequently 
when available in the future.      
       
 
Finally  
59. Would you like to tell us anything else regarding autonomous delivery vehicles? If yes, please 
specify: 
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your response 
has been recorded. 
 
Please note that the foregoing questionnaire includes only the content but not the layout 
used in this study. For the digital version and the layout of the questionnaire (German 
version) please visit the Qualtrics platform:  
https://nbsnu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cwlZ6awvLkjbcNf 
 Strongly disagree 
Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 
Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
Somewhat 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
50. Overall, I would trust 
autonomous delivery vehicles 
to be reliable.  
       
51. Overall, I would trust 
autonomous delivery vehicles 
to be dependable.      
       
52. Overall, I would trust 
autonomous delivery vehicles.   
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Appendix B: Survey Questionnaire – German Version 
 
Nutzerakzeptanz von autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen 
- Eine empirische Studie in Deutschland -   
 
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, 
 
vielen Dank, dass Sie sich die Zeit nehmen, diese Umfrage zu beantworten. Die Umfrage benötigt 
nur rund 10 bis 15 Minuten Zeit, da Sie für jede Aussage nur eine Antwort auswählen müssen. 
Insgesamt umfasst die Umfrage drei Teile. 
 
Das Hauptziel dieser Forschung ist es, die Akzeptanz der Nutzerinnen und Nutzer von autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen in der Belieferung der "letzten Meile" in Deutschland zu untersuchen. Unter 
letzter Meile ist hier der finale Transport der Waren zur Haustüre der Empfängerin oder des 
Empfängers zu verstehen. Die Studie fokussiert sich nur auf Privatpersonen. Durch die 
Beantwortung dieses Fragebogens tragen Sie zu diesem Forschungsprojekt bei, indem Sie uns 
helfen, ein besseres Verständnis der Nutzerperspektive im Hinblick auf autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge zu erhalten. 
 
Da diese Umfrage Ihre Wahrnehmungen untersucht, gibt es keine richtigen oder falschen 
Antworten. Deshalb ist es von großer Bedeutung, dass Sie die Fragen basierend auf Ihrem 
persönlichen Urteil beantworten. 
 
Ihre Antworten werden ausschließlich für Forschungszwecke verwendet und Ihre persönlichen 
Daten werden anonym und vertraulich behandelt. Die Teilnahme ist absolut freiwillig und Sie 
können Ihre Teilnahme jederzeit ohne Angabe von Gründen beenden. Ich weiß Ihre Teilnahme 
sehr zu schätzen, da der Erfolg der Untersuchung in hohem Maße davon abhängt. 
 
Mit freundlichen Grüßen 
 
Sebastian Kapser 
 
Doktorand 
Northumbria University Business School (England) 
Email: sebastian.kapser@northumbria.ac.uk 
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Teil 1/3: Teilnehmer/innen-Profil  
1. Wie alt sind Sie? 
a. 18-24 Jahre 
b. 25-34 Jahre 
c. 35-49 Jahre 
d. 50-64 Jahre 
e. 65 + Jahre 
 
2. Welches Geschlecht haben Sie? 
a. weiblich 
b. männlich 
 
3. Welche Nationalität haben Sie? 
a. Deutsch 
b. andere, bitte eintragen: 
 
4. Wie hoch ist Ihr monatliches Haushaltsnettoeinkommen? 
Damit ist die Summe aller Löhne, Gehälter und Einkommen der im Haushalt lebenden Personen gemein. 
a. unter 900 € 
b. 900 € bis unter 1.300 € 
c. 1.300 € bis unter 1.500 € 
d. 1.500 € bis unter 2.000 € 
e. 2.000 € bis unter 2.600 € 
f. 2.600 € bis unter 3.200 € 
g. 3.200 € bis unter 4.500 € 
h. 4.500 € bis unter 6.000 € 
i. 6.000 € und darüber 
 
5. Was ist Ihr höchster Bildungsabschluss? 
a. mittlere Reife oder darunter 
b. Abitur 
c. Diplomabschluss 
d. Bachelorabschluss 
e. Masterabschluss 
f. Promotion 
g. kein Abschluss 
h. anderer, bitte eintragen. 
 
6. Wie ist Ihr derzeitiges Arbeitsverhältnis? 
a. Vollzeit beschäftigt 
b. Teilzeit beschäftigt 
c. arbeitssuchend 
d. im Ruhestand 
e. Schülerin/Schüler 
f. Studentin/Student 
g. erwerbsunfähig 
 
7. Wie häufig kaufen Sie Produkte durchschnittlich online ein? 
a. nie 
b. selten 
c. einmal pro Jahr 
d. mehrmals im Jahr 
e. monatlich 
f. wöchentlich 
g. täglich 
 
8. Nutzen Sie mobile Apps in ihrem Alltag? (Beispiele: Facebook App, Deutsche Bahn App, 
Online Banking Apps, etc.) 
a. ja  
b. nein  
  
9. Falls Antwort 7 und 8 ja: Haben Sie schon einmal mobile Apps genutzt (z.B. Amazon-App, 
eBay-App etc.), um Produkte online zu bestellen?  
a. ja 
b. nein 
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Teil 2/3: Informationsblatt 
Bitte lesen Sie die folgenden Informationen aufmerksam durch! 
Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
Im Rahmen dieses Forschungsprojekts werden autonome Lieferfahrzeuge als selbstfahrende und 
sich selbst steuernde Bodenfahrzeuge definiert, die elektrischen Strom als Energiequelle nutzen. 
Diese Fahrzeuge fahren mit einer Geschwindigkeit von circa 5-10 Stundenkilometer eher auf 
Bürgersteigen als auf der Straße. Aus Sicherungs- und Sicherheitsgründen sind die Fahrzeuge mit 
verschiedenen Kameras, Sensoren und einem Satellitennavigationssystem (GPS) ausgestattet. 
Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge sehen aus wie kleine Roboter (Bild 1) oder wie mobile Paketboxen (Bild 
2) und können Pakete oder andere Waren, wie Lebensmittel, bis an die Haustür bringen. 
Bisher sind autonome Lieferfahrzeuge auf öffentlichen Straßen in einer Testphase. In Deutschland, 
beispielsweise in Hamburg und Düsseldorf, wird die Paketzustellung mit autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen 
erprobt. Es gibt sie aber noch nicht als reguläre Lieferoption. 
                                                                    
                           Bild 1                                                                   Bild 2 
Lieferprozess: Interaktion und Vorteile 
Um autonome Lieferfahrzeuge zu nutzen braucht man ein mobiles und App-fähiges Endgerät (z.B. 
Smartphone oder Tablet). Über die mobile App werden die Empfängerinnen und Empfänger 
aufgefordert, ein Datum und ein Zeitfenster für die Lieferung der bestellten Ware anzugeben. Dies 
macht den Lieferprozess mit autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen, im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen 
Lieferoptionen, flexibler und bequemer für die Empfängerinnen und Empfänger. Die Nutzung der 
mobilen App ist einfach und vom Schwierigkeitsgrad vergleichbar mit herkömmlichen Apps wie 
z.B. der Amazon- oder eBay-App. 
Sobald das autonome Lieferfahrzeug am Zielort angekommen ist, erhält die Empfängerin oder der 
Empfänger eine Nachricht durch die App, um die Waren abzuholen. Um sich zu autorisieren und 
das Schließfach des Fahrzeugs zu öffnen, muss die Empfängerin oder der Empfänger ihr/sein 
mobiles Endgerät über Bluetooth mit dem Fahrzeug verbinden. Im Fall einer unerwarteten 
Situation (z.B. das Schließfach lässt sich nicht öffnen), kann die Empfängerin bzw. der Empfänger 
direkt Unterstützung über die mobile App oder das Interface des Fahrzeuges rufen. 
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Teil 3/3: Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge und Nutzerakzeptanz 
10. Haben Sie schon einmal von autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen gehört? 
a. Ja 
b. nein 
 
11. Falls 10 ja: Hatten Sie schon eine Gelegenheit, diese zu nutzen? 
c. ja 
d. nein 
Stellen Sie sich für die folgenden Fragen bitte vor, dass autonome Lieferfahrzeuge in naher 
Zukunft schon Realität wären.  
Bitte geben Sie auf Basis Ihrer Meinung und Ihres Urteils an, in welchem Ausmaß Sie den folgenden 
Aussagen zustimmen oder nicht zustimmen. 
 
 Stimme 
überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
Un-
entschieden 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
12. Ich würde autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge in meinem 
Alltag nützlich finden. 
       
13. Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
würden mir helfen, Dinge 
schneller zu erledigen. 
       
14. Die Nutzung von autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen würde 
meine Produktivität erhöhen. 
       
15. Die Nutzung von autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen würde 
meine Flexibilität im Alltag 
erhöhen.  
       
 
 
 
 
 Stimme 
überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
Un-
entschieden 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
16. Es wäre einfach für mich, 
den Gebrauch autonomer 
Lieferfahrzeuge zu erlernen. 
       
17. Meine Interaktion mit dem 
autonomen Lieferfahrzeug 
per mobiler App wäre klar 
und verständlich.  
       
18. Ich fände autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge einfach zu 
nutzen. 
       
19. Es wäre einfach für mich, 
gekonnt mit autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen 
umzugehen. 
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 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
20. Personen, die für mich wichtig 
sind, wären der Meinung, dass 
ich autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
nutzen sollte. 
       
21. Personen, die mein Verhalten 
beeinflussen, würden denken, 
dass ich autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge nutzen sollte.  
       
22. Personen, deren Meinung mir 
wichtig ist, hätten gerne, dass 
ich autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
nutze.  
       
 
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
23. Ich habe die nötigen 
Ressourcen (z.B. ein mobiles 
Endgerät), um autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge zu nutzen.  
       
24. Ich habe das nötige Wissen, 
um autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
zu nutzen. 
       
25. Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
sind kompatibel mit anderen 
Technologien, die ich nutze 
(z.B. mit meinem 
Smartphone). 
       
26. Ich kann Hilfe von anderen 
bekommen, wenn ich 
Schwierigkeiten mit 
autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen 
habe.  
       
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
27. Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge zu 
nutzen würde mir Spaß 
machen. 
       
28. Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge zu 
nutzen wäre vergnüglich.  
       
29. Autonome Lieferfahrzeuge zu 
nutzen wäre sehr unterhaltsam.  
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 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
30. Es würde mir nichts 
ausmachen mehr zu zahlen, 
um autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
als Lieferoption 
auszuprobieren.  
       
31. Es würde mir nichts 
ausmachen, viel Geld zu 
zahlen, um meine 
Bestellungen mit autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen geliefert zu 
bekommen. 
       
32. Ich wäre weniger bereit für die 
autonome Lieferung meiner 
Waren zu zahlen, wenn ich 
diese Lieferoption als teuer 
erachten würde.   
       
33. Wenn ich wüsste, dass 
autonome Lieferfahrzeuge als 
Lieferoption teurer wären als 
herkömmliche Lieferoptionen, 
dann wäre mir das egal. 
       
34. Eine wirklich großartige 
Lieferoption wäre es mir wert, 
viel Geld dafür zu zahlen.  
       
 
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
35. Es könnte sein, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge nicht gut 
funktionieren und Probleme 
bei der Paketablieferung 
machen (z.B. das Schließfach 
lässt sich nicht öffnen, die 
Bluetooth-Verbindung klappt 
nicht etc.) 
       
36. Es könnte sein, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge während der 
Paketablieferung nicht richtig 
funktionieren. 
       
37. Die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass 
etwas während der 
Paketablieferung mit dem 
autonomen Fahrzeug 
schiefläuft, wäre hoch.    
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 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
38. Autonom fahrende 
Lieferfahrzeuge auf 
öffentlichen Straßen wären 
riskant.  
       
39. Autonom fahrende 
Lieferfahrzeuge auf 
öffentlichen Straßen wären 
gefährlich.  
       
40. Autonom fahrende 
Lieferfahrzeuge würden große 
Unsicherheit auf öffentliche 
Straßen bringen. 
       
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
41. Insgesamt wäre die Nutzung 
autonomer Lieferfahrzeuge als 
Lieferoption riskant. 
       
42. Insgesamt wären autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge als 
Lieferoption gefährlich. 
       
43. Die Nutzung von autonomen 
Lieferfahrzeugen als 
Lieferoption würde mich 
insgesamt einem Risiko 
aussetzen.  
       
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
44. Ich glaube, dass die 
Interaktion mit dem 
autonomen Lieferfahrzeug 
während der Paketablieferung 
fehlerfrei funktionieren würde. 
       
45. Ich glaube, dass ich mich auf 
autonome Lieferfahrzeuge, 
während der Paketlieferung 
verlassen könnt und sie 
zuverlässig wären.  
       
46. Ich glaube, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge unter 
verschiedenen Umständen 
während der Paketablieferung, 
konsistent funktionieren 
würden.  
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 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
47. Ich glaube, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge fehlerfrei 
funktionieren würden, wenn 
sie auf öffentlichen Straßen 
fuhren.  
       
48. Ich glaube, dass ich mich auf 
autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
verlassen könnte und sie 
zuverlässig wären, wenn sie 
auf öffentlichen Straßen 
fuhren. 
       
49. Ich glaube, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge unter 
verschiedenen Umständen 
konsistent funktionieren 
würden, wenn sie auf 
öffentlichen Straßen fahren.  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
53. Wenn ich von einer neuen 
Technologie höre, dann würde 
ich nach Wegen suchen diese 
auszuprobieren.  
       
54. In meinem Bekanntenkreis bin 
ich meist der/die Erste, der/die 
eine neue Technologie 
ausprobiert. 
       
55. Ich probiere gerne neue 
Technologien aus. 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
50. Insgesamt würde ich darauf 
vertrauen, dass autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge zuverlässig 
sind.  
       
51. Insgesamt würde ich darauf 
vertrauen, dass man sich auf 
autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
verlassen kann.  
       
52. Insgesamt würde ich 
autonomen Lieferfahrzeugen 
vertrauen.  
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 Stimme überhaupt 
nicht zu 
 
Stimme 
nicht zu 
 
 
Stimme 
eher nicht 
zu 
 
Un-
entschieden 
 
 
Stimme 
eher zu 
 
Stimme zu 
 
Stimme 
vollständig 
zu 
56. Ich beabsichtige, autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge künftig als 
Lieferoption zu nutzen. 
       
57. Ich würde immer versuchen, 
im Alltag autonome 
Lieferfahrzeuge als 
Lieferoption zu nutzen, wenn 
sie künftig zur Verfügung 
stünden. 
       
58. Ich würde versuchen, 
autonome Lieferfahrzeuge 
häufig zu nutzen, wenn sie 
künftig zur Verfügung 
stünden. 
       
 
 
Zum Schluss 
59. Gibt es noch irgendetwas, das Sie uns im Hinblick auf autonome Lieferfahrzeuge sagen 
möchten? Falls ja, schreiben Sie es bitte auf: 
 
 
 
Vielen Dank, dass Sie sich die Zeit genommen haben an dieser 
Umfrage teilzunehmen. Ihre Antworten wurden gespeichert.  
 
 
Please note that the foregoing questionnaire includes only the content but not the layout 
used in this study. For the digital version and the layout of the questionnaire (German 
version) please visit the Qualtrics platform:  
https://nbsnu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cwlZ6awvLkjbcNf 
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Appendix C: Measurement Model 
Appendix C.1: Standardised Regression Weights 
   Estimate 
PR_PR1   PR_P 0.901 
PR_PR2  PR_P 0.94 
PR_SR1  PR_S 0.925 
PR_SR2  PR_S 0.968 
PR_SR3  PR_S 0.936 
PR_OR1  PR_O 0.94 
PR_OR2  PR_O 0.955 
PR_OR3  PR_O 0.825 
HM3  HM 0.931 
HM2  HM 0.972 
HM1  HM 0.943 
PSR4  PS 0.822 
PSR2  PS 0.895 
TT_OT1  TT_O 0.955 
TT_OT2  TT_O 0.966 
TT_OT3  TT_O 0.957 
TT_S1  TT_S 0.916 
TT_S2  TT_S 0.958 
TT_S3  TT_S 0.951 
TT_P1  TT_P 0.888 
TT_P2  TT_P 0.943 
TT_P3  TT_P 0.906 
PE4  PE 0.884 
PE2  PE 0.94 
PE1  PE 0.867 
EE4  EE 0.926 
EE3  EE 0.918 
EE2  EE 0.899 
EE1  EE 0.889 
SI3  SI 0.952 
SI2  SI 0.965 
SI1  SI 0.933 
FC3  FC 0.909 
FC2  FC 0.807 
FC1  FC 0.849 
INO1  INO 0.859 
INO2  INO 0.874 
INO3  INO 0.844 
BI1  BI 0.929 
BI2  BI 0.956 
BI3  BI 0.968 
PE3  PE 0.885 
PSR5  PS 0.855 
FC4  FC 0.736 
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Table Continued  
   Estimate 
PR_PR3  PR_P 0.782 
PSR1  PS 0.837 
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Appendix C.2: Standardised Residual Covariances 
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Appendix C.3: Modification Indices 
     M.I. 
Par 
Change 
FC4  BI 17.564 0.134 
FC4  SI 13.441 0.12 
FC4  PE 4.408 0.069 
FC4  TT_S 6.687 0.098 
FC4  TT_O 5.483 0.082 
FC4  PS 21.413 -0.163 
FC4  HM 6.441 0.079 
FC4  BI3 17.259 0.124 
FC4  BI2 20.813 0.136 
FC4  BI1 12.059 0.102 
FC4  SI1 15.743 0.121 
FC4  SI2 11.416 0.102 
FC4  SI3 12.486 0.109 
FC4  EE4 4.633 0.071 
FC4  TT_S3 7.896 0.097 
FC4  TT_S2 5.243 0.077 
FC4  TT_S1 5.423 0.079 
FC4  TT_OT3 5.58 0.074 
FC4 - TT_OT2 5.067 0.073 
FC4  TT_OT1 4.117 0.067 
FC4  PSR2 17.912 -0.13 
FC4  PSR4 17.57 -0.127 
FC4  PSR5 14.32 -0.112 
FC4  HM1 4.667 0.062 
FC4  HM2 4.818 0.064 
FC4  HM3 10.738 0.096 
BI2  FC 4.41 -0.035 
BI2  INO3 4.018 -0.033 
BI2  FC3 8.191 -0.044 
BI2  PE4 5.617 -0.035 
BI1  FC 4.492 0.042 
BI1  SI 4.038 0.041 
BI1  INO1 4.079 0.042 
BI1  FC1 6.475 0.041 
BI1  SI1 4.415 0.04 
BI1  SI2 4.204 0.038 
BI1  PR_OR3 4.947 -0.045 
INO3  BI 4.474 -0.059 
INO3  SI 8.175 -0.081 
INO3  PE 4.913 -0.063 
INO3  PS 8.767 0.09 
INO3  HM 6.019 -0.066 
INO3  BI2 5.942 -0.063 
INO3  BI1 4.912 -0.056 
INO3  SI1 9.596 -0.081 
INO3  SI2 5.983 -0.064 
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Table continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
INO3  SI3 9.583 -0.082 
INO3  PE2 4.992 -0.056 
INO3  PE3 5.509 -0.056 
INO3  PSR2 7.169 0.071 
INO3  PSR4 8.497 0.077 
INO3  PSR5 5.682 0.061 
INO3  HM1 4.941 -0.056 
INO3  HM2 5.852 -0.061 
INO3  HM3 6.926 -0.067 
INO3  PR_PR1 4.118 0.071 
INO2  PS 12.748 -0.115 
INO2  PR_P 6.644 -0.11 
INO2  FC4 5.24 -0.066 
INO2  PSR2 14.416 -0.106 
INO2  PSR4 10.321 -0.089 
INO2  PSR5 9.125 -0.081 
INO2  PR_OR3 5.508 0.07 
INO2  PR_PR2 5.611 -0.085 
INO2  PR_PR1 10.063 -0.118 
INO1  PE 5.269 0.06 
INO1  HM 8.244 0.071 
INO1  BI2 4.968 0.053 
INO1  BI1 5.49 0.055 
INO1  SI1 4.325 0.051 
INO1  PE1 13.736 0.088 
INO1  PE2 5.063 0.052 
INO1  HM1 14.191 0.087 
INO1  HM2 6.602 0.06 
INO1  HM3 5.994 0.058 
INO1  PR_OR3 12.557 -0.092 
INO1  PR_OR2 5.533 -0.062 
FC1  BI 5.771 -0.078 
FC1  INO 6.617 -0.106 
FC1  SI 5.704 -0.079 
FC1  EE 6.876 -0.097 
FC1  TT_P 6.548 -0.104 
FC1  TT_S 6.053 -0.094 
FC1  TT_O 5.129 -0.08 
FC1  PS 8.895 0.106 
FC1  PR_P 6.665 0.123 
FC1  BI3 6.317 -0.076 
FC1  BI2 5.33 -0.07 
FC1  INO2 5.299 -0.066 
FC1 - INO1 8.006 -0.095 
FC1  FC3 4.388 0.062 
FC1  SI1 4.986 -0.069 
FC1  SI2 4.956 -0.068 
FC1  SI3 5.859 -0.075 
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Table Continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
FC1  EE1 11.791 -0.119 
FC1  EE3 6.234 -0.084 
FC1  EE4 9.73 -0.104 
FC1  PE3 4.436 -0.059 
FC1  TT_P3 7.468 -0.1 
FC1  TT_P2 6.634 -0.092 
FC1  TT_P3 5.599 -0.083 
FC1  TT_S2 5.87 -0.083 
FC1  TT_S1 4.292 -0.071 
FC1  TT_OT3 5.678 -0.075 
FC1  TT_OT2 5.145 -0.074 
FC1  PSR2 4.546 0.066 
FC1  PSR4 8.718 0.091 
FC1  PSR5 7.638 0.083 
FC1  HM3 4.623 -0.064 
FC1  PR_SR1 4.243 0.072 
FC1  PR_PR2 6.145 0.099 
FC1  PR_PR1 5.803 0.099 
FC2  EE 9.399 0.109 
FC2  PR_P 4.852 -0.101 
FC2  INO3 5.757 0.074 
FC2  INO2 4.643 0.06 
FC2  EE1 12.088 0.116 
FC2  EE2 12.025 0.114 
FC2  EE3 4.569 0.069 
FC2  EE4 16.786 0.132 
FC2  PR_PR2 4.777 -0.084 
FC2  PR_PR1 4.848 -0.087 
FC3  FC1 8.754 0.061 
FC3  EE4 4.14 -0.053 
FC3  PE1 4.543 0.05 
SI1  HM 7.578 0.051 
SI1  HM1 8.217 0.049 
SI1  HM2 8.105 0.049 
SI1  HM3 6.677 0.045 
SI2  BI 4.519 -0.035 
SI2  TT_S 4.957 -0.043 
SI2  TT_O 6.335 -0.045 
SI2  BI3 4.979 -0.034 
SI2  BI2 4.829 -0.033 
SI2  TT_S3 6.903 -0.046 
SI2  TT_OT3 6.655 -0.041 
SI2  TT_OT2 6.694 -0.043 
SI2  TT_OT1 5.532 -0.039 
SI2  HM3 4.188 -0.031 
EE1  BI 9.356 -0.064 
EE1  TT_O 4.379 -0.048 
EE1  PS 17.283 0.096 
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Table continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
EE1  PR_P 7.667 0.086 
EE1  BI3 8.38 -0.057 
EE1  BI2 11.365 -0.066 
EE1  BI1 6.13 -0.048 
EE1  FC1 5.524 -0.04 
EE1  PE3 5.647 -0.043 
EE1  TT_OT3 5.995 -0.05 
EE1  TT_OT2 4.002 -0.043 
EE1  PSR2 19.51 0.089 
EE1  PSR4 13.592 0.074 
EE1  PSR5 10.492 0.063 
EE1  HM3 5.361 -0.045 
EE1  PR_PR2 7.794 0.073 
EE1  PR_PR1 5.658 0.064 
EE2  FC1 5.75 0.04 
EE2  FC2 5.521 0.044 
EE3  BI 7.069 0.052 
EE3  PE 10.915 0.066 
EE3  PS 4.815 -0.047 
EE3  PR_O 4.912 -0.05 
EE3  PR_P 8.908 -0.086 
EE3  BI3 6.75 0.047 
EE3  BI2 8.175 0.052 
EE3  BI1 4.638 0.039 
EE3  PE1 16.161 0.073 
EE3  PE2 12.108 0.062 
EE3  PE3 11.322 0.057 
EE3  PE4 4.684 0.037 
EE3  TT_P3 4.584 0.047 
EE3  PSR4 6.064 -0.046 
EE3  PSR5 5.694 -0.043 
EE3  HM2 4.757 0.039 
EE3  PR_OR1 6.627 -0.053 
EE3  PR_PR2 8.394 -0.07 
EE3  PR_PR1 8.666 -0.073 
EE4  PE1 4.857 -0.039 
EE4  PE2 5.458 -0.04 
EE4  PR_SR2 5.102 0.046 
PE1  FC 10.15 0.082 
PE1  EE 5.199 0.067 
PE1  TT_P 4.228 0.067 
PE1  TT_O 7.273 0.076 
PE1  PS 8.682 0.084 
PE1  INO1 7.452 0.073 
PE1  FC1 11.746 0.072 
PE1  FC3 13.026 0.086 
PE1  EE3 8.761 0.079 
PE1  PE3 4.464 -0.047 
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Table continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
PE1  TT_P3 4.433 0.061 
PE1  TT_S2 4.571 0.058 
PE1  TT_OT3 5.725 0.06 
PE1  TT_OT2 6.856 0.068 
PE1  TT_OT1 10.792 0.087 
PE1  PSR2 9.578 0.076 
PE1  PSR4 7.462 0.067 
PE1  PSR5 7.943 0.067 
PE1  PR_OR3 4.715 -0.057 
PE3  FC 4.226 -0.054 
PE3  PS 9.885 -0.091 
PE3  INO2 5.166 0.053 
PE3  FC1 4.974 -0.047 
PE3  FC3 5.364 -0.056 
PE3  EE1 5.924 -0.068 
PE3  PE1 5.267 -0.056 
PE3  PE4 4.944 0.052 
PE3  PSR2 17.223 -0.104 
PE3  PSR4 9.01 -0.075 
PE4  PE3 4.895 0.05 
TT_TCP2  PE2 5.127 0.035 
TT_TCS1  EE3 4.197 -0.039 
TT_OT3  BI 5.796 0.037 
TT_OT3  PS 7.734 -0.047 
TT_OT3  PR_P 4.597 -0.049 
TT_OT3  BI3 6.601 0.037 
TT_OT3  BI2 5.445 0.034 
TT_OT3  BI1 4.898 0.031 
TT_OT3  SI3 4.405 0.031 
TT_OT3  TT_S1 4.101 0.033 
TT_OT3  PSR2 4.482 -0.031 
TT_OT3  PSR5 9.694 -0.045 
TT_OT3  PR_PR2 4.138 -0.039 
TT_OT3  PR_PR1 5.038 -0.044 
TT_OT2  PE3 7.347 -0.033 
TT_OT2  PR_PR1 5.709 0.042 
TT_OT1  PS 4.038 0.033 
TT_OT1  EE2 6.758 0.041 
TT_OT1  PE1 4.842 0.03 
TT_OT1  PSR5 7.893 0.039 
PSR2  INO2 4.248 -0.049 
PSR2  PE3 4.885 -0.052 
PSR4  INO1 5.043 0.068 
HM1  FC 6.284 0.047 
HM1  EE 4.08 0.043 
HM1  PE 4.503 0.041 
HM1  TT_P 4.104 0.048 
HM1  TT_O 6.307 0.051 
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Table continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
HM1  PR_O 13.367 -0.079 
HM1  PR_S 5.208 -0.051 
HM1  BI1 4.109 0.035 
HM1  INO1 9.209 0.059 
HM1  FC1 8.865 0.045 
HM1  FC2 4.579 0.037 
HM1  EE2 6.089 0.049 
HM1  PE1 8.91 0.052 
HM1  PE2 7.156 0.046 
HM1  TT_P2 7 0.055 
HM1  TT_OT2 8.25 0.055 
HM1  TT_OT1 6.959 0.051 
HM1  PSR4 5.696 0.043 
HM1  PR_OR3 17.328 -0.08 
HM1  PR_OR2 16.046 -0.077 
HM1  PR_OR1 8.363 -0.058 
HM1  PR_SR3 9.831 -0.062 
HM2  SI 4.302 -0.034 
HM2  SI2 4.977 -0.034 
HM2  SI3 4.981 -0.034 
HM3  FC 4.594 -0.042 
HM3  PS 5.987 -0.053 
HM3  PR_O 9.465 0.07 
HM3  PR_S 8.06 0.066 
HM3  FC1 7.203 -0.043 
HM3  FC2 6.623 -0.046 
HM3  FC3 4.187 -0.037 
HM3  EE1 4.491 -0.045 
HM3  PSR2 4.084 -0.038 
HM3  PSR4 10.64 -0.061 
HM3  PR_OR3 6.388 0.051 
HM3  PR_OR2 8.388 0.058 
HM3  PR_OR1 9.031 0.063 
HM3  PR_SR3 10.952 0.068 
HM3  PR_SR2 7.678 0.058 
PR_OR3  PS 4.568 -0.061 
PR_OR3  INO1 4.559 -0.057 
PR_OR3  PSR4 4.788 -0.054 
PR_OR3  PSR5 4.713 -0.052 
PR_OR3  HM1 4.585 -0.05 
PR_OR3  PR_SR1 4.256 -0.058 
PR_OR1  PS 4.039 0.038 
PR_OR1  FC3 4.65 0.034 
PR_OR1  PSR2 5.716 0.039 
PR_OR1  PR_PR1 8.94 0.066 
PR_SR3  FC 4.624 -0.036 
PR_SR3  EE 5.959 -0.048 
PR_SR3  PR_O 7.244 0.053 
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Table continued 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
PR_SR3  BI1 4.022 -0.031 
PR_SR3  FC1 5.501 -0.032 
PR_SR3  EE2 8.126 -0.051 
PR_SR3  EE3 5.602 -0.042 
PR_SR3  EE4 5.498 -0.041 
PR_SR3  TT_OT1 4.302 -0.036 
PR_SR3  HM1 7.043 -0.041 
PR_SR3  PR_OR3 15.888 0.069 
PR_SR3  PR_OR2 8.223 0.05 
PR_SR3  PR_OR1 6.977 0.048 
PR_SR1  FC 4.846 0.038 
PR_SR1  PS 5.681 0.046 
PR_SR1  FC1 7.34 0.038 
PR_SR1  FC3 4.221 0.033 
PR_SR1  EE1 5.422 0.044 
PR_SR1  PSR2 4.247 0.034 
PR_SR1  PSR4 5.256 0.038 
PR_SR1  PSR5 5.895 0.039 
PR_SR1  PR_OR3 8.363 -0.052 
PR_PR1  BI3 4.063 -0.034 
PR_PR1  BI1 4.095 -0.033 
PR_PR1  TT_S2 4.19 -0.039 
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Appendix D: Re-Estimated Measurement Model 
Appendix D.1: Standardised Regression Weights 
      Estimate 
PR_PR1  PR_PR 0.891 
PR_PR2  PR_PR 0.963 
PR_SR1  PR_SR 0.925 
PR_SR2  PR_SR 0.968 
PR_SR3  PR_SR 0.936 
PR_OR1  PR_O 0.94 
PR_OR2  PR_O 0.955 
PR_OR3  PR_O 0.825 
HM3  HM 0.932 
HM2  HM 0.971 
HM1  HM 0.943 
PSR4  PS 0.832 
PSR2  PS 0.877 
TT_OT1  TT_O 0.955 
TT_OT2  TT_O 0.966 
TT_OT3  TT_O 0.957 
TT_S1  TT_S 0.916 
TT_S2  TT_S 0.958 
TT_S3  TT_S 0.951 
TT_P1  TT_P 0.887 
TT_P2  TT_P 0.944 
TT_P3  TT_P 0.905 
PE4  PE 0.886 
PE2  PE 0.939 
PE1  PE 0.866 
SI3  SI 0.952 
SI2  SI 0.965 
SI1  SI 0.933 
INO1  INO 0.861 
INO2  INO 0.876 
INO3  INO 0.839 
BI1  BI 0.929 
BI2  BI 0.956 
BI3  BI 0.968 
PE3  PE 0.887 
PSR5  PS 0.882 
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Appendix D.2: Standardised Residual Covariances 
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Appendix D.3: Modification Indices 
      M.I. 
Par 
Change 
BI2  INO3 4.073 -0.033 
BI2  PE4 5.644 -0.035 
BI1  SI 4.026 0.041 
BI1  INO1 4.104 0.042 
BI1  SI1 4.415 0.04 
BI1  SI2 4.217 0.038 
BI1  PR_OR3 4.981 -0.045 
INO3  SI 7.584 -0.079 
INO3  PE 4.677 -0.062 
INO3  PS 7.675 0.085 
INO3  HM 5.437 -0.063 
INO3  BI2 5.35 -0.06 
INO3  BI1 4.24 -0.053 
INO3  SI1 8.75 -0.078 
INO3  SI2 5.357 -0.061 
INO3  SI3 8.781 -0.08 
INO3  PE2 4.472 -0.054 
INO3  PE3 5.203 -0.055 
INO3  PSR2 6.628 0.069 
INO3  PSR4 7.93 0.075 
INO3  PSR5 5.186 0.059 
INO3  HM1 4.285 -0.052 
INO3  HM2 5.134 -0.058 
INO3  HM3 6.503 -0.065 
INO2  PS 12.223 -0.112 
INO2  PR_PR 6.545 -0.11 
INO2  PSR2 14.084 -0.105 
INO2  PSR4 10.117 -0.088 
INO2  PSR5 8.917 -0.081 
INO2  PR_OR3 5.708 0.071 
INO2  PR_PR2 5.537 -0.085 
INO2  PR_PR1 10.049 -0.118 
INO1  PE 5.159 0.059 
INO1  HM 7.907 0.07 
INO1  BI2 4.53 0.051 
INO1  BI1 5.19 0.053 
INO1  SI1 4.007 0.049 
INO1  PE1 14.075 0.089 
INO1  PE2 4.806 0.051 
INO1  HM1 13.88 0.086 
INO1  HM2 6.312 0.059 
INO1  HM3 5.365 0.054 
INO1  PR_OR3 12.703 -0.093 
INO1  PR_OR2 5.48 -0.061 
SI1  HM 7.597 0.051 
SI1  HM1 8.291 0.049 
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Table continued 
   M.I. 
Par 
Change 
SI1  HM2 8.192 0.05 
SI1  HM3 6.562 0.045 
SI2  BI 4.588 -0.035 
SI2  TT_S 4.995 -0.043 
SI2  TT_O 6.394 -0.045 
SI2  BI3 5.005 -0.034 
SI2  BI2 4.943 -0.034 
SI2  TT_S3 6.884 -0.046 
SI2  TT_OT3 6.775 -0.041 
SI2  TT_OT2 6.784 -0.043 
SI2  TT_OT1 5.5 -0.039 
SI2  HM3 4.441 -0.031 
PE1  TT_P 4.264 0.068 
PE1  TT_O 7.483 0.078 
PE1  PS 8.175 0.082 
PE1  INO1 7.39 0.073 
PE1  PE3 4.441 -0.048 
PE1  TT_P3 4.637 0.063 
PE1  TT_S2 4.802 0.06 
PE1  TT_OT3 5.801 0.061 
PE1  TT_OT2 7.055 0.07 
PE1  TT_OT1 11.205 0.09 
PE1  PSR2 9.674 0.077 
PE1  PSR4 7.368 0.067 
PE1  PSR5 7.617 0.066 
PE1  PR_OR3 4.686 -0.057 
PE3  PS 9.304 -0.088 
PE3  INO2 4.94 0.052 
PE3  PE1 5.424 -0.057 
PE3  PE4 4.406 0.049 
PE3  PSR2 16.705 -0.102 
PE3  PSR4 8.808 -0.074 
PE4  PE3 4.339 0.047 
TT_P2  PE2 5.055 0.035 
TT_OT3  BI 5.759 0.037 
TT_OT3  PS 7.65 -0.047 
TT_OT3  PR_PR 4.594 -0.049 
TT_OT3  BI3 6.59 0.037 
TT_OT3  BI2 5.435 0.034 
TT_OT3  BI1 4.887 0.031 
TT_OT3  SI3 4.4 0.031 
TT_OT3  TT_S1 4.086 0.033 
TT_OT3  PSR2 4.466 -0.031 
TT_OT3  PSR5 9.697 -0.045 
TT_OT3  PR_PR2 4.139 -0.039 
TT_OT3  PR_PR1 5.035 -0.044 
TT_OT2  PE3 7.365 -0.033 
TT_OT2  PR_PR1 5.715 0.043 
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Table continued  
    M.I. 
Par 
Change 
     
TT_OT1  PE1 4.867 0.03 
TT_OT1  PSR5 7.872 0.039 
PSR2  INO2 4.422 -0.05 
PSR2  PE3 5.171 -0.053 
PSR4  INO1 4.932 0.068 
HM1  PE 4.445 0.041 
HM1  TT_P 4.103 0.048 
HM1  TT_O 6.286 0.051 
HM1  PR_O 13.284 -0.079 
HM1  PR_SR 5.274 -0.051 
HM1  BI1 4.084 0.035 
HM1  INO1 9.066 0.059 
HM1  PE1 9.053 0.053 
HM1  PE2 7.147 0.046 
HM1  TT_P2 6.928 0.055 
HM1  TT_OT2 8.205 0.054 
HM1  TT_OT1 6.98 0.051 
HM1  PSR4 5.744 0.043 
HM1  PR_OR3 17.362 -0.08 
HM1  PR_OR2 16.092 -0.077 
HM1  PR_OR1 8.359 -0.058 
HM1  PR_SR3 9.933 -0.062 
HM2  SI 4.263 -0.034 
HM2  SI2 4.871 -0.033 
HM2  SI3 4.869 -0.034 
HM3  PS 5.636 -0.051 
HM3  PR_O 9.45 0.07 
HM3  PR_SR 8.33 0.067 
HM3  PSR2 4.005 -0.038 
HM3  PSR4 10.61 -0.061 
HM3  PR_OR3 6.515 0.051 
HM3  PR_OR2 8.538 0.059 
HM3  PR_OR1 9.216 0.063 
HM3  PR_SR3 11.059 0.068 
HM3  PR_SR2 7.793 0.058 
PR_OR3  PS 4.549 -0.061 
PR_OR3  INO1 4.54 -0.057 
PR_OR3  PSR4 4.799 -0.054 
PR_OR3  PSR5 4.702 -0.052 
PR_OR3  HM1 4.637 -0.05 
PR_OR3  PR_SR1 4.276 -0.058 
PR_OR1  PSR2 5.657 0.039 
PR_OR1  PR_PR1 8.804 0.065 
PR_SR3  PR_O 7.095 0.052 
PR_SR3  TT_OT1 4.233 -0.036 
PR_SR3  HM1 6.997 -0.041 
PR_SR3  PR_OR3 15.765 0.069 
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Table continued 
   M.I. 
Par 
Change 
PR_SR3  PR_OR2 8.133 0.05 
PR_SR3  PR_OR1 6.927 0.048 
PR_SR1  PS 5.531 0.045 
PR_SR1  PSR2 4.277 0.035 
PR_SR1  PSR4 5.26 0.038 
PR_SR1  PSR5 5.879 0.039 
PR_SR1  PR_OR3 8.294 -0.051 
PR_PR1  BI1 4.013 -0.033 
PR_PR1  TT_S2 4.124 -0.038 
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Appendix E: Structural Model 
Appendix E.1: Path Coefficients Including Control Variables 
 
      Estimate 
Standardised 
estimate 
Standard 
error 
Critical 
ratio 
P-value 
TT_O  TT_S 0.469 0.436 0.049 9.665 *** 
TT_O  TT_P 0.584 0.511 0.053 11.05 *** 
PR_O  PR_SR 0.674 0.658 0.037 18.363 *** 
PR_O  PR_PR 0.161 0.129 0.039 4.125 *** 
PR_O  TT_O -0.234 -0.247 0.027 -8.793 *** 
BI  PE 0.218 0.217 0.051 4.312 *** 
BI  EE -0.073 -0.065 0.054 -1.339 0.18 
BI  SI 0.121 0.12 0.042 2.881 0.004 
BI  FC 0.033 0.034 0.047 0.704 0.482 
BI  HM 0.116 0.121 0.046 2.547 0.011 
BI  PS -0.216 -0.205 0.034 -6.284 *** 
BI  INO 0.21 0.172 0.047 4.427 *** 
BI  PR_O -0.078 -0.068 0.034 -2.32 0.02 
BI  TT_O 0.274 0.253 0.04 6.907 *** 
BI  Gender -0.036 -0.011 0.077 -0.469 0.639 
BI  Age -0.017 -0.013 0.034 -0.512 0.609 
    Note: *** = p-value < 0.001 
 
Appendix E.2: Re-Estimated Path Coefficients Including Control Variables 
      Estimate 
Standardised 
estimate 
Standard 
error 
Critical 
ratio 
P-value 
TT_O  TT_S 0.469 0.436 0.049 9.676 *** 
TT_O  TT_P 0.583 0.511 0.053 11.039 *** 
PR_O  PR_S 0.674 0.659 0.037 18.373 *** 
PR_O  PR_P 0.162 0.129 0.039 4.132 *** 
PR_O  TT_O -0.233 -0.246 0.027 -8.783 *** 
BI  PR_O -0.079 -0.069 0.034 -2.368 0.018 
BI  PE 0.195 0.194 0.047 4.187 *** 
BI  SI 0.12 0.118 0.041 2.932 0.003 
BI  HM 0.116 0.12 0.045 2.562 0.01 
BI  PS -0.216 -0.206 0.033 -6.64 *** 
BI  INO 0.21 0.173 0.045 4.659 *** 
BI  TT_O 0.268 0.247 0.039 6.891 *** 
BI  Gender -0.035 -0.01 0.077 -0.452 0.651 
BI  Age -0.025 -0.019 0.032 -0.771 0.441 
   Note: *** = p-value < 0.001 
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